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Development of Modern Tools for
Deciphering Medicinal Manuscripts

Written in Grantha Script

M.A. Alwar and M.A. Ananth

The Sanskrit word ëVedaí is derived from the verbal root
ëvidíñëto know.í The four Vedas are together considered to
be the storehouse of knowledge or unlimited information.
In the past, our predecessors did not want the valuable
knowledge, experienced by then, to perish along with them.
Hence, they struggled very hard to convey this knowledge
to posterity.

The evidence of writing in ancient India is available as
early as fifth Century BC. The writing was necessitated due
to the enormous growth of knowledge. The fifth Century BC

onward, we come across several palm leaf manuscripts,
inscriptions, plaques etc. Later, the scripts were classified
into four categories viz.

(i) Script used for printing
(ii) Script used in inscriptions
(iii) Script written with pens
(iv) Script caused by the eating away of the manuscripts by

moths.

According to an old text called Lalitavistara, which was
translated into Chinese in 308 AD it is said that the Buddha
was admitted to a school called  Lipi‹ålå (School for learning
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scripts) and he learnt sixty-four varieties of scripts over there.
A list of scripts that were learnt by the Buddha is also given
in that book. Among the scripts, Bråhm∂ appears to be the
oldest as it was invented in the third Century BC. Devanågar∂
script was fully developed by the tenth or eleventh Century
AD. The Grantha script, which is older than the Devanågar∂,
belongs to the seventh Century AD. In South India,
knowledge of Grantha script was considered to be a must
for a scholar, as most of the texts were written in Grantha
script. There is a reference of this Grantha script in the
Mahåbhårata. Kannada script dates back to fourth century
AD. Kannada, Malayalam and Telugu have round shaped
scripts, whereas Devanågar∂, Nand∂någar∂, Modi etc., have
boxñtype letters. Oriya and other scripts are of mixed shapes.

It is necessary to know something about the scribes, who
actually committed the older texts into writing. Sanskrit
scholars in those days, hardly wrote anything by themselves
as they were used to the oral tradition. For writing the texts,
they had to engage professional scribes. Most of the times,
the scribes were not scholars. Sometimes these scribes could
not understand or hear the word properly as was dictated to
them by the scholars. This led to certain confusions in the
text.

There are thousands of medicinal manuscripts preserved
all over India which are written in Grantha script. Most of
these manuscripts are the hereditary possessions of individ-
uals or of mutts and institutions. In most of the cases, the
possessors are not in a position to conserve them properly,
as they do not have the technical knowledge of preserving a
manuscript. They are also not prepared to part with them,
as they consider these manuscripts as their invaluable possess-
ions. In such circumstances, it is very difficult to preserve
these manuscripts, which are fast deteriorating in condition
and ultimately breaking into pieces. In order to save that
knowledge, it is necessary to digitize them for  further use
in dissemination of knowledge.
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Some of these manuscripts are still unpublished though
they seem to be extremely valuable. The immediate task is
to prepare critical editions of such work and publish them.
But this is not an easy task as it involves deciphering of the
manuscripts written not only in Grantha script, but in Modi
style (cryptic style) also. Besides, to prepare a critical edition,
it is necessary to collect the various versions of the same
manuscript from different parts of the country and arrange
these manuscripts in a hierarchical and chronological order,
based on the authors and the scribes. This stage of
preparation facilitating the critical edition is called Heuristics.
At this level itself, one encounters many problems. As
different versions of the same manuscript are available, it
becomes difficult to ascertain a particular one as authentic.
Most of the times, the scholar depends upon the
paleographic evidence based on the style of writing to find
their hierarchy. This problem could be solved to some extent
by the Carbon-dating system.

One is expected to go through all the manuscripts of the
same text and decipher and copy each one of them. One
has to prepare a matrix in which one has to enter the various
readings available in each manuscript, line by line and letter
by letter, and then decide what can possibly be the correct
reading and what are its variations caused by the negligence
or ignorance of the scribe. Several mistakes take place in
the manuscripts due to wrong intonation, ignorance or
negligence of the scribe. In addition to this, certain scribes
with their strong inclinations to certain systems or certain
ideas, could have removed the original portions of the texts
and might have replaced them by spurious and extraneous
matter. The Pundit engaged for the preparation of critical
editions of such medical texts, should be able to identify all
these in detail and try to bring out the text, which is closer
to the text of the original author.

At this juncture, several modern technologies developed
by the computer scientists are of great help. While copying
each manuscript and putting them on the matrix, the
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Pundit involved in textual criticism, struggles hard to
decipher the handwriting. Generally, these manuscripts are
written in the Modi style. Besides, they do not have any
punctuation marks. Lines or words that are wrongly written
by the scribe will not be scored off for fear of damaging the
palm leaf or birch bark on which they are written. On the
other hand, some indication will be there, to say that such
portions have to be deleted, which is not very clear. In fact,
to decipher the scripts the expert actually depends upon
pattern recognition. If he is not able to decipher a particular
letter, he has to go through the various portions of the same
manuscript, where the same type of letters occur. If these
letters are recognized elsewhere based on the context, he
would also be able to recognize the same in another place,
where he is not able to decipher it easily.

It may not be out of place to mention here, that plenty of
discussions have taken place in the ‹åstras with regard to the
variations of the same script in the hands of different scribes.
 In this connection, the computer scientists should carefully
examine the algorithms developed by the Sanskrit scholars
for identification of the letters and for some clues for pattern
recognition. While deciphering letters and words, which are
not very clear, the syntactic and semantic analysis comes into
play. Experiments conducted in the last eight years have
proven beyond doubt, that there is a fund of information
and logic with regard to syntax and semantics in Sanskrit,
which was developed over a period of thousands of years.
This information available in Sanskrit is not only useful to
the manuscriptologist to develop his own tools for textual
criticism, but also for the computer scientist in Natural
Language Processing (NPL).

The other problem faced by the manuscriptologists, as
mentioned above, is the spurious and extraneous matters,
which have entered into the texts. This causes serious
concern to the manuscriptologist because, it is not easy to
distinguish between the original and the spurious. Now,
computer scientists have developed tools for text-processing
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which can be used to decipher the spurious matter. It is
necessary to make available these tools in the hands of the
manuscriptologist. Probably, such tools are available for the
processing of English texts like, the Holy Bible etc. Efforts
should be on to develop such tools for text processing in
various Indian languages, especially Sanskrit.

These things can happen only if the manuscriptologists
and the computer scientists come together. Mutual interact-
ion between these two is not an easy task, as they cannot put
their ideas across the table due to the barriers in language,
terminology etc. Continuous interaction alone helps them
to understand each other to achieve this goal. Hence, it is
necessary that the computer scientist try to understand the
manuscriptologistís problems in detail and try to offer
solutions. Otherwise, the manuscriptologist has to spend lots
of time on smaller things which will come in the way of his
creative work. In this way, it is suggested that the West should
meet the East. This will not only result in benefits to the
manuscriptologist; but also results in benefits to the
computer scientist as he will be able to develop tools for
deciphering the handwritten Grantha scripts written in
different styles at different periods. Similarly, it will result in
the generation of tools for deciphering varieties of hand-
written scripts like Tigalari, Nand∂någar∂, Devanågar∂,
Grantha, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada etc.

Many a time computer scientists of the West are not in a
position to know the difficulties faced by the computer
scientists of India, who are confronted with hundreds of
languages and a number of scripts. This will be an eye-opener
for the computer scientists of the West, regarding the
challenging tasks ahead of them. The tools developed by
these scientists keeping in view the problems of the manus-
criptologists of India, would be a big leap in the world of
manuscriptology.

Now, back to manuscripts written in Grantha script,
especially medicinal manuscripts, the following course of
action is suggested.
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1. Grantha script which dates back to seventh century AD,
is said to be an esoteric script, the strokes of which always
move in the clockwise direction. This was the common script,
that was extensively used in all the four southern states of
India viz. Karnataka, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu. This was the orthographic representation of all the
phonetic sounds used in the Sanskrit language, unlike the
Tamil language, which creates innumerable problems, while
we try to write some Sanskrit texts in Tamil. In fact, this was
accepted as the common script in these four states to write
Sanskrit texts.

2. Now it is intended to undertake a project to prepare a
Software Programme which will work as a self-teaching
package for Grantha script. This project is to be undertanken
for the following reasons:

a. Grantha script is the oldest script used for recording
Sanskrit texts in South India.

b. Very few people are available in South India who can
still read and write Grantha script.

c. Teachers are hardly available who can teach Grantha
script.

d. This self-teaching package could play the role of the
Guru, when there is a paucity of teachers.

e. This would help deciphering a big chunk of manuscripts
available in South India.

f. Once such a package is developed, the same technology
could also be extended for deciphering manuscripts
written in Newari, Nand∂någar∂, Tigalari, Sharada and
other scripts.

Salient Features of This Software Package
The package will consist of three important features:

1. The pictorial glossaryóThe pictorial glossary consists of
pictures of selected items with Sanskrit words in Grantha
script written below the pictures. The pictures are given
to familiarize the Sanskrit words in Grantha script, to
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the students before they start learning the script. The
teacher teaches the words and their pronunciation to
the students.
The principle of ëfrom known to unknowní is made
use of here. The pictures are recognizable to the
students, as they consist of common animals and birds.
With the help of these pictures which are known to
them, the students will be able to learn the Sanskrit
words in Grantha script which are unknown. As the
words consist of sounds, the Sanskrit sounds also become
part of the studentsí knowledge-base. This, in turn,
would help them to learn the letters representing each
sound. This, in other words, means learning the
Grantha script.

2. The script lessonsóThe script lessons help in learning
the script in a systematic manner. Learning the script
has two stages. The first stage consists of identification
and the second stage is recognition. Identification and
recognition, both, relate a sound with a visible letter.
The term identification refers to the first stage of
experience or understanding that a particular, visible
letter represents a particular sound, which is a compon-
ent of the word, which the student has learnt.
Recognition refers to the subsequent stages of
understanding, that a particular letter represents a
particular sound, as a result of repeated experiences
of the relation between the sound and the letter, not
only in one particular word but, in many words. The
repeated experiences enable the student that whene-
ver he/she sees a letter, automatically the sound
represented by the letter comes to his/her mind.
Specifically it is the shape of the letter, which triggers
the mind to remember the sound. Just as the sound,
the shape of the letter also becomes a part of the
knowledge stored in the studentís mind.
When the student reaches such a stage of recognizing
every letter used for writing Sanskrit texts in Grantha
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script, then only he can be said to have learnt the script.
The objective of these lessons is to provide the student
with such ability. Once a student acquires such ability,
he can proceed to learn the writing system.

3. The writing systemóThe writing system consists of
systematically writing the letters conforming to the
shapes already formed in the mind of the student.
Writing, specifically, consists of motor activities of the
hand muscles to make the proper movements of the
hand. The movements have to be practiced well by the
student. The teaching package provides the clues to
the direction of hand movements and also provides
exercises at the end of the script lessons.
Thus the Grantha script in the Sanskrit language in
the manuscripts can be deciphered to facilitate editing
and publishing.
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Utility of Studies of Manuscripts to have
a Correct Text for the Correct

Identification of Drugs

K.C. Chunekar

I published a commentary in Hindi on Bhåvaprakå‹a Nighaƒ¢u
of sixteen century AD in 1969. I have been teaching Dravya-
guƒa (pharmacognosy) with special reference to the
vegetable drugs on Åyurveda using this Nighaƒ¢u as a text
book. During the teaching assignment I felt that there were
some lacunae in the text which needed to be clarified. For
this purpose, I studied a few manuscripts of Bhåvaprakå‹a
available in the central library; Bharat Kala Bhawan library
of B.H.U., Varanasi, one of the most important libraries of
Varanasi, was closed at that time and I was unfortunate to
have any access to its huge collection.

Anyway, a small study revealed astronishing facts. In the
published Nighaƒ¢u of Bhåvaprakå‹a, there is a descriptive
heading above the verse of Jivant∂ mentioned in Guduchyådi
varga (page 295). It describes the characters of Jivant∂ as
follows: vFk thoUrh ('kkdfo'ks"kN 'koZQjkoUe/kqjiq"ik ozrfrHkZofr) Such
headings are mentioned above many verses which reveal
some of the characters of the drug concerned and these
are helpful in the identification of drugs. These tittles may
have been written by the author Bhava Mishra himself or
added by later writers. The above heading means that ìJivant∂
is an important vegetable having flowers sweet like suger
and is a climber.î
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At present, the drug which is sold in the crude-drug
market being golden yellow in colour, it has been designated
as Swarna-jivant∂ though swarna-jivant∂ is not referred in
classical texts of Åyurveda like Bæhattray∂. This market drug
is neither a climber nor are its flowers sweet. Small, yellowish
dry plants with flat pseudo-bulbs are available which are
orchids growing on trees. Its botanical identity is Dendrobium
macraei lindlsyn. Desmotrichum fimbriatum blume. The other
drug is a large climber leptadenia reticulate Wt. of
Assclepoiadaeceae family. But no part of this climber has sweet
taste like sugar. This climber is used us dodi shaaka (vegtable)
and is mostly accepted as the correct Jivant∂. Another similar
climber Holostemma annularis K. Shum of the same family
having somewhat similar properties is used in Kerala.

The study of manuscripts revealed the correct version as
^^lk¿ozQoUe/kqjiq"ik ozrfrHkZofr** In old days, the manuscript writers
were not experts on the subject. They were just like typists.
In the above text, the manuscript writer  removed Avagraha
(¿) and changed the version as ì'koZQjkoUe/kqjî due to ignorance
of the subject. Probably he tried to clarify the word e/kqj by
adding an adjective 'koZQjk (sugar) to show his knowledge
though such a correction made the identity of the drug
confusing. The flowers of Jivant∂ may have the property of
Madhura Rasa but these are not sweet as sugar.

A very small study of the available manuscripts clarifies
the correct identity, mentioning that Jivant∂ is having flowers
like vos±Q (Arka-calotropis. Sp) i.e. of Asclepladacea family and is
a climber and not shrub. If there are such mistakes in the
books of fifteenth or sixteenth century AD what of the old
classics like Charaka, Sushtruta etc.

Recently, I had the occasion to correct the list of plants
referred in the text of Vrinda Madhava of ninth century AD

being edited by Prof. Dr. P.V. Tewari, ex-Dean, Faculty of
Åyurveda IMS, BHU. I have suggested many correct versions,
according to my view, of the text. The following are some
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examples which may be interesting. More studies are
necessary to confirm my corrections.

Version in the text Suggested text
d.VkoqQLoknq d.VkoqQEHkkMq = v¯glzk (Capparis sp)
do{khjh ro{khjh = oa'kykspu (Bamboo manna)
iÙkj iÙkwj (Ceosia sp)
eqpk ekspk] eksp (Salmalia or Musa sp)
:f;dk lwfidk = dos±Q (Clotropis sp)
okrk oSarkn (Almond, Prunus sp)
fonzq"k fonzqy = osrl (Salix sp)
J;kà J;kà = Jhos"Vd (Oleoresin of Pinus sp)

It is also interesting to note that change in the gender
changes the drug. So a very small change in the reading of
manuscripts may suggest another drug.

I am reminded of the identification of the drug
phonetically somewhat similar ten pronunciations like Hk.Mh]
fHk.Mh] Hkk.Mh] Hk.Mhj] x.Mhj] xk.Mhj] and so on. Dalhanaís
commentary (tenth century AD) on Sushruta has different
versions published from Calcutta and Bombay. Even editions
published by the same publishers at different times differ in
the text. Prof. V.K. Joshi, Dept. of Dravyaguna accepted
Clerondendrum infortunatum as Hkk.Mh for his anti-diabetic studies
whereas we have suggested Bhindi on the basis of Dalahanaís
clear commentary published long back in 1916 by Nirnaya
Sagar, Bombay.

Apart from published work, there is hidden treasure still
unpublished in the form of manuscripts which need
publication.  The literature is not only in Sanskrit but also in
different regional languages as well as in different dialects
or scripts like Modi for Marathi. Much medical information
is also available from manuscripts. Of other subjects which
require a thorough scrutiny as these, have percolated from
generation to generation being of utmost practical

Utility of Studies of Manuscripts . . . : K.C. Chunekar
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importance.
With these few examples, I want to emphazise the need

of critical studies of Ayurvedic texts which are of practical
importance for the treatment of different diseases. It is  a
matter of great concern that not a single classical Ayurvedic
text has been  critically edited as yet though there is a good
example of a huge edition of Mahåbhårata published by
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune 1969 which
is of religious importance.

Lastly, I would suggest to establish a central institute of
manuscriptology with provincial branches and equipped with
necessary laboratories to develop this neglected but most
useful branch of literary research. Such institutes should have
expertise from scholars of different specialities of Åyurveda
along  with experts in Sanksrit, and modern scientists of
respective subjects like Botany, Chemistry, Zoology, Geology
and Lingusitics.
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ÅyurvedañThe Probable Panacea for all
the Modern Ills

C.B. Patel

Åyurveda is the science of life. It is derived from two words
namely Åyus, which means life and Veda, that is knowledge
or science. It is believed that Lord Brahmå created Åyurveda
for the welfare of human beings in the mythological past.
Historically, Dhanvantar∂ is described as the founder of the
science. Åyurveda gives relief to humanity from three types
of miseries namelyñphysical, mental and spiritual. The main
object of human life is to lead a healthy life so as to enjoy
Dharma, Artha, Kåma and Mok¶a i.e., ultimate salvation.
Åyurveda teaches human beings the righteous attainment
of the above cherished goals. We find several sculptural
representations of Lord Brahmå as the orginator of this
Åyurveda. J∂vana or life consists of body, organ, mind and
soul ‹ar∂ra, indriya, manas, åtman. When there is balance of
activities of the above-said organs, the human being leads a
healthy life.

It is Prasanna-Indriya or perfect sense of happiness of the
mind, which ultimately leads to spiritual elevation. Åyurveda
shows, the path for preservation as well as promotion of good
health, cures various diseases and teaches what to do and
what not to do for progressive and perfect health. In brief,
Åyurveda gives a holistic concept of the functional unity of
the body as a whole.
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Så√khya philosophy of creation says that from Puru¶a and
Prakæti comes Mahat which develops into Aha√kåra which
in turn gives rise to three guƒas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas).

Five Mahåbhμutas i.e., Åkå‹a Våyu Agni, Jala, Pæthiv∂ matter
in the maintenance of human health and environment. The
characteristics of these elements and their effects are thus
worth knowing. Our ancient sages studied these aspects and
have written several treatises on Åyurveda. If we study and
practice the ancient Åyurvedic systems, there will be less
stress, illness and environmental pollution in the world.
Therefore, it is high time that we revive the traditions of
Åyurveda for healing all ailments of the present day amidst
an environmentñfriendly milieu.

The National Mission for Manuscripts had made a five
days sample survey of palm leaf manuscripts in the State of
Orissa in November 2004. This survey has brought to light a
large number of hiterto unknown Ayurvedic manuscripts
pertain-ing to the treatment of human beings and animals
by yogic practices and administration of herbal medicines.
Their detailed study is likely to throw new light on the science
of Åyurveda. Orissa State Museum has in its collection one
hundred ninetyone palm leaf Åyurvedic manuscripts. They
contain varied medicine-related materialsñcikitså (therapy),
nidåna (diagnosis), diet, dravyaguƒa (Materia Medica),
lexicon, demonology, rasa-‹åstra, bhe¶aja-nirmåƒa (prepara-
tion of medicine), tantra (esoteric), etc. If we guide our life
as per the dictum of Åyurveda, then there will be no health
hazard and environment pollution. It is therefore the duty of
every citizen to popularize and disseminate Ayurvedic study
in the country in the interest of humanity at large.
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Tåmbμulama¤jar∂: A Rare Work of
Åyurveda on eating of Tåmbμula

Usha M. Brahmachari

Traditionally Tåmbμula (betel-leaf) is considered to be a pious
and useful leaf in our Hindu culture and this can be noticed
by its inevitable presence during various pμujås and auspicious
occasions of our day-to-day life. Tåmbμula also plays a vital
role as medicine in Åyurveda, particularly during the cure
of Våta (Wind, Våyu), Pitta (Bile) and Kafa (Phlegm) the
three humors of body.

An attempt is made here to give detailed account of various
properties and application of Tåmbμula with special reference
to Åyurvedacikitså.

The work Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ is published under ëThe M.S.
University Oriental Series.î It is based on a single manuscript
edited by Late Shri J.S. Padeshastri, a well-known versatile,
veteran scholar of Indology from Oriental Institute, Baroda.
The editor has made extensive use of one of the rarest
manuscripts available in the library of the Oriental Institute,
Baroda.

I would like to mention here that the condition of this
manuscript of  Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ is so brittle and mothñeaten
in many pages that it was not in proper, readable condition.
The Late Padeshastri made special efforts to edit the text by
reconstructing it with the help of numerous Åyurveda
granthas. He constituted, reconstructed and presented the
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text in the form of book on the basis of this rare manuscript,
the Codex Unicum of the Tåmbμulama¤jar∂. It is no doubt, a
commendable job by any yardstick.

I am presenting herewith detailed information about this
work. I have selected only those verses, which have direct
relevance with Åyurvedacikitså.

Details about the ms:

Accession No. 1150
Subject Åyurveda
Folios 14
Size 8.1"×4.1"
Material Paper
Script Devanågar∂
Language Sanskrit
Verses 230
Author Seems to be Maharastrian

Nothing is known about the author. He appears to be a
Maharastrian as he has recorded a Marathi verse  in the body
of the text.

xys mÙkjks ykxyh ts lqikjh
r;s vkSljh /kjexU/kk fLodkjhA
eq[ks rkEcqyk poZ.kha nUrekyk
lqrSyh r;k'khp x.Mw"k ?kkykAA

The date of this work can be assumed, on the basis of this
verse, somewhere between 1819 and 1823 AD. The text of
Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ has preserved the genuine reading to the
verse and is therefore, earlier than the manuscript Saubhågya
Kalpadruma of Acutaraya, dated 1823 AD. There is no other
evidence to decide its exact date. The Oriental Institute,
Baroda, owns the only manuscript of Tåmbμulama¤jar∂. And
this type of works on technical issues is generally very rare
and difficult to be found.
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Dr. P.K. Gode has described in his article that the
TåmbμulakalpasaΔgraha of Næsi√ha Bha¢¢a is later than c. AD.
1350 (Poona Orientalistñvol. XVIII, Nos. 1ñ4). That means
there is another known work on Tambμulå containing a
collection of popular verses on Tambμula. Between these two
works, Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ is the only work available at present,
which deals satisfactorily, if not thoroughly, with Tåmbμula
and all  its ingredientsña subject very popular and interesting
to all.

The text of the Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ is based on the only
manuscript preserved in the library of Oriental Institute,
Baroda. The work is a collection of verses on Tåmbμula and
its ingredients, borrowed from works  on Åyurveda, Jyoti¶a
Dharma‹åstra, Tantra and Puråƒa. The author has not
mentioned the sources of the verses collected and quoted
in the text. Out of two hundred thirty verses of the
Tåmbμulama¤jar∂ the source of a few were known to the editor.
The  first seventy eight verses of the text deal with Tåmbμula
while the others are on the ingredients. I have selected only
those verses which have direct relevance with Åyurvedañcikitså.

There are twenty ingredients of Tåmbμula, which are
described in the Sanskrit literature and also in this work.

1. Betel leaf 12. Mace
2. Betel nut 13. Nutmeg
3. Lime 14. Cardamom
4. Tobacco 15. Cloves
5. Catechu 16. Dry ginger
6. Musk 17. Ginger
7. Gold leaf 18. Sandal
8. Silver leaf 19. Coconut
9. Almond 20. Camphor
10. Cubebs 21. Cinnamon
11. Saffron

The use of tobacco which arrived comparatively late in
India, is described after lime and before Catechu which is

Tåmbμulama¤jar∂: Usha M.Brahmachari
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used since long. Musk, gold and silver leaves, which are very
costly and cannot be used daily by a common man, and cloves
and cardamom are generally used by all. The ingredients
selected for Tåmbμula are generally thirteen, a number
representing Madan or Cupid, the god of love. But it can
vary according to the choice of the individuals.

The custom of chewing Tåmbμula is deeply rooted in Indian
culture since long. It is quite prevalent in all social and
religious gatherings of Indians. The uses of Tåmbμula are
laid down in the Åyurveda, Jyoti¶a, Dharma‹åstra,
Tantra‹åstra, Puråƒa and Kåmasμutra and they are in practice
even today.

The earliest known references to Tåmbμula are available
in Caraka and Su‹ruta, which cannot be placed later than
the first century AD. The custom of chewing Tåmbμula was
threfore prevalent at that time and it must have been started
long before that.

rkEcwye×tjhrkEcwye×tjhrkEcwye×tjhrkEcwye×tjhrkEcwye×tjh
/kUoUrjk S/kUoUrjk S/kUoUrjk S/kUoUrjk S/kUoUrjk S

rkEcwya dVq frÙkQeq".ke/kqja {kkja d"kk;kfUora
okr?ua diQuk'kua Ñfegja nqxZfU/kfu.kkZ'kue~A
oD=kL;kHkj.ka fo'kqf¼dj.ka dkekfXulUnhiua
rkEcwyL; l[ks =k;ksn'k xq.kk% LoxZs¿fi ;s nqyZHkk%AA

According to Dhanvantari, the taste of Tåmbμula is hot, bitter,
sweet, salty and astringent and it increases heat in the body.
It prevents våta, controls kapha, destroys worms of the
stomach, stops  bad breath, decorates and purifies the mouth
and inflames the fire of love. These thirteen qualities, offered
by Tåmbμula are difficult to attain even in heaven.

oS|jRusoS|jRusoS|jRusoS|jRusoS|jRus

dkea çnhi;fr :iefHkO;ufÙkQ
lkSHkkX;ekogfr oD=klqxfU/krka pA
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vksta djksfr diQtka'p fugfUr jksxka&
LrkEcwyeso ijka'p xq.kku~ djksfrAA

As per the Vaidyaratna, in addition to all the qualities
described in the previous verse, Tåmbμula helps to improve
beauty and physical strength.

bRFka fg rkEcwyeqnkgjfUr
nks"k=k;L;kfi fuokj.kk;A
vrks fg losZ lqf[kuks euq";k
vg£u'ka çhfrdja HktUrsAA

The advantage of eating Tåmbμula is cited to establish how
trido¶a is removed. Tåmbμula and its ingredients are
considered as medicine because it removes våta, pitta and
kapha which are the cause of all illnesses.

rkEcwyi=kkf.k gjfUr okra
ikSxa fugU;kr~ diQokreqPpS&
gZU;kPp fiÙka [kfnjL; lkj%A

Betal leaf removes wind (våta); betal-nut cures phlegm
(kapha) and lime stops both våta and kapha and ìCatechuî
(Kattha) controls Bile (pitta).

vkeksnua nhiuikpua p çesgew=kke;uk'kua pAA
çHkkrs iwxef/kda e/;kÉs [kfnja rFkkA
fu'kk;ka rq rFkk pw.k± rkEcwya Hk{;sr~ lnkAA

Moreover Tåmbμula has many good effects . . . it gives
pleasure, generates hunger, improves digestion, controls
diabetes and cures constipation. We should always eat
Tåmbμula using more betel-nut in the morning, more catechu
in the afternoon and more lime at night.

i.kZewys Hkosn~O;kf/k% i.kkZxzs pk;q"k% {k;%
pw.kZi.k± gjsYy{eha f'kjk cqf¼foukf'kuhA
rLeknxza p ewya p f'kjka pSo fo'ks"kr%AA

Tåmbμulama¤jar∂: Usha M.Brahmachari
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Prior to preparation of Tåmbμula, one should remove rhe
end and base portions of the betal leaf and its vein as well.
The base of it causes disease and the end portion shortens
the life-span. The leaf powder destroys wealth and the vein
of the leaf diminishes wisdom.

;ksxekyk;ke~;ksxekyk;ke~;ksxekyk;ke~;ksxekyk;ke~;ksxekyk;ke~

vM~xq"Bpw.kZla;qÙkQa i.kZi`"Bs rq ysiue~A
rr~ i.k± [kkn;sr~ rsu lkseikua fnus fnusAA

It is very important to know how lime should be applied
on betel leaf. The lime should be applied on the leaf by
gently  pressing it with the help of a thumb. Tåmbμula, thus
prepared, when eaten, gives pleasure of having Somapåna.

vU;%vU;%vU;%vU;%vU;%

vM~xq"BL; rq ysisu loZflf¼çnk;de~A
t;L=khoL=kykHkkfn Hkfo";fr u la'k;%AA

It is also said that if lime is gently applied by thumb it
bestows a feeling of total accomplishment. There is no doubt
that he obtains success, good wife, clothes and other benefits
easily.

pwMke.kk SpwMke.kk SpwMke.kk SpwMke.kk SpwMke.kk S
diwZjdÄ~dksyyoÌiwxtkrhiQySukZxj[k.Mi.kSZ%A
'kq¼k'epw.k± [kfnjL; lkja rkEcwyesrUuo/kk çfl¼e~AA

According of CμuŒåmaƒi, Tåmbμula is to be prepared with
the help of the following ingredients. . . . Comphor, cubebs,
Clove, Betal-nut, Nutmeg, Betal-leaf, Bitumen (Silajita),
Lime and Catechu.

rkEcwykxzs fuolfr jek e/;rks okx/kh'kk
i`"Bs T;s"Bk fgefxfjlqrk okeHkkxs¿U;rks Hkw%A
vUr£o".kqcZfg#Mqifr% 'kËj'pSo dks.ks
ewys eqR;qoZlfr enu% loZi=ks"kq iqalke~AA

Tåmbμula is considered to be auspicious and is difinitely
used during pμujå ceremonies on various holy occasions.  It is
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believed that the gods and goddesses residing in the entire
portion of Tåmbμula leaf. The list of various locations in
Tåmbμula where the gods and goddesses are said to be
residing:

Front Lak¶m∂
Middile Sarasvat∂
Back Pårvat∂
Left Bhμu
End Vi¶ƒu
Outer part Candra
Corner ›aΔkara
Base Yama
The entire betel leaf . . . Cupid (Kåmadeva)

vH;Ä~xs fuf'k ekM~xY;s çHkkrs HkkstukfUrdsA
rkEcwyHk{k.ka Js"BfeR;kpk;kZ onfUr fgAA

When should one eat Tåmbμula? It is advised to eat Tånbμula
at night after taking bath; at dawn during auspicious
occasions; and after eating food. The holy teachers advise
that this is the best time to have Tåmbμula.

HkqDRÔkuUrja rkEcwyxzg.kdky%HkqDRÔkuUrja rkEcwyxzg.kdky%HkqDRÔkuUrja rkEcwyxzg.kdky%HkqDRÔkuUrja rkEcwyxzg.kdky%HkqDRÔkuUrja rkEcwyxzg.kdky%

HkqDRokÁa lfyya ihRok x`ghRok cgq Hks"kte~A
çrh{; ?kfVdkesdka rkEcwya Hk{k;sÁj%AA
rkEcwya uSo lsosr {khja ihRok rq ekuo%AA

There are some rules of having Tåmbμula after food:
After having food or drinking water or taking medicines,

one should wait for 24 minutes (Gha¢ikå) before eating a
Tåmbμula (This convention is different from the present
custom of eating Tåmbμula immediately after taking food).
Moreover it is said that one should not have Tåmbμula after
milk.

Tåmbμulama¤jar∂: Usha M.Brahmachari
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oT;kZfuoT;kZfuoT;kZfuoT;kZfuoT;kZfu

rkEcwya uSo lsosr lqfojÙkQ% {kq/kkrqj%
çesgh ew=kÑPNªh p {khjeH;oâR; pAA

Tåmbμula is prohibited for monks, saints, hungry persons,
diabetic patients, people having urinary problems and for
someone who has  just taken milk.

vf{kjksxh {k;h ik.Mqjksxh =k;e;o`fu pA
viLekjh 'okldklh âæksxh jÙkQfiÙkdhAA
xzg.khokurhlkjh rkEcwya ifjotZ;sr~A
fo|kdkeks fnok jk=kkS rkEcwya u rq [kkn;sr~A
czãpkjh ;fr'pSo fo/kok p jtLoykAA
çR;sda ekalrqY;a rq fefyra lqj;k lee~AA

It is also said that those who suffer from eye-diseases, T.B.,
Anaemia, Epilepsy Asthma, Heart disease, Leprosy and
Dysentery should stop eating Tåmbμula. Those who want to
achieve vidyå should not eat Tåmbμula day and night.
Barahmachari, yati, widow and rajaswala woman should
discard eating Tåmbμula, because to them the effect will be
like taking meat and wine.

nUrnkScZY;ik.MqRous=kjksxcy{k;ku~A
foruksR;kL;jksxka'p rkEcwyefrlsfore~AA

An excessive eating to Tåmbμula leads to toothache,
anaemia, eye diseases, body weakness and aggravates diseases
of mouth.

Hkkj}kt%Hkkj}kt%Hkkj}kt%Hkkj}kt%Hkkj}kt%

vfrrjcyofr 'khrs iqfEHk% lsO;Lrdkjleqn;%A
rkEcwya r#.ko/kwLrwya rSya ruwuikr~ rjf.k%AA

In extreme cold weather one should eat the group of
things beginning with Takåra such as, Tåmbμula, Taruna-
vadhu, Tμulam, Tailam Tanμunapåt and Taraƒi. Here, we can
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say that it is good example of ›abdånupråsa alaΔkåra.

gsekfæ%gsekfæ%gsekfæ%gsekfæ%gsekfæ%

rkEcwysu fouk ftÞok tMhHkwrk ljLorhA
cfguZ ;kfr lglk uXuk dqyo/kwfjoAA

In the end one can say that Tåmbμula is having a lot of
good qualities and good taste as well, helps Sarasvat∂ to reside
in oneís tongue (Jihvå). Wthout Tåmbμula, one is literally
speechless. Such is the close relation between Tåmbμula and
the tongue.
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5

Medical Manuscripts at the
Rescue of Humanity

Karunesh Shukla

Åyurveda or the science of longevity has been a superior
science developed by the traditional Indian wisdom and
applied for the therapeutical treatment of diseases from the
times of the Atharva-veda. The Bhai¶aja Sμuktas of the
Atharvaveda-sa√hitå contains the treatment of human
ailments by the application of various herbs and related
treatments. Before that the Yajurveda Sa√hitå also indicated
the protection of human beings by the au¶adhis. The Bhμuta-
vidyå is also contained in the Atharvaƒa ›ruti which forms
part of the magical treatment applied to persons suffering
from various types of ailments. In due course, Åyurveda was
given the status of an Upaveda relating to the Atharva-veda
and eventually a vast literature grew on the subject of
treatment of human diseases as well as the science of
longevity.

A genealogy of teachers from Åtreya,  Caraka and Su‹ruta
down to Vågbha¢a, Mådhava and others is known as the great
teachers, thinkers and promoters of this Åyu¶ya ‹åstra which
is related to ideal living of man, his daily routine and the
diseases, their causes, their treatment and the medicines
prescribed therefor. This tradition continues in our country
throughout the ages and the local traditions based on three
Sa√hitås namely, the Caraka, the Su‹ruta and the Vågbha¢a
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which are taught, revised or composed by three great
scholars, developed in almost all partsñthe eastern,  the
central, the western, the northern and the southern parts
of the Indian peninsula.

Pata¤jali is said to have composed the Caraka Sa≈hitå
which tradition regards as having been edited (sa≈skæta) by
DæŒhabala and Åtreya. This tradition further diffused and
developed as a wholesome science of longevity and
numerous works, commentaries and compendia on the
subject were produced.

Side by side, the folk aspect of the science emerged and
gradually developed and works were composed in various
Indian languages and/or their dialects, so much so that
Ayurvedic therapy became popular among the masses and
local proverbs in various dialects came to guide the general
public regarding their general healthy living, physical
ailments and mental diseases.

But it is a matter of great regret that the vast Ayurvedic
literature, like that of other branches of Indian wisdom,
became obsolete, destroyed by the passage of time and
natural and manmade calamities brought them to an utter
state of destruction. But the common use of herbs, their
combinations and preparations in the form of powder
(cμurƒa) tablets (gu¢ikås) and syrup (kvatha) along with the
rasåyana therapy became popular among the masses. Even
the illiterate people came to be traditionally well-versed in
this Cikitså-vidyå (therapy) which is continued from one
generation to the other. This continues even-to-day in rural
and also in some urban and rural-urban areas.

Trained masters or local doctors (Vaidyas, or Kaviråjas)
have been a functional unit of the nation-wide team of
traditionally trained doctors.

Åyurveda is based on or influenced by the doctrine of the
three substances (guƒas) of sattva, rajas and tamas and the
doctrines of tridhåtu, dhåtu-såmya, dhåtu-vai¶amya, the våta,
pitta and kapha, has a direct relation to the prakæti doctrine
of the Så√khya.
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The analysis and enumeration of the human nervous
complex, the heart (hædaya) or dhara-puƒŒarika form the
subject matter of the several Upani¶ads and their detailed
analysis and examination is found in the Ayurvedic texts.
The connection of the various nåŒ∂s to the brain, heart, the
Su¶umnå and the various organs finds elucidation in the
Upanisadic texts, in later philosophical literature as well as
in Åyurveda. This is intimately related to the nåŒ∂ par∂k¶å
(pulse examination) which is the backbone of the roga-nidåna
of Åyurveda. All therapy and treatment of diseases is based
on this pulse examination which relates to the dhåtusåmya
and dhåtuvai¶amya as the triadic of våta (wind), pitta (biles)
and kapha or ‹le¶må (phlegm). All later developments in
the tradition of Åyurveda are based on this pulse examintation
(nåŒ∂ par∂k¶aƒa). The various categories of the medical texts
either in print form or in manuscript form contain the
elucidation of the various herbal and therapeutic themes
and base their elucidations or analysis on the aforesaid
Ayurvedic base.

Åyurveda, thus, is the science of life and living of human
beings. Indigenous herbs form the base of the major
Ayurvedic medicines used for the benefit of persons suffering
from various diseases. Ayurvedic texts delineate this aspect
of therapy and combinations of medicines as well as the
o¶adhis and the vanou¶adhis.

An o¶adhi is the plant that grows either annually or
periodically and vanishes with the ripening of its fruits
(o¶adha phalapåkånta¨). Such o¶adhis grow in forest areas
and/ or are grown on periodic crop basis throughout the
Indian sub-continent. The various Åyurveda-sa√hitås, the
Bhåvaprakå‹a, the Nighaƒ¢u and the various lexicons (Ko¶as)
contain details of these o¶adhis or vanou¶adhis that are used
as the base of the Ayurvedic medicines in the form of

(a) Cμurƒa-powder
(b) Gu¢ikå-granules and tablets
(c) Kvatha-paste

Medical Manuscripts at the . . . : Karunesh Shukla
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(d) The Åsavas and the ari¶¢as, that are used as the elixir
both for strength and vigour (i.e., as a tonic) and for
the removal of the do¶as causing the rise of various
diseases.

In modern times the Vanou¶adhi Candrodaya (in ten parts)
delineates various kinds of comparatively described
Ayurvedic medicines in the above-mentioned forms or
through the pu¢apåka paddhati.

Another form or category of medicine used for removing
serious and chronic diseases are prepared from rasa i.e.,
the burnt ashes (bhasma) of various metals, (dhåtus) such as
gold, silver, iron, copper, mica as well as conch-shell
(‹aΔkha), pearl and various ratnas and thus pi¶¢is are
prepared. The pi¶¢i is rasas and Rasåyana‹åtras are dealt under
the general title of Kupipaqua rasåyana.

A modern description of these herbal and rasåyana
medicines forms the subject matter of various books and
compendia, such as the Rasatantrasåra and Siddhaprayoga,
saΔgraha published from Krishnagopala Ayurveda Bhawana,
Kaleda, Ajmer.

The  repository of manuscripts at the Nagarjuna Buddhist
Foundation contains forty manuscripts relating to the
therapeutic treatment of human ailments in addition to the
description of diseases, their causes (nidåna), their removal
and the indigenous herbal (cμurƒa, kvatha, gu¢ikå, åsava and
ari¶¢a) and  the rasåyana  treatment. Out of the forty medical,
i.e., the Åyurveda manuscripts, preserved in this repository,
eight relate to the daily routine (dinacaryå) of a healthy
person, the human anatomy and the various aspects of the
science of Åyurveda.

Of these forty manuscripts preserved in the Nagarjuna
Buddhist Foundation repository, the subject-wise break up
of manuscripts is as under

A. The Sa√hitå works:
Su‹ruta 1ef 24ñ03
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Caraka with A¤jani¢∂kå
›årΔgadhara Sa≈hitå (nidåna sthåna)
›årΔgadharapadhati 13 (87ñ98 114)

B. Nidåna works :
Mådhavanidåna with Madhuko¶avyåkhyå (1ñ98,
99)
Mådhavanidåna

C. Nighaƒ¢u works:
1. Åyurvedanighaƒ¢u 22cf (23ñ44)
2. Yajurvedanighaƒ¢u 8 10ñ17
3. Vaidyakanighaƒ¢u f-9 (1ñ9)] f3 (22ñ34)
4. Bhåvaprakå‹a f-74 (1ñ73, 158)

D. Væk¶åyurveda 1 (f-01):
E. Hindi works on Åyurveda:

1. Hindi translation of ›årΔgdhara Sa√htå (6f,
(10ñ24136)

2. Contents (Sμuc∂patra) of Vaidyadarpaƒa 01F.
3. Åyurveda Hindi Vyåkhyå 3f (7ñ9)
4. Vaidyakagrantha, 7f (17ñ20)
5. Vaidyaka Hindi, 5f (17ñ20)
6. Bhå¶†åvaidyaratna of Goswami Janardana Bhatta,

6f (22ñ25, 28)
7. ›ivamantrasåra 12f (1ñ12)

F. Mantra :
1. Relating to the suppression (pra‹amana) of

malaria fever. 1 (11)
2. Easy child birth (sukhaprasava)
3. Cure of snake-bite (sarpada≈‹a).

The other works are of miscellaneous character
and are either part of a larger work, identity
of which has still to be ascertained, or relate to
Ayurvedic treatment (cikitså).

All the manuscripts or their fragments have been written
on modern country-made paper in Devanagari script. The
manuscripts range from one hundred fifty to two hundred
fifty years in antiquity.

Medical Manuscripts at the . . . : Karunesh Shukla
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Interestingly, this repository contains the following six
manuscripts in Hindi which delineate the theme of
Ayurvedic treatment for numerous diseases by combinations
of herbs and herbal preparations combined with other
material bases:

1. Accession No. 1767 Vaidyaka Hindi :
This work elucidates several combinations of curƒas which
are beneficial for cough, asthma, prameha, fevers and several
other ailments such as K¶aya roga eliminated by one single
curƒa made of nageshwara (nagakeshara) 10 tatas, pippali,
stoat, va≈‹alochana, I jan, ghara (ghee, butter) 12 pala,
bhanga-gotola and some other ingredients, similarly, a curƒa
prepared by the combination of dasamulam, bariara,
pippalimula, gadahapuran, guruci, nilotpala,  kacurna,
nagaratha, ela (elaica), candana, harada (Haritaki)
agara are the ingredient cited for a specific cure (names na
(a) malabarasi?) This small fragment of the text is very
significant and important from this view point.

2. Accession no. 1758: A work in Hindi found in
fragments of 6 folios (no. 2, 4ñ8) contains many
valuable combinations of herbal medicines prescribed
for  serveral diseases.

3. Accession no. 514 F. 11: Hindi translation of
›årΔgdhara Sa≈hitå  contains numerous medicines
of herbal preparation which are used in different
ailments. This manuscript too is incomplete.

4. Accession no. 639: Åyurveda Hindi Vyåkhyå (f. 7ñ10)
delineates various herbal preparations used in the
treatment of different diseases.

5. Accession no. 538: Vidyå Siromaƒi contains detailed
exposition of the various cases and medicines of many
kinds of diseases. It specifically mentions (F. 25-A)
that medicines should be taken/prescribed according to the
place (desa) (age) Ayu, the personís physical conditions and
that the causes of the diseases should invariably be considered
and removed/eliminated for successful treatment. Likewise,
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this text mentions the axiom that in the disease of fever, fast
should be done and warm water should be taken, should lie
in a place where there is no air coming from outside (nirvåta),
pregnant women, children, old persons, those suffering from
j∂rƒajvara, råjayak¶må (tuberculosis) and those suffering
from fever for a months time should not be put on fast. This
is followed by different medicines and preparation for the
removal of jvara (fever) and other ailments. This is a unique
work  in Hindi the medical. . . .

The above details of these manuscripts vouch for their
importance and use by the general public for the treatment
of their various diseases.

Thus, the use of these medical texts in the country for
the last two hundred to two hundred fifty years is an open
evidence to their antiquity, importance and  to the popular
usage of the Ayurvedic therapeutic treatment.

Medical Manuscripts at the . . . : Karunesh Shukla
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6

A Comprehensive Descriptive
Catalogue of Medical Manuscripts in

India: An Urgent Need

M. Prabhakara Rao

Introduction
At the outset, let me start with the words of Prof. V.
Ragahavan, while writing a Foreword for A Checklist of Sanskrit
Medical Manuscripts in India, compiled by B. Rama Rao in
1972, which aims at a Descriptive and Critical Catalogue of
Medical Manuscripts in India : (A revised edition was brought
out with 4,839 entries by CCRAS, Hyderabad, II HM, 2004).

This is modestly called Check-list of Sanskrit Medical
Manuscripts and carries, in skeletal form, minimum details
of about 1,100 manuscripts. This cannot, of course, be
considered complete or critical, but its publication will,
I hope, provoke the Central Council for Research in
Indian Medicine to undertake an exhaustive inventory
and Descriptive and Critical Catalogue of Sanskrit
Manuscripts. . . . I would urge upon the Council to take
up this work among their literary research projects.

Though these words are encouraging and inspiring to a
genuine reseracher, but the task of preparing comprehen-
sive descriptive catalogue of medical manuscripts is still a
desideratum in Indiaóeven after so many years.
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Dr. D.V. Subba Reddy, while writing an Introduction to
the above-said work, says,

I was prompted to undertake the consolidation of an
alphabetical registration of Sanskrit medical manuscripts,
giving reference to all the manuscripts known to us
through enquiries. I believe that such a work will be a
starting point for a descriptive cantalogue of source
materials, with the aim of utilizing these for editing and
publication of manuscripts of historical or scientific value,
and then the preparation of a comprehensive history of
medicine in India, based on original source materials
gathered from the innumerable medical manuscripts
scattered all over India.

To prepare such a systematic, comprehensive, descriptive
and critical catalogue of medical manuscripts in India, Dr.
D.V. Subba Reddy, in the Introduction, suggested the
strategies of an action plan like this :

The Government and learned bodies need to send out a
well qualified and trained task force under competent
direction to tour, search, locate, collect, and catalogue in
detail, and prepare lists of indices of all medical works
still available in India and abroad,  followed by competent
Ayurvedic scholars proficient in Sanskrit. Meanwhile,
Ayurvedic physicians and lovers of Sanskrit learning may
prepare catalogues of existing medical manuscripts in
private collections, or public intitutions, or cities and states,
and arrange for their publication. It is earnestly hoped
that the Central Council will then be able to sponsor the
publication of a much bigger, enlarged Catalogus
Catalogorum of Sanskrit Medial Manuscripts, which has been
my dream and ambition for the last four decades.

At this juncture, a Descriptive Catalogue of Medical Manu-
scripts in India is an urgent need. Scholars like Dr. D.V. Subba
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Reddy, Dr. B. Rama Rao, Dr. K. Palanichamy, Dr. C. Govinda
Reddy, Sri A. Neelakantan, Sri P. Radha Krishna, and a host
of other scholars published many research papers in the
Bulletin of the Department of History of Medicine (BDHM), Bulletin
of Indian History of Medicine (BIHM), and Bulletin of Indian
Institute of History of Medicine (BIIHM), providing a lot of
information on Medical Manuscripts in India.

Methodology of Preparation
1. Subect-wise collection of medical manuscripts.
2. Manus Data sheets classified according to subject,

author, and title.
3. Different languages and scripts identified.
4. Beginning, ending, colophon, and date of each manus-

cript identified.
5. Additional information on research matrerial.

Subject-wise Classification of Medical Manuscripts
System of medicine can be categorised into:

1. Åyurveda
2. Unani
3. Siddha
4. Yoga
5. Naturopathy, Homeopathy and Allopathy
6. Medicinal plants and herbs
7. Other local traditional and indigenous methods like

Tibetan system of medicine, acupuncture etc.

1. Åyurveda
Åyurveda is composed of two Sanskrit words Åyu¨ and

Veda. The exact English equivalent of Åyu¨ is not available.
Generally, it denotes the length or span of life. Åyu¨ has
been classified into four kinds viz.

1. Hitåyu (Beneficial)
2. Ahitåyu (Harmful)
3. Sukhåyu (Well and wealth)
4. Asukhåyu (Ill or disease)

A Comprehensive Descriptive  Catalogue . . .: M. Prabhakara Rao
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The word Veda means organized or systematised
knowledge. So, Åyurveda, in its broadest sense, stands for
ëSciences of Life.í

Hitåyu is the beneficial aspect of span of life and sukhåyu
is the well  aspect of span of life. The desire and urge to
have both these aspects, is as large measure as possible, is
inherent in human beings, and is at the root of what
constitutes or makes for Swåsthya (health).

Ahitåyu and Asukhåyu are there in large measures, and
are responsible for the appearance of Roga i.e. ailment and
disease. Roga is anything that aches and pains. Susruta, who
was the emiment surgeon of ancient India, defined Roga as
Duhkha Sa≈yoga  (9ñ12), which means ëcoming in contact
with Duhkha.í

There is no English equivalent of Duhkha. Essentially, it
means physical discomfort, suffering of pain, and also pain
arising out of anger, fear, greed, passion etc. In fact, the
feeling or sensation of pain or sufffering, of anything that is
unplaeasant to body and mind is a characteristic of an ailment
or disease.

Roga, in this light, is of four kinds, according to origin of
location of pain or suffering. They are:

1. Ågantuja (of external origin)
2. ›år∂raka (Physical)
3. Månasika (mental)
4. Swåbhåvika (Natural)

Roga-bhaya means apprehension or fear of disease.
Bheshaja is the Sanskrit equivalent of the English word ëdrug.í
Etymologically, Bheshaja means anything (material and/or
means) that conquers or overcomes Vaishamya i.e. Roga-
bhaya.

Any substance is considered, recognised, or accepted on
bheshaja only if it discharges the function of alleviating or
removing the specific ailment or affliction being suffered
by the patient.
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Tridosha Theory
The fundamental principle upon which the edifice of

medicine, according to Åyurveda, is founded is well-known
as the Tridosha Theory. It is indeed a glowing tribute to the
immense potentiality of Åyurveda, since its genesis in the
hoary day of the Vedas (c. 3080 BC).

In course of evolution of thought, the three sets of terms
are as follows :

1. ›u¶ka........... Anila......... Våta
2. Sikta ...... Agni ...... Pitta
3. Sa¤chåri............ Åpa¨........ Kapha

These three polluting factors are mentioned in the Tridosha
Theory.

The Saptadhåtu theory is enumerated by Charaka. Rasa,
Rakta, Måmsa, Meda, Asthi, Majjå, and ›ukra are the
saptadhåtus. In modern times, these components correspond
to bodily tissues. Dhåtu is itself known as Ojas. It contributes,
in small measure, to the strength of the body in such a
manner as it serves like shield against attack or ailment or
disease. In fact, it corresponds to immunity of modern times.

The Pitta gradually turns to mala or waste products like
pur∂¶a (faeces), mμutra (urine) and sveda (sweat), which are
eliminated or excreted, and to tridosha or three polluting
factors viz. våta, pitta and kapha.

Evidently, Dhåtu, Mala and Dosha are produced out of a
series of simultaneous transformations resulting from
digestion of food and drink. They are intimately related to
one another and influence one another very deeply. If all of
them operate in harmony with one another, it leads to a
state of svåsthya (health).

In fact, in the state of svåsthya, a dynamic equilibrium
emerges and persists among the processes that lead to the
generation of Dhåtu, Mala and Dosha.
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Principle of Bio-Equilibrium
The forces arising out of bio-energy tend to attain

equilibrium. If the equilibrium is subjected to stress, as is
the state of life, when ailment or disease appears, there arises
an urge or tendency to relieve the living organism of the
stress. Any means, like application of drug, may aid or
contribute to this urge or tendency to restore the equilibrium
for life to continue; but exhaustion or disappearance, with
no prospect of returning to normacy, leads to extinction of
life.

A working definition of life may be had from an analysis
of the Principle of Bio-equilibrium. Life is what appears in
living organisms at the instance of three-fold abilities. They
are:

1. The ability to initiate activities and functions.
2. The ability to sustain the activities and functions.
3. The ability to regulate the activities and functions.

The regulatory ability seems to be in the quintessence of
life and to rest on the optimum energy flow that leads life to
continue at normacy, indicative of svåsthya.

Therefore, this Indian system of medicine, Åyurveda,
maintains bio-equilibrium of a human body or living
organism.

Åyurveda Manuscripts and Research Papers
1. History of Åyurveda in Andhradesa  (from fourteenth to

seventeenth century AD), Dr. P. Hymavathi, Bhargavi
Publishers, Warangal, 1993.

2. ìContribution of Andhra to Åyurveda in Sanskrit,î B. Rama
Roa, BIIHM, vol, viii, 1978, pp. 8ñ13.

3. ìList to Ayurvedic Manuscripts in Raj Manuscripts Library,
Dharbanga,î BDHM, vol, ii, Part iv, 1964, p. 220.

4. ìAyurvedic Literature in Telugu,î B. Rama Rao, BIIHM,
vol. iv, no. 2, pp. 76ñ82
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5. ìAyurvedic Manuscripts in the Collection of Sri Punya
Vijayagiji Lunaswada, Dariapur, Ahmedabad (136
MSS),î BDHM, vol. iii. no. 1, Jan 1965, pp. 25ñ28.

6. ìA Check List of Printed Ayurvedic Treaties in Sanskrit
Classics,î BDHM, vol. iii, no. 2, 1965, pp. 98ñ104.

7. ìAncient Indian Medical Lore,î BDHM, vol. iii, no, 4, Oct.
1965, pp. 199ñ19.

8. AChecklist of Sanskrit Medical Manuscripts in India,
(Åyurveda) compiled by B. Rama Rao, pubished by
Central Council for Research in Indian Medicine and
Homeopathy, New Delhi, 1972 (1,082 entries).

9. ìA Brief Account of Ayurvedic Manuscripts Preserved
at Utkal University, Bhuvaneshwarî (101 manuscripts).

10. PrakritñAn Ayurvedic Guide to Health, K.M. Shyam
Sundar, A.V. BalasubramanyamñCentre for Indian
Knowledge Systems, Chennai, 1997.

11. Studies in Ancient Indian Medicine, Dr. Aparna
Chattopadhyay, Varanasi, 1993.

12. Studies in Charaka Samhita Dr. Aparna Chattopadhyay,
Varanasi, 1995.

13. Treatment for Poisons in Traditional Medicine, K.M. Shyam
Sundar, CIKS, Madra, 1996.

14. Ophthalmology in Traditional Medicine, K.M. Shyam
Sundar, CIKS, Madras, 1996.

15. Proceedings of Regional Seminar-cum-Workshop on History of
Medicine in India, Dr. V. Ramachandra Rao, Dr. D.V.
Subba Reddy, S.V. Medical College, Tirupati, Oct. 9th
to 11th, 1970.

16. Dawn of Indian Science, O.P. Jaggi (Vedic and
Upanishadic period, Atmaram and Co., Lucknow,
1968).

17. Indian System of Medicine, O.P. Jaggi, Atmaram and Co.,
Lucknow, 1973.

18. Studies in Charaka Samhita, Dr. Aparna Chattopadhyay,
Varanasi, 1995.

19. Susruta SamhitaóA Scientific Synopsis.
20. Charaka SamhitaóA Scientific synopsis, P.R. Ray et al,
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Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi, 1980.
21. ìPhilosophy of Medicine According to Åyurvedaîí

Madhavendranath Pal, BIIHM, vol. xxvii, no 2, July
1997, pp. 103ñ108.

22. Historical Review of Vicharchika as per Ayurvedic
Classicsîí R. Kumaraswamy, PKJP Subhakta, BIIHM, vol.
xxvii, no. 2, July, 1997, pp. 119ñ26

23. Ayurvedic Manuscripts in A.P.G.O.M.L. and Research
Institute, Hyderabad,î B. Rama Rao, BIIHM, vol. xiv,
no. 1ñ4, 1984, pp. 14ñ18.

24. ìList of Medical Manuscripts in Two Colleges of Pune,î
D.V. Pandit Rao, BIHHM, vol. xiv, no. 1ñ4, 1984, pp.
32ñ36.

25. ìA Note on Ancient Indian Medicine,î Kenneth Zysk,
BIIHM, vol. viii, 1978, pp. 14ñ23

26. ìReferences to Åyurveda in the  Commentaries of
Malliantha,î B. Rama Rao, BIIHM, vol, ix, 1979, pp.
13ñ20.

2. Unani System
The term ëindigenous medicine,í in strict sense, can be

used only for Åyurveda and Siddha. However, by convention,
the therapeutic term see ëUnani Systemí also in use. The
Unani System was introduced in India around tenth century
AD.

The origin of Unani-Tibb system of medicine can be traced
to the early Ionian (Greek) or Yavana medicine. It owes its
present form to the Arabs who not only served much of Greek
literature by rendering them into Arabic, but also enriched
the medicine of their day with many of their own
contributions. As already pointed out, this system was
introduced into India by Muslim rulers around about tenth
century AD. While defining Tibb, Aicenna, the Persian
physician of tenth century AD, mentioned it as a branch of
knowledge that deals with the states of health and disease
in the human body for the purpose of adopting suitable
measures for preserving and restoring health. This is
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reminiscent of the view advocated in the great classics of
Unani. This system has its own areas of specialisation and
occupies a vantage position in the therapy of certain
conditions. The attainments and writings of Rhazes and
Avicenna (Ibn sina) have particularly a superior place.

Research Pupers on Unani Medicine and Manuscripts
1. Unani Medicine-TibbñAñShafaî by Mahmod Shahi,

BDHM, vol. ii, no 2, 1964, pp. 165ñ68.
2. ìList of Persian Manuscripts of Unani Medicine in

Salarjung Oriental Library, Hyderabad,î BDHM, vol. ii,
no. 2, 1964, pp. 172ñ184.

3. ìUnani MedicineñMedann L Shifaî Mian Bhowa
(Medical Treatise by Curtier of Sikander Shaik Lodi,
(with brief English translation), BDHM, vol. ii, 1964,
pp. 221ñ34; BDHM, vol. iii, part i, Jan.1965, pp. 29ñ38.

4. ìUnani Medical Manuscripts in the Sayeedia Library,
Jambagh, Troop Bazar, Hyederabad,î BDHM, vol. iii,
no. 1, Jan. 1965, pp. 39ñ40

5. ìList of Arabic Medical Manuscripts,î compiled in India
and not printed so farñBDHM, vol. iii, no. 4, Oct. 1965,
p. 229.

6. ìList of Persian Medical Manuscripts,î compiled in
IndiañBDHM, vol. iii, Oct. no. 4, 1965, pp. 230ñ31.

7. ìPersian Medical MSS in the Government Unani
Medical College, Charminar, Hyderbad,î BDHM, vol.
iii, no. 4 Oct 1965, pp. 237ñ42.

8. ìList of Arabic and Persian Medical Books,î compiled
and printed in India, BDHM, vol. iii, 1965, no. 2, pp.
118ñ27.

9. ìA Brief Account of Persian Manuscripts in the
Salarjung Oriental Library, Hyderabad,î BDHM, vol. ii,
pt. 2, 1964, pp. 169ñ71.

10. ìList of Arabic Medical ManuscriptsñSalarjung Oriental
Library, Hyderabed,î BDHM, vol. II, no. 2, 1964, pp.
172ñ84.

11. ìA List of Unani Medical Printed Books in Arabic
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Language Preserved in Different Libaries of Hyderadadî
by S.A. Hussian, BIIHM, vol. vii, July 1977, pp. 156ñ
160.

12. ìGlimpses of Islamic Medicineî by K. Majumdar, vol.
xxvii, no. 2,  July 1997, pp. 133ñ38.

13. ìBiography of Unani Physician, Arestuî by M. Azeez
Pasha, BIIHM, vol. ix, no. 1ñ4, 1978, pp. 26ñ31.

14. ìSingle Drugs Mentioned by Avicenna for Cardiac
Ailments in his Cammon and Kitabî by UlñAduliyyah
Qalibbiyah, Rashid-uddin Ahmed, BIIHM, vol. ix, no.
1ñ4, 1979, pp. 46ñ66.

15. ìHakim Nizamuddin Ahmed GeelaniñAPhysician of
Qutub Sahi Periodî by P.A. Hussian, BIIHM, vol. ix,
vol. 1ñ4, 1979, pp. 67ñ73.

16. ìMedicine in North India (from Islami Tibb)î by Rehber
Farooqui, BIIHM, vol. xiv, No. 1ñ4, 1984, pp. 37ñ51.

17. ìBrief Biographies of Eminent Unani Hakeems of Indiaî
by M. Azeez Pasha, BIHM, vol. iii, no. 1, 1973, pp. 23ñ
34.

18. ìEstablishment of Unani Hospitals in Islamic Countriesî
by M. Azeez Pasha, BIHM, vol. iii, no. 2, 1933 pp. 68ñ
70.

19. Yusrul Ilaj (a Persian Medial Manuscripts compiled in
India by Hakeem Hidaetullah, in 1731 AD). M. Azeez
Pasha, BIIHM, vol. iii, no.  3, July 1973, pp. 126ñ31 and
201ñ206.

20. ìItrifalt (Unani preparation) Through Agesî by A.H.
Israli and A.J. Khan, BIHM, vol. iii, no. 3, 1973, pp. 146ñ
50.

3. Siddha System of Medicine
Siddha system, originated by Agastyar, is based on concepts

mostly similar to Åyurveda. The difference between
Åyurveda and Siddha is more linguistic than doctrinal, with
Siddha system having Iatro-chemistry as its speciality. The
term ëindigenous medicine,í in a strict sense, can be used
for Ayurvedic and Siddha systems.
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Siddha system of medicine, also called Agastyar system,
whose literature is in Tamil, is confined to the Tamil-speaking
areas of India. Concepts of principles, doctrines, both
fundamental and applied, have similarity to Åyurveda. Siddha
system of medicine is said to have descended from Iyengar
to Ammayar, and from them to Murugan, Nandi, Agastyar,
and other Siddhars. Agastyar, who is considered as the
originator of the Tamil language, is referred to as the
propounder of this system. A number of medical works are
attributed to him. This system, like Åyurveda, is based on
the Dosha, Dhåtu concepts and the concept of Panchabhutas.
The psychological qualities and functions of these, and the
factors that can cause discordance, eventually leading to
disease states are described as in Åyurveda. Only the
nomenclature is different from that of Åyurveda, but the
doctrine is one and the same. The speciality of this system is
Iatro-chemistry.

Research Papers and Manuscripts in Siddha System of Medicine
1 ìAn Introduction to the Medical Bibligraphy of. Siddha

System of Medicineî by D.V. Subba Reddy and K. Pala-
nichamy: BIHM, vol. iii, no. 1, January 1973, pp. 35ñ
39

2. ìAgastyar (an extract from the Plutarch)ñPrinted
Medical Works Attributed to Agastyarî by K.
Palanichamy: BIHM, vol. iii, no. 1, Januray 1973, p.
40ñ44.

3. ìAdvice on Family Planning in Old Tamil Medical
Manuscriptsî (deposited in SVU ORI and MRC
Library, Tirupati) BIHM, vol. iii, no. 1, January 1973,
p. 45.

4. ìSiddharsóTheir Attainments and  Their Role in
Medicine (extract from Cyclopedia Dictionary) Works
on Medicine by Siddharsî by K. Palanichamy, BIHM,
vol. iii, no. 2, pp. 71ñ75.

5. ìPrinted works on Medicine by Siddharsî by K.
Palanichamy, BIHM, Hyderabad, vol. iii, no. 1. 1973
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pp. 132ñ34
6. ìGlimpses of Art of Medicine and  Medicalî Aid in

Ancient Tamil Classicsî by D.V. Subba Reddy, BIHM,
vol. iii, no. 3, 1973, pp. 135ñ39.

7. ìTamil Medical Manuscript on Siddha System in the
Oriental Research Institute, SV University, Tirupatiî
by K. Palanichamy: BIHM, vol. iii,  no. 4, 1973ñ81.

8 ìHistory of Siddha MedicineñNeed for Further
Detailed Studiesî by D.V.Subba Reddy: BIHM, vol. iii,
no. 4, October 1973, pp. 186ñ88.

9. ìA Brief Introduction to Siddha System of Medicineî
by A. Neelavathi, BIIHM, vol. ix, no. 1ñ4, 1979, pp.
93ñ95.

10 ìSiddha Medicine and Manuscript Literatureî by K.
Palanichamy, BIIHM, vol. iv, no. 2, April 1974, pp. 93ñ
95.

11 ìAn Examination of the Names of the Authors and
Titles of Siddha Manuscriptsî by K.Palanichamy and
D.V. Subba Reddy, BIIHM, vol. iv, no. 2,  April 1974,
pp. 96ñ101.

12 ìThe Life-sketch of Veerama Munivar (Rev.
Constantine Beschi) and His Siddha Worksî by
R.Thiyagarajan and K.Palanichamy, BIIHM, vol. iv, no. 3ñ
4, July October 1974, pp. 171ñ75.

13 ìA Chronological Probe into Siddha Systemî by P.
Gurusiromani: BIHM, vol. ix, 1979, no. 1ñ4.

14 ìSiddharasañAn Unpublished Medical Treasure,
Nearly 1000 Years Oldî by BDHM vol. ii, part ii, 1964,
pp. 159ñ62.

4. Yoga System
Yoga system, propounded by Patanjali, is very old. Hatha-

yoga, a branch of it, consists of physical culture useful in the
treatment of several disease conditions.

There exists a view that Patanjali and Charaka were one
and the same person. What Charaka is for Kåya Chikitsa,
Patanjali is for psychic medicines. Yoga advocates mental and
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physical discipline through an eight-pathóyama (absten-
tion), niyama (observance), åsana (physical postures
involving muscular co-ordination), pråƒåyåma (regulation of
breathing), pratyåhåra (voluntary control of sense percep-
tion), dhyåna (meditation), dhåraƒa (contemplation), and
samådhi  (absolute mental concentration) Hathayoga involves
both voluntary and involuntary muscles of the body, and is
claimed to be useful in the treatment of a wide range of
disease conditions. Of late, this system is gaining popularity
in western countries also.

Research Papers on Yoga System and Manuscripts.

1. Yogic and Tantric Medicine  by O.P. Jaggi, Atmaram and
Sons, Lucknow, 1973.

2. YogañAs, Therapeutic Fact by Swami Adi Devnanda,
University of Mysore, Mysore, 1966.

3. ìInfluence of Nath Yogis on Telugu Literatureî by M.
Venkata Reddy and B. Rama  Rao, BIIHM, vol. ix, no. 1ñ
4, 1979

4. ìRasa Siddhas of AlampurñIî by Sanjeeva Rao, BIIHM,
vol. ix, no. 1ñ4. 1979.

5. ìHatha Yoga as Holistic System of Medicineî by M. Venkata
Reddy: BIIHM, vol. xvi, no. 1ñ2, 1986, pp. 19ñ28

6. ìHatha Rathnavali of Srinivasî Critically edited by Dr. M.
Venkata Reddy.

7. SvarasastramuóAn Unknown Yoga Manuscript by Dr. M.
Venkata Reddy, SVU Library, Tirupati.

8. Medical Knowledge of Vemanaî by VVS Sastry, BIIHM,
vol. vii, 1977, pp. 31 37.

9 ìHatha Rathnavali of Srinivasa BhattaóA Late Medieval
Treatiseî by Medapati Venkata Reddy: BIIHM, vol. ix, no.
1ñ4, 1979, pp on Yoga and Tantra.î 74ñ81.

5 . Naturopathy, Homeopathy and Allopathy
Naturopathy is a way of life, not a medically defined system
of treatment. Its simple laws are adopted in the treatment
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suitably. A daily and seasonal regimen is followed for
maintenance of health. There are two approaches in vogueñ
one, advocating the use of ancient Indian methods, and the
other which mainly adopts modern physiotherapy.

The first doctor to bring Homeopathy to our country was
Dr. John Martin Honig Burger, who first came to Punjab in
1829 and stayed there for fifteen years. He wrote a book
called Thirty Five Years in the East in 1852. In 1846, a Roman
Catholic missionary arrived in Madras Residency and
introduced Homeopathy to the South. Surgeon Samuel
Brooking, in 1846, established two hospitals at Tanjavur and
at Pudukkottai. In West Bengal, Babu Rajindar Lal Dutta
spread Homeopathy.

The contribution of Åyurveda in the field of Materia Medica
is especially valuble, and has furnished a number of drugs to
the present day allopathic medicine. Western allopathic
medical reserarchers, however, can be traced in India only
after the setting up of the Calcutta and Madras Medical
Colleges in 1835.

Research Papers and Manuscript Material
1. ìDevelopment of Naturopathy in Andhra Pradeshî by A

Vermeta Rao: BIHM, Vol. ix, no. 1ñ4, 1979, pp. 42ñ45.
2. ìAbout Entry of Homeopathy into Indiaî by Dr. Jugal

Kishore, BIHM. vol. iii, no. 2, April 1973, pp. 76ñ78.
3. ìHahnemann and the Seeds of Homeopathyî by D.V.

Sudda Reddy: BIHM, vol ii, no. 3, 1973, pp. 143ñ45.
4. ìThe Homeopathic Treatment of Choleraî by Nand Raj,

BIHM, vol. viii. no. 1ñ4, 1978, pp. 39ñ43.
5. ìResearch in Allopathic Medicine in India During the

100 Yearsî by I.N. Sengupta, BIHM, vol. xiv, no. 1-4, no.
1ñ4, 1984, pp. 53ñ67

6. Medicinal Plants and Herbs
Research Papers and Manuscript Material
1. ìCyclopedias in Telugu Language in Herbs, Drugs, and

Popular HomeRemedies by V.V.S. Sastry, BIHM, vol. iv,
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no. 3ñ4, Ms-or,1974, pp. 142ñ50.
2. ìMedicinal Plants in the Works of the Three Sages

(Muniyatra) (124 plants) by P.V. Sharma, BIHM, vol.
iii, 1977 pp. 5ñ19.

3. ìMedicine and Health in the Sristhisthala of Padama
Purna BIHM, vol. vii, 1977, pp. 25ñ30.

4. ìDescription of Herbs Used in  Charms and Medicines,
and Description of Medicinal IncantationsîAgnipurana,
Chapters 140ñ42.

5. Plants in Yajurveda by Dr. S. Sudarsana Sarma: R.S.
Vidyapeeth, Tirupati, 1989.

7. Other Local Traditions and Indigenous Methods
Tibetan System of Medicine
The Tibetan system of medicine has been in vogue in

Ladakh district, Lahaul, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim, and
some other regions in the Himalayas. This system traces its
origin to the Ayurvedic system of India. Since the dawn of
history, man has been in search of ways to find cure and
relief from physical and mental diseases.

It is at that time that the Buddha propounded this original
Tibetan system of medicine, while the Lord was meditating
in the medicinal forest somewhere near Bodhgaya. It was
later, in the reign of the Tibetan King Streng-Ki-Chan (750
AD), that a renowned Pandit Barochana was sent to India.
He translated this system into Tibetan script with the help
of Acharya Chandra Deva. The text was then brought to
Tibet.

This medicinal system had accumulated a huge literature
in the course of time. The Amchis system of great fame and
reputation was produced, whose contribution in the system
is immensely popular in Leh, Sikkim etc. Therapy under
the Tibetan system is divided into treatment by herbs,
minerals, animal organs, spring and mineral waters
maxibustion (herbal and mineral); puncturing
(Acupuncture), and by mysticism and spiritual powers. A
number of herbs and metals are used in this system.
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Research Papers and Medical Literature
1. ìNetradarpanamî (Mirror of eye) (A Treatise in Eye

Diseases in Telugu and An Account of the Author) by
B. Rama Rao, BIIHM, vol. III, no. 1, 1974, pp. 9ñ13.

2. ìVaidya Sastra Sivanubhavaî translation of selected
readings by B. Rama Rao, BIIHM, vol. iv, no. 1, 1974, pp
14ñ18.

3. ìA note on the Sariratattvam of Khaneswaraî by K.S.
Ramamurt, BIIHM, vol. iv, no. 2, 1974, pp 83ñ85.

Languages and Scripts in Medical Texts
The languages and scripts used for writing medical texts

in India are Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Sanskrit and other major
Indian languages, and Grantha, Nandinagari, Tigalari, Modi,
Balobandh, Newari, Sarada etc. in scripts

For example, if we take the collection of Medical in man-
uscripts in the Oriental Research Institute, S.V. University,
Tirupati, we came across the following subjects on Medical
Manuscripts, and languages and scripts.

Sr. Subject No. of Language Script
No. Manuscripts

1 Ayurvedic Medical 47 Sanskrit Telugu
Manuscripts

2 Siddha Medical 82 Tamil Tamil
Manuscripts

3 Yoga Manuscripts 08 Sanskrit Grantha,
Telugu and
Tamil

Total 137

Likewise, some two hundred manuscript libraries in India
contain at least one lakh medical menuscripts. For these
manuscripts, a Descriptive Catalogue is an urgent necessity
for the researchers, as well as for dissemination of the
knowledge contained in those manuscripts.
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7

A Survey and Cataloguing of Ayurvedic
Manuscripts in Gujarat State

S.D. Kamat

The paper deals with the necessity of descriptive catalogues
and also mentions the importance of preparing critical
editions of Åyurveda manuscripts.

Åyurveda, a science of life, has been originated and
practiced in India for thousands of years. The tradition of
Ayurvedic practice and studies has remained unbroken to a
great extent. Though the libraries and institutes for learning
Indian sciences were destroyed by foreign invaders, the study
of Åyurveda has remained in continuance through the
Gurushishya tradition upto the nineteenth century  and by
way of institutional training in the twentieth century.

Traditionally, the education of Åyurveda was based on
three main or classical works, Bæhattrayi, and three medieval
works, Laghuttrayi. These works were published by individual
scholar-vaidyas of those days, when printing technology
became available to them. Subsequently many works on
different subjects were also published through individual
efforts. Still there are many unpublished works. Many of these
works are having commentaries by different commentators.
Later on, important books were also translated into regional
languages. But, as there were limitations, to the availability
of manuscripts in those days and even today, the critical study
has its own  limitations. Even today many titles are still awaiting
publication.
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I do not  wish to stress on the importance of the availability
of different manuscripts for different readings. Åyurveda
being a practical science, a slight difference in reading makes
a lot of difference. How this problem of different readings
was tackled in olden days can be appreciated by reading
Dalhanaís commentary on Sushruta Samhita. It appears that
there were different traditions. Commentators belonging
to different traditions have held up their respective
traditional versions and have presented their commentary
on that basis.  Jejjata, Gayadas,  Kartik Kunda etc. had their
traditional versions. Sometimes, Dalhana has mentioned a
number of versions of a single text. Apart from academic
traditions there may by regional variations as we see the
Kahsmir recension of Charaka Samhita. Dalhana, in his
commentary, has gone through all these texts and studies
the textual versions critically. How much labour has been
involved in such a gigantic work carried out single handedly
can be imagined especially at the time when he emerged
approximately at the end of twelfth century AD.

As there is renewed interest in herbal medicine and
Åyurveda as a whole in western countries, critical editions of
Ayurvedic books must be given a great importance. This can
be achieved only by making a list of Ayurvedic manuscripts.

Sankrit manuscripts are collected more than hundred
years in various institutions through Government and
individual efforts. Many of these institutions have published
their descriptive catalogues. On the basis of these published
catalogues a check list of Sanskrit medical (Ayurvedic)
manuscripts was published by Central Council for Research
in Indian Medicine in 1972 with the efforts of Dr. B. Rama
Rao. He had  consulted about twenty-five catalogues
published by different libraries. But there were plenty of
institutions who had not published their catalogues by that
time. In its foreward, Dr. V. Raghavan has rightly written
ìThis is modestly called a ëCheck Listí of Sanksrit medical
manuscripts and carries in skeletal form minimum details
of about 1100 manuscripts. This cannot of course be
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considered complete or critical, but its publication will, I
hope, provoke the Central Council for Research in India
Medicine undertake an exhaustive inventory and descriptive
catalogue of Sanskrit Medical Manuscripts.

ì. . . I would urge upon the council to take up this work
among their literary research projects.î He has also observed
ì. . . The  leading Sanskrit medical texts which are also in
use by practitioners of all over the country have been printed;
but there is a considerable Ayurvedic literature including
veterinary textsówhich are still in manuscripts; also a good
number of commentaries on basic texts like those of Charaka
and Sushruta have also not seen the light of day.î

To prepare a descriptive catalogue of Ayurvedic
manuscripts, a regional or state wise survey and inventory of
Ayurvedic manuscripts alongwith Xeroxing, scanning or
microfilming of these manuscripts is necessary. The
publication of the catalogue of these manuscripts should be
a vital first step in this respect A vast number of material can
be obtained from Gujarat state and such type of work should
be undertaken as early as possible.

Information on the Ayurvedic manuscripts can be
collected from various sources:

(1) Old and local libraries
(2) Pathsalas, Old Ashrams
(3) Famous traditional vaidyas
(4) Institutions engaged in oriental studies
(5) Jain collections
(6) Individuals having personal collections
(7) Temples
(8) Musuems
(9) Ayurvedic Colleges

(10) University libraries

Important information about all these can also be obtained
from retired scholars especially of Sanskrit and Åyurveda
who were working or engaged with the above-mentioned
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institutions. These scholars, by their great knowledge on
various subjects, will be a great help in collecting such type
of information, in respect of Ayurvedic manuscripts.

It was an absolute necessity for the student for Åyurveda
to study the Nighaƒ¢us. In Maharastra and certain other parts
of the country Dhanvantar∂ Nighaƒ¢u  was very popular among
the students. It was published for the first time by Ananda-
shram Mudranalaya in 1896 and was edited by Vd.
Purandare. It was reprinted in 1925 again and then very
recently published with a Hindi translation by Guruprased
Shama and Dr. Jharkhande Ojha of Benaras Hindu Univer-
sity.

In this Nighaƒ¢u the drugs or plants are classified according
to their pharmacological actions. In the first chapter of this
published Nightaƒ¢u the drugs which are used in Vatajvara
are mentioned as:

xqMwP;frfo"kkewokZ ef×t"Bk /kUo;kloSQ%A
oklk[kfnjfuEcS'p ficsr~ DokFka rq okfrosQAA

That means decoction of these plants is useful in the
treatment of Våtajvara that is the caused by aggravation of
Våta. But since Våså and Khadirå the drugs which themselves
aggravate våtado¶a how can these be used in Våtajvara was
my difficulty. All the Mss. which I collected from the Mumbai
University, B.O.R.I. and the published books by the above-
mentioned scholars mention the same reading. But in 1978
another Nighantu i.e. Sodhal Nighaƒ¢u was pubished by
Oriental Institute of Baroda and was edited by Prof. Priyavratji
Sharma. The  importance of this Nighantu is that it was the
follower of Dhanvantar∂ Nighaƒ¢u. He has clrearly mentioned
that:

rkU;sokS"k/kukekfu /kUoUr;qZfnrkfu pA
nzO;koyh rFkk lSo la{ksik; uokÑfr%AA
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and by actual comparison of the texts it is found to be true.
In this Nighaƒ¢u the reading is:

xqMwP;frfo"kkewokZ ef×tBk /kUo;kloSQ%A
oklk[kfnjfuEcS'p ficsr~ DopkFka diQTojsAA

It means the manuscripts of Sodhal Nighaƒ¢u was more
correct and was different than the manuscripts used by Vd.
Purandare.

I would like to give another example, of how the incorrect
readings can mislead the sholars in identification of the
plants. The famous scholar and botanist Tha. Balvantji and
Chunekar on the basis of the reading {kqjkfXueUFk have suggested
Thorny Agnimantha for Premna species and v{kqjkfXueUFk i.e.
Agnimantha without thorns for clerodenrum species. This
in ference is based on the reading {kqjkfXueUFk but if the correct
reading is taken as {kqnzkfXueUFk then the inference becomes
baseless.

Dr. Chunkekar in the introduction to one of his works
(Bhåvaprakå‹a) has mentioned that ìwhile studying the text
it was observed that  there are so many versions (På¢habhedas)
available not only in published books, but also in the
manuscripts available in different libraries. In this context it
may be pointed out that in the headline of Jivanti in Nighaƒ¢u
part of Bhåvaprakå‹a the version is 'koZQjkoUe/kqjiq"ik ozrfrHkZofr
which created much confusion in the identity of the correct
source plant.

But after scrutiny of the, manuscript it was found out that
the correct version is lk voZQoUe/kqjiq"ik ozrfrHkZofr. This clearly
points towards leptadenia reticulte W. and A. or Asclepdaceae
family. (voZQoqQy) But the correction of the text with the help
of different manuscripts is itself a vast work and requires
special study. This is very necessary not only for this book but
also for all the old Ayurvedic books  to solve many
misunderstandings. It is surprising that such critical work is

A Survey and Cataloguing of Ayurvedic . . .: S.D. Kamat
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available for Pauranik books like Mahåbhårata (Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute, Poona, 1969) and not for even
a single compendium like Charaka which has practical
implications dealing with human life.î

This will clearly show the importance of the collection of
the maximum number of manuscripts.

I would like to tell you about another difficulty which I
am experiencing at present. There are three other Nighaƒ¢us
in Ayurvedic literature the compilersí of which have expres-
sly accepted their indebtedness to Dhanvantar∂ Nighaƒ¢u.
Chronologically they are (1) Sodhal Nighaƒ¢u, (2) Raja
Nighaƒ¢u and (3) Dravyaratnåkara Nighaƒ¢u. Out of these,
the first two are already published and the third one is an
unpublished work. This Dravyaratnåkara Nighaƒ¢u is also an
important Nighaƒ¢u and was compiled in 1480 AD by Mudgal
Ramchandra Vaidya. I have got one incomplete manuscript
of this Nighaƒ¢u with me and after the publication of
Dhanvantar∂ Nighaƒ¢u in 2002 I wanted to study this Nighaƒ¢u.
I checked the check-list of medical manuscripts by B. Ram
Rao. This check list includes only one manuscripts available
at Asiatic society at Calcutta.

In the Introduction to Dravyaguƒa by Prof. Priyavrati
Sharma, he has mentioned about its (nzO; jRukdj fu?k.Vq) i.e.
availability at Govt. oriental Manuscripts Library at Madras. I
wrote to them and was given the reply that they have got
the manuscripts but there was no facility of Xeroxing. So
when I went to Mardas in 2002, I visited that library but the
manuscripts was something else. I had known from my
student days that as per the catalogue of Bharat Itihasa
Samsodhaka Mandala, Pune they have two manuscripts of
this Nightaƒ¢u. I wrote to them twice and visited them twice
and got the reply that manuscripts are not available with
them. There is no catalogue so far published of
Anandashram Mudranalaya, Pune but on enquiry become
clear that they had two manuscripts of this Nighaƒ¢u. They
had given me the Xerox copies of the said Nighaƒ¢u with
pleasure. Not only that, but also Xerox copies of other
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Nighaƒ¢us, for which I am extremely grateful to them.
Through our friend Mr. Arvind Tikekar, Dr. Siddharth
Wakankar has supplied  information about two locations of
this Nighaƒ¢uóone is from Bezwada and the other from
Kolhapur. It seems that there are manuscripts of this Nighaƒ¢u
in (1) Pune University (2) Vaidik Samshodhan mandal Pune
and may be perhaps at other places also. It seems that it will
take some time for obtaining the Xerox copies of this
Nighaƒ¢u.

Taking these experiences into consideration and before
concluding this small speech, I would like to bring to your
kind attention that Gujarat state has a wide, rich and
uninterrupted tradition of Ayurvedic physicians and hence
I would like to request the scholars gathered here in this
Institute, to undertake the work of surveying and catolaguing
of Ayurvedic manuscripts in this state.

A Survey and Cataloguing of Ayurvedic . . .: S.D. Kamat
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8

Digital Documentation of the Manuscripts
in the Government Museum and Art

Gallery, Chandigarh, with Special Reference
to the Manuscript of the ëSundara ›æΔgåraí

Vidyanand Singh

The Government Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh, one
of the pioneer institutions in India, is proud of having most
of its collection digitized. Apart from the rich collection of
Buddhist, Jain, Brahmanical and Sikh art heritage of ancient
and medieval Indian period in the Museum, its forte is in
the adaptation of the latest technological developments in
the field of digital documentation of the museum collection,
especially sculptures, miniature paintings, coins and manusc-
ripts, together with the aesthetically designed buildings and
displayed galleries which give a visual impact to the general
public visiting the museum.

Manuscripts are a very important source for history of India
apart from inscriptions. Ancient and medieval manuscripts
are written either on palm leaf, birch bark or on hand-made
paper in various scripts and languages. Some of the Buddhist
manuscripts have also been executed on the polished surface
of bamboo. Many of them are illustrated or decorated with
paintings of various sizes. Usually handmade ink was used
and the quill of birdsí feathers or reeds converted into usable
pens served the purpose of writing. Many a time a stylus was
used for making the impressions of letters or figures on palm-
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leaf and they formed part of a book. Sometimes very light
brushing of ink or charcoal was applied on the incisions for
clarity.

Many important manuscripts, both illustrative and non-
illustrative ones, are known, of which mention should be
made first of the Gilgit Manuscript of pre-Christian dates
because of the remote antiquity of these Brahminical
manuscripts of the epics the Råmåyaƒa and the Mahåbhårata
and of the Bhågavad-G∂tå, the Bhågavata-Puråƒa, and the
Dev∂ Måhåtmya which are the most important ones. Of the
Buddhist affiliation, the manuscripts of the A¶¢asåharsikå-
Praj¤åpåramitå, the Pa¤charak¶å and others deserve mention-
ing. The Kalpas μutra is singularly important as the
representative of the Jaina manuscripts. All these
manuscnpts are written in various scripts and languages, and
with meticulous care and artistic excellence. A glimpse
through the manuscripts of various religious affiliation and
artistic and linguistic formulations, enables one to have, as it
were, a journey through the corridors of Indian culture
through the ages. Chandigarh Museum is also having a rare
Braminical manuscript Sundara ›æΔgåra (treatise on toiletry
and cosmetics for beautification). The manuscript is on paper
having eighty-six folios and  is from Kullu in Himachal
Pradesh. The script is Takri and the language is Pahari and
belongs to the eighteenth century AD, bearing the date 1788
AD. Names of the scribe and artist are mentioned as Bhakari
and Bhagwan respectively. It has sixty-four visual depictions
of various aspects of personal beautification reciprocately
being done by the male and female participants in the act.
In a few illustrations, some female attendants with accessory
items are also depicted.

The Museum has digitized the complete collection of
manuscripts on the computer-based documentation system.

In the beginning, for documenting works of art, the
Museum was having only the main entry register with the
following columns:
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1. Serial Number
2. Accession Number
3. Title
4. Artist
5. Medium
6. Size
7. Source
8. Period
9. Price

10. Signatures of Technical Assistant
11. Signatures of Director

Later, the museumís curatorial staff added the sectional
movement, reserve collection, conservation, and photo-print
record registers, catalogue and index cum location cards,
black and white and colour photo-print albums and colour
slides.

A few years back the Museum established the Data Collect-
ion Management Section. The total collection of the Museum
is abut ten thousand. The photographing, digital scanning
and inputting of digitized inventory data, object description
and conservation data of about eight thousand works of art
in the form of anicient, medieval and contemporary stone,
terracotta and wooden sculptures, metal images, miniature
and textile paintings, banners, coins and manuscripts, which
form an important collection of the Museum, have been
completed.

Management of the Museum collection through digiti-
zation has the following advantages:

(i) it has a complete inventory of the collection and means
of stock-checking;

(ii) it is a first step towards automation ofthe museumís
information about the objects;

(iii) it is an online system which means that the curatorial
staff, conservators, librarians, and photo and audio-
visual sections can directly interact with the date;

Digital Documentation of the Manuscripts . . .: Vidyanand Singh
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(iv) it has a flexible record structure applicable to the
entire collections of the Museum;

(v) it supports the security of the collection, by maintain-
ing four duplicate copies of information and enabling
information to be made readily available to the outside
agencies such as police and customs in the case of an
emergency;

(vi) it has easy access for researchers and scholars;
(vii) it helps in the layout and designing of the publicity

material of the exhibitions, seminars, conferences,
lectures etc. in the form of invitation cards, folders,
brochures, captions, section labels, posters, banners,
and hoardings;

(viii) it also retrieves data of the Museum collection for
preparation of general and scholarly publications i.e.,
guide books,  and lists, catalogues etc;

(xi) it enables information to be transferred from the
Museum to other museums, libraries and art and
cultural organizations and also facilitates the develop-
ment of common projects i.e., research, exhibitions,
training, etc. through fax and e-mail; and

(x) the digital image and the data of the Museum
collection can also be displayed on the internet.

The data field of the computer-based documentation
system was developed by the Museumís curatorial staff under
the guidance of the subject experts and known art historians
of the country with the technical support of the National
Informatics Centre (NIC), Chandigarh UT Unit, Planning
Commission, Government of India, and the Regional
Computer Centre (a set up of the National Informatics
Centre, Government of India), Chandigarh. The data
structure is based on information collected, after surveying
the leading museums and art institutions in India and abroad.

Thus the museum information card consists of all the
potential fields necessary for the documentation of the
Museumís collection and is known as: ëMIC-GOMAGí ëMaster
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Information Card of the Government Museum and art
Gallery, Chandigarhí which includes the data fields in two
main sections: academic and administrative. The academic
and administrative sections are having the following fifteen
and thirteen subdata fields respectively.

(A) Academic:
1. Accession No.
2. Category of Object
3. Title
4. Medium/material/technique
5. Provenance
6. Date/period
7. Style/school
8. Tribe/dynasty/community/patron
9. Artist

10. Dimensions/weight/denomination (coin)
11. Brief description
12. Inscription
13. Original source information
14. Published source references
15. Remarks/comments

(B)Administrative
1. Unit No.
2. Entry Register No.
3. Sectional Rgister No.
4. Source
5. Mode and year of acquisition
6. Price/value
7. Photo-negative B & W/colour/slide No.
8. Photo-album/video/audio cassette No.
9. Location

10. Condition of the object
11. Restoration done, if any
12. Last update
13. Expert comments

Digital Documentation of the Manuscripts . . .: Vidyanand Singh
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The Master Information Card also carries a digitized
colour photo of the image. The date and image are stored
in the Digital Media System (DMS) software in the form of a
folder. The software allows scanning, cataloguing and storing
as many pages as we require. It is also possible to define our
own set of data for a class of documents. The documents
stored in the system are organized in folders. The data and
image can be stored in as many folders as required. Internally,
the document is not duplicatedñonly the references are
maintained. The retrieval of each document can be done
in seconds by giving a key word i.e. accession number, unit
number, title number, title, school/style, date/period,
artistís name, theme/title, medium/material/technique or
category of objects. For accessing these documents, we can
select a folder, look at the contents and then select the
appropriate document. The software also uses a variety of
standard compression techniques to store the document
containing data and images so that they take very little space
for storage and yet there is no loss of clarity either in data or
in image.

Online updating of remarks, comments or suggestion by
research scholars and field specialists are done periodically,
to keep the infonnation of works of art update. An indepen-
dent website of the museum is also under construction and
will be launched shortly for making available the information
about the Museum collection to the museologists, art
historians, scholars, researchers, art lovers, and tourists all
over the world.
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9

Hands on Technique for Preservation of
ManuscriptsñOneís Own Experience

P.L. Shaji

From time immemorial, India has been the centre of
knowledge, education and research. The treasure of
knowledge that came out from the mouth of Guru was
transferred from generations to generations. Later on these
srutis began to be inscribed or written, and that way, these
became more useful to people. We can say that this system
of transferring knowledge down the generations became
extinct a century ago.

The reason is that if a text or work was written, the copies
of the same were taken by writing the same again and again
and this method prevailed for centuries. The discovery of
paper and printing machines marked revolutionary changes
in the field of knowledge and education.

We can see that in different places, different media and
methods were used to store the widsom or knowledge of
the glorious past while in the Himalayas and Kashmir, when
Bhurja patras and hand made papers were used as media,
in the coastal areas, plam leaves were commonly used for
writing by our ancestors. The famous Chinese pilgrim and
traveller, Huen Tsang who visited India in the seventh
century has noted in his inscriptions that Indians used plam
leaves for writing.
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The Oriental Research Institute and a Manuscript Library
under the Kerala University have the glorious history of the
century. The institutions started by the Maharaja of
Travancore, Sri Mulam Tirunal, have grown into world
famous institutions. They play an important role through
the number of manuscripts stored and preserved in this
library and the wide subjects covered by these collections.
There are around 60,000 works present in these institutions
and more than 80 per cent of them are palm leaf
manuscripts. The rest includes paper manuscripts collected
from North-India.

Some transcripts of old manuscripts are also present there
in their possession.

Methods of preservation
Each and every manuscript has a life span. It should be

edited and published within the time limit for the benefit
of posterity. It is difficult to take care of or preserve such a
vast collection of manuscripts.

Generally speaking, the hazards to preserve this treasure
of knowlege include its age, (many plam-leaves are centuries
old) the humidity, dust, heat, fungus, silver fish, small worms
and bugs etc. These bundles have to be taken out and
cleaned at least once in six months and they have to be
handled with utmost care.

Let us take the case of the palm leaves manuscripts present
in this institution. There are two to three types of palm
leaves. Most of the palm-leaves are either Talipat palm
(corypha umbraculifera) or palmyra palm (Borassus
flaberllifer) and the South East Asian Lontar Palm-
coryphauton. The palm leaf found in Kerala is generally thin
and shiny. Those found in other parts are generally thick.

We generally  opt the following method for palm-leaf
preservation. The bundles are first cleanedñboth sides of
the leaf with a brush and made dust- free. Then a mixture is
prepared that contains lemon grass oil (citronella oil) or
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neem oil and turpentine in the ratio of 8:11, a little camphor
powder and a litte charcoal power in order to make the
letters readable. If the quantity of charcoal powder exceeds
the prescribed limit it will become dark, in which case another
brush dipped in citronella oil is applied on the leaf and thus
the dark colour can be removed. The brush has to move
only on one side to apply the oil. If the brush is moved left
and right in a careless manner the leaf is likely to become
brown if the bundle is very old. If oil is thus applied, the
fungi and dust on the leaf will get removed and the letters
will become readable. The oil present in the leaf will get dry
in two weeks time. Also worms and fungi will keep off and
will not attack the bundles. After applying the mixture of
oil, the leaves have to be hung separately or kept on the
table, according to the condition of manuscripts. This is done
especially in the case of Melekotta  oil obtained from
Karnataka, which is thicker than citronella oil.

Fumigation by naphthalene is also good for preservation
of manuscripts. But since it is a chemcal it has to be used
with utmost care. Aluminium phosphide 56% can also be
used in fumigation chambers and it is found to be highly
effective. But it is highly poisonous. Stong sunlight is harmful
to the manuscripts. But five-ten minutes exposure to sun is
good for manuscripts once in six months. Similarly small
packets of dry neem leaves and black pepper kept near the
bundles will keep away tiny creatures from attacking the
bundle. But this is good and is applicable only in places with
a small collection of palm-leaves. In olden times, the main
preservative used in the ëNalukettuí a special type of
tradional house with four interconnected wings forming a
rectangle maninly found in Kerala was carbon fumes from
the kitchen. Use of cello tape is not good to paste the broken
pieces togehter. Instead, tissue paper can be used. In earlier
times, these broken pieces were stitched together by using
coconut fibres.

Hands on Technique for Preservation of  Manuscripts: P.L. Shaji
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Modern styles
Paper manuscripts can be fumigated and laminated and

preserved for the future. Since these paper manuscripts are
loose and are not generally numbered or tied up, while given
for cleaning, they are likely to be mixed up and will be in
disorder and hence it should be taken care of.

The styles of copying also change with time. In olden times,
palm leaves were copied on palm leaves only, after they were
copied in paper. But, the transcript manuscripts which are
more than eighty years old have to be copied again. Over
and above, due to the chemical reactions of the ink used for
writing at that time, the paper becomes dark, dull and brittle.
Then photocopying came into existence. If the work is worth
photocopying, this method is adopted or else, the condition
of the manuscript will become worse. Also the hot, light
waves of the photocopying machine can cause damage to
the work while photocopying both sides of the paper
generally in order to save money. This will cause serious
damage by lessening the strength and the lasting power of
the copy, since the copy is exposed to the heater twice to fix
the ink. After the practice of photography, the microfilming
process came into existence. These techniques have now
become obsolete.

In this age of information technology, the most modern
technology in this field is Digital Archiving or making digital
copies of manuscripts.

Now, with the help of the government of Kerala, C-DIT
has started the project of digitizing the manuscripts of
importance. Now they are maiking digital copies of ëVaidya
granthas, in the library. There are two methods for making
digital copiesñscanning and digital pholography. The
method of digital photography is less time-consuming and
hence it is easier.

The National Mission for Minuscripts, New Delhi, intends
surveying and cataloguing of manuscripts all over India.  The
details of manuscripts in the personal custody as well as in
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different institutions/orginizations are being colleced as part
of this project by Government of India. It is high time to
start such collections of  our ancient wisdom. Manuscripts
are the repositories of the hoary past. Let them be preserved,
published and allowed to speak volumes of the glories of
the cultural heritage they represent.

Hands on Technique for Preservation of  Manuscripts: P.L. Shaji
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Plant Resources and Indigenous Practices
in the Preservation of Manuscripts

M.N. Pushpa

Plants serve mankind in many ways in day-to-day life. The
use of plants in one particular fieldñindigenous methods of
conservation of manuscriptsñhas been highlighted here.

Scientific Name : Acorus calamus
Family : Araceae
Common Names : Sweet flag; Vasambu

Usage
Rhizome is used as an insecticide. The essential oil contains

asarone and its isomer.

Scientific Name : Adathoda Vasica
Family : Acanthaceae
Common Names : Vasaka; Adadodai; Arusha

Usage
The dried leaves are used in conservation which contains

the chemical yasine and yields an essential oil. Leaves are
toxic to insects and hence act as a preservative.

Scientific Name : Azadirachta indica
Fmily : Meliaceae
Common Names : Neem; Margosa; Vembu
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Usage
It is commonly called as Neem. The dried leaves are placed

in the manuscripts for keeping the moths away. The odour
of burning leaves kills the insects. Leaves are used as
insecticide because of the presence of Nimbidin.

Scientific Name : Coccinea cordifolia
Family : Curcubitacae
Common Names : Ivy Gourd; Kovai

Usage
It is commonly called as Ivy Gourd. Essence of the leaf is

applied on the inscription to make it legible.

Scientific Name : Cinchona officinalis
Family : Rubiacae
Common names : Cinchona

Usage
The root bark is used for conservation.

Scientific Name : Cinnamomum zeylanicum
Family : Lauraceae
Common names : Cinnamon; Lavangapattai;

Dalchini
Usage

Powdered cinnamon is used as a disinfectant. Bark, leaves
and seeds yield cinnamon oil, and have eugenol content.

Scientific Name : Curcuma longa
Family : Zingibearaceae
Common names : Turmeric; Manjal; Haldi

Usage
During restoration, after dusting the palm leaf, it is

cleaned with turmeric powder, which acts as a disinfectant.

Scientific Name : Chrysanthemum cinerarifolium
Family : Astaraceae
Common names : Chrysanthemum; Thuluka

Samanthi
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Usage
Capitulum is the source of pyrethrum, which is used as

an insecticide. Flower heads yield essential oil.

Scientific Name : Eugenia caryophyllata
Family : Myrtaceae
Common names : Clove; Kirambu; Laung

Usage
Clove oil is used in conservation.

Scientific Name : Foeniculum vulgare
Family : Umbelliferae
Common names : Fennel; Shombu; Saunf

Usage
It yields essential oil. Along with this, liquorice powder is

used as preservative.

Scientific Name : Nigella sativa-black cumin
Family : Ranunculaceae
Common names : Black cumin; Karunjiragam;

Kalajira
Usage

Seeds yield essential oil, which is used as a preservative.

Scientific Name : Nicotiana tabacum
Family : Solanaceae
Common names : Tobacco; Pugai-elai; Tambaku

Usage
Tobacco powder acts as an insecticide.

Scientific Name : Ocimum Basilicum
Family : Lamiaceae
Common names : Sweet basil; Tirunirupacchai;

Babui Tulsi
Usage

It yields a volatile oil called  basil oil with a clove-like scent.
It is used as insecticides and insect-repellent.

Plant Resources and Indigenous Practices . . .: M.N. Pushpa
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Scientific Name : Piper Nigrum
Family : Piparaceae
Common names : Black pepper; Milagu; Kali

mirch
Usage

Powdered pepper tied in a cloth serves as a preservative,
which is kept in between the bundles of manuscripts to keep
away the micro-organisms. Piperline is the major constituent.

Scientific Name : Santalum album
Family : Santalaaceae
Common names : Sandal; Sandanam; Safed

Chandan
Usage

Powder of heartwood yields East Indian Sandalwood oil
on steam distillation. This viscous oil may range from
colourless to gold yellow in colour. It is employed in the
preventive conservation of manuscripts.

Scientific Name : Tephrosia vogeli
Family : Fabaceae
Common names : Fish poison bean

Usage
Leaves show insecticidal properties due to the presence

of rotenoids. The seeds and roots are also used to preserve
archival materials.

Scientific Name : Terminalia chebula
Family : Combretaceae
Common names : Chebulic myrobolan; Kadukai;

Harra
Usage

The leaf essence is applied on the inscribed portions of
the palm leaf to restore the letters and make them legible.

Scientific Name : Vettiver zizanoides
Family : Poaceae
Common names : Khus-khus; Vettiver
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Usage
Dry leaves, packed in a cloth, are used for bundling

manuscripts.

Scientific Name : Trachyspermum ammi
Family : Umbelliferae
Common names : Carum; Omum; Ajwain

Usage
Essential oil extracted from the fruit is called Ajwain Oil.
Principal constituent of the oil is Thymol, which is used in
the conservation of manuscripts.

OILS USED IN THE CONSERVATION OF
MANUSCRIPTS

Scientific Name : Cymbogon nardus
Family : Poaceae
Common name : Citronella oil

Usage
Oil extracted from the grass is used as an insecticide and

also helps in restoring flexibility.

Scientific Name : Eucalyptus smithi
Family : Myrtaceae
Common name : Eucalyptus oil

Usage
It yields a volatile oil, which is resistant to insect attack.

Scientific Name : Juncus virginiana
Family : Juncaceae
Common name : Red cedar oil

Usage
The wood yields an essential oil called cedar wood oil,

which acts as an insecticide.

Scientific Name : Cymbopgon citratus
Family : Poaceae
Common name : Lemon grass oil

Plant Resources and Indigenous Practices . . .: M.N. Pushpa
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Usage
It is used as an insecticide, and also helps to restore

flexibility.

Scientific Name : Oligocheta ferrgnea
Family : Asteroceae
Common name : Olive oil

Usage
Its fruit yields a fatty oil, which is used to smoothen the

palm leaves

Scientific Name : Borassus flabellifer
Common name : Citronella oil

Usage
Oil extracted from the leaves is used as an insecticide.

Scientific Name : Santalum album
Common name : Sandalwood oil

Usage
Sandalwood oil extracted from the heartwood is used for

the conservation of palm leaves

Scientific Name : Pinus longifolia
Family : Pinaceae
Common name :  Turpentine oil, Chirpine

Usage
The species is a source of oleoresin, which yields

turpentine oil, used as a disinfectant and as an insecticide.
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Palani : A Centre of Medical Manuscripts

A. Periyasamy

Palani, the most popular of hill shrines in South India, needs
no introduction to the votary of Lord Muruga. The name of
the town is said to have evolved after the endearing term
ëPazham Neeí (you are the fruit) as expressed by Siva and
Parvati, the divine parents of Muruga according to the local
legend. It is also said to be a transformed form of its name
ìPothiniî the capital of one of its ancient ëVelir Chiefsí
Vezhavi Koman  Pathuma and later, formed part of Vyhavur
of the Kongu Mandala.

Palani had been, from the time of its acquisition by
conquest from Mysore and cession to the British East India
Company in 1792, one of the twenty-six Palayams included
in the Dindigul Province. Palani is now a famous pilgrim
centre of South India.

Siddhars and Palani
There is a very close connection between Siddhars and

Palani. Another name of Palani is ìSiddhar Vazhvu.î ëSiddi,í
means ëknowledge. Those who have ësiddií are ësiddhars.í
The remarkable work of Tamil literature, Devaram
distinguishes the one who tried to see God as ìdevoteeî and
the one who has seen God and comprehended Him, as
ìSiddha.î
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Siddhars are not religions fanatics or orthodox
practitioners or selfish people. They are humanitarian and
rationalist by practice. They are selfless benefactors of
humanity. Tolkappiam, the earliest gem of Tamil literature,
describes their actions as the ëknowerí with defect-free
information and sense of the three phases of time. They
have the ability to know all the happenings of the world
right from the place where they live.

Such kind of Siddhars used to live in and around Palani.
Among them, Siddha Bogar is prominent. The consecration
of the deity as Sri DaƒŒåyudhapåƒi, the main shrine on the
Palani Hill, is ascribed to this great Siddha Bogar. Possibly
the hill was his å‹rama at the time, wherein he cared for the
spiritual and medical needs of his circle of votaries. The
constituent of the image is said to be an amalgam of nine
minerals.

A Kannada Udayar, decendant of Pulippani, the disciple
of Siddha Bogar is stated to have first started the worship of
this small shrine in the Palani Hill.

Moreover Siddha Bogar had many disciples like Karuvurar,
Idaikkadar, Kamalamuni and Matchamuni. They were all
great Siddhars. Hence Palani Hill was the abode of Siddhars.
Bogar and Pulippani have written many books on medicine.
They were the founders of the Siddha system of Medicine.

Medical Palmleaf Manuscripts
In Palani, many Siddha medical centers have medical

Palm- leaf manuscripts; this indicates to the fact that many
Siddhars used to live here.

R.M.K.V. Vaidya Salai
It is one of the famous Siddha medical centres in Palani.

It was established in 1900, by a Siddha Doctor R.M.K.
Veluchamy. In 1930, he established branches in Sri Lanka,
Madras and Vellore. During the Second World War, they
closed their branches in Sri Lanka. More than one hundred
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fifty bundles of medical palm-leaf manuscript are found here.
Among them, the following are very important.

1. Vaidya Thirattu 2. Agasthiyar Vaidyam
3. Sillarai Vaidya Murikal 4. Agasthiyar Vaidyam
5. Rama Devar 6. Agasthiyar Vaidyam
7. Bogar Vaidyam 8. Konganar Sarakku
9. Agasthiyar Surukkam Murai

10. Agasthiyar Vaidyam

In 1984, the R.M.K.V. Institution handed over more than
one hundred fifty bundles of palm-leaf manuscripts including
medical palm-leaf manuscripts to the the Tanjore Saraswathi
Mahal Library. Now, there is not a single bundle of palm-
leaf manuscript in this institution.

Malaiyappasamy Vaidya Salai
It is another famous Siddha medical centre in Palani. It

was started in 1920 by a Siddha Doctor called Malaiyappasamy
with the name Nithyanana Siddha Valdhya Salai. In 1927 he
died. It, has been renamed as Malaiyappasamy Siddha Vaidya
Salai in his memory. At first it  was sarted in Palani at West
Car Street, then it was shifted to Railway Feeder Road in
1943. In this Siddha hospital, more than forty medical palm-
leaf manuscript bundles are preserved. They are not
classified.

Apart from these, Ananda Siddha Vaidya Salai established
in 1929 and DaƒŒapåƒi Vaidya Salai established in 1920 also
have medical palm leaf manuscripts.

Medical Palm-leaf manuscripts in the Govt. Museum, Palani
The Government Museum, Palani, was established in 1997.

More than thirty bundles of palm-leaf manuscripts were
collected and kept in the Museum. Among them, two
bundles of palm-leaf manuscripts deal with medicine. They
are Pulippani Vaidyam and Siddha Vaidyam.

Palani: A Centre of Medical Manuscripts: A. Periyasamy
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Palippani Å‹rama
It is located at the foot of the Palani Hill. Pulippaniís

descendants are living there. Pulippaniís descendants were
the priests at the principal shrine right from the remote
past, and when Thirumalai Nayakís general Ramappayyan
visited the Palani Hill temple, he performed an a¶¢a-bandana-
kumbhåbhi¶eka for the hill temple, and introduced the Ådi
›iva ›ivåcårya to officiate in Pμujå services.

In the Pulipani Å‹rama more than forty bundles of palm
leafñmanuscripts are available. Among them, the following
are medical palm leaf manuscripts. 1. Agasthiyar Vaidyam;
2. Brahma Muni Vaidyam; 3. Bala Thirattu Vaidyam;
4. Matchamuni Vaidyam; 5. Pashana Suthikkattu;
6. Kailasanathar Maruthuvam; 7. Agasthiyar Vaidya Murai;
8. Agashiyar Puråƒa Suthiram; 9. Sudha Murai Vaidyam;
10. Snake-bite and Rat-bite Vaidyam; 11. Agasthiyar Vaidya
›åstram; 12. Agasthiyar Våta Sμutram; 13. Agsthiyar Sμutram.

Among the manuscripts of various subjects the medical
manuscripts are very important. Treatment for Aids and
Leprosy could be found in any palm-leaf manuscripts. If we
find the correct manuscript we will be able to find cure for
the apparently incurable disease and thus retain our past
glory.
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An Overview of Siddha Literature from
200 BC to 2000 AD

S. Prema

The term scar includes injury, scratch, identification mark,
or a depressed groove. In places of wet climatic conditions,
clay-cemented regions etc, the imprints of human beings
and animals are recorded, which are known collectively as
footmarks. Similarly, a book consists of a collective arrange-
ment of words imprint on some writing medium . Thus, by
this collective definition, Chuvadu or Manuscript can be
called as a book. Hence, the manuscripts describing various
aspects of the Siddha medicine are structured in a linear
fashion, which defines the structural aspect of medicinal
books.

Dried palm leaves used to be treated in steam, and then
treated with exclusively prepared oil to make them fullproof
to write on and to prevent their breaking up into bits and
pieces. Depending upon the nature of the book and its
content, the palm leaves would then be trimmed following
required measurements. Either ends of the palm leaves
would be perforated for tying them up with thread, followed
by the sharpening of the stylus with utmost care. The
sharpening would be ensured to be neither acute nor blunt-
edged. Using the stylus held in the left hand, word would
be imprint on the palm leaves and then it would be smeared
with ink to make the inscription readable, and to preserve
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the same for future. The perfected manuscripts would later
be copied down by those proficient in palm leaf-writing.

The tradition of Tamil Siddhars traces its way back to the
long history of mankind. It continues to live both in the oral
tradition of Tamil Nadu, and in the Siddharsí manuscripts
written in their mother tongueñTamil. The manuscripts
contain spiritual, philosophical and scientific essays, both in
prose and poetry. These essays were usually written on palm
leaves and just a small percentage of this literature has been
published till now.

The Tamil Siddha philosophy is alive and is mainly
confined to Tamil Nadu in southern India, and it never
spread significantly to northern parts of India or abroad.
There is a degree of awareness about the Siddha literature
in Tamil Nadu, but even there it has not caught the attention
or attraction of the general public. There exist several reasons
for this.

Siddha medicinal palm leaf manuscripts imply medicinal
methods, blessed by Siddhars, laid down in a book form.
ëMedicineí here is defined as the profession of curing the
diseases of human beings after finding out the causes of
diseases, and designing the combination of  new medicines
for the effective cure of the diseases.

Siddhars were well-aware of the fact that spiritual
knowledge cannot be transmitted verbally to its complete
extent. For the same reason, they never sought to do so.
The manuscripts are, first of all, a source of inspiration, and
they show how to reach oneís own spiritual knowledge and
experience. Siddhars used in their manuscripts a rich
symbolic language, which enabled them to address both a
casual listener as well as an adept of great spiritual awareness,
who can see a deeper meaning in them.

The Siddha manuscripts are a treasure in a closed
treasure-box locked by the lack of ignorance. The key to
this treasure-box is nothing but practical following of their
message in daily life. In this way, the message of the Siddhars
is protected against misuse and deformation by people of
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superficial and acquisitive motives. For those who are
seriously interested in it, the message remains preserved in
its original, pure and non-commercialised form.

Siddha Medicinal Books
Siddha medicinal literature can be classified into the

following categories:
1. Songs
2. Methods
3. Chanting of verses
4. Magic
5. Rasavatham
6. Action
7. Pulse
8. Numerals
9. Abstract
10. Knowledge
11. Fortune
12. Anatomy
13. Methods of Treatment
14. Dictionary
15. Sexual Intercourse

Availability of the Manuscripts
Most of the available palm leaf manuscripts are stored in

Government and University libraries. Some of them are in
private collections or with individuals. The manuscripts are
available in the following Tamil Nadu Government organiza-
tions.
1. Oriental Manuscript Library, Chennai
2. U.V. Swaminatha Iyer Library, Chennai
3. Brahmagnana Library, Adayar, Chennai
4. Archaeological Library, Chennai
5. International Institute of Tamil Studies, Chennai
6. Central Council for Research in Siddha, Chennai
7. Saraswathi Mahal Library, Thanjavur

An Overview of Siddha Literature: S. Prema
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8. Tamil University, Thanjavur
9. Tamil Sangham Library, Madurai

10. Madurai Kamarajar University, Madurai
11. Annamalai University, Chidambaram
12. Kailasalingam College, Srivilliputhur

Indices of Palm-leaf Manuscripts

Library  Indexed
 Manuscripts

Dr. U.V. Swaminatha Iyer Libray 2398
Tiruvavatuturaiatinam 1266
Central Research Institute of Siddha Medicne 2149
Madurai Tamil Sangam (Madurai) 389
Tarumpuram Atinam 481
Kalaimakal Kalvi Nilayam (Erode) 133
Theosophical Society (Madurai) 159
Kumara Thevar Matam (Viruddachalam) 485
Government Siddha College (Chennai) 1526
Institute of Asain Studies (Chennai) 1285

Till date, twenty-four thousand palm-leaf manuscripts have
been recorded. A classification of these manuscripts reveals
that 60% of them deal with medicinal aspects, 10% represent
astrology, and the rest of them cover other miscellaneous
aspects.

Palm-leaf manuscripts have been found not only in India
but also in Government libraries of foreign countries. Next
to Tamil Nadu, manuscripts are available in plenty in Jaffna,
Sri Lanka, followed by the libraries of London, France etc.

These palm-leaf manuscripts are just a few important ones,
but representative of a broad spectrum. There are a number
of other manuscripts available which are similar to the above
topics. Some of these are printed, while majority are not.
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For various diseases affecting the human body, medicines
have been prescribed in the manuscript, complete with the
method of preparation. Medicines have been prescribed
even for mental illnesses. In addition to prescription of
medicines, their curative effects have also been mentioned.
For various kinds of eye diseases, Siddhars have mentioned
methods of scientific treatment, and the medicines to be
taken for curing them. Gynaecological problems, diseases
during pregnancy, disease forecast for the first child etc,
are all exquisitely described in the Siddha literature.

In the Siddha system of medicine, exclusive importance
is given to Kayakarpam, Rasamani, Gaana Kuligai, Rasavatham
etc. These are made mostly from the abundant, local herbal
plants.

Efficacy of food itself as medicine has also been mentioned
in the Siddha literature. This system of medicine bears a
close resemblance to Tamil literature. Tamil literature
embodies internal and external structures. According to
their mode of application, Siddha medicine could be
categorized into two classes:

(i) Internal medicine; and
(ii) External medicine.

Tamil language is classified into three forms viz., dance,
music and drama. Similarly, Siddha medicine is structured
into simple, hard and surgical medicines. The category of
simple medicines denotes the simplest way of treatment, while
hard medicine takes into account the state of dietary habits.

Besides the language barrier, the reason behind the
Siddharsí message being concentrated and confined to
Tamil Nadu only is the fact that Siddha philosophy is basically
contrary to Hindu philosophy represented in Vedic
literature. In their manuscripts, the Siddhars point out the
absurdity of the caste system, denounce the privileged status
of Brahmins and degrade the importance of religious rites.

Due to difficulties in undrstanding the symbolic texts, and

An Overview of Siddha Literature: S. Prema
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also because of the opposition by the advocates of the caste
stystem the vast number of Siddha manuscripts has not been
published. However, the knowledge of these manuscripts is
not necessary always for oneís spiritual practice.

Besides the philosophical and spiritual texts, the Siddharsí
manuscripts also contain essays on biology, anatomy,
physiology, chemistry or astronomy. The complex knowledge
of these subjects is the result of the integration of spiritual
and scientific approach to the cognition of the world and
the human being. Through systematic observation and the
study of nature, Siddhars also developed the compact system
of medicine. The records of this system were made in palm
leaves dating back to pre-Vedic period, the period before
1200 BC. It is obvious from the Siddharsí manuscripts that
their medicine system pays attention both to the body and
the mind.

Role of Science in the Preservation of Siddha Manuscripts
Two ways are being followed for preserving the

manuscripts. With changing times, preservation techniques
are being modified. In ancient times, in the absence of
technological means, the manuscripts were preserved with
natural means. However, with technological innovations and
abundance of modern chemicals, a major change has been
effected in the ancient system of preservation of manuscripts.

Four traditional methods were being adopted before the
innovations in the preservation field :

1. Turmeric Method
Turmeric can be powdered or made into a paste by
adding water. The paste or powder was smeared on
the top and bottom of manuscripts. This led to the
elimination of the destructors of palm leaves viz.,
termite, cockroaches etc, thereby giving more shelf life
to the manuscripts.

2. Neem Oil Treatment
Using a brush, neem oil is applied above and below the
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manuscripts. This kills the insects which eat away the
palm leaf.

3. Kovai Leaf Extract Method
In the mixture of kovai (Ivy gourd) leaf extract, either
charcoal or burnt coconut shell is added. To this, fumes
of castor oil are added to prepare a paste. This is applied
on the palm leaves to preserve it from being affected
by insects.

4. Perfume Knot Method
Cloves, cumin seeds, pepper, vasambhu (sweet flag),
etc are added in equal quantity and this mixture is dried
for powdering. The powdered mixture is mixed with
two-fold camphor and this is kept under the manuscripts
for preservation.

With innovations, the two kinds of scientific preservation
methods that are being adopted now are:

1. Chemical Method
Being organic in nature, palm leaf manuscripts are
susceptible to decay and disintegration over time. Most
of the extant manuscripts available in the custodial
organizations and with the individual practitioners are
on the verge of disintegration.
Normally, chemical treatments are given using fumigat-
ion chambers to protect palm leaves from white ants,
fungus, and other insects. Insecticides and pesticides
are useless as the pests develop immunity over time.
However, chemicals like arsenic penta-oxide, TTD
sodium fluoride, ethylene oxide, lemon grass oil etc
are being used as insecticides.

2. Using scientific technology
Using the scientific technology, manuscripts are
preserved as well as copied. The microfilms,
photocopiers, press, computer scanners are some of
the modern tools to record and preserve the
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manuscripts scientifically. The entry of computers in
all spheres of scientific activities has helped to digitize
the manuscripts, and it has enabled dissemination of
knowledge in the scientific community.

Role of Computers in Siddha Manuscripts
The manuscript data stored in the computers, after

scanning, can be used for various purposes. The text available
in the palm leaves can be researched at any level, and the
similarities and dissimilarities in the manuscripts can be easily
brought out. The coining of words for Siddharsí songs, and
subject categorization can easily be done using the digitized
manuscripts. It is also possible to trace the history of the
manuscript, and a calendar can be prepared to lay the
foundation for research on palm leaf manuscripts.

It is possible to deduce the period of the manuscript in
which it was written and the name of the author and the
period are not known, both the aspects can be arrived at
using computer technologies. Each author has his distinct
way of writing, framing sentences, using words. It is easy to
compare the similarities and dissimilarities of different
manuscripts, keeping the specific styles of authors as base,
to deduce the period of the manuscript as well as the
particulars of the author.

The Advantage of Digitization
1. The wealth of information available in the palm-leaf

manuscripts can be easily digitized within a short span
of time.

2. It is possible to edit and update the stored digitized data.
3. Calendar of the manuscripts can be prepared within a

short span of time.
4. Since the data is already digitized, the required

information can be printed easily as and when required.
5. By undertaking research work on digitized manuscripts,

rare truths can be brought out.
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6. It is easy to classify and categorise the manuscripts.
7. Image analysis of the manuscripts can be done with ease

and perfection.

Medical manuscripts are mainly written in the form of poetry,
in grammatical and cryptic language.

Essentials of Handwritten Forms for Manuscripts
Not all publishers are familiar with manuscripts and its

intricacies. A teacher can be proficient in his specialized
field, but he may not have read or written the manuscript.
Hence, a person familiar with reading the manuscript should
be appointed.

If flawless medical books are to be brought out,
Government should join hands with Siddha Medicine
Institutes/Universities to appoint suitable persons proficient
in the language, and it has to be monitored by a committee,
and this has to be enacted as a law.

New rules and regulations should be framed for the new
books that are to be brought out subsequently. The books
should have preface, introduction about the author, details
about the authorís other books, table of contents, core
objective of the book, explanatory notes for the terminology,
and alphabetical indices.

Government should approach private organizations or
individuals with personal manuscript collections for
digitization or nticrofilming.

Medical Manuscripts for Publications
During the course of medical books based on the Siddha

system, dictionaries and encyclopaedias should be examined
carefully.

Publishers
The authors of Siddha books continue to remain as

Siddhars. When compared to the available palm leaf
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manuscripts, a very small number of book has been brought
out. The books already published has not been reprinted. A
few books have been brouught out in the name of the
Siddhars, but not in the name of authors. For instance, book
Boghar Vaidhyam 700 was published in the name of Bramma
Muni 800. It is strange that this book has been published in
the name of a well-known Siddhar.

Further, a single authorís name has been assigned for many
books and in those books, contradictory views are expressed
by the same author. For example, in Thirumular Karukkadai
600, the kayakalpa herbal plants are mentioned as 108 but
in Thirumular Vaidhyam 600, the number of species is given
as 113.

There are a number of cases where such mistakes are
reported from the books published using manuscripts. In
the older publications, mistakes are manifested in various
forms. It is also not clearly mentioned from which
manuscripts the books have been published.

In the name of the Siddhars, fake medicinal books have
also been published. The examples of books written in the
name of Veerama Munivar can be cited here. Veera Melugu
Vaidhya Murai, Father Divyanandha Rathina Churukkam,
Nasakanda Venba 100, Mehanatha Ennai, Chinthamani
Gunapadam etc are reported to be written by Veerama
Munivar. However, Ravahadam, Jalathirattu, Vahadathirattu
etc have been left out. The books reported to be written by
the same author like Anuboga Vaithya Chintamani have also
been left out. This book was published by K. Swami Vasudevan
in 1969.

In the earlier period, Siddha medicinal books were
published commercially by the saints and the poets, and a
few doctors. In the research centre of King Serfoji, many
notes indicating the distribution of medicines have been
preserved. They have been translated completely. Many
manuscripts of Siddha methods have been translated into
Marathi language. The Marathi book Vaithya Rathinavali
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mention of many Siddha medical practices. Similarly, a north
Indian book of Anandha Kandham has been translated into
Tamil language. In this, the methods of Rasavatham have
been described. The fact that Siddha doctors had no ill
feelings against the north Indian languages, has been proved
in Seevaratchamirtham, and Athmaratchamirtham.

In Sri Lanka, many Siddha books have been brought out
by the doctors. Parasekaram Korasekaram, Sudesavaidhya
Avudathirattu, Pirasava Vaithyam, Pala Vaithyam, Nayan
Vaithyam etc have been brought out by Ezhalai Ponnaiya.
The book of Amuthakaram contains the details of poisonous
substances.

Siddha medical books are  rare. In this situation, it is
essential to bring out research books, and the scientific
volume reviewed earlier. Hence, incentives should be given
to the authors who are keen to bring out Siddha books.
Siddha books are being brought out from Saraswati Mahal
Library, International Institute of Tamil Studies, and Tamil
University. Hence, there is a dire need to hold a conference
at national level, and to bring out the proceedings in the
form of a book. Based on this, the evolution of Siddha system
of medicine should be brought out, and efforts should be
made in this regard at the earliest.

In modern medicine the drugs are tested on animals, and
after inducing the diseases in them new medicines are found
out for the same. This method should be adopted for Siddha
medicines too, and if books can be brought out like this,
there is no doubt that this rare system would carve a niche
in the field of the verious systems of medicine.

Locations where medicinal plants are available need to
be marked out in maps, and this would pave the way for
their preservation.

The very old manuscripts should be microfilmed, scanned
and then digitized using computers. The published books
should be collected under one roof in a particular university.
A publication committee should be set up to examine these
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books. Finally, a separate Siddha University should be created
to nurture this field, and to take Siddha philosophy to the
international level. Central and State Governments should
plan together to bring this rare field to the attention of the
international scientific community.
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Siddha Medical Manuscripts in Tamil

R. Jayalakshmi

Even as the first human being appeared on earth, pollution
and diseases followed. According to Darwinís theory of
struggle for existence and survival of the fittest, the first man
would have focused all his attention and effort only to
provide the basic needs of food, shelter and clothing (with
barks and leaves) to sustain himself. It is a mystery how
millions of years ago man adjusted his physical system to the
hostile climatic conditions and harmful microorganisms like
viruses in the world without any knowledge of medicine.
Perhaps, nature had provided him with herbs, roots and
fruits that served as both food and medicine.

Medicine and Literature
Much later, in the passage of time, more than two

thousand years ago, the great saint poet Thiruvalluvar wrote
Tirukkural, the most famous work in Tamil known as
Potumarai of common scripture for makind. The work
contains couplets of encapsulated condition and  experience
on all aspects of human life, temporal and spiritual. In one
such couplet Thiruvalluvar stresses the need  for proper and
accurate diagnosis of diseases. That Kural or couplet states
that a disease should be diagnosed first. The cause of the
disease should  be sought next. Then the means or ways of
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removing the diseases should be found out.
This poetic treatise on the diagnosis indicates the

availability of a sound Siddha medical system that was in vogue
two thousand years ago. There is another poetic evidence
for the availability and awareness of even surgery in Tamil
medical system known as citta maruthuvam (Siddha
medicine). A Vaishnavite devotee or (Azhwar) as he is called
in Tamil, mentions survery in one of his candatory hymns on
Lord Vishnu, in translation the hymn reads like this : ìEven
if the physician cuts with his knife and burns the affected
part of the body, the patient loves that surgeon because he
will cure the patient. My love for  Lord Vishnu is also so
deep even if the god subjects me to sufferings.î

In the hagiographic masterpiece Periyapuranam written
by Sekkizhar we come across the story of Kannappanayanar
whose fanatic devotion to Lord Siva made him pluck out his
own eyes to replace the bleeding eyes of the Sivalingam.
The glorious concept of eye donation is highlighted by that
episode.

Siddha Medicine
Siddha medicine derived its name from Siddhars (ascetics

capable of performing siddhas or feat. By controlling their
bodies and minds they could perform superhuman feats. In
order to impress the laymen they performed such feats or
miracles. They not only kept their bodies and minds sound
but also evolved an amazing system of analysis and assessment
of the human anatomy, metabolism, the functioning of the
various human organs and the fluids and secretions of the
human body. They developed a system of diagnosis based
on the balance to be maintained in the proportionate
presence of the  fluids and secretions. According to them
an imbalance in these fluids such as pitta, våta and kapha
will cause malfunctioning of the bodyís organs and cause
ailments. This system was introduced by the Siddhars based
on their first hand knowledge of diseases and their causes as
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well as their personal experience in dealing with patients
suffering from various diseases. Thus Siddha medicine was
the result of continuous and sustained practice involving a
large number of patients. As the Siddhars were pioneers in
the practice and research of that system of medicine, it came
to be called the Siddha medicine. Living in stoic isolation in
jungles and mountains, Siddhars probed nature in close
proximity and found out the medicinal value of herbs, seeds,
fruits and barks. They noted them down on palm leaves as
they did not want their acquired knowledge to die along
with them. Such manuscripts, copied from time to time,
were handed over to the succeeding  ones. They were
eighteen in number and those who specialized in mediine
were Akattiyar, Tirumular, Pulattiyar, Kozakkar, Konkanar,
Pokar, Kramatevar, Piramamuni, Cattaimuni, Teraiyar,
Machamuni, Pulippani and Kamburar.

The Special Features of Siddha Medicine
Siddha medicine is significant in diagnosis on the basis of

pulse reading and making påcanam or toxic chemical
substances as parppam or parpam (medicinal powders). Siddha
system of medicine not only indicated treatment but also
manufacturing of the medicines required for treatment. The
pratice of kuƒŒalin∂ yoga is employed knowing the range of
something to the power of one thousand and performing
Cakra pμujå (worshipping the sacred wheel) before making
and administering Siddha medicines. There are meticulous
guide-lines stipulated in making Siddha medicine, such as
the quantity of firewood to be used in the oven for heating,
melting etc. and the level of the flame required for
medicines to be prepared as pastes (Itapiyam), the duration
of parting is specified. In making powders known as parpam
the required fire should be made only by burning eru (dried
cowdung cake) of  a fixed number. Minute calculations had
been made by Siddhars in those days in amazingly accurate
details when there were no scientific instruments. According
to them the number of diseases was 4448, eye ailments 96,
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leprosy types 18,  stomach disease 8, delirium causing diseases
13, tuberculosis types 20, cataract types 16 and kirani types
8. The diseases have been clearly sorted out thus and even
phlegm, has been categorized in 20 types according to its
smell, taste nd colour.

The Categories of Siddha Medical System
Siddha medical practice is divided into three categories

i.e., Tevamanttiram (heavenly medical treatment) Manitha
maruthuvam (Human medicine) and Raca maruttuvam.
These are of course the two basic divisions of internal and
external medicine. According to the Siddha medical
manuscripts the external and internal modicines are 32 in
number in each category.

Siddha Medicine Manuscripts and Their Complications
In a rough estimate, the total number of Siddha medical

manuscripts available all over Tamil Nadu will be around
2000. There are more than 350 manuscripts under the name
or authority of Akattiyar. The manuscripts found in the name
of Takshanamurthy are also supposed to be the works of
Akattiyar. Similar works under different names and different
titles under the same name are a common feature in these
manuscripts. Hence we cannot assess the contents and nature
of a manuscript by means of superficial of cursory reading.
The name Virumamuni was thus wrongly understood as
Viramamunivar instead of correctly taking it as Brahmamuni.

Siddha Medical Manuscripts
There are many medical manuscripts in Tamil like
Akattiyar Vaidya Kaviyam 1200.
Akattiyar centuramñ16, Akattiyar vaidya puranma works 1200
Akattiyar casakku suddhi (purification of ingredients)
Akattiyar pucaviti (the procedure of puja or wirship)
Thettchaviti (the rules of intiation)
Akattiyar Nikantu (a thesaurus like work)
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Akattiyar vaitiyam (medical treatment) 300
Akattiyar tirattu 800
Akattiyar patinen pek muppu
Akattiyar paripasai 500
Iramatevar 83
Iramadevar 100
Uromarisi sinki vittai
Uromarisi curukkam
Karurirar nanti
Konkanar utakam
Konkanar mutal itai
Kataikkantanikal
Konkarnar vatakaviyam
Korakkar vaittiyam
Cattaimuni patal
Cettaimuni Utakam
Cattaimuni karpam
Cuntara cutamuni nati
Cutamani maruthuvam
Naticar carakkattu
Narana cattiram
Nati nitanam
Pirama muni Vaittiyam
Cuttiram
Piramamuni vatarial
Pulattiya vaittiyam
Puta nati cuttiram
Pokar carakku vaippu
Macamni patal
Yokopu vaittiyam Yukimuni vaithiyam
Cinthamai

The following texts explain various medicines for various
complaints
Akattiyar Amudhakalai naanam

Explains the method of preparing muppu, a kind of salt
which is believed to have the power to transmute base metals
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into gold and to enable one to live long.

Akattiyar Suthiramñ16
In this text Akattiyar intends to explain the method of

preparing a potion of extraordinary powers. Those who take
this drink would be praised by lord Siva and other Siddhars.
If one drinks this the face would become bright like the
moon, the eyes would have the coolness of clouds, lips would
become red as coral, the whole body would attain the
fragrance of cowslip flower, hands attain the strength of the
trumpet hoe of an elephant and the style of walking become
elegant. The author also explains the method of preparing
a powder in connection with this. The  powder may be
obtained from a compound of betel leaves, comphor, ghee,
pepper, etc. This powder would cure the complaints of
arthritis which causes death in man.

Piramamuni Vaittiya cuttiram
The author says in the second poem of this text that it is

an abridged version of Piramamuni patal 200. This text
explains the method of obtaining Cavukkara enney which is
associated with muppu. Various medicines are explained in
the manuscripts.

Apart from these manuscripts there are some manuscripts
that deal with womenís health problems.

Medical manuscripts dealing with women health problems
The common health problems of women are menstrual

disorders, uterine tube infections, ovulation problems, breasts
disorders, infertility, menstural discomfort, puberty problems,
white discharge etc.

Though the general medical manuscripts prescribe
medicines for the above-mentioned problems there are some
specific manuscripts dealing exclusively with the problems
of women. The most important among such exclusive
manuscripts is Akattiyar Karppakol 16.
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In the above-mentioned Akattiyar 16 manuscripts, the
causes of infertility are listed as fungal infection of tissues,
presence of worms, clotting of blood and swelling of the
cavity. The medicines for such conditions are mentioned in
that manuscripts. Similarly in Akattiyar Karppacuttiram 12,
we find womenís problems and their remedies. Timmular
vaityam 100, the first section deals with the diseases of
women, Vaitya cintamani verpa malai is another manuscript
which contains the diseases that likely to occur in the
gestation period of ten months for pregant women and the
medicines for their treatment. That section bears the title
karpavala kripai. There is a manuscript entitled Karpanoy
marutturam that deals with the problems that occur during
child birth. Problems and complications relating to the
proper turning of the child head downwards, the  ejection
of the child and the umbilical cord, severe labour pain,
excessive bleeding, lactation and enlargement of the breasts
are mentioned and remedies have been suggested.

The manuscript entitled matavital or menstruation
describes the diseases that will affect men if they cohabit
with women during the latterís menstrual periods.

Karpavakatam contains 123 songs dealing fully with the
medical treatment during pregnancy, sterility of infertility
and the impact of the misdeeds of previous births.

Karpavakatam: besides dealing with maruthuvam
(pregnancy related problems) describes pulse reading and
diagnostic procedures. In the manuscripts vaidya attaranai
(medical catalogue) of a medicine called Sowbakya is
mentioned. If this medicine is taken by mothers, their
indigestion will be cured.

The manuscripts for childrenís disease and animal diseases
There are mansuripts dealing with childrenís diseases like

kulanthai vakatam, pillaipini maruthuvam, Akkattiyar valai
vakatam, mantha nidhanam etc. The eight do¶as like kulidosam,
patchi dosam, paravai dosam, and seven manthams, their
symptoms and medicines to cure them all are explained in
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the above-said manuscripts.
The disease to horses, bullocks, cows, elephants etc. are

also explained in some manuscripts named Kuthirai vakatam,
Matu vakatam, Anai vakatam.

The special manuscripts
Special manuscripts in Tamil are about muppu and the

character of so many things like milk, water, roots, vegetables,
fruits, flowers etc., the second one is called patarthakuna
cintamani muppu.

Muppu
A salt called muppu helps in long life and constitutes

rasavatam (Rasavatam is changing a base metal into gold).
This muppu is called nadham vindh and civanuppu-

caktiyuppu. It is available in some interior places like West
Kumari, South Kasi, Arkot, East Madurai, East Pothikai at a
particular distance. In a particular month, on a particular
day, some one will collect it.

The salt mixed in medicine in a small quantity itself will
cure the disease in  very short period.

The rise of Kundalini shakti from Muladharam to
Sahasraram: When Kundalini Shakti is in between the two
eyebrows; by the heat in the head it will melt and spread in
the body. It also helps in attaining longevity.

Pathartakuna Cintamani: Is a manuscript which provides
the beneficial and harmful properties of various substances
or ingredients. The landscape-related diseases are also
mentioned therein.

In Kurinchi (mountainous) terrain phlegmatic, cold,
biliousness and gas in the stomach are the problems
indicated.

In  Neital land (coastal region) Antaratam (a kind of
paralytic attack) and hernia are likely to affect people.

Marutam (agriculatural region) is prone to diseases
related to the imbalance of pittam, vatam and cilettuam.
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In Mullai (forest region), land, våta (archritis, paralysis
etc.) is a common affliction.

In Paalai (desert land), muppini (three kinds of disease)
will occur.

The properties of various kinds of water are mentioned
as follows:

Rain wasterña collant which will increase knowledge and
generate semen.

Hail stormsñwill remove skin diseases of certain kinds,
acute misery or pain and fainting.

Dewñwill remove itches, scabies, leprosy, diabetes etc.
River waterówill remove paralysis, excessive heat, cold

and thirsts. Wateróis a remedy for body heat, dullness (lack
of appetite etc.), biliousness and skin diseases.

The beneficial properties of a white cowís milk are found
to remove biliousness, a red cowís milk will dispel vatam and
a black cowís milk will remove phlegm.

Thus the properties of all kinds of water and milk are
mentioned in Pathartakuna Cintamani. Besides, the
properties of deerís milk, goatís milk, and the milk of animals
like elephant,  camel, donkey and horse are also mentioned.
Even the milk yielded by cows during the first, second and
third lactations will contain differences in their taste,
nutrients and other properties.

The milk obtained from coconuts and other plants and
trees like banyan, the roots, leaves, fruits, vegetables contains
medicinal properties that are mentioned in this treatise.

Nikantu
There are another type of manuscripts which explains

the various names of herbs and vegetables. These texts are
called Nikantus.  Akattiyar Nikantu, Pokar Nikantu, Cattaimuni
Nikantu, Dhanvandhari Nikantu, etc., are available in palm
leaf manuscripts.

The method of protection:
The manuscripts, now-a-days are protected through
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digitization, scanning, microfilming and CDs. They are not
in use unless one is trained to handle them. So we must
give training to the people to read the manuscripts in those
format.

The medical manuscripts are our valuable assets. It is our
duty to save them and revive the old methods to be practised
by our people.
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Glimpses of Epics from
Tamil Medical Manuscripts

S.Prema and R. Devanathan

The native system of the treatment of diseases in Tamil Nadu
is widely known as the Siddha system, which is believed to
be practised and handed over by mystic-cum-medical men
known as Siddhars and hence the name given as Siddha
Medicine.

One of the Siddhars namely Theraiyar composed several
works and Marutthubaratham is one among them.

There  are many epics in India. But none is parallel to the
famous twin epicsóëThe Råmåyaƒa and the Mahåbhårata.í
We cannot visualise any other epic as these two combine
divine characters as well as human characters.
Marutthubaratham is one such treatise of fifth century AD

authored by Theraiyar, one of the eighteen Siddhars.
Marutthubaratham narrates the interaction of characters with
highest order of culture and quality of life explaining the
moral and immoral qualities and the consequences along
with high level of literary taste with various types of
grammatical regulations.

In the epic Mahåbhårta, PåƒŒavas represent the highly
moral human characters with spiritual qualities. Kauravas
are the characters with immoral qualities and with the demon
strength. War occurred between these two forces. Theraiyar
in his Maruthubaratham narrates all the human beings under
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these two categories, as narrated in the Mahåbhårata
explained as an ironic with the living characters.

Marutthubharatam outlines the episodic matters of the
Mahåbhårata and establishes its euphemistic connection with
the treatment of diseases. Only those well-learned could
understand and appreciate subtle nuances of the treatment
based from incidents of the Mahåbhårata. The work is written
in lucid style and the lines are set to musical notes with
specific Rågas and Tålas.

Maruttubharatam consists of ten chapters beginning from
Ådiparva to Gadåparva.

The author Theraiyar introduces the character and
attiude of the heroes of the Mahåbhårata as well as the plot
of the drama in tune with metaphorical arrangement, with
paradigms or equation. Kauravas were designated as diseases
totaling hundred in number whereas PåƒŒavas enact as five
antidotes to the hundred diseases. Sri Krishna is considered
to be the chief physician who treats using antidotes. Three
Guƒas or mental traits or qualities are in consonance to their
character and their names, methods of  treatments, etc.

Generally the Siddha system of medicine falls under three
distinct formulae of treatments,

1. Giving several medicines to one particular disease,
2. Giving one particular dose of medicine to sundry diseases

and
3. By giving one medicine to one disease.

In a similar one Maruttubharatam catagorises different
methods formulae for the treatment of diseases.

Theraiyar, has explained many Siddha medical principles
and concepts through the views of many characters of the
epic ëMahåbhårata.í He did not conceive non-imaginary
characters like the king, ministers, warrior head, warriors,
horse and elephant warriors to explain the medical
principles, medicines and the way of treatment.

But, he had selected ëMahåbhårataí a well known epic,
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true chatacters of which can be understood even by layman
in India.

He has divided eighteen chapters of the Mahåbhårata into
ten chapters to explain Siddha medical system.

Herbal drugs and Poisonous preparations
Herbal drugs were explained by the characters of Krishna.

PåƒŒava, Draupad∂, Subadrå and the heavy metallic
preparations like lead, mercury with Lord Kæ¶ƒa and the
five PåƒŒavas.

Zinc, mercuric chloride, mica, sulphur which are
considered to be the poisonous preparations were compared
and their effects were explained through the epic characters
of Ghatothkacha, Panchalan, Sigandi etc.

Metaphors comparing, physical characters

Hastinapuri Vudambu The body
Santanu Muthukelumbo Spinal cord
Bhishma Thunivu Courage
Viyasa Gnanam Wisdom
Dhritarashtra Thamasagunam Dullness
Pandu Ratchasam Arrogance
Vidura Sathvigam Politeness
Kunti Thagam Thirst

Dharma Pirithivi Land element
Bhima Appu Water element
Arjuna Theyu Fire element
Nakula Vayu Air element
Sahadeva Ahayam Sky element
Krishna Vaidhyan Physician
Draupadi Punniam Grace

Herbal drugs
Herbal durgs were explained by the characters of Kæ¶ƒa,

PåƒŒavas, Draupad∂, Ghatotkacha and Abhimanyu.
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Metaphors comparing with herbs
Dharma Arasamaram Ficus religiosa
Bhima Thamarai Nelumbo nucifera
Arjuna Maruthamaram Terminalia arjuna
Nakula Velamaram Accasia arabica
Shadeva Novelmaram Eugenia jambalana
Abhimanyu Vannimaram Prosophis spicigera
Ghatothkacha Panaimaram Palmya tree
Draupadi Uthamani Pergularia deamia

Metaphors comparing with metals and poisons
Dharma Irumbu Iron
Bhima Rasam Mercury
Arjuna Thamiram Copper
Nakula Ehhu Steel
Sahadeva Velli Silver
Abhimanyu Pon Gold
Ghalotkacha Thutham Copper Sulphate

Diseases like rheumatic fever, ulcer, cold fever diabetes
mellitus, biliary disease that afflict due to excess heat, piles,
respiratory diseases, urinary disorders, acidity, etc. and their
symptoms, causes and etiology were explained extensively
through the charcters of Bh∂¶ma, Karƒa, Sahadeva Vidura,
Gåndhår∂, etc., through their acts in some related scenes of
the epic.

Metaphors comparing with diseases
Bhisma Vathasuram Rheumatic fever
Duryodhana Vathasythiyam Delerium
Dusshasana Vathasanni Vatha phenomena
Karna Vathakunman Peptic ulcer
Drona Dhanurvatham Tettanus
Sakuni Kabasanni Kapha phenomia
Vidura Athisaram Diarrhoea
Gandhari Mookakkangai Piles with irritation
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Ådi Parva
The epic story of the Mahåbhårata is believed to have

occurred centruies ago at many important places likeñ
Hastinåpura, Varanasi, Indraprastha, Kurukshetra, etc.
These places were compared by Theraiyer in Ådi-parva as
physical body and spiritual body.

Natural elements, three humours and its philosophy,
physicianís wisdom were compared with Hastinåpura,
Varanasi, the king Dharma, Bh∂ma, Arjuna, Nakula and
Sahadeva respectively. Then, Dhætarå¶¢ra, PåƒŒu, Vidura,
Bh∂¶ma, Vyåsa, Kunt∂, Karƒa, etc., respectively in some of
the instances.

Sabhå Parva
In ëSabhå Parva,í Syphilis, Vadha Sythiam, Vadha Sanni,

Silethuma sanni etc., diseases were explained through the
scenes related to the characters of Jaråsandha, Duryodhana
and ›akuni.

Araƒya Parva
In Araƒya Parva,í the method of the metallic preparation

of Ayaparpam has been  explained by the activities of
Dharmaråja and that of Ayachenduram through the acts of
På¤cål∂, the effect of Thambra parpam, Ekkuparpam and
Velliparpam respectively for ëRishyasringa Muni, Brahma
Muni and Punjara Muni.

Similarly, Gendhiparpam is also compared to a saint or
muni to explain its activity. Herbs like Gosipium arborium, are
also compared with Munis Aindra, Indråƒ∂ and Hanuman
for explaining their effects.

Virå¢a Parva
In the Virå¢a Parva, soil is used as medicine. Raw drugs

like green fruit shell of Aegle marmelos etc., were explained
for their effects by narrating their characters comparing with
Ganga Pattar, Madaiyan, Pedi, Nattuvangan and bow and
arrow holders of the warriors.
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Udyoga Parva
In this Parva incidents like breaking the bow of Vidura,

ëIndraí begging the Kavacha KuƒŒalam from ëKarƒaí,
realisation of Kunt∂, Lord Kæ¶ƒa showing his huge celestial
divine form, have been compared with various diseases.
Sanjaya and Ulukai were compared with Pitha and Silethuma
Nadi while explaining in minute details of the Siddha
medical techniques.

Bh∂¶ma Parva
In the Bh∂¶ma Parva, Bhishma conducts the eighteen day

Mahåbhårata-war. War conducting techniques like ëPadma
Viyugamí is compared with the disease and treatment.

In this chapter, drug treatments were explained by
describing the PåƒŒavas in the battle in order to explain
the effects of Ficus religiosa bark, Terminalai arjuna bark, skin
war band. Sunset, sunise etc., were narrated in order to
explain concept like NåŒ∂ layam, NåŒ∂ Prave‹am, Patthiam
and Pathai murivu, Rheumatic fever and ten types of lakshana
were explained and the methods to win the disease were
explained.

Droƒa Parva
In the ëDroƒa Parvaí Droƒåcårya leads the battle for five

days in which the PåƒŒava wins the battle over Kaurava was
narrated to explain the conept of treating deseases with the
drugs like Parpam, Chenduram and other special medicines.

Karƒa Parva
In the Karƒa Parva, sixteenth and seventeenth days of

Mahåbhårata war was led by Karƒa in which he was defeated
by Arjuna, similar to the complete cure of ëSannivadha
Soolaií with the use of ëThambra Parpamí and Soodha
Parpam.
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›alya Parva
The ë›alya Parva,í narrates the first half of eighteenth day

of the war for which ësalyaní heading the Kurava team and
killed by Dharmaråja and ›akuni by Sahadeva. In this part of
War Jaråsandha also got killed. ›alya was compared with the
disease of ëAlaru Sannií etc. and Pandava as the drug
ëAyaparpam.í

Gadå Parva
The tenth ëGadå parvaí the second part of eithteenth

day of war in which Bh∂ma killed with his ëGadåí hundred
Kauravaóincluding Duryodhana. Sukandhi also got killed
where Duryodhana was depicted as ëVadhamí and
ëKapham.í Bh∂ma as Soodha Parpam which destroys the said
diseases and the end of the war.

Sobanam
As per the tradition of Indian native stage play customary

final ësobanamíóthe song was sung with the lyric lines
depicting ëvangamí as Krishna, Boopathy as Dharma, steel
as Nakula etc., as the main characters and there the story
ended.

Conclusion
The literature work of Theraiyar is full of Siddha medical

concepts which is framed as a drama depicted with
characters and also with high classic muscial tunes at the
same time with high order of literary values.

This work should be explored with the view of research
in literature, drama and music as well as Siddha medical
concepts on diseases and treatments.
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Åyurveda Tradition in Kerala

P. Visalakshy

The etymology ëÅyuso Veda¨ñÅyurveda¨í clearly defines
Åyurveda as the science of health. This discipline is not
confined to the health problems and their treatments
concerning human beings only but also of all living beings.
Thus Åyurveda is a very vast subject, which, in addition to
that of human beings, covers the health hazards and
remedies of birds, animals, plants and trees. In short, the
health aspects coming under the veterinary and agricultural
sciences are also part of this medical science. This system of
medicine has a hoary past and its roots can be traced back to
pre-historic times. The remnants obtained from Harappa
and Mohenjodaro include Ayurvedic medicines like Kæ¶ƒagola
(›ilåjatu) and Hariƒa‹æΔga which reveal that even at the time
of Indus Valley civilization (4ñ3 millennium BC) the Ayurvedic
medicines were in vogue. References to Åyurveda can also
be seen in Vedas and Puranas. Among the Vedas it is the
Atharvaveda, which gives an exhaustive treatment of
Åyurveda. Early inscriptions like those of A‹oka (3rd century
BC) too indicate the popularity of this medicinal system. The
earliest Åyurveda manuscripts, which we get now, are those
of the Bower manuscripts (3rd century AD) Bower manu-
scripts are those, which are traced in 1890 by he British
Lieutenant Bower from Kuchiar in Chinese Turkestan.
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These manuscripts are grouped into five sections and the
first among them is Åyurveda.

Åyurveda Tradition in Kerala
Åyurveda, the Indian system of medicine has been dear

to the people of Kerala from a very long period. Åyurveda
has eight main branches. They are ›alya (surgery), ›alåkya
(cure of diseases of the eyes, ears etc by using ‹alåkas or
sharp instruments), Kåyacikitså (cure, of diseases affecting
the whole body), Bhμutavidyå (psychotherapy), Kaumårabhætya
(paediatrics), Agadatanta (science of antidotes), medicine
for poison, Rasåyanatantra (preparation and application for
elixirs) and Våj∂karaƒatantra (aphrodisiacs). In Kerala there
were good practitioners in each one of the above branches
and even today one can see such experts in this region.

The Åyurveda system is deep rooted in Kerala. It
flourished in this part of the country in the past and is
prevalent even in the modern period. The advent of
allopathic medicines could not diminish the popularity of
Ayurvedic treatment in Kerala. There exist traditional
families who engage themselves in the practice of Åyurveda.
such families can be seen as having no caste or religious
restriction i.e., they belong to both upward and backward
communities. Among them some profess general medicine
while some others are specialists in any one of the fields
such as Toxicology, Orthopaedics, Ophthalmology etc. Also
there are families the members of which give medicines for
specific diseases such as jaundice, piles, skin diseases etc.
The flora and fauna that abound in this region and the
consequent easy availability of medicinal plants and other
ingredients also might have contributed to the general
acceptability of Ayurvedic system in Kerala. It is also to be
noted that the importance of Sanskrit language in the
traditional educational system of Kerala helped a lot for the
study of ancient Ayurvedic works. To a certain extent though
modern techniques are utilized for diagnosis of diseases and
in the preparation of medicines, it is to be noted that in
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Kerala the traditional purity of this system has not
diminished.

Keralites produced exhaustive commentaries on
important Ayurvedic works. Among the Ayurvedic treatises,
Vågbhataís A¶¢åΔgahædaya is the most popular in Kerala.
Several commentaries of this work are found in this region.
Among them the På¢hya commentary of anonymous
authorship, Våkyaprad∂pikå of Alattur Paramesvaran Nambi,
Kairal∂ commentary for the Uttarasthåna by Pilanthol Moosad,
A¶¢åΔgahædayavyåkhyå of Govinda Pisharoti, Malayalam
commentary Prakå‹ikå of Raghavan Thirumulpad,
Sårårthadarpaƒa commentary of Kaikkulangara Ramavariyar,
Sμutikåmætam and Aruƒodayam commentaries of Kayikkara
Govindan Vaidyar, Våsudev∂ya commentary of C.K. Vasudeva
Sarma, Malayalam translation for the Sμutrasthåna by Kesavan
Embranthiri, Sårabodhin∂ commentary of Kochusankaran
Vaidyan, A¶¢åΔgahædayako‹a of K.M. Vaidyar which provides
technical terms of A¶¢åΔgahædaya are very valuable works. In
addition to this, many commentaries of A¶¢åΔgahædaya in
different languages are popular in Kerala. A few among them
are Kairal∂, Nidånacintåmaƒi, Bålabodhin∂ Vyåkhyåsåra, Hædya,
Uddhyota, På¢hya, SaΔketama¤jar∂, Vågbha¢akhaƒŒanamaƒ-
Œanam, VaiŒμuryakabhå¶yam, Vij¤eyårthaprakå‹ikå, Lalita and
Pa¤cikå. The L∂låplava commentary by Vasudevan Moosad,
Bhåskara commentary by Uppottu Kannan, Alpabuddhipra-
bodhana, a Malayalam commentary by Sreekantha are some
other valuable commentaries of A¶¢åΔgahædaya. The
Malayalam commentary of A¶¢åΔgahædaya called
A¶¢åΔgahædayam Bhå¶a is a work to be specially mentioned.

There are many other independent works and
commentaries by Kerala authors. The following are a few
examples of the same. Vi¶anåråyaƒ∂ya of Narayana, a sixteenth
century work on Toxicology is an authoritative one.
Hædayapriya of Vaikkattu Paccumoottatu is a major work and
it contains four parts consisting of sixty chapters. This
popular work is of 1865 and published under Trivandrum
Sanskrit Series 111. Sukhasådhaka consisting of twelve
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khaƒŒas is an abridgement of Hædayapriya. It is by the same
author and is of 1881. Vadakkeppattu Narayanan Nair
brought out Aƒugraham∂må√så consisting of six sections. The
work deals with Bacteriology. P.S. Variyarís A¶¢åΔga‹år∂rika
is also an important work, which is based on A¶¢åΔgahædaya
and other Ayurvedic works. This work is published in 1925
along with a °Tippaƒi called GμuŒårthabodhin∂. It incorporates
some western ideas also. Another work called Bæhacchår∂rikå
in twenty one chapters by the same author deals with human
anotomy and Physiology combining Indian and western
system. Sadåcåranivættivarttana, a work of Aryasarman consists
of seventeen chapters. It discusses both Åyurveda and
Vedånta. Sarvagaralapramocana of Kuttamattu Ramakurup
is a valubale work having twelve chapters. The work deals
with the treatment of poison. YogasårasaΔgraha of Vasudeva
explains different kinds of medicinal preparations.
Årogya‹åstra of Kodungalloor Kochunni Thampuran with his
own commentary is a noteworthy publication. Rasatantra of
A.R. Rajaraja Varma and Rasama¤jar∂ of Thaikkat Narayanan
Moosad deal with Rasåyanatantra. Cikitsåsthåna  of Kerala
Varma Ilaya Raja of Cochin Palace, Hædayollåsa commentary
of Su‹rutasa√hitå of C.K. Vasudeva Sarma and his Malayalam
commentaries for Carakasa√hitå, Sukhasådhaka, ›årΔga-
dharasa√hitå, A¤jananidånam, A¶¢asthånapar∂k¶å and
Yogaratnåkara require special mention. K.M. Naryanan
Vaidyarís Malayalam commentary for Su‹rutasa√hitå,
Våcaspatya commentary by Vacaspati T.C. Paramesvaran
Moosad are also noteworthy contributions of Keralites to the
field of Åyurveda. There is  a Maƒipravålakåvya in Åyurveda
known as Yogåmætam and the author of this work is Uppottu
Kannan.

Åyurveda Manuscripts in Kerala
Due to the popularity of Åyurveda a good number of

manuscripts in this field are preserved in Kerala. Such
manuscripts can be found in almost all villages of Kerala
mostly in the hands of private custodians. Though not
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exhaustive, a survey on the ëScience Texts in Manuscript
Repositories of Kerala and Tamil Naduí was carried out by
Dr. K.V. Sarma and he could identify 1286 Åyurveda
manuscripts from Kerala. Among them 586 are independent
works and the rest are commentaries. Following are some of
the major repositories in which Åyurveda manuscripts are
seen. They are:

1. Government Ayurveda College, Thiruvananthapuram
2. Sansktit College, Trippunithura
3. Sree Sankaracarya University of Sanskrit, Kalady
4. Malayalam Department, Calicut University
5. Sree Neelakantha Government Sanskrit College,

Pattambi
6. Oriental Research Institute & Manuscripts Library,

Trivandrum
7. Sukrteendra Oriental Research Institute, Thammanam
8. Chinmaya International Foundation, Veliyanad.

But the total number of manuscripts might be much more
in private repositiories. Many of the traditional families who
practice Åyurveda have manuscripts in their custody. When
compared to manuscripts in other subjects, the owners of
Åyurveda manuscripts are very reluctant to part with their
manuscripts and hence they are seldom donated to
manuscript libraries and that is why they are seen more in
private repositories. Though many such private repositories
are already known, there are many other repositories of which
information is yet to be obtained. Though no statistics is
available about the Åyurveda manuscripts it appears that
manuscripts in Vi¶acikitså are more in number in the private
repositories of Kerala. A few manuscripts on Mægacikitså may
also be available. Most of the manuscripts in Kerala are either
in Sanskrit or in Malayalam. A few others are in Tamil
language. Åyurveda manuscripts are also not an exception
to this pattern. Tamil manuscripts are found mainly in the

Åyurveda Tradition in Kerala: P. Visalakshy
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southern parts of Kerala. Malayalam and Tamil manuscripts
are in their respective language scripts. A few Vaidya
manuscripts in Malayalam language are found in Vattezhuttu,
an ancient writing system of Tamil and Malayalam. Sanskrit
manuscripts seen in Kerala can be in scripts like Grantha,
Devanågar∂, Nadinågar∂, Malayalam, Kannada, Telugu etc.
Some of the Åyurveda manuscripts comprise Jyoti¶a portions
also. Among the Tamil manuscripts a considerable number
is on Siddha medicine.

The numbers of Åyurveda manuscripts in the major
repositories are as follows :

ñ Oriental Research Institute & Manuscripts Library
Sanskrit manuscripts: 522
Malayalam manuscripts : 1098
Tamil manuscripts: 498

ñ Government Åyurveda College, Thiruvanantha-
puram: 53

ñ Government Sanskrit College, Trippunithura; 135
ñ Sree Neelakantha Government Sanksrit College,

Pattambi: 21
ñ Malayalam Department, Calicut University: 225.
ñ Chinmaya International Foundation, Veliyanad: 7
ñ Sree Sankaracarya University of Snaskrit, Kalady: 8
ñ Sukrteendra Oriental Research Institute, Thamma-

nam: 133

It is to be gratefully acknowledged that some of the
Institutions like Government Åyurveda College, Thiru-
vananthapuram, and Oriengal Research Institute and
Manuscripts Library, Thiruvananthapuram take interest in
the publication of Åyurveda manuscripts. Also Kottakkal
Aryavaidyasala brings out some Åyurveda works.

The published Åyurveda manuscripts from Oriental
Research Institute and Manuscripts Library, Thiruvanantha-
puram are the following :
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Sanskrit Malayalam

1. Hædayapriya 1. Vaidyama¤jari

2. MåtaΔgal∂lå 2. Tantrayuktivicåra

3. A¶¢åΔgahædaya 3. A¶¢åΔgasårambhå¶a

4. Jvaranirƒaya 4. MåtaΔgal∂la

5. Bhojanakutμuhala 5. A‹vacikitsa

6. Madanådinighaƒ¢u 6. Rasavai‹e¶ikam

In addition, a few other works were published through
two Department Journals, Praceenakairali and Journal of
Manuscript Studies.
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16

The Medical Books of Manipur

W. Premanada Singh

The Manipuris have an appreciable collection of books on
medical therapeutics. These medical therapeutic
manuscripts are written in Manipuri Meitei language  in
the Meitei script. Some of them have also been written in
Assamese/ Bengali scripts. These scriptures, on the basis of
their contents, can be dated back to the eighteenth century
AD. The Manipuris call them Heedaklon in their mother tongue,
which means books on medical science and technology, and
here the word Heedak denotes medicines. The Meitei native
therapeutic practitioners still use the methodology of
preparing medicines as prescribed in these manuscripts.

Some of these books appear to have been written after
studying the therapeutic provisions of Åyurveda, the basis of
Indian medical science. The Manipuri medical curative books
on different domains of medicine, their herbal and mineral
contents, are not available as a single set of manuscripts. They
are under the custody of different repositories of Meitei/
Manipuri manuscripts in Manipur. Various custodians have
furnished varied manuscripts on this subject.

The Medical Therapeutic Manuscripts
Very few of the medical therapeutic books have been

published, and even the published ones are not in the
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manner, motto, model and nature of handwritten
manuscripts. However, these manuscripts are treated as  the
recording of native medical practices, experiments etc
studied and employed by Manipuri traditional physicians of
the past, over a long period of time. Even to these days, the
continuity of these practices in the remedial treatments of
various diseases, disablements, illnesses etc has not been
interrupted.

These books and their contents appear to have been
originated from the records of medical people, exorcists or
shamanic priests. These cultic and shamanic priests began
to grow with the formation of the Meitei clannish principles
under the nomenclatures of Amaiba and Maiba respectively,
and held their control over the therapeutic art and
treatment even in pre-colonial and colonial periods of
Manipur. Whatsoever is the nature of these medical
therapeutic practitioners and the treatment prescribed, the
subjects and contents of these books are found to be based
on the flora, fauna, mineral produces and products of this
region.

The Contents of Medical Texts
The Meitei, being strong and serious believers of divine

and supernatural forces, as devoted polytheistic people,
never leave the recital of a prayer or incantation in praise of
a deity, either in the form and context of a hymn or a charm,
during the application of a medicine to a sick person by a
therapeutic physician. Thus, for every medicine contained
in the medical texts, there is a spell or mantra for its
employment during the curative or preventive treatments.

The medicines prescribed for the treatments are
composed of textural materials, which are in turn, made up
of at least two componentsñeither flora or fauna, and mineral
matter. These are seldom elemental medicines, but rather
compounds. The medicines are also not in ionic/atomic
composition stages, but in substantial/molecular stages.
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Most of the Manipuri medicines, as provided in the texts
of these medical books, seem to have the motto, motive and
mode of the Ayurvedic herbal medicines. As the texts
prescribe, the formulae of the desired medicines are
prepared by the therapeutic practitioners themselves.

Varieties of Medical Books
The Manipuri medical booksóincluded in the folk or

traditional medicinal classñhave been categorized into four
classes on the basis of quantitative norm of the constituents
included in the preparation of the medicines.

According to the norm, the mixing or compounding of
elemental constituents to produce medicines, varies in the
style and mode of prescription of quantities by different
measurements and units.

The four categories of Meitei medical books are as under:

1. Quantity specified category
These are the medical therapeutic books in which the

formulae for preparing medicines do not prescribe or
provide for specified compositional proportions or
quantities. Such unspecified proportions or quantities are
understood by the physicians under a basic notion that the
proportions or quantities are to be taken in equal proportions
or quantities or volumes for the preparation of medicines.
For example:

Maaihingta TeipatiñNungshin Asangpa (Nungsheen)
Angoupa,

Hangkam-Thaau Ahingpa,
Yaingang Mahee,
Thum Achumpa-5ma asipu Tei-o 11

Translation:
The medical ointment for rubbing on the blotch as
treatment of discolouration or facial blotches is to be

The Medical Books of Manipur: W. Premanada Singh
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prepared from these ingredientsócopper sulphate,
alum (double sulphates of aluminium and
potassium), unheated mustard seed oil (Brassica
compatries from the family Cruciferae), turmeric juice
(Curcuma domestica from the family Zingeberaceae), and
rock salt (sodium chloride).

2. Quantity specified in specimen-wise category
This is the category of medical therapeutic books in which,

for the preparation of medicines, the compositional
proportions or quantities of the constituents are prescribed
in specimen-wise proportions or quantities with required
numbers of the constituent items to maintain a desired
proportion of specimens in the medicines being prepared.
For example:

Eashing Yaaphamti. . . Langthrei Maton 7 (taret), ka
Meitei Ngamu I (Ama), ga Thonglala Numit 7, ni Chaa-
O, Phaba-ne 11

Translation:

The therapeutic medicine for suffering from vesicle
calculus is to be prepared from seven buds of Eclipa
(Eclipa birmanicum from the family Asteraceae), and a
Meitei common fresh water goby (Gobius species of
Gobidae family) or mud/lungfish (one of Dipnoi) as
a curry prepared by boiling, and the curry is to be
taken with every meal for seven days.

3. Quantity specified in volume-wise category
This is the category of medical therapeutic books in which,

for the preparation of medicines, the compositional
proportions or quantities of the constituents are prescribed
in volume-wise proportions or quantities. These volumes are
in standard units of measurement. For example:
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Heikhagok Shangmunnapa Ama Leipakna (Leikhomna)
Yomshillaga Meida Louraga Tangkhai Ama Chini
Angouba Chamacha Ani, Eeshing Aa-unsa 8 (paawa 1)
da Yaannaduna Thaklaga Khonghaamba, Eeton
Phaaiba,
Angaanggee Mashaa Shagattuna Naabada Yaamna
Kannei-ye 11

Translation:

The therapeutic herbal medicine prepared as syrup
from the pulp of a half piece of a semi-ripe golden/
stone apple (Aegle marmelos from the family Rutaceae),
baked with the covering of a layer of mud, and
treated with two teaspoons of white sugar/sucrose
and eight ounces of water, can cure ailments like
diarrhoea, dysentery and inflaming fevers in children.

4. Quantity specified in weight-wise category
These are the medical therapeutic books in which the

formulae for preparing medicines are prescribed in weight-
wise proportions or quantities. These weights are prescribed
as per Indian Standardized Weights.

For example:
Ushingshaa Tolaa 1,
Eeshaang Elaaichee Tolaa 2,
Uchithee Tolaa 4,
Wa Shunu Tolaa 8,
Amasung Chini angauba Tolaa 16 amata Gina
louraga Yaannaraga

Chaanging 12 gee Chaangda Ghee Amasug
Khoiheega Lektuna

Chaarabadi Thabaak Kheba,
lok khuba,
ChaGha Tumbada,
Ashinachingba Phei 11

The Medical Books of Manipur: W. Premanada Singh
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Translation:

The preparation of the powder mixture of the
ingredients viz. 1 tolaa (11.66638 grams) of cinnamon
(Cinnamamum zeylanicum from the family Lauraceae),
7 tolaas of black pepper (Pipper nigrum from the family
Piperaceae), 8 tolaas of white pepper inside bamboo,
and 16 tolaas of white sugar should be taken at a
dose of 12 Changnings (4.3739 grams) by licking the
mixture with a mixed fluid of Ghee (Indian clarified
butter) and honey to relieve the thoracic troubles
like pain, coughing, indigestion etc.

The folk/traditional medical books owe their popularity
and increasing familiarity to the actions taken up at national
and international level revive and revitalize the herbal
medicines, and to enlighten the importance of herbal
medicinal plants at a high magnitude. Because of the fact
herbal medicines have much lesser side effects, the
medicines are increasingly favoured by the masses. Hence
the preciousness of these medical manuscripts is being
evaluated at a new level.

It may also be mentioned here that Shri Laishram
Nabakishore, a noted traditional practitioner in the field of
stone case (kidney stone, Gall bladder stone etc.) curing by
medicinal herbs, has treated over 29,529 stone cases up to
31st December, 2003 with a success rate of 70%. To this
day, he is still practising the methods of treatment prescribed
in the manuscripts for stones. People have a great deal of
faith in his treatment. In recognition of his outstanding
contribution to the field of herbal medicine, he has been
decorated with Padma Shri by the Government of India.

In Manipur, the local people had detected diabetes way
back in the eighteenth century. The people termed the
disease as Ishing Puchatpa in the vernacular language. Medical
practitioners of the day tried, developed and experimented
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with a variety of treatments to counter the disease. To a great
extent, they were successful. Sages applied a thumb role for
this Ishing Puchatpa Anaba i.e. the diabetes patients have to
control the opening of the width of three fingers, if they
wish to live long, which implies that they laid more emphasis
on the food habits, now known as dietary control;
perspiration from sweat glands i.e. exercises; and preventive
drugs in the form of herbal medicines.

Conclusion
The Manipuri therapy, based on medical books Heedaklon-

s Maibalon, Chabalon Yenlon had its own popularity and
familiarity in the neighbouring kingdoms and empires of
the past days, prior to the colonial status of Manipur under
the British Rule. One such example is the recordings in the
royal chronicle and annals of Manipur. The recording in its
original transaction goes as:

Yumnaapa Kshema Singkee kum Shaka (Saka) 1770 . . .
Shajibu Thaa . . . 16ni Yumshakeisha . . . Tekhaao
Ningthouna shreejut Mahaaraajada Haairakye // Aigge
Laaithungba Asibu Leipak Khudinggee Maaiba Kouduna
Yengbabu Ngamdare // Manipurada Maaiba Aheiba Leiye
Haaiba Taachiye // Amata Peerak-wu, Haaina
Hanggatcheiye 11 Sanaa Yaathang-Laanggonjaamba
Hemaa Singbu, ìNang Yenglu,î Haaina Mahaaraajana
Seekhiye // Thaa Taruk Yenglurabada Tekhaao
Ningthougee Laaibu Khangduna Naarababu Ngamduna
Tekhaao Ningthouna Mahaaraajada Shaamu Mayaagee
Shamchet 2 katcharak-ye 11 //

Translation:

On Wednesday, the sixteenth day of Meitei luni-solar
month of Shajibu in 1770 Saka (the 1st week of May,
1848 AD), the sponsored year of Yumnaam Kshemaa
Singh, the King of the Ahom Country sent a message
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to His Majesty, telling that his suffering from chronic
diseases could not find remedy even after the
therapeutic treatments of different physicians from
various countries, and requested to send one
therapeutic practitioner, as he was informed by many
travellers that there were many skilled pathological
and therapeutic practitioners in Manipur. So, the
Meitei monarch ordered Laanggonjaamba Hema
Sing to proceed to the Ahom Country and to take
up the necessary measures. Laanggonjaamba Hema
Sing went to the Ahom Country and stayed there for
six months to treat the Ahom King, to cure his health
from chronic illnesses, and when the Ahom King had
fully recovered, Laanggonjaamba Hema Sing
returned to Manipur with the presentation of two
combs made of elephant tusk (ivory), offered by the
Ahom King to the Meitei monarch as a mark of
acknowledgement for his kindness and service.

Garnering name and fame for Manipuri therepeutic art
in this way has ensured reputation for these practices made
possible by the virtues and efficacy of these medical books
under consideration. These books in Manipur, though not
numerous as those of the Indian Ayurvedic scriptures, have
their own values beyond measures to the Meitei/Manipuri.

The usefulness and utility of the contents of these medical
books are still alive in these days of ëscientificí and allopathic
therapy or, in modern medicine. To tell the truth, this is
the Åyurveda of the Manipuris. As traditional medicine and
therapy are the parents and godparents of modern scientific
medicines and medical therapies, these medical books are
the godparents of the present day treatment of illnesses,
disabilites, diseases etc, be at the first aid level or in the
treatment of chronic illnesses. These books prescribe the
treatments of illnesses of every kind prevalent in the period
prior to the World War II, nicknamed the Japan War (1941ñ
45) in Manipur.
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Meitei/Manipuri medical books contain the formulae for
preparation of medicines, like it is done in the Ayurvedic
texts. They also prescribe doses of the medicines and the
number of days of treatment, as is defined in allopathy as
the course of medicine-taking. However, the Manipuri system
of medicines prescribes the medicines not just as
prescriptions, but as dietary substances in regular, prescribed
doses to be taken with punctuality. Hence, these books, in
Manipur and anywhere else on the surface of our planet,
and their prescribed medicines and herbal ingredients are
increasingly attaining general and special consideration in
the medical therapeutic realm of India, or rather of the
world.

The Medical Books of Manipur: W. Premanada Singh
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17

Glimpses of the History of
Indo-Tibetan Medicine

Lokesh Chandra

The medical lore of Tibet is primarily based on the Åyurveda
of India which is its preponderant element. Seventeen
Sanskrit texts were translated into Tibetan and they cover
six huge tomes of the Tanjur, the collection of Tibetan
Canonical Classics which have enjoyed the devotion of the
pious and the dedication of learned minds of the Land of
Snows for a millenium. In all, they run into more than four
thousand imposing pages of Classical learning that awaits
adventurous young minds to explore their riches in a
transcreative vision. The earliest Indian text to be rendered
into Tibetan seems to be the Gyuzhi or Four Tantras by
Chandranandana. It was translated in the eighth century
and ever since it has been the fundamental classic of Tibet,
used in medical practice and commented upon century after
century. The Regent of the Fifth Dalai Lama Sangyeñgyatso
wrote an extensive commentary on this text in the
seventeenth century which has overshadowed all his
predecessors in its comprehensiveness and clarity of
understanding. Chandranandana wrote a commentary on
the A¶¢åΔga-hædaya and also its pharmacopoeia.

In the latter part of the tenth century Dharma ›r∂varma
of India accomplished the herculean task of translating the
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ìLapis Lazuli Commentaryî on the A¶¢åΔga-hædaya in 1210
pages.

The most prolific translator of Indic texts on medicine
was the untiring Rinchenñsangpo who lived from AD 958 to
1055. He translated the A¶¢åΔaga-hædaya of Vågbha¢a, and
its commentary by Candranandana in collaboration with
Jålandhara of India. He was responsible for the Tibetan
translation of a veritable encyclopaedia, of'veterinary science:
the principles of horse medicine (hippiatry).

In the thirteenth century Ratna‹r∂ (AD 1228ñ1308)
translated Sanskrit texts on alchemy into Tibetan with the
help of a yogin and scholars. The original Sanskrit texts are
lost and their Tibetan versions are unique works on broad-
spectrum tonic elixirs to restore the system back to health.

Dharmapåla the great translator of Zhalu is well known as
the systematiser of grammatical literature in Tibet. He lived
from AD 1441 to 1528. He translated the ìTreasury of Roots,î
a compendium of remedies, by the famous Någårjuna. It is
a formulary of roots destined for the treatment of nervous
and cutaneous infections, fevers, eye and other diseases,
accompanied by mantras. It is a precious work on
psychosomatic treatments.

The Great Fifth or Dalai Lama Lobsang-gyatso (AD 1617ñ
1682) was the most outstanding statesman and foremost
writer of Tibet. He enriched his country with historical works,
liturgical treatises, handbooks on propitiatory methods of
various deities, compendious works on metaphysics, subtle
commentaries on the summa of Buddhism, works on metrics,
rhetorics, 1iterary criticism, stylistics and medicine. He
embellished his land with temples and monasteries with
funds flowing from the zeal and piety of the Mongolian
nobles who flocked to Lhasa loaded with gifts. The Fifth
Dalai Lama renewed the tradition of inviting Indian Pandits
to Tibet. They inspired fresh interest in the translation of
secular disciplines, like the medical science. The court
physician of the Fifth Dalai Lama Dharmo Manrampa had
the biography of Yuthok Senior and Junior engraved on
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woodblocks for printing. He, along with others,
commissioned the translation of new Sanakrit medical texts
into Tibetan, under the supervision of Lhundup the
translator from °Hdar. They collated extracts from the works
of ten celebrated physicians of India, on etiology, hygiene,
opium and alum therapy, medico-tantric formulas, series of
magic diagrams pertaining to diverse pathologic
considerations. It is a sprawling amalgam of disparate
components based on practical experience. It was completed
at the Potala Palace in AD 1644. The second work is on the
methods of treatment of Doctor Dånadåsa. It is accompanied,
by seventy-two esoteric medical chakras. The third treatise
is a medico-alchemical compilation done with the assistance
of Doctor Raghunåtha from Mathura near Delhi the capital
of modern India. It terminates with procedures for the
preparation of metallic remedies. It was, followed by a
collection of occult remedies for maladies produced by pi‹åca
and graha, transmitted by the physician Raghunåtha to the
great Lotsava Lhundup. The last work to be included into
the Tibetan Canon of the Tanjur was a practical
memorandum on hygiene, therapeutics and surgery of eye
diseases entitled ëRegenerator of Vision.í

Four works of Någårjuna were rendered into Tibetan,
including the Yoga-‹ataka and J∂va-sμutra. The Yoga-‹ataka was
one of the most popular books of medical prescriptions. It
was in use from Central Asia to Sri Lanka. Its three folios
have been recovered from Central Asia in the local Kuchean
language which is cognate to European languages. The book
was translated into Kuchean around AD 650. The Siddha-
såra of Ravigupta was also done into Tibetan. It was a treatise
of wide vogue. The fragments of its UigurTurkish translation
have been unearthed from the sands of Central Asia. It is a
famous work of Siddha medicine.

The transference of medical sciences from India to Tibet
was a continuous tradition of a millenium beginning in the
eighth century and fostered till the seventeenth century.
These translations were assimilated by Tibetan scholars and
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fostered through commentaries and practical handbooks.
Personal memoranda of a few folios covering most-used
prescriptions were written down by eminent doctors and
they were xylographed for daily use. Tibetan medicine
gained new strength by assimilating the Greek system via
Persia. Chinese medicine and materia medica added another
dimension to Tibetís medical lore. A new Tibetan system
was born from its very inception. It underwent modulations
and harmonisations based on experience modified by the
alpine context. It  was a continuing search for authenticity
and equilibrium of manís body, characterised by the deepest
in man and nature, in the perception of Buddhist serenity.

The medical sciences of Tibet are a continuation and
amplification of that of India. Thus they are the culmination
of five millenia of manís way to the threshold of a wholesome
life of harmonised existence, of his experience of a full
sentience. Excavations on ancient Indian sites of the third
millenium BC have brought to light several therapeutic
substances like the ‹ilåjatu, a remedy for diabetes,
rheumatism etc. Bones of the octopus have been exhumed
from earthen-vessels. Leaves of the tree Azadirachta indica,
horns of the red deer, and skulls on which cranial surgery
had been performedóall point to the high antiquity of the
medical sciences in India. In the Vedic period, medicine
was already an established profession. °Rgveda 9.112 speaks
of the healing of fractures and 10.97 is dedicated to healing
herbs. The A‹vins were famed physicians and wonder-
working surgeons. They were adepts in treating blindness,
paralysis, and rejuvenation. They replaced the lost leg of a
soldier by an iron one. The Atharva-Veda is considered to
the source of all Åyurveda or the classical medicine of India.
It speaks of the use of an unidentified plant ku¶¢ha to combat
malarial fever. It speaks of prosthetic limbs, artifical eyes and
newly set dentures! During the life-time of the Buddha lived
J∂vaka the ëthrice-crowned kingí of physician-surgeons. He
was an expert in paediatrics and even excelled in brain
surgery. He successfully performed intricate abodominal
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operations. He was a disciple of the renowned Åtreya of
Taxila, a pioneer in Indiaís history of the medical sciences.

During his reign, Emperor A‹oka provided hospitals
throughout his dominions and even beyond in the lands on
its frontiers, and as far as Sri Lanka and of the Greek king
named Antiochus and of those kings who are neighbours of
that Antiochus. Medicinal herbs whether useful to man or
to beast, have been brought and planted wherever they did
not grow. Megasthenes, the Greek Ambassador to the court
of the Mauryan Emperor (third century BC) speaks of the
high level of Indiaís attainments in obstetrics, preventive
medicine and dietetics. Medical science continued to find
every-widening avenues of development in India over the
centuries.

Tibetan fastnesses, untouched by war, preserved the rich
heritage of Indian medicine till the Chinese occupation.
The Chakpori Medical College at Lhasa was the oldest
institution of its kind. Indo-Tibetan medicine travelled to
the Khalkhas, Inner Mongols and the distant Buryats of N.E.
Siberia.

The Tibetan system is a confluent trinity of the Indic,
Hellenic and Sinic traditions of medicine wherein the spatial
tangents have met and harmonised. The Buddhist oikumene,
provides Tibetan medicine a cosmo-the-andric vision in
which the centre is neither in the cosmos, nor in the divine
(theos), and nor in man (andros). It is a centre to be found in
the intersection of the three. Indo-Tibetan medicine is a
new transcreative trinity of time wherein the legacy of the
past has to be interpreted in a tongue of today to give birth
to new qualitative parameters to medical science of the
future.

The ëdiamond healingí of Tibet summons us to explore
further shores of this transcendent system of a holistic
approach to man as a healthy being in body and mind, and
disease as a disturbance of this homostasis. It treats a person
as a whole wherein the physical and trans-physical faculties
of man combat the disequilibrium of his total being. It is a
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challenging stimulus to thinkers of the encounter between
the two cultures, the scientific and the humane, and their
raprochement. Contemporary science has gone a long way
to establish that the universe is non-material, that matter is
energy, space is real and processes are as valid as facts, and
the principle of complementarity validates the subjective
content of human experience. It provides shimmers of the
living order of Tibetan wisdom to bring a universal frame of
reference for a new scientific approach to replace the
shattered image of mechanical notions of the nineteenth
century.

Tibetan medicine tempts us to view the wholeness of Man
and the wedding of worldís civilizations to seek solution to
the problem of suffering in a convergence of the humanistic,
spiritual and scientific Man becoming one person.
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18

Sanskrit Manuscript Collections Outside
India, with special reference to Åyurveda

Dominik Wujastyk

Although there are good collections of Sanskrit manuscripts
outside India, they are small in number compared with the
great collections of India. A library in Europe will be proud
if it has more than a few hundred Sanskrit manuscripts. Five
thousand manuscripts would count as a huge collection. But
in India, even a single family might have this number of
manuscripts, and many manuscript libraries in Pune,
Bhubaneswar, Thanjavur, Jodhpur, Thiruvanantapuram,
Mysore, and elsewhere have collections ten times the size of
any foreign collection. And although there are some
particularly rare and interesting Sanskrit manuscripts outside
India, like the Bower Manuscript (which was also discovered,
and probably written outside India), these are a tiny group
compared to the extremely valuable manuscripts to be found
in collections like the National Museum of Delhi, the L.D.
Institute in Ahmedabad, and elsewhere. The true treasures
are in India.

One reason that European collections can seem to be
especially important is that they are sometimes very well
catalogued, like the British Library and India Office
collections. Also, the manuscripts themselves are relatively
easy to gain access to, so they have been used by scholars,
and this makes them even more famous and prominent.
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Nowadays, too, international libraries are beginning to put
some of their Sanskrit manuscripts on the web, and that
gives them a high profile. The Sarasvati Mahal Library in
Thanjavur has also done this, and their website is a really
excellent example in this regard.

In what follows, I present some key resources for scholars,
librarians and manuscript curators in India who are
interested in finding out what Ayurvedic manuscripts are
available outside India.

This material was put together rapidly, and does not claim
to be comprehensive.

2 Useful Reference Books
2.1 Meulenbeldís History of Indian Medical Literature

Meulenbeld, Gerrit Jan (1999ñ2002). A History of Indian
Medical Literature. Groningen: E. Forsten. 5v.
This is a very large and authoritative survey of all Sanskrit

works on Åyurveda. For each work, there is a discussion about
the identity and date of the author (where known), the
contents of the work are summarized, and special remarks
are made concerning plants which are mentioned for the
first time in a work, or the names of new diseases, or places
where expected medicines are not mentioned. There is
much discussion of chronology, and a vast amount of
secondary literature is summarized. The last volume contains
extensive indices of persons, titles, concepts, Sanskrit words,
etc.

In appendix A, I give one extract from the work.
Meulenbeldís work very useful for cataloguers of Ayurvedic

texts, as it answers many questions and solves many problems
about Ayurvedic literature. I have written a book review of
the work (Wujastyk, 2004).

The bibliography is very large and comprehensive. Since
publication, it has been put on a free, public website. The
address is

http://www.ub.rug.n1/indianmedicine
This online bibliography of Åyurveda contains about 10,000.
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It can be searched by keyword. Unfortunately, this work is
expensive.

2.2 Biswas, Bibliographic Survey of Indian Manuscript Catalogues
Biswas, Subhas C. and M.K. Prajapati (1998). Bibliographic
Survey of Indian Manuscript Catalogues: Being a Union List of
Manuscript Catalogues. Delhi: Eastern Book Linkers.
This is an excellent survey of published Sanskrit

manuscript catalogues. There is an index by geography, so
one can quickly find out what catalogues there are for
Sanskrit manuscripts in a particular city. It is admirably
accurate and complete.

3 Large Sanskrit Manuscripts Outside India
There are approximately 30,000 Sanskrit manuscripts in

Britain, and about the same number in other countries of
Europe (France, Germany, Italy, etc.).

3.1 Great Britain
In 1990, I published an article surveying the Ayurvedic

manuscripts in the UK. I attach a draft of that article to this
paper, as appendix C.

One update to this information concerns the Wellcome
Library. Volume II of the Handlist of Sanskrit and Prakrit
Manuscripts was published in 1998. Also, the library now has
a website which also displays digital images of selected
manuscripts, including some Sanskrit Ayurvedic
manuscripts. See

http://library.wellcome.ac.uk
from where catalogues can be purchased, and images viewed.

Another update concerns the British Library, which, in
recent years, has acquired some extremely early fragments
of Mahåyåna Buddhist manuscripts from Pakistan and
nearby. These have been studied by Prof. Richard Solomon,
University of Washinton, Seattle, and the results published
by the British Library.
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One particularly famous medical Sanskrit manuscript in
England is part of the ëBower Manuscriptí which is today
kept at the Bodleian Library in Oxford (that is, the main
university library of Oxford).

3.1.1 The Bower Manuscript
Hoernle, A.E. Rudolf (ed.) (1893ñ1912). The Bower Manuscript: Facsimile
Leaves, Nagari Transcript, Romanised Transliteration and English
Translation with Notes. No. 22 in New Imperial Series. Calcutta:
Government of India and under the patronage of the Bengali
Government, Archaeological Survey of India.
Amongst the oldest surviving manuscripts from India in

ëbookí form is the group of medical texts included in the
Bower Manuscript, dating from the first half of the sixth
century AD. [Hoernle (1893ñ1912) dated the parts of the
Bower Manuscript to the late fourth or early fifth century,
but more recent work by Dani (1986, 148ñ51) and especially
Sander (1987) presents convincing evidence for the
somewhat later date.] Today, the manuscript is known after
its former owner, the British lieutenant (later colonel) who
bought it early in 1890. The full details of this exciting story,
which included a transñKarakorum chase for a murderer,
were recounted by Bower in the Royal Geographical Societyís
journal (Bower, 1895, 240). See the extract from his account
in appendix B. But perhaps it should be called the ëYa‹omitra
Manuscriptí since it seems originally to have been owned by
a senior Buddhist monk of this name who lived in a monastery
near the old Silk Route trading stop of Kuqa (41.43N 82.
58E). I have translated a chapter from this manuscript in
my book The Roots of Ayurveda (Wujastyk, 2001).

3.2 Other countries
The best general guide for Sanskrit manuscripts in other

countries of Europe and North America is Pearson, J.D.
(1971). Oriental Manuscripts in Europe and North America: a
Survey. Inter Documentation Company. See also the
addendum ìOriental manuscripts,î in, South Asian
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Bibliography: a Handbook and Guide, compiled by the South
Asia Library Group (Hassocks, Sussex: Harvester, 1979).

The bibliography of catalogues by Biswas, mentioned
above, also gives a good idea of what manuscripts are available
in different countries, although Pearsonís guide is more
descriptive.

A useful history of Ayurvedic studies in Europe is given in
an appendix of the book by Zysk (1996).

3.2.1 France
The main collection of Sanskrit manuscripts in France is

in the Bibliothèque National [National Library], Paris. This
is especially interesting for Åyurveda, because part of the
collection was put together by Palmyr Cordier in about 1900,
during his time at Chandernagore (French enclave near
Calcutta). He was a very serious scholar, and a special student
of the doctor and historian Gustave Liétard. Cordierís
manuscripts have been described by Filliozat (1934). All the
main publications of Liétard and Cordier, with a big historical
introduction on the study of Ayurvedic history in France,
was published by Rosu (1989).

3.2.2 Germany
There are several important collections of Sanskrit

manuscripts in Germany. The best known are in Berlin
(National Library) and in Tübingen (University Library).
There is also a collection in Münich, which was catalogued
by the historian of Indian medicine, Jolly (1912).

Because all the collections of Sanskrit manuscripts were
moved about and muddled up during the war, the Sanskrit
manuscripts in Germany have all been re-catalogued in a
big series of catalogues edited by Janert (1962). It is best to
consult these catalogues, as the manuscripts may not be
where the pre-war catalogues say they were.

3.2.3 Italy
A fine collection in Florence was catalogued by Aufrecht.
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I think there are several hundred manuscripts in this
collection.

3.2.4 The Netherlands (= Holland)
There is a collection of several hundred palm-leaf

manuscripts and some paper manuscripts at the Kern
Institute in Leiden. There is a handlist, based on Raghavanís
1954 list, but I do not have details.

3.2.5 United States
There is a survey of Sanskrit manuscripts in the North

America by Poleman (1938). This is now a little out of date,
and not always accurate, but it is still valuable. David Pingree
has written catalogues of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the
libraries of Harvard University (in Cambridge, Massachusetts)
and the Columbia University (New York). These are not
published yet. I have written descriptions of the twenty-seven
Ayurvedic manuscripts at Harvard, which will appear with
Pingreeís catalogue when it is published. I enclose this list
as appendix D.

There is a substantial collection of perhaps about 3500
Sanskrit manuscripts at the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia. About fifteen or twenty years ago, this collection
was filmed and published as a collection on microfiche. Some
of these manuscripts have been displayed on the Universityís
website

http://oldsite.library.upenn.edu/etext/sasia/skt-mss/
This is a collection of digitized Sanskrit manuscripts from the
Penn Library collections. It includes links to Persian and other
South Asian manuscripts. The site was formerly hosted on
the main library website, but by 2004 it had been moved to
the ìoldsiteî web address above, and is no longer maintained.

A. Extract from Meulenbeld, History of Indian Medical
Literature

The Yogaratnamålå1 or Å‹caryaratnamålå,2 ascribed to
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Någårjuna,3 is of some medical interest, though it is chiefly
a Tantric text dealing with magic.

Contents. The treatise consists of 140 polished verses4 in
åryå metre about a large number of subjects5 belonging to
what is called ¶a¢karman in Tantrism. Most of the stanzas
describe procedures enabling one to achieve extraordinary
aims, but the healing of bodily disorders also forms an integral
part of the work. Some of the topics are: va‹ya (subjugation;
3ñ6); vidve¶aƒa (sowing dissension; 7ñ10); uccåtana
(eradication; 11ñ14); puru¶åntardhåna (rendering oneself
invisible; 25ñ30); kautμuhala (the production of unusual
phenomena; 31ñ38); agnistambha (the quenching of fire;
39ñ42); ‹astrastambha (making weapons harmless; 55ñ58);
akålagrahaƒa (causing solar and lunar eclipses; 63ñ67);
mætasa¤j∂vana (making dead animals alive again; 135), etc.
Subjects pertaining more or less to medicine are: loma‹åtana
(the removal of hair; 51ñ54); vi¶åpahåra (counteracting
poisons; 73ñ76); vi¶amajvaråpahåra (counteracting irregular
fever; 77ñ78); vandhyåputrajanana (making a barren woman
give birth to a son; 85ñ86); vandhyåkaraƒa (producing sterility
in a woman; 89ñ92); lingavæddhi (increasing the size of the
male organ; 93ñ96); ‹ukrastambha (delaying ejaculation; 97ñ
100); yoni‹μulakaraƒa (causing pain in the female organs;
101); ku¶¢akaraƒa (causing ku¶¢a to appear; 102);
garbhastambha (preventing delivery in a pregnant woman;
106); væ‹cikavi¶åpahåra (counteracting the effects of a
scorpion-bite; 108ñ111); bhagasa√kocana (healing wounds
of the female organs; 121); bhagodghå¢ana (making the
vagina accessible or inaccessible to the male; 122);
bhagapravåha (causing bleeding from the female organs;
123).

Some of the recipes bear names, e.g., kalpalalanå (26)
and reƒuråja (121). At the end of the work the author, who
calls himself Någårjuna,6 declares that he composed it from
what he heard from his guru and learnt from other ‹åstras.
He adds that he tested all the recipes and found them
effective.7
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Special features. Noteworthy names of medical plants are:
åhaka (62; c. = ‹vetabhæΔgaråja), ‹a‹åΔka (23; c. = ‹aivåla),
‹a‹ija (39; c. = ‹aivåla), stabdhå (34; c. = ‹råvaƒikå = muƒŒ∂),
‹μula (96; c. = ‹aivåla).

The author and his date. The name of the authorís guru,
Bhåskara, may be hidden in a pun in the first verse, where
he is compared to the sun (bhåskara). P.V. Sharma, who
accepts this interpretation,8 regards him as identical with
the Bhåskara who was the father and teacher of SoŒhala9

and also the teacher of Ke‹ava, which makes the Någårjuna
who wrote the work a contemporary of these two (twelfth-
thirteenth century) distinct from Siddha Någårjuna.10 Since
Guƒåkara wrote his commentary on the Yogaratnamålå in
1239/40, the work is earlier than that date. R. Bha¢någar is
of the opinion that the Någårjuna who wrote the
Yogaratnamålå was a Jain åcårya who lived in the third century
and was a pupil of Pådaliptasμuri.11

A Commentary (vivæti)12 on Någårjunaís Yogaratnamålå
was written by Guƒåkara, a ›vetåmbara monk, who made
use of more elaborate works of predecessors, as indicated by
himself.13 The commentary was composed in 1239/40.14 The
only sources referred to are a Ko‹a (ad 12), a Dravyaguƒa
(ad 44), and a Paryåya (ad 35). Local names of medicinal
plants found in it are: barårå (ad 85; = balå), bhelå (ad 63; =
bhallåtakab∂ja), boŒathar∂ (ad 111; = stabdha), boŒ∂ kahlår∂
(ad 34; = stabdhå = ‹råvaƒikå = muƒŒ∂), gojibh∂ (ad 78; =
någin∂ = govatså), iΔguvå (ad 26; = iΔgud∂), je¢h∂madhu (ad
85; = madhuya¶¢i), kakah∂ (ad 59; = hr∂b∂ja = bålakab∂ja),
kåkah∂ (ad 85; = atibalå), karihår∂ (ad 12 and 23; = halin∂ =
låΔgal∂), thohari (ad 76 and 100; = vajr∂ = snuh∂). Other
words of local origin are: suramå and rasavatå (AD 23 and 29;
= sroto¤jana), aƒasalå, the word for bhμunåga (an earth-
worm) in Saurå¶¢ra, and kecuvå, the word used for that
creature Kånyakubja. As most of these words are said to be
current in Gujarat, the commentator may have resided in
that region for a long time.15

A Guƒåkara is quoted by Gopåladåsa,16 Någanåtha,17
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Ni‹calakara,18 Våcaspati,19 and Vijayarak¶ita.20 The quotations
by Ni‹calakara and Vijayara¶ita cannot be traced in the
commentary on the Yogaratnamålå and may derive from a
commentary on the Carakasa√hitå21 by a Guƒåkara who
evidently was a different person, since he lived a long time
before his namesake.22

B. A Trip To Turkestan by Captain H. Bower23

Towards the end of 1888 I happened to hear that my
friend Major Cumberland was contemplating a visit to the
Pamirs in search of Ovis Poli, and was anxious to find a
companion; so I determined, if matters could be arranged
and leave obtained, to accompany him. Shortly afterwards
he came to Ferozepore by rail for Rawul Pindi; thence I
pushed on as fast as possible to Srinagar, the capital of
Kashmir, which was reached on the evening of the 17th of
June. But I need not have hurried, as the first news I heard
on arrival was that it was of no use going on, as the rivers in
Raskam, a country we had intended to traverse, were sure
to be in flood owing to the melting snows. As neither of us
cared much for Srinagar, we determined to push on to Leh,
and do whatever waiting had to be done there; so we left
Kashmir on the 22nd, and reached Leh on July 7. At Leh we
met M. Dauvergne, whose intention was to make the same
trip as ourselves, and who was taking up a small tablet to
place on the spot where Mr. Dalgleish had been murdered
the previous year. Our original intention had been to leave
the Leh-Yarkand road at Aktagh, and then turn west by
Raskam and Sarikol to the Taghdumbash; but before leaving
Leh we were informed by Captain Ramsay, British Joint
Commissioner, that we could not be allowed to proceed
unless we signed a paper promising not to go through
Raskam, as it was considered unsafe owing to the marauding
bands of Kunjuts. These Kunjuts have for many years been a
pest to all law-abiding, peaceful people in their
neighbourhood. From their place of Hunza they would issue
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forth, and, taking advantage of the night for they never
attacked by dayfall on some unsuspecting camp of Kirghiz
or traders, and, having plundered everything they could lay
their hands on, carry the unfortunate people off to slavery.
So much was their very name hated, that I have heard a
man describe a wind as a Kunjuti wind when he wished to
describe what he would call a bitter, cruel wind; to his mind
that word ìKunjutiî summed it all up. They were not a brave
people; night surprises and ambushes were what they
excelled in. Secure in their mountain fastnesses, they judged
themselves invincible, until Colonel Durandís brilliant little
campaign awoke them from their foolsí paradise, putting a
stop for ever to their raids, and now the Raskam route to
the Taghdumbash is as safe as any other. It was a matter of
very considerable inconvenience to us not being allowed to
go that road as we had intended. The only other route we
knew of to the Taghdumbash was round by Yarkand, which
would have taken twice as long. However, our caravanbashi,
on being consulted, said that he had once heard that from
some place on the north side of the Killian pass a road ran
east, which would most likely take us there.

Having got together a caravan of fifteen ponies between
Major Cumberland and myselfóM. Dauvergne having his
own separateówe left Leh on July 27, and, crossing the
Khardung pass, where our things had to be carried on yaks,
descended into the Nubra valley. From Charlung, at the
head of the Nubra valley, to Shahidulla there is a very bad
stretch of country which takes about eight days to cross, and
contains three passesóthe Karakorum, 18,550 feet; the
Sasser, 17,800 feet; and the Suget. Struggling over stones
and through snow at these altitudes with heavy loads tells
terribly on horseflesh; the whole way is strewn with the bones
of tradersí ponies that have died on the road. On the Dipsang
plains the long line of white bone stretches across like a
ribbon, and no one could miss the road.

On the Karakorum we built a pyramid of stones, and on it
placed the tablet in memory of Mr. Dalgleish that M.
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Dauvergne had brought. At Shahidulla, there is a small
encampment of Kirghiz where the grazing is good; so we
halted there for a few days to give the ponies a much-
required rest. Furdikul, the chief or akskal (literally, ìwhite
beard),î paid us a visit, and we entertained him with tea,
biscuits, nuts etc. Amongst the Turkis, before sitting down
to any repast, a great deal of stroking of beards goes on;
then the formula ìAllah o Akhbarî is repeated, and every
one kneels down on both knees, sitting back on their heels,
a most uncomfortable and constrained position. The host
usually requests his guests to sit at their ease; they then sit
cross-legged. At the conclusion of the repast all beards are
again stroked, and ìAllah o Akhbarî is again repeated.

At Tashkhurgan we got a letter from Captain Younghus-
band, who was coming through Raskam, asking us to halt in
order to allow of his catching us up, so we stayed there for
three days. While halted we had an opponunity of seeing
the celebrated Turki game of boghlak, or the goat. In this
game the head and feet of the carcass of a goat are cut off,
and it is thrown on the ground. The players then, who are
mounted on ponies about 13 hands 1 inch in height,
endeavour to pick it up without dismounting. When one
succeeds he gallops off and the rest follow, endeavouring to
take it from him; should one be successful, he in his turn is
pursued by the others, and so on ad infinitum. It did not
strike me as being nearly as good or as fast a game of polo.
Turkis and Kirghiz, in spite of the fact that they are nearly
always in the saddle, are very poor horsemen; the ridiculously
short stirrups they use, the heel being doubled up under
the thigh, prevents them from having any grip, and they
come off with exceedingly little provocation. But they are
wonderful little hands at sitting still on a pony at a walk or
gentle amble. On the longest march, even in the coldest
weather, from sunrise to sunset, they will sit still like a bundle
on the horseís back, without dismounting for a minute.

When Captain Younghusband joined us, which he did on
the third day of our halt, riding in on a camel, having come
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45 miles that morning, we halted another day to talk over
our experiences, and then parted on our different roads,
he going south towards the Kunjerat, and we north towards
the Chichilik pass. This pass is easy enough, but on the
eastern side there is a very bad bit of road. It seems ridiculous
to apply the term ìroadî to it; but it is a road insomuch as it
is the ordinary route from Tashkhurgan to Yarkand. It runs
down the bed of a stream, and it is a case of continually
wading through the half-frozen streams or climbing over
boulders. At one time a roadway ran over the bed of the
stream, supported on beams let into the cliffs on each side,
but now the onlys signs of what has been are the holes in
which the beams rested.

One day when riding through the city I thought I saw a
face amongst the crowd that I recognized. The owner caught
my eye, and coming alongside my horse, said he had a letter
for me which must be given in secret. I told him to follow
me to our quarters; he did so, and then gave me a letter, in
which I was requested to endeavour to apprehend or secure
the apprehension of Dad Mahomed, the murderer of Mr.
Dalgleish. Nothing was known of the murdererís
whereabouts, except that he was believed to have gone east
from Kashgar.

For the benefit of the reader, who may not have heard
the story of the murder, I will briefly recapitulate the
particulars. Mr. Dalgleish was a merchant, who, for some
years, had traded between Yarkand and Leh. He was
extremely popular amongst the natives, and had a perfect
mastery of their language. The merchants especially loved
him, as they found in him a just and impartial arbitrator in
all their differences. The hold he had on the affections of
the Turkis was wonderful, and many of them cannot speak
of his death without shedding tears. Dad Mahomed was a
Kakar Pathan from the neighbourhood of Quetta. At one
time he had been a trader, but had become bankrupt, and
was much harassed by creditors. According to native accounts,
he was much feared and dreaded all over Turkestan, and
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was accountable for the deaths of many men. He was over
six feet in height, and powerfully built; whereas Mr. Dalgleish,
though hardy and wiry, was very short and slight.

At the end of March 1888, Dalgleish, accompanied by
some Andyani24 pilgrims and Boti25 servants, left Leh for
Yarkand. Some distance out they were joined by Dad
Mahomed, and on the fifth day after he had joined them,
viz. April 8, 1888, they crossed the Karakorum pass. Dalgleish,
who was ahead of the others, crossed first, and just under
the crest of the pass trod down a place in the snow and
pitched his tent, after which he had his tea. Just as he had
finished, the rest arrived, and having taken his advice as to a
suitable place, pitched theirs, and then got their tea ready.
While they were drinking it, Dalgleish went to their tent.
They rose up, and asked him to sit down and have some. He
excused himself from drinking any tea, saying he had already
had his, but sat down amongst them, and said he would take
a little bit of bread to show that there was no ill-feeling. The
conversation then turned on Dad Mohammadís affairs, and
Dalgleish advised him not to return to India at present, where
he had many creditors, but to do caravan work between
Yarkand and Shahidulla, and only return when he had saved
enough to pay his debts. ìBut,î he added, ìit will be necessary
to live quietly, and above all, restrain your love of hospitality.î
Dad Mohammad said ìYes, but we have a saying that no man
ever ruined himself by kindness to others is remembered in
the next world as well as in this. But still I advise you to restrain
yourself.î Shortly after this Dad Mohammad rose. Dalgleish
asked him where he was going He said, ìI will be back
directly,î and went out. He then went and got his gun, and
coming behind the place where Dalgleish was sitting, fired
through the tent. Dalgleish, struck through the right
shoulder, uttered a cry, staggered forward and endeavoured
to escape to his tent where his arms were; but his assailant
interposed, attacking him with a sword. Dalgleish did all that
an unarmed man could do, endeavouring to close, and even
seizing the sword-blade between his hands; but what could
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an unarmed do against an armed man? The only thing that
delayed the inevitable result was the thick clothes Dalgleish
had on, and the difficulty of cutting to effect through them.
At last Dalgleish fell on his face in the snow, and Dad
Mohammad, standing over him, continued hacking till all
was still. The Botis and Andyanis, terrified, stood looking
on, and did not come to the rescue, though Dalgleishís dog
showed them an example, and gave them an opportunity
by seizing the murderer by the leg. After the murder Dad
Mohammad made Dalgleishís servant prepare a meal for
him, and then quietly went to sleep on his victimís bed, first
making the Andyanis swear, on what purported to be a
Koranóthough I believe it was not one, there not being
one amongst the partyñthat they would not tell what they
had seen. But as one of them told me, ìWe swore with our
lips, but in our hearts we said we would.î The Botis wanted
to return to Leh, but the murderer made them go several
marches further on, and then cut off their pigtails and told
them to be off. As they retired, he fired several shots at them
to quicken their movements. Separating near Killian, Dad
Mahomed and the Andyanis made their way by different
routes to Yarkand. There the Hindu and other merchants
from British India were very much excited about the murder,
and going in a body to the yamen, requested that the
murderer be arrested; but the Chinese officials would not
do anything, excusing themselves on the plea that neither
the murderer nor his victim were Chinese subjects. After
passing a few days in Yarkand, the murderer quietly
continued his way to Kashgar, and although his presence
there was well-known, he actually having appeared before a
mandarin to answer a charge of indebtedness brought against
him by a Kashgarian called Mojhaidin, and although the
Russian Consul, Mr. Petrovsky, repeatedly urged them to
do so, the Chinese officials refused to arrest him, and he
left Kashgar by the Aksu road, after which he disappeared
from view.

When I received instructions to apprehend him, it seemed
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to me an impossible task. Here I was in a Mohammedan
country where the people would almost to a man aid the
murderer and obstruct me. There was no police to assist.
Being a European and consequently conspicuous, all my
movements would be known, while the murderer could pass
anywhere unobserved. The whole idea appeared to me
impracticable, but subsequent events showed that Captain
Ramsay, with whom, the idea had originated, was correct in
his estimation of its feasibility. On receiving the letter, I was
quite nonplussed as to how to begin. It seemed to me
absolutely certain that Dad Mahomed would not give me a
chance of getting near him myself; so if anything was to be
done it had to be done through well-bribed natives of the
country. But where were reliable natives to be found? There
was not a man in the country personally known to myself,
and, for all I knew to the contrary, the first man to whom I
said anything would go straight off and tell the murderer.
Thinking it over, I determined to consult one of the small
Hindu trading community living in the city; they, I knew,
would have no sympathy with a Mohammedan and a
murderer. So I sent for one that seemed an intelligent man,
and asked his advice. He said at once, ìConsult Mahomed
Yunnus, akskal of the Badakshis; he is not only a
straightforward man, but he hates all Kakars and Dad
Mahomed in particular.î Taking the Hinduís advice, I sent
for Mahomed Yunnus, who, as the Hindu had anticipated,
turned out to be very keen on having the murderer arrested,
and offered to lend me his brother and several more men
to aid in the search. After consulting him, I started for
Kashgar to find out if I could get any information there
before completing my plans, while Major Cumberland left
by the Marallashi road to look for stags.

On arrival at Kashgar, I found that Mr. Petrovsky was away
on leave, but Mr. Lutsch, who was acting for him, gave me
all the information in his power. He was, however, unable to
form any conjecture as to where the murderer was likely to
be, so there was nothing to do but search. One party I sent
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to Balkh and Mazar-i-Sharif to watch that country. They took
with them a letter written in Persian, explaining who they
were and what they were doing; but it was only to be shown
to high officials, or in case of urgent necessity, such as in the
event of their being arrested as spies by the Afghan
authorities. Another party were to go to Samarakand and
Bokhara. Mr. Lutsch kindly gave me a passport for them,
and in addition I gave them a letter in French and English,
stating that they were in search of the murderer, whom they
could both identify; and I hoped that, in the event of their
applying to any Russian officer for assistance, they would
receive it.

Having started off these parties, I set out towards Aksu by
the road taken by the murderer when he left Kashgar. What
I hoped was that, if he was ahead of me, he would either go
into Mongolia, where an Afghan would be as conspicuous as
myself, or north into Siberia, where he would probably fall
into the hands of the Russians, all their outposts having
descriptions of him; or, in the event of his doubling back,
he would probably run up against my parties at Samarakand,
Bokhara, or Balkh.

As nothing had been heard of the man answering to the
description of Dad Mahomed from Bugur, I returned to
Kuchar by the main road running at the foot of the Tian
Shan mountains, whose snowy peaks could be seen rising
up above the haze that seems ever present in Thrkestan. At
Kuchar, where I halted for several days, a Turki who had
been in India used to come and sit with me in my room in
the straw. One day in conversation he told me about an
ancient city he knew of, built underground in the desert. I
thought at first that he meant one of the ordinary buried
cities of the Gobi Desert; but he insisted that it was something
quite different, and explained that it was underground by
the wish of the people that made it, not by reason of a
sandstorm. He told me, also, that he and one of his friends
had gone there and dug for buried treasure, but had found
nothing except a book, I asked to see it, and, going away, he
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returned in about an hour, bringing some sheets of birch
bark covered with writing in a Sanscritic character and held
together by two boards. I bought them from him, and it was
fortunate I did so, as they have since excited a considerable
amount of interest in the learned world; they are believed,
by those best qualified to judge, to be the most ancient Asiatic
manuscripts in existence. When I asked him to take me to
this interesting place, he demurred a good deal on the
ground that the people would kill him if he took a European
there; but at last he consented on condition that we went at
night, so as not to be seen. This I readily agreed to do, and,
starting at midnight, we marched steadily forward in a
westerly direction. When daylight broke we had left
cultivation far behind, and were on the shoulders of a range
of low gravelly hills, and away to the south, a narrow strip of
green with houses at intervals marked the course of a canal.

Keeping on, we came to the curious old erection from
under which the manuscript had been unearthed. Similar
erections are found in different parts of Chinese Turkestan,
several in the Kuchar district, and one on the north bank of
the river at Kashgar. They are solid and built of sun-dried
bricks and wooden beams, now crumbling away. In shape
they roughly resemble a gigantic cottage loaf about 50 feet
high. Judging from the weather-beaten appearance they
present, and taking into consideration the fact that the snow
and rainfall in these parts is almost nominal, it is very evident
that they must be of great antiquity. The natives attribute
them to King Afrasiab, but as a general rule everything
ancient is attributed by the Turkis to that monarch, who
flourished about 580 BC. Close by on the banks of a river
were the remains of the ancient underground city of Mingoi,
to which my guide had promised to take me. Crossing the
river on the ice, I was able to have a good view of the hill that
had been tunnelled to make the city. These hills appear to
have been much worn away by the action of the river. High
upon the face of the cliffs overlooking the water the marks
of what have been habitations are to be seen, portions of the
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tunnelled hills having been worn away in such a manner as
to show sections.

Returning across the river, I entered one of the tunnels.
It was shaped as underó

AB represents a tunnel 60 yards long by 4 broad through
a tongue-shaped hill. C and D are the entrances, the hill
being almost perpendicular at A and B. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are
cells. The walls have been plastered, and what appears to be
the remains of geometrical patterns could be made out.
According to the natives, many similar dwellings are found
in the neighbourhood.

← →
60 yards

While I had been following Dad Mahomedís tracks, I
received intimation that Amir Mahomed, brother of Dad
Mahomed, had come from India, and was following me; so I
put a man on to follow him. Thus the whole thing turned
into a sort of procession. Now that Dad Mahomed had been
caught, Amir Mahomed felt it incumbent on him to do
something to avenge his brother. My servants got terribly
frightened, as whenever they went into the bazaar they were
threatened by the murderer's compatriots. On one occasion
my Kashmiri cook returned much agitated, and said a Pathan
had told him in the town, ìYou and your master are very
proud of yourselves just now; but it is a long way back to
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India, and you are not safe there yet.î On one occasion,
happening to be awake in the night, I saw a man in the
moonlight climb over the wall into the garden I was sleeping
in. I jumped up, and seizing a carbine, tried to get a slight
on him; but he slunk back into the shade, and I could not
make him out. After I had waited for what seemed an age in
hopes that he would show himself, he suddenly made a rush,
jumped a wall, and disappeared from view.

A few days later Amir Mahomed had his throat cut, a
matter of great satisfaction to me. After that I felt no anxiety,
believing as I did that he was the only man in the country
who would probably attempt to assassinate any of my servants
or myself.

On June 13, I received information from Mr. Lutsch that
the murderer whose extradition I had been awaiting had
committed suicide, so there was nothing for me to do but to
return to India, which I did at once, reaching Simla on
August 16.

C. Sanskrit Ayurvedic Manuscripts in the British Isles

(This is a draft version of the paper which was published
as as Wujastyk, Dominik (1990). ìSanskrit Åyurvedic
Manuscripts in the British Isles.î Journal of the European
Ayurvedic Society, 1, 85ñ118.)

It has been said that ìof the whole collating project, the
hardest part to carry out with complete success is probably
the business of finding out what manuscripts there are.î26

This remark, originally intended to apply to classical Latin
and Greek works, is even more true for Sanskrit manuscripts,
which exist in such relative abundance.

There are more Sanskrit manuscripts in Britain than in
any other country outside India. A rough estimate puts the
number at about 30,000, only half of which have been
catalogued. Clearly there are great resources in that country
for the study of all aspects of Sanskrit culture, and Åyurveda
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is no exception. It may be of value, therefore, to give a survey
of the Sanskrit collections in Britain, with reference to
Åyurveda, and to give some indication of the Ayurvedic works
in the uncatalogued collections.

The five most important collections in Britain, from the
point of view of size, are those of the India Office Library
and Records in London, the Bodleian Library in Oxford,
the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine in
London, Cambridge University Library, and the British
Library in London. The catalogues of these collections,
where they exist, are listed by Janert2 as numbers 164, 166,
238, 240, 244, 157 and 159, and most of them have sections
describing Ayurvedic manuscripts. Each of these repositories
also has the following uncatalogued collections.

D. The India Office Library and Records, London

There are two collections not described in the catalogues
referred to above: the Stein Collection and the Hoernle
Collection. The former consists of those manuscripts in the
Bråhm∂ script brought back from Steinís three archaeological
expeditions to Central Asia in 1900ñ1, 1906ñ8 and 1913ñ
16. Many of these are listed and described in Steinís scientific
accounts of his expeditions, especially in the description of
the finds of the Kadalik site during the second expedition.28

These manuscripts consist largely, but not exclusively, of
Mahåyåna Buddhist items.29

The Hoernle Collection consists of the Central Asian
manuscripts sent to Hoernle, as government palaeographer,
between 1895 and about 1900. A description of them was
published by Hoernle in 1901.30 The Sanskrit manuscripts
in this collection are all fragmentary; several were edited
and published by Hoernle in 1916.31 These manuscripts are
primarily Buddhist in subject matter. A general survey of
the collections of the India Office, catalogued and
uncatalogued, was given by Sutton in 1952.32 A new guide
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to the combined collections of the India office and the
British Library is in the course of preparation.

A few Sanskrit manuscripts are to be found amongst the
items left behind in the India Office by Sir George Grierson.
These are described by Randle,33 but apparently include no
åyurvedic manuscripts.

The Bodleian Library, Oxford
In spite of the fact that Oxfordís early Sanskrit and Prakrit

collections received the expert attentions of Aufrecht, Keith
and Gambier-Parry, the largest single uncatalogued
collection in Britain is probably the Chandra Shum Shere
collection in the Bodleian Library, (although this situation
is being remedied). This collection of over six and a half
thousand manuscripts was purchased from an anonymous
Benares pandit, and donated to the British Government in
1909 by Sir Chandra Shum Shere, the then Prime Minister
of Nepal. A project has started to catalogue this large
collection, and the first volume, by David Pingree, describing
jyot¶a works, appeared in 1984.34 Full details of the
provenance and character of this collection are given in the
preface and introduction to this catalogue. There are about
one hundred and sixty Ayurvedic manuscripts in the Chandra
Shum Shere collection and a list of them is given.

The University Library, Cambridge
In 1883 Cecil Bendall published a catalogue of the 248

Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts in Cambridge University
library. However, just under one thousand manuscripts on
other subjects remain uncatalogued at the time of writing.
These are chiefly palm leaf manuscripts from Nepal,
acquired between 1873 and 1876 by Dr. Daniel Wright, who
was surgeon to the British residency in Kathmandu. Many
are very old indeed, and contain unusual and important
recensions of works. A list of the medical works from this
collection is given in appendix B below. A list of about 500
Någar∂ manuscripts acquired by Bendall in Benares, Bombay
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and Rajasthan is printed in his account of his tour in
1888/89.
The British Library, London

In 1902, nineteen years after publishing his Cambridge
catalogue, Cecil Bendall published a catalogue of the Sanskrit
manuscripts in the British Library, describing the manuscripts
acquired up to 1898, but omitting Jaina materials. No further
catalogues have been published since.35 However, in 1971
Mr. Jeremiah Losty, Assistant Keeper in the Department of
Oriental Manuscripts and Printed Books in the British
Library, produced a typescript list of the uncatalogued
manuscripts in the collection.36 There are fifty-five
manuscripts on medicine in this list, all but two coming from
the Neville collection of manuscripts from Ceylon. The
Neville collection, which was acquired by the British Museum
in 1904, consists mostly of Sinhalese and Påli works, but also
contains 138 Sanskrit and Sinhalese works (sanna: Sinhalese
translations of Sanskrit works). The two manuscripts not
from the Neville collection are Or.8150 and Or.8152 which
are both from Western India. A title-list of these medical
works, taken directly from Mr. Lostyís list, is given below in
appendix C.37 The present author is not a specialist in
Sinhalese, and it is to be hoped that this list will be corrected
and supplemented by a more knowledgeable scholar.

It is to be noted that some years ago the India Office
Library became administratively part of the British Library.
The British Libraryís Department of Oriental Manuscripts
and Printed Books has recently moved into the India Office
building, Orbit House. This provides convenient access to
both collections at a single site. In the future, the two
collections may move to the new British Library site in Euston
Road, London. The Wellcome Institute is also in Euston
Road, and the combined Sanskrit manuscript collections of
these Institutions will be unparalleled outside India.

The Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London
The Wellcome collection of Sanskrit and Prakrit
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Manuscripts received special mention in the Government
of Indiaís Report of the Sanskrit Commission 1956ñ195713 as an
important collection for the study of Åyurveda. The
collection was largely made between 1911 and 1921 by Dr.
Paira Mall who was employed by Sir Henry Wellcome. Sir
Henry was a self-made millionaire and founder of an
international pharmaceutical company.39 He hired Mall in
1911 to collect Sanskrit and other manuscripts of relevance
to the history of medicine in South Asia. Further acquisitions
continued to be made, on a smaller scale, for another twenty
years. During Sir Henryís lifetime the collection was effectively
private, but today the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine is an international centre for the history of medicine,
and actively seeks to promote the use of its oriental collections
for historical research. A booklet by the present author
describes the Instituteís South Asian collections in a general
way and those interested are referred to this for more details.4
The Sanskrit and Prakrit collections are only partly catalogued.
They comprise approximately 6000 or more manuscripts,
about three quarters of which have been listed. The collection
covers all branches of Sanskrit literature. A hand list of the
collection has commenced publication, and Volume One
describes 1003 manuscripts, of which 249 are medical works.41

There are also works in the related fields of the astral sciences,
tantra, yoga, etc.

Other Libraries
A small number of uncatalogued Sanskrit manuscripts is

to be found scattered in various libraries around Great
Britain and Ireland. The largest groups are in the School of
Oriental and African Studies, London (97 Sanskrit, 158 Pali,
1 Prakrit),42 the John Rylands University of Manchester
Library (29 Sanskrit, 83 Pali),43 Edinburgh University Library
(31 Sanskrit, 11 Pali) and Queenís University of Belfast (59
Sanskrit). These and other smaller collections remain to be
examined. More details are given in J.D. Pearsonís surveys.44

To be added to Pearsonís observations is the collection of
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seven Indic manuscripts (subject matter unknown) in the
Horniman Museum and Library, London, and some Sanskrit
manuscripts seen by Prof. V. Raghavan at Darlington,
Aberystwyth, and elsewhere during his tour of 1954.45 There
are certainly many more in private hands.

Introduction to the Lists of Manuscripts
The three lists of manuscripts attached, together with the

published handlist of the Wellcome collection, cover the
most important and largest collections of previously
uncatalogued medical manuscripts in the British Isles. It will
readily be seen that the amount of detail which could possibly
be given, varies considerably.

Fairly extensive extracts are given from the Cambridge
manuscripts, since no fuller cataloguing of this collection is
envisaged in the forseeable future.

Less detail is given in the Wellcome handlist because of
the sheer bulk of the collection as a whole, and the
necessarily rapid pace which must be maintained in order
to make any significant impression upon it. The collection
may seem strong in modern copies from Nepal and
Thanjavur, and in alchemy: this is just a reflection of the
interests of the present author, and this emphasis will no
doubt be modified when the whole collection has been
listed. Following this, descriptive catalogues are planned.
The Oxford manuscripts will be the subject of a future
volume of the descriptive catalogue of the Chandra Shum
Shere collection, and are therefore only noticed briefly here.
Finally, the British Library manuscripts are simply listed by
title, following the list of Mr. Losty. A descriptive catalogue
of the British Library collection is a most important
desideratum.

The conventions used are standard. Passages which were
barely legible are italicized. I have strictly transcribed what
the manuscripts say in all cases, including the many errors.
Bibliographical references are mainly to Aufrechtís Catalogus
Catalogorum (CC), Raghavanís New Catalogus Catalogorum
(NCC) and to the History of Indian Literature series edited by
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Gonda (initials of the volume in question). Titles are in
Roman alphabetical order.

Future Investigations
These British manuscripts suggest several lines of research.

The Cambridge VaΔgasena which calls itself the
VaidyavallabhasaΔgraha, opens an important line of enquiry,
for which a sound knowledge of the Nepalese script is
required. The Cambridge manuscript of Gayadåsaís
commentary on Su‹ruta covers the unpublished portion of
the commentary on the ‹ar∂rasthåna. The væddha Yoga‹ataka
text in the two Oxford manuscripts must be examined and
compared with the better known shorter recension, and with
the Yoga‹ataka by Amitaprabhå in the same collection. The
Sannipåtacandrikå (or -kalikå, or -årƒava) and its relationship
to the A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå and the place of the author
Måƒikya in all this, require clarification, and the manuscripts
in Oxford and the Wellcome collection will facilitate this.
Other little known works include the SårasaΔgraha by Gaƒe‹a
Bhi¶ak (Oxford), the Vaidyavilåsa by Gopå1adåsa (Oxford),
the Vaidyahitopade‹a by ›r∂kaƒ¢ha‹a√bhu (Oxford and
Wellcome), and the Siddhåntad∂pa by Paramånanda Mi‹ra.
The Wellcome manuscript of this last work is fragmentary,
but the missing parts have been traced to the library of
Bombay University. This sort of joining is rare in codicologica1
studies, and very satisfying when it does happen. The scribe
and author Råmacandra ›arman, whose name occurs
prominently amongst the Wellcome manuscripts, seems to
have been an assistant to Dr. Paira Mall. His large compilation
the Cikitsåprabandhasamuccaya is probably not very original
in content, but nevertheless needs to be placed in its context
as a twentieth century medical nibandha, together with the
rest of his work as a scholar of Åyurveda. Dr. Mall himself is
an interesting figure, and deserves attention as the collector
of a major Sanskrit library.46 Some may be surprised to find
copies of both the Bheasa√hitå and Raviguptaís Siddhasåra-
sa√hitå (the ìParis Siddhasåraî) in the Wellcome collection.
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These are both twentieth century copies of the originals in
Thanjavur and Madras respectively. There is a new
commentary on the Vaidyaj∂vana by Bhag∂ratha in the
Wellcome collection, and a new commentary on the Rugvini‹-
caya by J¤ånameru, previously only known as a Gujaråt∂
author, in Oxford. Other works will no doubt strike the
reader as he or she peruses these lists.

Manuscript studies are often difficult, always time-
consuming, and usually unfashionable. Added to this is the
serious problem that the production of a critical edition of a
text, or a descriptive catalogue of a manuscript collection,
does not (at least in England) qualify as a suitable project
for a doctoral dissertation. With these barriers in place,
progress in this field is always going to be slow. Yet it is at
least arguable that the entire edifice of Indologica1 studies
is founded upon the manuscript record. It still seems
worthwhile, then, to draw attention to the valuable medical
manuscript collections in Britain, and maybe students of
Åyurveda will be encouraged to take up the fascinating
challenge which these manuscripts present to the historian
of science.47

Ayurvedic manuscripts in the Chandra Shum Shere
collection, Oxford

Abhrakavidhi
leaves 1ñ2: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal initials: abhra.

kri. and abhra. vi.ñBibliography: not in NCC.ñComplete. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.

Begins: [...] atha a[bhra]ka‹odhanamåraƒavidhi
p∂nåka√durdura√ någa√ vajram abhra√ caturvidha√ 4
dhmata√ vahnau dala√ cåpap∂nåka√ vi‹varμupaka√. Ends:
abhraka√ [vi]vidha√ prokta√ yathå yoga√ såvidha√
val∂palitah∂no ípi j∂vet sa√vatsarå√ ‹ata√ iti sahasrapu¢a√
abhraka [] vidhi¨ [. . . ]

Shelved at d.723 (2). Library foliation: 6,7.
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Aj∂rƒama¤jar∂/ Kå‹∂råja
leaves 1ñ3: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCovers verses 1ñ21.5 only.

ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at d.742(6). Library foliation:
126ñ28.

Aj∂rƒama¤jar∂/ Kå‹∂åjañAD 1618
leaves 1, 3ñ5: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying: samvat

1675 å¶åŒe måse ‹ukle pak¶e dvit∂yåyå√ tithau ravivåsare
samåpta√ ‹ubham astu.ñBibliography: NCC 1.87b-88a.ñ42
verses, with lacuna. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at d.742(6). Library foliation: 130ñ133.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a
leaves 1ñ14, [15]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC

1.89b. ñComplete in 236 verses.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730(1). Library foliation: 3ñ17.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a
leaves 1ñ24: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC 1.89b.

ñComplete.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.734(6). Library foliation: 136ñ59.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a.ñAD 1752
leaves 1ñ12: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCopied by Dviveda,

Jayåhireƒa (?)ñDate of copying: Saturday 14 ‹uklapa¶a of
adhika Bhådrapada, sa√. 1809.ñBibliography: NCC 1.89b.
ñComplete in 235 verses.ñLeaf lr has 4 + 6 medical/
alchemical verses.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Leaf 1r has: atha ku¶¢harogådau/[. . . ]
sama√¢a√kaƒadhånyåbra√ [. . .] gaganagarbhμo rasa¨
Leaf 1v begins : [. . . ] avodhatimira [. . . ]
Shelved at d.713(6). Library foliation: 73ñ84.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a.ñAD 1813
leaves 1ñ19, 21: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying: 13

kæ¶ƒapa¶a of Bhådrapada, ‹åka 1735, called subhånu.ñ
Bibliography: NCC 1.89b.ñNo lacuna; complete in 233 verses.
ñDevanågar∂ script.
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Shelved at d.723(12). Library foliation: 177ñ196.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a.ñAD 1822
leaves 1ñ14: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly property of

Baladeva Dave.ñCopied by Vi¶ƒudåsaj∂.ñDate of copying:
Friday 13 kæ¶ƒapk¶a of prathama Å‹vina, sa√vat 1879. ñ
Copied in Vændåvana.ñBibliography: NCC 1.89b.ñRed and
black ink. ñComplete in 224 + 4 verses. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.717(5). Library foliation: 128ñ41.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a
[With] A¤jana‹alåkå
leaves 1ñ4: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCommentary title from

verse 2.ñBibliography: text: NCC 1.89b; no reference to
commentary.ñGives prat∂kas of mμula only. Incomplete.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf Iv: [. . .] namo ‹vin∂kumåråbhyå√ yatprasådåd
ida√ jagat/niruja√ lak¶yate lokair mahåmohåndhadæ¶¢i-
bhi¨./1/åj¤ånadhvåntaparyyastasμuk¶mårthasya prakå‹ikå√/
a√janasya ‹alåkåkhyå√ vyåkhyå√ kurve yathåmati/2/
avodheti/agnive‹o muni¨ åkhyayå a√jana√ sμuk¶ma√
gra√tha√ karoti [. . .]
Shelved at d.733(5). Library foliation: 194ñ97.

A¤jananidåna/Agnive‹a.ñAD 1819
[With] Hind∂ commentary
leaves 1ñ26, [27], 28, [30]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit and Hind∂.

ñCopied by La¶maƒa, of the Gautama gauŒa j¤åti.ñDate of
copying: Tuesday 10 of a month in sa√ 1876 [1873?]. Copied
in Kå‹∂.ñComplete in 233 verses.ñDevanågan∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] avdhod hatimirachanna[sic ...]
kupyati vegavad hair anila¨ 3 ¢∂kå ku¢uvastake sevanese
tiktavastuke sevanese kasail∂vastuke sevanese vadar∂ke
bharåso co¢ /
Shelved at d.734(5). Library foliation: 105ñ134.

Årogyacintåmaƒi/ Dåmodara.ñAD 1482
leaves 2ñ65, [66]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying:
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Friday 13 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Mårga‹∂r¶a, sam 1539.ñBibliography:
NCC 2.165b.ñThe colophon says the work was copied during
the reign of a king Teja¨påla.ñNepalese style Någar∂ script.
Shelved at d.711. Library foliation: 3ñ67.

A¶¢åΔgahædayasa√hitå/Vågbha¢a
218 leaves: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying: XVI

cent?ñBibliography: NCC 1.461a ft.ñCovers up to the end
of the Kalpasthåna. Devanågar∂ script.ñSome pæ¶¢hamåtra
vowels.
Shelved at d.739. Library foliation: 3ñ220.

A¶¢åΔgahædayasa√hitå/Vågbha¢a
231 leaves: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñLeaves from several

different manuscripts, in several hands.ñLeaf 143v calls the
author væddha Vågbha¢a.ñBibliography: NCC 1.461a ff.ñJaina
Någar∂ script.
Shelved at d.740. Library foliation: 3ñ233.
A¶¢åΔgahædayasa√hitå/Vågbha¢a

leaves 4ñ8: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBound with the
Bhåvaprakå‹a (q.v.).ñCovers the end of the first adhyåya of
the sμutrasthåna, and the start of the second adhyåya.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.303(3). Library foliation: 155ñ159.

A¶¢åΔgahædayasa√hitå/Vågbha¢a.ñAD 1841
leaves 4ñ59, 59a[ = 60], 61ñ97, [98], 99ñ152: paper. ñIn

Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: ‹aka 1763, sa√ 1898. ñ
Bibliography: NCC 1.461a ff. ñCovers complete sμutrasthåna.
Copied by several scribes. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.741. Library foliation: 3ñ151.

Au¶adhikalpa
leaves 1ñ25: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFrom an ågama

(ågamokta).ñBibliography: NCC 2.105b.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] athågamoktå au¶adh∂kalpa¨ atha

lak¶manålpakækæpak¶e caturda‹yå√ guguru pu¶petha
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lak¶maíƒyå√ sama√¶a√tu samuccårya sopacåra√
samuddharet/o√ sarvårthasådhanalak¶maƒå√ ‹våhå ‹ubha√
tanmμulam ådåya kæ¶ƒonmataphale sthita√ tridina√ caiva
sμutreƒa ma√trcμurƒena va‹yakæt 2

Leaf 25v ends: dhåtr∂rasena sa√yukta√ aj∂rƒa√ harate
dhruva√ guŒena sahita√ ga√dha√ prameha√ ca
vinå‹ana√ rasena ga√dhaka√pota√ sarvavyådhivinå‹ana√
23 [text breaks off].
Shelved at d. 734(3). Library foliation: 58ñ82.

Åyurvedalak¶aƒådhyåya
leaves 1ñ5, [6]: Blue machine made paper. ñIn Sanskrit.

ñTitle from likhyate phrase. Marginal initials: la[k¶aƒa].
a[dhyåya]. ñBibliography: not in NCC. ñPortrait layout.
Watermarked: John Miller Extra Super Glasgow 1869. Red
interlinear and marginal glosses. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1r: [...] athåyurvedå√targatalak¶aƒådhyåya-
pråra√bha¨/tatrådau cikitsålak¶aƒa√/yå kriyå vyådhiharaƒ∂
så cikitså nigadyate/ do¶adhåtumalånå√ yå såmyakæt saiva
rogahæt/1/

Ends, leaf 8r: anyåni cettha√ bhμutåni svapnajågaritåni ca/
pa‹yan maraƒasa√trasto nidrå√ lebhe na ci√tayå /49/.
Shelved at c.304. Library foliation: 3ñ8.

Åyurvedamahodadhi/ Su¶eƒa
48 leaves: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC 2.153añ

153b. ñPortrait layout.ñLeaves [20], 21, [22], 23, [24, 25,
27], 28ñ32, [33], 34ñ41, [43], 44ñ48, 51ñ55, 57, [58, 66ñ
68],69, 70, 4 leaves, 56, 55, 3 leaves.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Followed by: 4 leaves (library fols. 42ñ45) of mixed Sanskrit
and Hind∂; 2 leaves (library fols. 46, 47) of miscellaneous
verses; 2 leaves (library fols. 49, 50) on magic.
Shelved at d.721. Library foliation: 3ñ52.

Åyurvedaprakå‹a/Mådhava Upådhyåya
leaves 1ñ15: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCalled Påkåval∂: by

Ashutosha.ñFormerly property of ›aΔkaradatta.ñDate of
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copying: Friday 6 of Jye¶¢ha, of a year ending in 70 (i.e.
probably AD 1713 or 1813).ñLeft of all leaves torn.ñThe
ending on leaf 15r is the same as css d. 713 (9), leaf 29r; cf.
css e.140(2); title and author assigned from this likeness. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.716(5). Library foliation: 134ñ148.

Åyurvedaprakå‹a/Mådhava Upådhyåya. ñAD 1813
leaves 1ñ26, 30ñ41, [42]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCalled the

Påkåval∂: in opening phrase.ñThe author was of the
Sårasvatakula.ñDate of copying: 5 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Kårttika, sa√
1870. ñCovers the påkådhyåya only. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.140(2). Library foliation: 22ñ61.

Åyurvedaprakå‹a/Mådhava Upådhyåya.ñAD 1857
leaves 1ñ26, 29: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from

colophon.ñCalled the Påkåval∂ in the opening phrase.ñ
Formerly property of Vi‹vanåtha Dvivedin.ñCopied by
Vi‹vanåtha Dvivedin.ñDate of copying: Monday 11 ‹uklapk¶a
of Mågha, sa√ 1914.ñCovers the påkådhikåra only. Leaf 29
is by a different hand.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.713(9). Library foliation: 106ñ132.

ÅyurvedasaΔgraha/Dåmodarabha¢¢a Cittapåvana
leaves 1ñ4, 6, 7: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñThe author was the

son of Jånak∂ and Raghunåtha.ñBibliography: not listed at
NCC 2.153b; On this authorís jyoti¶a work see NCC 9.22b,
and CESS A3.101a. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] sarasvat∂ si√dhusutå pradåya namo stu
te vighnavinåyakåya/ nairmalyavij¤ånadabhåskaråya
manorathåstvatsmaraƒena pμurƒå¨/1/

j¤ånaprad∂poktagadånniha√tu√ krame√a vak¶ye
bhisajå√ hitårtha√/munipraƒ∂tånvahu‹onubhμutå cikitsaista-
dviciti√ karomi/2/tatrådau jvara¨). /
Ends, leaf 7v: iti ‹r∂ jånak∂ raghunåthåtmaja cittapåvana dåm
odara bha¢¢a kætåyurveda sa√grahe j∂rƒa jvarådhi[kåra]‹
caturtha¨/.
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Shelved at d.733(3). Library foliation: 169ñ74.

Bålacikitså
leaves 1ñ4: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from the likhyate

phrase.ñCalled Bålånå√ pa¢ala in the colophon.ñFrom the
Kriyåkålaguƒottara, according to the colophon.ñCopied by
Manasåråma.ñDate of copying: the interpretation of the
bhμutasaΔkhyå is not clear.ñCopied in Laharapura.ñ
Bibliography: on the Kriyåkålaguƒottara, NCC 5.131bñ132a.ñ
Complete.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf Iv: [. . .] atha vålacikitså/pμutanå‹akun∂ nåmn∂
gæhƒ∂te måsajåtaka√/tarå gæh∂tamåtras tu kåkaråva√
pramu√cati /
Ends, leaf 4v: anenaiva vidhånena tato mu√cati så grah∂/
16/ iti ‹r∂kriyåkålaguƒottare vålånå√ pa¢ala√ samåpta√/
mun∂ndråvja dhætyåyute [= 7ñ14ñ1ñ18] vde nabhasye site
rkke mægendre caturthyå√ man∂¶∂/lilekårkkajåte savåte hædi
dhyåya tajjånak∂ jån∂ pådåravindam/manasåråmo laharapure
vålacikitsåm iti ‹e¶a¨/.
Shelved at d.713(7). Library foliation: 86ñ89.

Bålarogådhikåra.ñAD 1841
leaves 1ñ13: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from the likhyate

phrase.ñDate of copying: sa√ 1898.ñComplete.ñDevanågar∂
script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] atha vålarogådhikåra¨ vålagrahå
anåcåråt p∂Œaya√ti ‹i‹u√ yata¨ tasmåt tad upasargebhyo
rak¶ed våla√ prayatnata¨ 1

Ends, leaf 13v: matsaråjasya pitena marica bhåvayed
vudha¨ ravivåre raudra‹a¨ ‹u¶kam a√janåt sarbabhμutajit iti
vålaroga¨ sabat 1898.
She lved at d.713(10). Library foliation: 134ñ46.

Bhåvaprakå‹a/Bhåvami‹ra
243 leaves: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: Meulenbeld

1974. 417.ñLeaves 1ñ3, 14ñ145, 145a, 145bñ163, 163añ178,
178a, 179, 185ñ233, 233añ252.ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
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Shelved at d.715. Library foliation: 3ñ245.

Bhåvaprakå‹a/Bhåvami‹ra
v.1: 3ñ249, v.2: 3ñ172, v.3: 3ñ214, v.4: 3ñ164: paper.ñIn

Sanskrit.ñBibliography: Meulenbeld 1974.417.ñBound in 4
volumes.ñv.1, libr.fol.2, has a detailed analysis of contents by
Gambier-Parry, dated Feb. 1918 and Sept. 1921, comparing
the MS with the Calcutta 1875 edition.ñWith parts of the
K¶emakutμuhala, a sμutrasthåna (qq.vv.), and a nyåya work.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.300(ñ303). Library foliation: 4 vols.

Bhojanahitåhitavicåra
leaves 1ñ9: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñComplete.ñDevanågar∂

script. Leaf 1r has: vaidya[tear]bhojane hitåhi[tear]
Begins, leaf 1 v: [. . .] atha hitavargam åha/‹ålidhånya√
vr∂hdhånya√ ‹μukadhånya√ tæt∂yaka√/
Ends, leaf 9v: råjåvahnigurus triya¨/iti [. . . ].
Shelved at d.713(3). Library foliation: 25ñ33.

Cikitsåkalikå/T∂sa¢a
leaves 1ñ23: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly property of

Gadådhara Jo‹∂.ñCopied by Gadådhara Jo‹∂, son of
Vaikuƒ¢ha.ñCopied in Narmadåta¢a.ñBibliography: ct. NCC
7.25bñ26b.ñComplete.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.716(2). Library foliation: 51ñ73.

CikitsåsaΔgraha/ Vidyåpati
leaves 1ñ17: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñAuthor is called Vidyåpati

Upådhyåya in colophon.ñBibliography: NCC 7.27a.ñ
Complete.ñThe colophon is followed by 5 lines on
medicine.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.726(4). Library foliation: 176ñ92.

CikitsåsaΔgraha/VaΔgasena
leaves 12ñ21, 26ñ47, ka, kha, Δa, ca, cha, ta, tha, da, dha,

[7], 8, 12, 42, 125, 139, 149, 153, 156, 183, 196, 206, 298,
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302, 321, 322, 326ñ330, 406, 407, 414, 422ñ424, 426ñ428,
430ñ436, 443, 447, 455, 456: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal
initials (leaves 12ñ47): va√ga.ñDate of copying: possibly partly
16th century.ñBibliography: NCC 7.31bñ32a.ñLeaves 12ñ21,
26ñ47, and [7]ñ456 in different hands.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.738. Library foliation: 3ñ83.

CikitsåsårasaΔgraha/Cakrapåƒidatta
leaves 2ñ35, 46ñ49, 40ñ211, 192ñ276, 278ñ289, 280ñ283:

paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from note on leaf 283.ñ
Bibliography: NCC 6.284a.ñFf. 249ñ50 in red ink. Gambier-
Parry note: ëFrom ‹loka 9 (end).íñBengali script.
Shelved at d.743. Library foliation: 3ñ313.

CikitsåsårasaΔgraha/Cakrapåƒidatta.ñAD 1648
leaves 1ñ53, 55ñ151: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly

property of Bålamukunda.ñCopied by Ghana‹yåma
Tripå¢hin.ñDate of copying: Wednesday 12 ‹uklapak¶a of
Phålguna, sa√. 1705.ñBibliography: NCC 6.284a.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.306. Library foliation: 3ñ152.

CikitsåsårasaΔgraha/VaΔgasena
leaves 1ñ67: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñComplete text of

extracts.ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at c.312. Library
foliation: 3ñ69.

CikitsåsårasaΔgraha/VaΔgasena
leaves 1ñ31, 1, 22, 34, 35, [36]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñ

Bibliography: NCC 7.31bñ32a. Leaves 1ñ31 cover verses 1ñ
441.ñLeaf [36] consists of 23 lines on making
va√ge‹vararasa¨.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at g.12. Library foliation: 3ñ38.

Dhanvantarinighaƒ¢u/Dhanvantari
leaves 1ñ37, 1ñ3: machine made paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñ

Bibliography: NCC 9.228bñ229b. ñWatermark: P.O.D. & Co.
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1867. Last three leaves in a different hand.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c. 305 (3). Library foliation: 69ñ108.

Dravyaguƒa/Mådhava Kavi
leaves 3ñ33, 36, [37], 38ñ42, 44: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñ

Bibliography: NCC 9.179bñ180a; commentary not in NCC.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.

Shelved at d.723(11). Library foliation: 137ñ175.

Dravyaguƒaratnamålikå/Madhu
leaves [1, 2], 3ñ7, [8ñ10], 11ñ55, [56, 57]: paper.ñIn

Sanskrit.ñBibliography: cf. NCC 9.179b.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.135. Library foliation: 3ñ59.

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹loki/Trimalla Bha¢¢a
leaves [i], 1, 3, 4ñ8, 13: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography:

NCC 9.179bñ180a.ñLeaves in different hands.ñDevanågar∂
script.
Shelved at d.723(6). Library foliation: 61ñ69.

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ16, [17]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC

9.179bñ180a.ñComplete in 101 verses.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.733(4). Library foliation: 176ñ192.

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a.
leaves 2, 4ñ18: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly property of

Mådhavabha¢¢a, son of Råmaj∂bha¢¢a.ñCopied by Mådhavab-
ha¢¢a, son of Råmaj∂bhatta.ñDate of copying: Sunday 10
‹uklapak¶a of Vai‹åkha, sa√ 1715.ñBibliography: NCC
9.179bñ180a. Bound with leaf 1 of the Vaidyahitopade‹a of
›r∂kaƒ¢ha‹ambhu (q.v.).ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.735(5). Library foliation: 104ñ119.

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a.ñAD 1778
[With] Dravyad∂pikå/Kæ¶ƒadatta

leaves 1ñ50: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying: 8
kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Bhådrapada, sa√ 1835.ñBibliography: NCC
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9.180b.ñComplete in 101 verses.ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved
at d. 734(8). Library foliation: 172ñ221.

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a.ñAD 1863
leaves 3ñ13 paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly property of

MålavaraghunåthapaƒŒita. Date of copying: 4 ‹uklapak¶a of
Kårttika, sa√ 1920.ñBibliography: NCC 9.179bñ180a.ñ
Complete in 103 verses.ñDevanågår∂ script.
Shelved at c. 308 (1). Library foliation: 3ñ13.

Dravyåval∂nighaƒ¢u
leaves 2ñ18, 19, 19añ19d, 20ñ40: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñ

Marginal initials: dha. ni.ñBibliography: cf. NCC 9.185a.ñ
Leaves 19añ19d (covering verses 1ñ48) on different paper
in a different hand.ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.ñSome
pæ¶¢hamåtra vowels. Leaf 2r starts: na vetti pa‹yann api
bhe¶ajåni/kriyå kramo bhe¶ajamμulam eva tad bhe¶aja√ våpi
nigha√¢amμula√/13
Ends, leaf 40v: ‹uvarƒådir iya√ varga¨ sa¶¢a ukto
yathåkrama√/
dhåtudravyadravadravyamå‹rata¨/yogåmegaraku¶¢oda-
rårttidma¨ ‹okadoppanipμudana¨/‹atatraya√ ca dravyåƒå√/
trisaptadhikottarå√ hitåya vaidyaputåƒå√ dravyåvallyå√
prakå‹ita√ dhåtudravyadrava [. . . as before] samå‹raya¨/iti
dravyåval∂ samåptå/[remainder obscured by tipping].
Shelved at d.717(3). Library foliation: 67ñ108.

Govindaprakå‹a/Govindami‹ra
leaves [1], 2ñ7, [8], 9ñ45, 64ñ78, 83ñ130, 171, 172, 186ñ

203, 206, 208ñ21, 223, 225, 227ñ49, 251ñ53, 255, 261, 263,
265ñ74, 276ñ84, 286ñ99, 301ñ19, 321ñ57, 359, 360, 362ñ
66, 368ñ409, 411, 413ñ25, 433, 435ñ39: paper.ñIn Sanskrit
and Hind∂.ñBibliography: NCC 6. 200b; d. 10.29a.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.312. Library foliation: 4ñ340.
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Guƒanighaƒ¢uñ AD 1814
leaves 78ñ105: paper. ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal initials: gu.

ni.ñDate of copying: 12 ‹uklapak¶a of Kårttika, sa√ 1871.ñ
Copied in Kå‹∂ (?).ñBibliography: not in NCC. Devanågar∂
script.

Leaf 78r starts: ti√dukadvayamåma√tuka¶åya√
gråh∂våtajit/s μupakva√ gurupåke tu madhurå√
kaphavåtajit/ve√haka∂√ nåma/hi√gaƒbe¢a/
Ends, leaf 104vñ105r: vargo yami‹rako nåma saptama¨
parik∂rtita¨/iti damukta√ akhila√ nigha√¢a√ j¤ånam
uttama√/bh∂¶ajåj¤ånavædhyartha¨. dhanva√tarivinirmita√/
iti dhanva√tar∂yo nigha√¢a¨ samåpta¨/iti ‹r∂ guna[sic]-
nigha√¢agra√thasa√pμurƒam astu ‹r∂kå‹∂vi‹ve‹varåpaƒam
astu s√vat 1871 pårth∂vanåma sa√vatsare kårttikamåse
‹uklapak¶e ‹uddha 12
Leaf 105v has: it∂ ‹r∂guƒanigha√¢a gra√tha sampμurƒam
astu/vaidya prakarƒa√ /
Shelved at d.730(5). Library foliation: 57ñ84.

Guƒaratnamålå/Maƒiråma Mi‹ra.ñAD 1831
leaves 1ñ7, 9ñ21 (no lacuna): paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñ

Formerly property of Jagannåtha.ñCopied by Månikaråma
Gujaråt∂.ñDate of copying: 11 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of ›råvaƒa, sa√
1888.ñCopied in Brahmåghå¢a.ñBibliography: not in NCC;
cf. 6.52a.ñApograph of A MS of sa√ 1839(7).ñComplete in
128 verses + 4 maΔgala verses.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Leaf 1r has: jagannåthasyeda√ pustaka√
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] garjadga√bh∂ran∂rapradanikaramahå-

ca√Œavåtamaka√ patsa√påsa√påtapracurataramahåsåra-
dhåråprayåtai¨ [. . .] kriyate guƒaratnamålå 2

Leaf 21rñ21v has: iti ‹r∂maƒiråmami‹raviracitåyå√
guƒaratnamålåyå[m] au¶adh∂nåma phala√ samåptam/
subha√ ma√gala√ [. . . ] ‹r∂sa√vvatå 1839 durggåca‹ivane-
trava√‹a‹∂ må[leaf 21v]ghamåsi s∂tapa‹∂ trayoda‹∂
lak¶yalak¶maƒapure ‹an∂car∂ på¢hikå ca svam eva lekhak∂/
132 dhå‹r∂kæ¶ƒj∂ sahå vra i/sa√vat 1888 ‹åvanavad∂ ekådas∂
11 vårasuniƒe likhita√ månikaråmagujaråti alajosimakå√ na
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brahmåghå¢apara daravåjaipara ¢h∂kånå c∂√tåmanaganesaj∂
ke våhå/yan maithunådi gæhamedhisukha√ hitucha√
ka√Œμuyanena karayor iva du¨khadu¨kha√.
Shelved at d.735(2). Library foliation: 17ñ36.

Hår∂tasa√hita/Hår∂ta
leaves 1, 3ñ39, 42ñ44, 46ñ49, [50], 51ñ53, 1 leaf, leaf 68:

paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from note on leaf 1r.ñDevanågar∂
script.
Shelved at d.716(4). Library foliation: 82ñ132.

Hædayad∂pikå/Vopadeva.ñAD 1647
leaves 1ñ10: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCopied by Jån∂jayaråma.ñ

Date of copying: Monday 4 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Jye¶¢a, sa√ 1704.ñ
Complete.ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.723(10). Library foliation: 126ñ35.

Hædayad∂pikå/Vopadeva.ñAD 1711
[With] Paripμurtti/Någanåtha
leaves 3ñ14: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying: 1st day

of ›råvaƒa, sa√ 1768.ñBibliography: on Någanåtha cf. NCC
104b.ñComplete. The date ‹aka 1597/AD 1675 may be the
date of composition of Någanåthaís supplement.ñThe
Hædayad∂pakanighaƒ¢uparipμurtti by Någanåtha (ff.11rñ12),
is a supplement to Vopadevaís work.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.311. Library foliation: 3ñ14.

JvarådhikårasaΔgraha
leaves 1ñ10, 14, [15]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñExtracted from

a larger work.ñBibliography: not in NCC.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf Iv: [. . .] atha madhyama¨ khaƒŒa¨/tatra
jvarådhikåram åha/yata¨ samasta rogåƒå√ jvaro råjeti
vi‹ruta¨)/ ato jvarådhikåro tra prathama√ likhyate mayå/
tatra jvarasya prathamåm utpattim åha dak¶åpamåna-
sa√kæddha
Ends, leaf [15]r: ta√ vi¶amodair gharåtriko ga√bh∂ra‹ ca
ha√t∂ty artha¨/iti jvarådhikåra¨/[followed by an alchemical
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recipe].
Shelved at d.713(4). Library foliation: 35ñ46.

Jvarapaddhati/Balabhadra.ñAD 1841
leaves 1, 21ñ27, 33, 34, 29: paper. ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal

initials: jva. pa. throughout. ñCopied by Durgåprasåda.ñDate
of copying: Friday 1 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Å‹vina, sa√ 1898.ñ
Bibliography: not in NCC.ñLeaves 33, 34 may be from
another MS.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf Iv: [...] natvå ‹iva√ tribhuvanårttihara√ [. . .]
/1/ vilokya su‹ruta√ væ√da√ hår∂ta√ vågbha¢ådikån/mayå
lokahitårthåya li¶yate jvarapaddhati¨/2/Leaf 21r starts:
picuma√dadala√ sayava√ saghæta√ abhayamilita√ ca
vidhμupanato vi¶amajvara‹å√tiíkara√í vithita√ 21 ity aparåjito
dhμupa¨

Leaf 27r has a table of numbers and the alphabet; Ends, leaf
29v: soc∂karotpaddhatim 59 iti ‹t∂ nåråyaƒåtmaja valabhadra
viracitå jvarapaddhati¨ samåptå ‹ubha√ vo bhμuyåt samvat 1898
tatrå‹vine måsi kæ¶ƒamalapak¶e tithau pratipadåyå√
bhæguvåsare likhita√ ada¨ pustaka√ durgåpra‹ådena
svapa¢hanårtha [.. .] asmin gæ√the ‹lokasa√khyå 551.
Shelved at d.735(7). Library foliation: 160ñ170.

Jvaratimirabhåskara/CåuƒŒa Kåyastha
leaves 31, 35, 38ñ43, 43añ49, 52ñ54, 56ñ64, 66ñ78, 7[9]:

paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal initials: jva. bhå.ñLeaves 31ñ
49, 56ñ61, by a different scribe, have marg. inits.: jva. ti. ra.,
and may be another work.ñBibliography: NCC 7.378a.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.742(1). Library foliation: 3ñ43.

Jyoti¶matikalpa.ñAD 1800
leaves 1, 2: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñMay also be called

Siddhirasåyanakalpa.ñFrom the Yåmalatantra.ñCopied by
V∂re‹vara Mahåjani.ñDate of copying: the kæ¶ƒapak¶a of
Mågha, sa√ 1857, ‹aka 1722.ñBibliography: NCC 7.371b. ñ
Complete. Gives instructions on preparing and taking a
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rasåyana based on Jyoti¶mat∂ vall∂ ñDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1r: [...] devånå√ vacana√ ‹rutvå sarvaj¤o

bhagavån hara¨/
Ends, leaf 2v: iti ‹r∂yåmalata√tre ∂‹vara‹ekta¨ siddhirasåyana-
kalpa¨/sa√ 1857 ‹ake 1722 mågha kæ¶ƒa/‹urau likhitam
ida√. pustaka√ mahåjanyupåkhyav∂re‹vareƒa [. . . ].
Shelved at d. 723(1). Library foliation: 3ñ4.

Kålaj¤åna/›ambhu
leaves 4ñ16, 19, 20: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñAuthorís name

supplied by cataloguerñBibliography: cf. NCC 4.19bñ20b.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730(3). Library foliation: 29ñ43.

Kålaj¤åna/›ambhu
leaves [2ñ4]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: cf. NCC

4.19bñ20b.ñCovers verses 20ñ118, 1ñ7 + a list of homas.ñ
Jaina style Devanågar∂script.ñSome pæ¶¢hamåtrå vowels.
Shelved at d. 730(9). Library foliation: 154ñ56.

Kålaj¤åna/›ambhu
leaves 1ñ9: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC 1.89b;

cf. 4.19bñ20b.ñComplete in 101 verses.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.734(7). Library foliation: 162ñ70.

Kålaj¤åna/›ambhu
105 leaves: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñAn old manuscript.ñScribal

foliation is so faulty as to be useless. Quotes many sources,
including Rasaratnåkara (libr. fol. 104r et passim),
Yogaratnåval∂ (99r), etc.ñThe Kålaj¤åna is followed by a
NåŒ∂lak¶aƒa, a Mμutrapar∂k¶å, and a long compendium of
recipes.ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at e.136. Library
foliation: 3ñ107.

K¶emakutμuha1a/K¶ema‹arman
leaves 28ñ46: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC

5.612a.ñDevanågar∂ script.
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Shelved at d. 723(9). Library foliation: 106ñ124.

K¶emakutμuha1a/K¶ema‹arman
leaves 1ñ30: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliography: NCC

5.162a.ñIn several hands. Bound with the Bhåvaprakå‹a
(q.v.). Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c. 303(2). Library foliation: 124ñ153.

KvåthasaΔgraha
leaves 2ñ10: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from note on leaf

l0v.ñMarginal initials: kvå ñBibliography: not in NCC; d. NCC
5.144a.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Leaf 2r begins: ya√tu sama√ mμutra√ paripåkahita√
bhavet/kvåthå¨/någara√ devakå¶¢ha√ ca dhånyaka√
bæhat∂dvaya√/ [. . . ] /1/

Leaf l0r has: kårsapa√ ca vidhåyå√ti ‹å√tim å‹unasa√‹aya¨/
110/ ahalakatha√ na vi‹vå‹riphå [then in new hand:]bråhm∂
rug ya¶¢i tikto√Œaja khadire væ¶o‹∂irarakta [.. .]/1/
Ends, leaf 10v: k¶åråpadmakavæddhij∂vanatugåbhægvyardtvipu
√drau
mætåtenyapr∂ƒanavæ¶yabæ√haƒam arutpittapraƒujj∂vina¨/6/
Shelved at d.730(2). Library foliation: 19ñ27.

Lolimbaråj¢ippaƒa
leaves 3ñ9, 15, 16: paper. ñIn Hind∂. ñMarg. inits., leaves

3ñ9: lolimbaråja¢ippaƒa; leaves 15, 16: loli√va. rå. udåharaƒa
patra 1 (2). ñLeaves 15, 16 have the Lolimbaråjodåharaƒa.
ñJaina Någar∂ script.

Leaf 3 starts: ne¢åleti masutikårogane√ ¢åle 47 ‹anipåtaseti
‹anipåtanajekå late hano bheda nath∂se ne jeko
Leaf 9v ends: 21 åyurveda iti¨ str∂nåkayåthi lloli√maråjakasyo
che iti vaidyaj∂vana ¢∂pana sapμurƒam sa√ 1857 ‹åke 1722
pravarttamåne måsotamamåse ‹r∂phåguƒamase kæ¶ƒapak¶e
dvåda‹yå√ tithau bhauvåre ‹r∂ [. . .] upådhyåyaj∂
‹r∂kirttisu√daraj∂gaƒi tata‹i¶ya pa√/pra¶ƒaca√da lip∂kæte
‹ubha√ bhavatu

Leaf 15r starts: ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨/pa√casya pa√cada-
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‹anetra pidhånadak¶å
Leaf 16v ends: åvato hoyacasaka‹le¶måvåyu¢alåroga [text

breaks off].
Shelved at d.713(11). Library foliation: 148ñ56.

Madanavinodanighaƒ¢u/Madanapåla
leaves [1ñ4], 5ñ41, 41añ47: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñBibliog-

raphy: Vogel, IL, p.376.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.729. Library foliation: 3ñ52.

Madanavinodanighaƒ¢u/Madanapåla
leaves 1ñ62, 1ñ5, 4ñ35: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at d.733(2). Library foliation: 69ñ167.

Madanavinodanighaƒ¢u/Madanapåla.ñAD 1702
leaves 1ñ34: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying:

Wednesday 13 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Jye¶¢ha, sa√ 1759.ñComplete.
ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730 (6). Library foliation: 86ñ119.

[Nighaƒ¢uvaidyaka]
leaves 1ñ72, [73]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from marginal

initials.ñPossibly called Nighaƒ¢uratna.ñMarginal initials:
nigha√takavaidya; ni. vai.ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [...] abhåvåt sarvabhμutånå√ manasyamana-
tå√ gate jo vibhåti namastasmai vi‹varμupåya vedhase /1/
namåmi dhanva√tarim ådideva√ [...] /2/ anekade‹åtarab-
hå¶ite¶u [. . .]/3/ prayojana√ [. . .]/tathå nigha¢a√vunidhe¶u
graƒåmyaha√ ki√. cid ihaikade‹a√/4/

Ends, leaf [73]r: kedåra√ madhura√ proktar√ vipåke
gurudo¶ala√/vaikara√ [text breaks off].
Shelved at e.140(3). Library foliation: 63ñ135.

Padårthabodha
[With] Padårthabodhavivæti
leaves 1ñ5: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñMarginal initials: pa. boñ

Title inferred from opening verses. ñDevanågar∂ script.
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Leaf 1r (libr. fol. 57r) has: atha padårthabodhåra√bha¨
Leaf 1v begins: [...] ‹r∂gaƒe‹a√ ‹μurpakaƒa√ gajavaktra√
mahodaram/natvå padårthabodhasya vivæti√ vivæƒotyaham/
atheha ‹åstråra√bhe vighnaparisamåptaye.
Shelved at d.724(1h). Library foliation: 57ñ61.

Påkådhikåra
leaves 1ñ13: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from likhyate

phrase.ñBibliography: not in NCC.ñLeaf 1r once formed the
end of another MS.ñDevanågar∂ script. Leaf 1r has verses
35d, 36, then: iti ‹r∂ kålavivaraƒasa√pμurƒam /
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] atha påkådhikåra likhyate/atha
laíver√ígapåka /
Ends, leaf 13r: grahaƒyakalyåƒako nåma guŒa¨/.
Shelved at d.735(1). Library foliation: 3ñ15.

Påkåval∂
leaves 1ñ19: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDevanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [...] atha påkåval∂ tatrådau væhatpμugapåka¨/
pμuga√ dak¶iƒade‹aja√
Ends, leaf 19v: vahvalpavi¢kamati‹μula-masægvimi‹ramå-
måtisaram apahva√ti har∂tak∂yam/iti lachumadh-
upakvåjar∂tak∂/‹r∂¨ iti ‹r∂påkåval∂ samåpta¨ sa√pμurƒam
[then 3 line on water etc., then 4 line on triphalå etc.]
Shelved at d.742(4). Library foliation: 85ñ103.

PåIåsakalpa
leaves 1ñ4: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñGives instructions for

preparing elixir from the Brahmavæk¶añDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] atha vrahmavæk¶akalpa kailåse ‹ikhare ramye
nånådhåtuvicitrite nånådrumalatåk∂rƒe nånåpu¶po pi ‹obhite

Ends, leaf 4r: vi√‹ativar¶asahasråƒi j∂a√t∂ha na sa√‹aya¨
iti på‹akalpa samåptam/.
Shelved at d. 730(11). Library foliation: 170ñ73.

Pathyåpathyanirƒaya. ñAD 1869
leaves 3ñ31, 31añ39: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCopied by
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Vi‹vanåtha Dvivedin.ñDate of copying: 5 ‹uklapa¶a of Mågha,
sa√ 1925.ñCopied in Kå‹∂.ñThe same work as CSS d.726(3),
q.v. Two hands, leaves 3ñ24 and 25ñ39.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Leaf 3r begins: ƒå√ sukhåya/abhighåtasamutthåne
pånåbhyaΔgau ca sarppi¶a¨/ k¶atajevraƒaje cåpi  k¶atavraƒa-
cikitsitam/20 /

Leaf 39r has: våle¶u graharogi¶u/iti vålarogapathyå-
pathyådhikåra¨/ari¶¢å
Ends, leaf 39v: bhajet kadåcit/iti vi¶arogapathyådhikaråra¨
samåpta¨/m∂t∂måghasud∂ [in different hand:] 5 sar√vat
1925 likhita√ vi‹vanåthadvivedinå kå‹yåm /
Shelved at d.735(4). Library foliation: 64ñ101.

Pathyåpathyavini‹cayaóAD 1678
leaves 1ñ17, 20ñ26: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly property

of Ratne‹varami‹rañCopied by Kæ¶ƒa.ñDate of copying:
Monday 15 ‹uklapak¶a of Å¶åŒha, sa√. 1735.ñCopied in
Mukåma(?).ñThis is the same work as CSS d. 735 (4);

Leaf 3r, line 2 of this MS is the same as the beginning of
leaf 3r of d. 735 (4).ñHanded over to Ratne‹varami‹ra at
the pleasure of Gadådhara.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Leaf 1r has a table of contents for the MS;
Begins, leaf Iv: [...] sritvå raja¨ satvatamåsivi‹va√ nirmåti yåti
k¶ipati svaya√ ca/a‹e¶avædårakavændavandya påyådapåyån
manijånir∂‹a¨/1/ålokya [. . .] nivadhyate [. . .]
pathyåpathyavini‹caya¨/2 /

Ends, leaf 26r: våle¶u graharogi¶u iti bålarogapathyåpathyå-
dhikåra¨ / bhuktvåpåƒitala√ dæ¶¢vå ca [. . .]/84/ iti
pathyåpathyapustaka√ samåptam/[. . .] samvat 1735
samayå¶åŒhsudi pa¤cada‹yå√ candravåsare ‹r∂kæ¶ƒenålekhi
mukåme/[tri]¶adtrisaptaikayukteíbde ‹r∂gadådharapr∂taye/
madhau ratne‹varami‹råya ‹r∂kæ¶ƒa¨ pustaka√ dadau /
Shelved at d.726(3). Library foliation: 153ñ74.

Råjanighaƒ¢u/Narahari
leaves 6, 28ñ96: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñTorn leaves, esp. 69ñ

95.ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at c.308(3). Library foliation:
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43ñ112.

Rasad∂pikå. ñAD 1666
leaves [1], 2ñ9, [10]: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñDate of copying:

Wednesday 4 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Caitra, sa√. 1723.ñBibliography:
cf. NCC 2.119a. Is this work by Ånandånubhava.
N.B. The foliation of this volume skips from 113 to 104, thus
repeating nos. 104ñ13. Devanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf Iv: [...] atha rasad∂pikå li¶yate/
i√drar∂mir∂‹r∂hemava√t∂garaga√tivi¶ƒuga√th irudraga√¢i
Ends, leaf 10v: depa√ vvorek∂sarvavåtanå‹ayet/bha[tear]/
iti rasad∂pikå samåptå/‹ubham astu/sa√vata 1723 samaya
caitravadi 4 våra vuddha tasmin divase li¶ita√ gi. Shelved at
c.308.(4) Library foliation: 104bñ113b.

Rasama¤jar∂/›ålinåtha
leaves 1ñ27, [28], 29ñ32, 34, 35: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñThe

text breaks off at a point equivalent to MS CSS e.141, leaf
76r, line 2. This MS lacks leaves 33 and 36 only. Devanågar∂
script.
Shelved at d.742(2). Library foliation: 48ñ78.

Rasama¤jar∂/ ›ålinåtha. ñAD 1671
4 leaves, leaves 1ñ54, 56ñ76: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñThe

author was the son of Vaidyanåtha.ñFormerly property of
Anantaj∂.ñDate of copying: sa√ 1728.ñThe leaves of this MS
are bound in reverse order.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.141. Library foliation: 81ñ3 (sic).

Rasamåraƒavidhi
leaves 1ñ4, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17ñ25, leaf 5: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.

ñDevanågar∂: script.
Begins, leaf Iv: [...] atha dhåtumåraƒa√/svarƒatårå ca

tåmråyu¨ patråny agnau pratåpayet /
Leaf 25 ends: dhanyam åyu¶yam åjyasya valapattitanå-

‹ana√/‹u√¢hika√Œa¨/atha ‹μulasya/sadyo bhava√ hare√
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chala√ lavalƒa√ cåranålaka√/ghætena sai√dhava√ cåtha
u¶ƒa√ jale suvarccala√/‹a√khacμurna√ ca lava√a√ [text
breaks off]
Leaf 5 is in a different hand:
Leaf 5r begins: atha tålaka‹uddhi/tålaka√ kha√Œa‹a¨
tvåsacμurƒa kå√jika k¶ipet
Leaf 5v ends: marddayitvå tato n∂ra√ gæhƒ∂yåd bastrabåli-
ta√/dolåyamtre [text breaks off].
Shelved at d.716(10). Library foliation: 239ñ56.

Rasapaddhati/›r∂bindu.ñAD 1664
leaves 22, 55ñ70, 80: paper. ñIn Sanskrit.ñFormerly

property of MaΔgalånanda Caturveda. ñDate of copying: 5
kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Mågha, sa√ 1720. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.308(5). Library foliation: 115bñ132b.

Rasaprad∂pa
[With] Hind∂ °T∂kå
leaves 1ñ5, 10ñ12, 14ñ21: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Hind∂

ñ Marginal initials: rasa¨ñ Devanågar∂ script.
Begins: [...] ‹r∂manmuku√dacaraƒau natvå to¶åpattadbhi¶a-
jå√ kriyate rasaprad∂po ya√ dakulamiråpaha¨ ‹re¶¢ha¨
Leaf 3r has: iti jvarådi¶ud sarve¶u roge¶u mahåmætyu¤jayo
rasa¨/
Leaf 3r has: atha navajvare laghumætyu[√]jayo rasa¨/[. . .]
atha aparo mætyur¤jayo rasa¨
Leaf 4v has: atha navajvare rasåmæta√ /
Leaf 5r has: atha navajvare udakama¤jar∂ rasa¨
Leaf 5v has: atha san[n]ipåte rasa¨/[. . .] iti parpa¤cavaktro
rasa¨ sa√nipåte/atha sannipåte agnikumåro rasa¨/
Leaf 10v has: iti bhμutabhairava¨ ‹∂tajvare
Leaf 11r has: iti dvit∂yo bhμutabhairavarasa¨/iti niråme
vi¶majvare rasa¨/atha j∂rƒajvare rasa¨ /
Leaf 12r has: atha j∂rƒajvare pa¤cåmætaparpa¢∂ rasa¨/
Leaf 12v has: iti pa¤cåmætaparpa¢h∂ rasa¨/
Leaf 14v has: atha j∂rƒajvare tæt∂yo målin∂vasa√ta¨
Leaf 15r has: iti j∂rƒajvarådau målin∂vasa√torasa¨/ iti
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navajvaraniråmajvaj∂rƒajvanåƒå√ cikitså samåptå/
atgåt∂såragraharåyo‹ cikitså/
Leaf 16v has: iti sa√grahaƒ∂rogacikitså/athår‹arogacikitså
Leaf 19v has: atha vihghåpatimi‹rånusåreƒa raktår‹a¨ pitår‹o
cikitså/
Leaf 21r has: ity ar‹orogåcikitså/athåj∂rƒågnimår√ghåd∂nå√
cikitså/tatrådau rasasya ‹odhanan ucyate/[. . .] iti
mardanåkhyasa√skåreƒa pårada‹uddhi¨/atha påradasya
k¶udutpannårthamukhakaraƒårthar√ papsapsed årtha ca
au¶adham åha /
Ends: pratiyåmårdhaka√kμuppå√ chiplåd∂rgha√ tæƒa√
da¢a√/ sa√dhasya tena kartavyå j∂rƒåj∂rƒa ca ni [text breaks
off]
Shelved at d.723(3). Library foliation: 9ñ24.

Rasaråja‹a√kara/Råmakæ¶ƒa
leaves 1ñ3, 5ñ21, 33, 36ñ47, 50, 51: paper: 5 ill. ñIn

Sanskrit. ñCalled the Rasasåra‹a√kara on leaf 11v. ñThe
author was the son of Mudgala. ñLine drawings of alchemical
apparatus on folios 68r, 68v, 69r, 71v, 72r. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.139(2). Library foliation: 64ñ98.

Rasaratna/›r∂nåtha
leaves 1ñ20: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] atha någasya sa√ja√ janam eva yuktyå
yogair anekai¨
Leaf 20v ends: dalamatimalah∂na√ vårttikånå√ sukhårtha√
iti ‹r∂nåthaviracite rasaratne va√gasta√bhanådidalanirma-
lå√ta√ nåma ¶a¶¢opade‹a¨ aho vicitra√ aho vicitra√ rasaka√
ssena kharak¶ida¨ palla [text breaks off].
Shelved at d.734(4). Library foliation: 84ñ103.

Rasaratnad∂paka/Råma
leaves 2, 4ñ35: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: cf. CC

2.116a, 220a; Alwar 1663, extr.425. ñThe colophon makes
the author a son of Ratna and servant of Sådhåraƒa; he is
usually thought to have been the son of Annapåla. ñ
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Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.716(9). Library foliation: 205ñ237.

Rasaratnåkara/Nityanåtha Siddha. ñAD 1718
leaves 2ñ32: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: 13

‹uklapak¶a of ›råvaƒa, sa√ 1775. ñCursive Någar∂ script.
leaves 27rñ28r have 37 lines of a dialogue between Pårvat∂
and I‹vara, called Semuƒ∂gaccharaguƒa¨;
leaves 29rñ30r have 28 lines beginning: [...] atha cakrasya
b∂jam a√kam åha.
Shelved at f.88. Library foliation: 3ñ34.

Rasendrakalpadruma/Råmakæ¶ƒabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ27: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at c.308(2). Library foliation: 15ñ41.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
leaves 1, 2, 4ñ83, 85ñ135, 137ñ149, 151ñ154: paper.ñIn

Sanskrit. ñMarginal and interlinear glosses throughout. ñ
Leaves 153, 154 tom. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.720. Library foliation: 3ñ150.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
leaves 1-62, 64ñ72: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at d.727(2). Library foliation: 31ñ101.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
65 leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: XVI cent.

ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script. ñPæ¶¢ha måtrå vowels.
Shelved at d.733(1). Library foliation: 3ñ67.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
leaves [1], 2, [3]: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCovers jvaranidåna

only. In the same hand as d.730(7b), i.e. 17th century, with
which it has been confused. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730(7a). Library foliation: 121ñ22, 131.
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Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava. ñAD 1850
leaves 3ñ147: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñCopied by

Nandadåsagujaråti. ñDate of copying: 6 ‹uklapak¶a of Å¶åŒha,
sa√ 1907.ñCopied in Kå‹∂.ñTwo hands: leaves 1-45, and 46-
end (larger). ñInterlinear gloss to leaf 52r and from 100r to
end. ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.714(1). Library foliation: 3ñ147.

Rugvini‹caya/Miådhava
[With] ÅtaΔkadarpaƒa/Vaidyavåcaspati
leaves 53, 147ñ[1]83: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly

property of °Thåkuradåsa. ñDevanågar∂ script. ñTripå¢ha
layout.
Shelved at c.307. Library foliation: 3ñ40.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
[With] ÅtaΔkadarpaƒa/Våcaspati
leaves 1ñ4, [5, 6], 7, [8], 9ñ18, 23ñ24, [2?, 2?], 27, [2?],

26, 29, [3?], [1?], 31ñ34, [3?], 36ñ52, [5?], 53, 55, 56, [5?],
58ñ60, [6?], 64ñ66, [61, 6?], 67, 68, [??], 70, [??], 72, [73],
74, [??], 76ñ80, 83, 84, [??], 81, 89, [??], [9?], [9?], [8?],
89, [9?], 90, [9?, 8?, 9?, 9?], 99ñ123, [124]: paper. ñThe
left part of every leaf except leaf 123 is torn, making collation
hard. Each leaf must be checked against an edition to
ascertain the correct sequence. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography:
on commentary see NCC 2.43a; Meulenbeld 1974.26f. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.731. Library foliation: 3ñ125.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
[With] ÅtaΔkadarpaƒa/Våcaspati
233 leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: on

commentary see NCC 2.43a; Meulenbeld 1974.26f. ñ
Foliation: 1 leaf,
leaves 1ñ24, 27ñ40, 42ñ44, 56ñ97, 120ñ24, 127ñ48, 150ñ94,
198ñ214, 217ñ19, 222ñ75, [276]. ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.732. Library foliation: 3ñ235.
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Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
[With] Mådhavanidånasubodhin∂/J¤ånameru
1 leaf, leaves 5, 10, 6 leaves, leaves 14ñ26: paper. ñIn

Sanskrit and Bhå¶åñJ¤ånameru was a pupil of
Mahimasundaragaƒi, pupil of Sådhuk∂rttyupådhyåya, of the
Kharataragaccha.ñBibliography: Meulenbeld 1974.
J¤ånameru is not in NCC; see ABC 24, 1002 for a Gujaråt∂
work by J¤ånameru. ñLeaf 160 tom.ñJaina Någar∂ script.
Shelved at d.714(2). Library foliation: 149ñ170.

Rugvini‹cayasamåsa/Mådhava
[With] Hind∂ commentary
leaves 87, 103ñ19, 189, 1920ñ202, [20]3, 204ñ34, [235]:

paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñLeaves 205ñ219 are written on verso
only; on recto of these leaves is a jyoti¶a work with tables etc.
ñDevanågar∂ script. ñTripå¢ha layout from leaf 196v.
Leaf 87v starts: pur∂¶akå mårga cho¢å ho jayå vaŒeka¶¢ase [. . .] /
52/tathå ca/‹akæƒmμunmμutra samåyukte dhaute påne ‹i‹or bhavet /
Leaf 103r begins: [tear] n∂ ce ace gaŒahåme paŒako¢e chå
ho [. . .]/73/våtena gulphamåí‹risatamåhuvatika√¢aka√/
Leaf 234, mμula, ends:/58/ hi vi¶anidånam/jvaråtisårograhaƒ∂
ar‹o [. . .]/1 /
Leaf 234, comm., ends: iti visanidånam atha rogasa√khyåm
åha/atha jvaråtisåraspa¶¢a√
Leaf [235]r ends: iti ‹r∂vaidyamådhavaviracito rugvini‹caya
samå samåpta ‹loka¨. 1766.
Shelved at c.305(6). Library foliation: 160ñ222.

Rugvini‹caya¢ippaƒ∂
leaves 1ñ98: machine made paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñPage,

side and line references to another MS given throughout. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.714(3). Library foliation: 172ñ269.

Sådhyåsådhyapar∂k¶å
leaves 1ñ6: paper.ñIn Sanskrit.ñComplete.ñDevanågar∂

script.
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Begins, leaf Iv: [...] ‹iva√ hari√ vidhåtåra√ tatpatn∂√
tatsutån gaƒån/natvå samastapratyμuha‹å√taye ma√galåya
ca/1/annado jalada‹caiva åturasya cikitsaka¨/ trayas te
svargam åyå√ti vinå yaj¤ena bhårata/2
Ends, leaf 6v: sådhyo rog∂ bhavati viyata√
vaidyabhai¶ajyayoga¨/10/ iti kå [text Ends].
Shelved at d.716(3). Library foliation: 75ñ80.

Sadvaidyakaustubha/Janårdana. ñAD 1830
leaves 1ñ20: blue machine made paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Copied by Råmad∂k¶ita‹arman ñDate of copying: 8
kæ¶ƒapak¶a of sa√ 1887 (apparently not ‹aka, nor the year
called Krodha). ñBibliography: NCC 7.151b. ñCovers the first
ratna only. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.742(5). Library foliation: 105ñ124.

Sannipåtacandrikå. ñAD 1860
leaves 1ñ16, [17]: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñThis seems to be

the same work as the Sannipåtakalikå from the
A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå. ñCopied by Gopa. ñDate of copying:
Friday pμurƒimå ‹uklapk¶a of Caitra, sa√ 1917. ñLeft of MS
torn. ñUntutored Devanågar∂ script. ñLeaf 1r has a floral
border.

Begins, leaf 1v: [...] atha sa√nipåtacandrikå prå-
[tear]rogaístaí‹aritvanipuƒau visvapramodapriyau
bhåkt∂pradvasukarau ghasevitapadau trai[tear] vya¶¢åvidaus-
phurtisvastividhåyan ausmitaruciå vaidyotiteså-mukhau
Ends, leaf [17]r: iti ‹r∂sannipåtaca√drikå samåpta√  [. . . ]
cyaitre må‹e, site pak¶e paurƒamåyå√ ‹ukravåsare gopasya
hastena samåpto sa√nipåtacandr∂kå ‹r∂ sa√vat 1917 caitra
‹μukla 130 ‹μukravåre [. . .] 1234567891011/.

Shelved at d. 734(2). Library foliation: 40ñ56.

Sannipåtakalikå
leaves 1ñ7, 9, 3 leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñAttributed to

A‹vin∂kumåra, i.e. from the A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå. ñ
Bibliography: Meulenbeld 1974.391, etc.ñ
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Leaf 9 and the three following leaves are in different hands,
but continuous.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730(10). Library foliation: 158ñ168.

Sannipåtakalikå. ñAD 1727
leaves 1ñ12: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly property of

Jagannåtha. ñCopied by Våsudeva of the Visanagarå j¤åti.ñ
Date of copying: 8 ‹uklapak¶a of Vai‹åkha, sa√ 1784.ñCopied
in Kå‹∂. ñBibliography: On the scribeís j¤åti see J.N.
Bhattacharya, Hindu castes and Tribes, 1896, p. 76. ñThis MS
shares verses near beginning and end with d.713(1), and is
therefore probably the same as the work attributed to the
A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå.ñDevanågr∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(4). Library foliation: 88ñ99.

Sannipåtakalikå. ñAD 1886
leaves 1ñ10: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCalled the 13th chapter

of the A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå. ñDate of copying: sa√ 1943(?).
ñBibliography: cf. CC 1.694; NCC 1.441; Meulenbeld
1974.391. ñComplete in 104 verses. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.713(1). Library foliation: 3ñ12a.

Sannipåtakalikå/Kaideva
leaves 2ñ13: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: cf. NCC

5.42b. ñDevanågar∂ script. Leaf 12br starts: Œal∂somå chinnå
chinnodbhavåmætå/madhuparƒ∂ chinnaruhå vayasthå
cakralak¶aƒå/candrahåtåmætalatå dhåra vatsådan∂varå/
Leaf 13v ends: yojayen måk¶ikak¶audre tayor anyadalåmata¨/
madhuma√Œa¨ puråƒo tit∂k¶ƒo ruk¶o laghuanu/vivarjji
[text ends, in a different hand:] kaideva ñ13.
Shelved at d.713(2). Library foliation: 12bñ23.

Sannipåtårƒava
[With] Sannipåtapadacandrikå/Måƒikya
leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñThe mμula and its relationship

to the A‹vin∂kumårasa√hitå must be investigated. ñThe
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author is the son of Padmanåbha. ñBibliography:
Meulenbeld 1974.391 etc. ñTripå¢ha layout. ñComplete. -ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Mμula begins leaf 1v: amla snigdho¶ƒa t∂k¶ƒai¨ ka¢u madhura
suråtåpasevå ka¶åyai¨ Vætti begins: [...] vatvå vaidyapati√
dæ¶¢vå sannipåtårƒavavarƒaca/sanidånacikitsasya vyåkhyåƒa√
kriyate mayå/1/amleti
Ends, leaf 15v: så√dhiyugma√ ¢ippaƒa√ sa√nipåtordhvair
måƒikyena kæta√ khalu/padmanåbhåtmajenai¶å nåmata¨
padacandrikå/iti ‹r∂sa√nipåtapadacaƒdrikåyå√ sa√nipåtå-
rƒava¨ samåpta¨/
Shelved at c.305(5). Library foliation: 144ñ58.

Sårasamuccaya/Kalhaƒa
leaves [1], 2ñ5, [7], 9, 2 leaves, [13], 14: paper. ñIn

Sanskrit. ñThe author is the son of Bilhaƒa.ñBibliography:
CC 1.714a; NCC 3.263b. ñOn farriery.ñJaina style Devanågar∂
script. ñSome pæ¶¢hamåtrå vowels.
Shelved at d.730(4). Library foliation: 45ñ55.

SårasaΔgraha/Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak
leaves 1ñ11: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñMarginal initials: så. sa√

ñBibliography: cf. CC 1.143b, NCC 5.279a (Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak).
ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1a). Library foliation: 3ñ13.

SårasaΔgraha/Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak
leaves 2ñ11, 14: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñGaƒe‹a is son of

Hari Bhi¶ak, son of Kæ¶ƒa. Bibliography: NCC 5.279a; ABC
191(6).610. ñThe ›abdamålå by the same author (ABC
191(6).610) says that his father was lord of Dvårakå, and a
member of the ›r∂vatsa anvaya.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1b). Libnrary foliastion: 14ñ24

SårasaΔgraha/Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak
leaves [1], 2: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: cf.

d.724(1b). ñDevanågar∂ script.
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Shelved at d.724(1d). Library foliation: 30ñ31.

[SårasaΔgraha]/[Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak]
leaves 10ñ21: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTitle assigned from

similarity of verses.ñBibliography: ct. d.724(1b). ñ2 verses
on leaf 10r = verses 54, 55 on d.724(1b), leaf 4r (libr. fol.
16r); another = verse 57 on d.724(1a), leaf 7v (libr. fol. 9v).
ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1g). Library foliation: 45ñ56.

[SårasaΔgrahamμula]
leaves 6, 7, 10, 11: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTitle from

marginal initials: så. ra. mμu. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1k). Library foliation: 80ñ83.

[SårasaΔgraha¢∂kå]
leaves 7ñ23: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTitle from marginal

initials: så. ra. ¢∂. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1j). Library foliation: 63ñ79.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
leaves [1], 4, 6ñ29, 38ñ93, 95ñ98,107ñ111, [112, 113]:

paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: an old MS. ñJaina
style Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.712. Library foliation: 3ñ95.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
leaves 1, 4ñ108, 111: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly

property of Gaƒe‹a Sudar‹ana. Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.718(2). Library foliation: 78ñ184.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
leaves 1, [3], 4, 6ñ17, 1añ69: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Bibliography: ct. Meulenbeld 1974. 428f. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.718(l). Library foliation: 3ñ76.
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›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
leaves 1ñ103, 105ñ150: paper.ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂

script.
Shelved at d.726(2). Library foliation: 22ñ151.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
leaves 1ñ24, 24añ113, 121ñ139, kha, ga, gha: paper.ñIn

Sanskrit. ñIncludes and index. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.728. Library foliation: 3ñ138.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadharañAD 1638
leaves 1ñ135, [136], 1 end leaf: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Date of copying: Wednesday 11 ‹uklapa¶a of Phålguna, sa√
1694. ñCopied in Ka¢akagråmåntara.ñThe MS seems to have
been copied in Ka¢aka (Cuttak), in Utkala (Orissa), by a
kåyashta who lived in Puri. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.719. Library foliation: 3ñ139.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara
[With] ›årΔgadharad∂pikå/ÅŒhamalla
leaves 6ñ33, 40, 41: paper.ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at c.305(1). Library foliation: 3ñ32.

›irorogådhåya
leaves 1ñ9: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly property of

Gopålaj∂. ñComplete. ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
Begins: devadårunata√ ku¶¢ha√ nalada√ vi‹vale¶ajam/
lepa¨ kå√jikasa√p¶¢as tailayukta¨ ‹irorttinut /
Ends: ka√pedåhårdite kuryåd våtavyådhiæto vidhi¨/iti
‹irorogådhyaya¨
Shelved at d.723(4). Library foliation: 26ñ34.

Str∂garbha‹μulacikitså. ñAD 1861
leaves 1ñ4: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: sa√vat

[]18; probably 1918. ñComplete. ñLeaf lr has 6 lines on
pregnancy, month by month. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] atha garbhiƒi lak¶aƒa√/ni¶¢h∂vikåƒau
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rava√ ma√gasåhasta√ prahar¶o hædaya√ vyathå ca /
Ends, leaf 4v: saivacalena sa√juktå√ joni‹μulanivåraƒi√/iti
str∂garbha‹μulacikitså samåpta¨/nidåne/samvat [. . ] 18
¢a¢såla/
Shelved at d.742(3). Library foliation: 80ñ83.

Su‹rutasa√hitå/Su‹ruta
leaves 1ñ27, lañ28a: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCikitså and

Nidåna chapters only.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.3l0. Library foliation: 3ñ57.

Tri‹at∂/›årΔgadhara. ñAD 1673
leaves 1ñ14(=15), 16ñ38, 1 leaf: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Also known as Vaidyavallabha. The author was the son of
Vaikuƒ¢hå‹rama, a yativara, and was called Råla. ñFormerly
property of Vi‹vanåtha(?). ñDate of copying: sa√ 1730. ñ
Copied in Kå‹∂(?) ñBibliography: CC 1.613a, 643b; NCC
7.378a, 8.269a; cf. IO2713. ñComplete. Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.727(3). Library foliation: 103ñ39.

Vaidyabhåskarodaya/Dhanvantari
leaves 1, 3ñ15: machine made paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Bibliography: NCC 9.228b. ñWatermark (see leaves 5, 6, 14):
Smith & All-Nutt. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.713(8). Library foliation: 91ñ104.

Vaidyabhåskarodaya/Dhanvantari
leaves 1ñ25: paper.ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: NCC

9.228b. ñComplete in 15 paricchedas. The Jammu MS
(Stein, p.190) has 22 paricchedas. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.735(3). Library foliation: 38ñ62.

Vaidyahitopade‹a/›r∂kaƒ¢ha‹ambhu
leaf 1: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: CC 1.613b;

2.146b, 227b. ñCovers verses 1ñ6. ñBound with the
Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂ of Trimalla Bha¢¢a (q.v.). ñDevanågar∂
script.
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Shelved at d.735(5). Library foliation: 103.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
leaves 1ñ35: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by Jagannåtha,

an ud∂cya bråhmaƒa. ñDate of copying: Sunday 8 ‹uklapak¶a
of Å‹vina, sa√ 189(?); the date on leaf 1r gives AD 1886/7. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.717(l). Library foliation: 3ñ37.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
leaves 1ñ19: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by S∂taråma(?).

ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at d.723(8). Library foliation:
82ñ100.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
leaves 1ñ20: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Shelved at d.730(8). Library foliation: 133ñ152.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja. ñAD 1655
leaves 3ñ10: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by Nåråyaƒaís

younger brother. ñDate of copying: 4 (?) ‹uklapak¶a of Pau¶a,
sa√ 1712. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.730(7). Library foliation: 123ñ30.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja. ñAD 1739
leaves 1ñ18: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: Monday

9 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Mårga‹∂r¶a, sa√ 1786. ñCopied in
Puru¶ottamk¶etra ñPuru¶ottamk¶etra is probably Puri.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.140 (1). Library foliation: 3ñ20.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja. ñAD 1780
leaves 2 (= 1), 2ñ28: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by

Jayaråmabha¢¢a, s.o. Govindabha¢¢a. ñDate of copying:
Monday 5 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of adhika ›råvaƒa, ‹aka 1702.
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.717(2). Library foliation: 38ñ67.
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Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja. ñAD 1794
leaves [1], 2ñ16: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of copying:

Thursday 7 ‹uklapa¶a of Kårttika, sa√ 1851. ñDevanågar∂
script.
Shelved at d.736. Library foliation: 3ñ18.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
[With] D∂pikå/Rudrabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ47: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTripå¢ha layout. ñ

Complete. ñDevanågar∂ script. Shelved at d.716(1). Library
foliation: 3ñ49.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
[With] D∂pika/Rudrabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ12, 14ñ28, 28añ72: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñSee

Gambier Parryís note about foliation on libr. fol. 267. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.726(5). Library foliation: 194-256.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
[With] D∂pikå/Rudrabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ69: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by J∂vånanda. ñ

Tripå¢ha layout. ñComplete. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.737. Library foliation: 3ñ71.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja. ñAD 1804
[With] D∂pikå/Rudrabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ34: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly property of

Durllabharåma, s.o. Lak¶maƒa, p.o. Harikæ¶ƒa. ñCopied by
›aΔkara. ñDate of copying: Saturday 2 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Kårttika,
sa√ 1861. ñTripå¢ha layout. ñComplete. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c.305(2). Library foliation: 34ñ68.

[Vaidyaka work]
leaves [4], 5, 6, 3, 6a: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñNo marginal

initials. ñMay have d.724(1f) as an initial lead.ñThe leaves
cover the following verses: [4] vv.37ñ53; 5 ñvv.54ñ71; 6ñ
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vv.72ñ91; 3 vv.15ñ36; 6a ñvv.44ñ62. ñThe correct reading
sequence is thus 3ñ6, with 6a belonging elsewhere. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1c). Library foliation: 25ñ29.
[Vaidyaka work] 1 leaf, leaves 25, 26, [27], 28, [29], 30, 31,
[32], 33ñ35: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñMarginal initials: ‹ru. så.;
may be related to the SårasaΔgraha by Gaƒe‹a Bhi¶ak (q.v.).
ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1e). Library foliation: 32ñ43.
[Vaidyaka work] leaf 2: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñMarginal initials:
ga. ni. ñCovers verses 1ñ14, and is therefore probably part of
d.724(1c). ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1f). Library foliation: 44.
[Vaidyaka work] leaf 18: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñIn same hand
as d.724(1h), Padårthabodha. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(1i). Library foliation: 62.
[Vaidyaka work] 1 leaf: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñHas verses  83ñ
91 of a work on the  philosophy of medicine and såtmyañ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d. 724 (1l). Library foliation: 84.

VaidyakasårasaΔgraha
leaves [1], 2ñ24: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCf. MS d.727(6). ñ

Marginal initials: vai. da. Complete. The opening verses of
this work are the same as opening verses 14 and 15 of
Har¶ak∂rtiís Yogacintåmaƒi (see p. 3 of 1909 ed.). ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.713(5). Library foliation: 48ñ72.

[VaidyakasårasaΔgraha]. ñAD 1787
leaves 1ñ24: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTitle in colophon and

likhyate phrase: YogasaΔgraha. ñTitle assigned from similarity
to MS d.713(5). ñDate of copying: ‹uklapak¶a of Rådha
(Vai‹åkha) sa√ 1844, ‹aka 1709. ñComplete. Begins as
Har¶ak∂rtiís Yogacintåmaƒi, verses 14ff. May be a version of
this work.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.727(6). Library foliation: 187ñ10.
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Vaidyåmæta/More‹varabha¢¢a
leaves 1ñ4: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCovers up to verse 50. ñ

Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.723(8b). Library foliation: 101ñ104.

Vaidyåmæta/More‹varabha¢¢a. ñad 1819
leaves 1ñ12, [13], 14ñ19: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by

Lak¶ma¶a ñDate of copying: in the kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Jye¶¢ha,
sa√. 1876. ñCopied in Kå‹∂sam∂pe. ñMore‹varaís father
Måƒikya lived at Moha√madånagara (Kalp∂?). ñLeaf 1r has
3 lines on a‹vagandha etc. Devanagar∂ script.
Shelved at d.735(8). Library foliation: 172ñ190.

Vaidyåmæta/More‹varabha¢¢a. ñad 1834
leaves 1, 3ñ24: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by Premalåla.

ñ Date of copying: Monday 2 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Phålguna, sa√
1890. ñCopied in Viru¢a(?). ñComplete. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(2). Library foliation: 54ñ77.

Vaidyåmæta/More‹varabha¢¢a. ñAD 1838
leaves 1ñ15: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñComposed in ‹aka 1603,

called Durmati, i.e. 1681. ñDate of copying: sa√. 1895. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.727(5). Library foliation: 171ñ185.

Vaidyasårama¤jar∂
leaves 1ñ60 paper. ñI Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñTitle from note

on leaf 1r. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Leaf 1r, in 3 columns, has: vaidyasårama¤jar∂
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] karasya√gulamμuleyåm akathyate nåŒ∂
karå√gule spæ¶¢e nåŒ∂ dåk¶ine yunu nåŒ∂ dæ‹yate
Leaf 2v has: 18 nåŒ∂j¤åna√ atha nåŒ∂j¤åna¢∂kå
Leaf 8v has: atha mutraparik¶yå taila√ k¶ipet/
Leaf 10v has: 49 iti laghv∂par∂k¶aj¤ånasmåpta√ atha kålaj¤åna
caitanya√ sakala√ yasya√
Leaf 12v has: ‹r∂vaidyama/norathanåma nåŒ∂par∂k¶å
våtapitta‹ubhanidånasya 6
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sådhyåsådhyalak¶aƒamμutraparik¶åparibhå¶å sa√raptatakåla-
cakra prathamam udesa/
atha mu√Œikalpa /; The text lapses more and more into
bhå¶å, giving mainly recipes.
Shelved at e.139(1). Library foliation: 3ñ62

VaidyasårasaΔgraha
leaves 1ñ14: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Hind∂. ñDevanågar∂

script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] atha vaidyasa√graha¨/
lauhatåmrarågat∂n∂ ‹odhanakå ekair i¶i hai. tailatak-
ragomutramahasaptavåra puna¨ puna¨/
Leaf 163v has: iti ‹r∂mådhavanidånavågbha¢aca[ra]ka‹u‹ru¶e
måyå viracita kaiya¢asårasa√graha¨ samåpta¨ ‹ubham
[followed by 6 lines in Hind∂].
Shelved at d.716(6). Library foliation: 150ñ63.

VaidyasarvasvasaΔgraha/Råme‹vara
leaves 1ñ38: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñMarginal initials: så. sa.

or vai sa√. ñMainly alchemical, with many quotations. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Leaf 1r has: [tear] sårasa√grahagra√thapråra√bha¨ /
Leaf 1v starts: [. . .] praƒamya ‹a√bho‹ caraƒåravi√da√
råme‹vareƒåtha guropadåvu√/pramathya vaidyårƒavam e¶a
buddhyå viracyate vaidyahitåya sa√graha¨/
Leaf 23r has: iti ‹rimadråme‹varokte smin vaidya sarvasva
sa√grahe /; Text breaks off on leaf 38v.
Shelved at d.735(6). Library foliation: 121ñ58.

Vaidyavallabha/Hastiruci
leaves 1ñ18: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñComplete in 49 verses.

ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.726(1). Library foliation: 3ñ20.

Vaidyavallabha/Hastiruci
leaves 1ñ27: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñComplete in 54 verses.

ñDevanågar∂ script.
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Shelved at d.727(1). Library foliation: 3ñ29.

Vaidyavallabha/Hastiruci. ñAD 1779
leaves 2ñ9: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by Stambake‹vara-

bha¢¢a. ñDate of copying: Friday(?) 5 ‹uklapak¶a of Mågha,
sa√ 1835. ñCovers verses 24ñ211. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(3). Library foliation: 79ñ86.

Vaidyavallabha/Hastiruci. ñAD 1809
24 leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñWith interlinear

glosses in red ink, in Bhå¶å. ñCopied by Dulabharåma, a
någara bråhmaƒa.óDate of copying: Sunday 8 ‹uklapk¶a of
Bhådrapada, sa√ 1866. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.723(5). Library foliation: 36ñ59.

Vaidyavilåsa/Gopåladåsa
leaves 119, 125ñ29, 148, 164ñ66, 17[1], 1 leaf (libr. fo1.14),

leaves 229, 231ñ35, 238ñ46, 248ñ49, 251ñ69, 278, 283: paper.
ñIn Sanskrit. ñGopåla was a kåyastha, and son of Balabhadra.
ñBibliography: NCC 6.142a (only one other MS of this work
noted: Bikaner 1428, dated 1669). ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(1). Library foliation: 3ñ52.

Vaidyavinoda/›aΔkarabha¢¢a
98 leaves: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: cf. CC 1.613a

etc. ñBadly worm eaten. ñFoliation as follows:
leaves 2ñ25, [26], 27ñ37, [38], 39ñ53, [55], 56ñ64, [65],
66ñ87, 89(no lacuna) 101.ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.722. Library foliation: 3ñ100.

Vij¤ånånandakar∂/Prayågadatta
leaves 1ñ50: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñGives prat∂kas only from

the mμula, Lolimbaråjaís Vaidyaj∂vana.ñFormerly property of
Målav∂ya Raghunåtha. ñCopied by Råmanåtha.ñBibliography:
CC 1.611a, 2.146a. ñLeaves 1ñ3r have an introductory
åkhyåyikå on the history of the commentatorís family; first
prat∂ka on leaf 3v, line 2. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at c. 309. Library foliation: 3ñ52.
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Yogacintåmaƒi / Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 1ñ15: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å.ñPublished

edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa 1909. ñCovers adhyåya 4 of 1909
ed. Copied by the same scribe as d.724(3) etc. ñWith
interlinear gloss in Bhå¶å ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(2). Library foliation: 86ñ100.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 1-13: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñPublished

edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa 1909. ñCovers adhyåya 6 of the
1909 ed. The MS was copied by the same scribe as d.724(3)
etc. åWith interlinear gloss in Bhå¶å ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(4). Library foliation: 127ñ139.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 1ñ4, 7, 8: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñPublished

edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa 1909. ñCovers adhyåya 5 of 1909
ed. Copied by the same scribe as d.724(3) etc. ñWith
interlinear gloss in Bhå¶å. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(6). Library foliation: 164ñ69.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 1ñ24: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ˚Copied by

Bålakæ¶ƒa På¢haka. ñPublished edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa
1909. ñCovers adhyåya 3 of 1909 ed. Bålakæ¶ƒa also copied
d.724(3). ñWith interlinear gloss in Bhå¶å. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(7). Library foliation: 171ñ94.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 1ñ33: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñPublished

edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa 1909. ñBegins as 1909 ed., verse
1. ñWith interlinear gloss in Bhå¶å. ñJaina Någar∂ script.
Shelved at d.727(8). Library foliation: 220ñ52.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
leaves 2ñ19, 22ñ44, 46ñ56, 56añ62: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Called just Vaidyasåroddhåra in chapter colophons. ñAuthor
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was a member of the Någapur∂yatapågaccha. ñPublished
edition(s) of work: Bombay 1909. ñBibliography: CC 1.613b,
763b, 2.146a, 3.102b (sub Yogacintåmaƒi); cf. Jolly 1977.4.
ñThe opening verse of this MS is chapter 1, verse 33 (p. 27)
of the 1909 edition. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at e.138. Library foliation: 3ñ61.

Yogacintåmƒi/Har¶ak∂rti ñAD 1861
leaves 1ñ24: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å.ñCopied by

Bålakæ¶ƒapådaka. ñDate of copying: 15 ‹uklapak¶a of
Mårga‹∂r¶a, sa√ 1918. ñPublished edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa
1909. ñAdhyåya 2 of 1909 ed. The same scribe copied MSS
d.724(2), (4), (5), (6), and (7). ñWith interlinear gloss in
Bhå¶å. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(3). Library foliation: 102ñ25.

Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti ñAD 1861
leaves 1ñ22: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å. ñDate of

copying: sa√ 1918. ñCovers adhyåya 1 of the 1909 ed. Copied
by the same scribe as d.724(3). ñWith interlinear gloss in
Bhå¶å. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.724(5). Library foliation: 141ñ62.

Yogacintånmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti
[With] °T∂kå
leaves 1ñ17: paper. ñIn Sanskrit and Bhå¶å.ñMarginal

initials: sårasa√gra; yogasåra. ñThe °T∂kå is in Bhå¶å. ñ
Published edition(s) of work: Kalyåƒa 1909. ñBegins as 1909
ed., verse 1 ñ Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.717(4). Library foliation: 110ñ26.

Yogakalpadruma
[With] °T∂kå
leaves 1ñ7: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñBibliography: The work

listed under this title in CC 1.477a is on Yoga‹åstra. ñCovers
verses 1ñ79. The °T∂kå follows each verse. ñCovers verses 1ñ
79. ñDevanågar∂: script.
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Begins, leaf 1r: [. . .] praƒamyåtibhaktyå sahasrårasa√s-
thånagurμun ‹a√bhurμupån dayål μun mayokta¨/aya√
yogakalpadrumo bhaktibhåjån phalaty eva gurvåj¤ayå nåtra
‹a√ka/1/‹vetårkamμula√
Leaf 7v ends: yåvad e¶a pariti¶thate gæhe tå [tear, text breaks
off].
Shelved at d.727(7). Library foliation: 212ñ218.

Yogartnamålåvivæti/Guƒåkara
leaves 1, 5ñ32: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñGives prat∂kas only from

Någårjunaís mμula. Guƒåkaraís name from MS Oxf. Walker 206g
(no. 764).ñBibliography: CC 1.478a, 2.111a, 3.102b; extracts
as Oxford MS Walker 206g (Aufrecht cat.no.764). ñCovers
verses 1, 14ñ132. ñJaina style Devanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] i gurucaraƒakamalam amala√
praƒamya någåjjunapraƒ∂tåyå¨ /vivætti√ sukhåvavuddhau
vak¶ye ha√ yogaratnamålåyå /1/iha ƒastrastråra√bhe
åcåryanågåjjunapåda‹i¶¢asamayapålanårtha√ ‹åstraspode-
yatåvadar‹ayitu√ gurupådanati√ kurvva√ta pratha-
måmårthåmåhu¨/ vimaleti/ vimalå cåsau mati‹vasauva-
kiraƒanikarod åptir yujas tena prabhinnå¨ /pratibodhitå¨
Leaf 32v ends:/[1]32/ atha jalasya takr∂karaƒa√ /
pratyagreti/pratyayo navo yo[text breaks off].
Shelved at d.742(7). Library foliation: 135ñ163.

Yoga‹ata/Amitaprabhåñ AD 1708
leaves [1], 2ñ5, [6]: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied by

Apadeva of Devavå¢apura. ñDate of copying: Sunday 10
‹uklapak¶a of Pau¶a, sa√ 1765. ñCopied in Kå‹∂. ñ
Bibliography: CC 1.479a; NCC 1.344b (only 2 other MSS).
These call Amitaprabhaís work a comm. on Yoga‹ata.ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf lr: [... tear]dhåsna‹  cikitsitå dvipra [tearasya
dμura√/ vidagdhavaidyapratipμujitasya kari¶yate yoga‹atasya
badha tear]/par∂[tear] nåmayalak¶aƒåni ciki[tear] taj¤ena
cikitsakena/
Leaf [6]v has:/111 /iti amitaprabha viracita√ yoga‹ata√
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sa√pμurƒa√ sa√vat 1765 pau¶a ‹uddha da‹amyå√ ravau
devavå¢a puravåsinåpadevena kå‹yå√ ida√ likhita√ svårtha√
parårtha√ ca [followed by 5 verses]
Shelved at d.716(8) Library foliation : 198-203

Yoga‹ataka. ñAD 1527
leaves [5, 6], 7ñ14: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDoes not mention

Någårjuna/Vararuci. ñFormerly property of Vaidya. ñCopied
by Råla. ñDate of copying: Wednesday 1 Jye¶¢ha, sa√ 1580
(irregular), ‹aka 1449. ñPublished edition(s) of work:
Pondichéry 1979.ñCovers verses 35ñ100. The last verse, 100,
follows the variant readings of Filliozatís 1979 ed. of verse
100. ñDevanågar∂ script.

Ends, leaf 14r-14v: saptakåni ‹amå√nvitavyådhim
udåhara√ti/iti ‹r∂yoga‹ata√ sa√pμurƒƒa√/sa√vat 1580
var¶e ‹åke 1449 pravarttamåne uttaråyane/gra¶månte
mihanmgalyaprade/ye¶¢amåse/‹uklapak¶e/1 pratipattithau
budhavåsare rålanå√nå likhita√/vaidyanåmna-
pa¢hanårtha√/‹r∂guruprasådåt/[. . . ].
Shelved at d.723(7). Library foliation: 71ñ80.

Yoga‹ataka, væddha. ñAD 1763
leaves 1ñ32, [33]: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñThis is a long

version of the text. ñAuthorís name (Någårjuna/Vararuci?)
not given. ñFormerly property of Lak¶m∂råma vaidya.ñCopied
by Deva‹aΔkara, s.o. Vyåsajaganadeva. ñDate of copying:
Friday 14/15 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Å¶åŒha, sa√ 1820, ‹aka 1685. ñ
Copied in Vairå¢apura. ñComplete in 363 verses. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] kætsnasya ta√trasya gæh∂tadhåmnå‹
cikitsitåd viprasætasya dμura√/vidagdha vaidya pratipμujitasya
kari‹yate yoga‹atasya ba√dha¨/1 /
Ends, leaf [33]r-[33]v: gu¢ikå vegavati nåmni sarvåtisåra
nå‹an∂/[3]63/ ity åyurda ‹åstre væddha yoga ‹ata√
samåpta√/sa√vat 1820/når¶e ‹åke 1685/ pra./å¶åŒhamåsa
kæ¶ƒapak¶e caturth∂ ana√tara pa√camyå√ bhægu
våsanvitåyå√ sa√pμurƒa√ likhito ya√ [33v] vairå¢a pura
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nivåsita√ vyåsa jagana deva sμuta deva ‹a√kara likhit o ya√
gra√tha√ pa¢hanårtha√ vaidya lak¶m∂ råna/ [. . . ] yoga ‹ta
væddha sa√pμurƒa√/.
Shelved at c. 305 (4). Library foliation: 110ñ42

Yoga‹ataka, væddha
[With] °T∂kå
leaves 1ñ20, 22ñ29 : paper, ñIn Sanskrit.ñDoes not

mention Någårjuna/Vararuci.ñPublished edition(s) of work:
cf. Pondichéry 1979 ñCovers verses 1ñ222, 239ñ323ñ
Devanågar∂ script.

Begins, leaf 1v: [. . . ] dhanva√taraye haraye tamo rogån
ekapayμutha haraye/dadhate kala‹a√ dadate mætapμurƒƒa√
j∂vana√ jaŒatå√/kætsnasya ta√trasya gæh∂tadhåmnå‹ Leaf
29v ends:/ [3]23/ guƒå√dhika√ yoga‹ata√ nibadhya
pråpta√ mayå puƒyam anuttama√ yat nånå prakåråmåya
[text breaks off]
Shelved at d. 727 (4). Library foliation: 142ñ69/

Yogasudhånidhi/ Vandimi‹ra
leaves 19ñ40, 42ñ51: paper : ill. óIn Sanskrit. óMarginal

initials: yosu. (to leaf 42); ‹årΔg (to 47); yo. su. (to 51).ñThe
author was the son of Jagad∂‹añBibliography : CC Shelved at
d. 716(7). Library foliation: 165ñ96.

Yogasudhånidhi / Vandimi‹ra
leaves [1], 311., leaves 5ñ11, 1.
leaves 3ñ9, 21, 11: paperñIn Sanskrit. ñfoliation is confused

and obscured by bad repairs.ñJaina Någar∂ script.
Shelved at d. 725(5a). Library foliation: 101ñ127.

Yogasudhånidhi/Vandimi‹ra
leaves 10ñ13 : paper.  ñIn Sanskrit. ñAlso called Yogoktyu-

pade‹a. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(5b). Library foliation: 128ñ3
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[YogataraΔgiƒ∂] [Trimalla Bha¢¢a]
[With] °T∂kå
Leaves 1ñ36: paper. ñIn Sanskrit.ñTitle from IO 2505ñ

2708; ñThe outer cover has the title Yoga‹ataka.ñmarginal
initials throughout: yo. ñCopied by Gaƒe‹abha¢¢a Kelakara
(probably scribe of the exemplar).ñBibliography: cf. IO
2705ñ2708.ñA work consiting chiefly of parts of other works.
Title and author only tentatively assigned. ñThere are sections
of the Yoga‹ataka (with a ¢∂kå;), and of the Cikitsåsåra by
GopåladåsañDevanågar∂ script.
Leaf 1r has; Yoga‹ataka sa¢∂ vaidyakau‹ala/ vaidika / 40
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] samå¶a¶¢ir dvighn∂manujakar∂ƒå√ pa a
ca ni‹åhahyånå√ dvåtri√‹at kharakarabhayo¨ pa¤ca ca kæti¨
°T∂kå begins, leaf 3r: / 12 ¢∂kå triphalå/ veƒuva√‹apatra/
Leaf 12v has: iti kåyacikitså samåptå /
Leaf 17r has: iti ‹ålakyacikitså samåptå /
Leaf 20v has: iti vi¶acikitså /
Leaf 23r has: iti vålacikitså /
Leaf 25v has: iti virecanam ukta√/
Leaf 26v has: iti nasyavidhi¨/
Leaf 26v has: nånåprakåre mayan∂Œabhμuta√ kætsa√ jaya√te
na bhavetv aroga√/ 135 / iti yoga‹ata√ sa¢ippaƒa√
samåpta√/ ‹ubha√ bhavatu/ lekhana gaƒe‹abha¢a
kelakara/ para√ paropakårårtha [. . . ] vaidyåΔå√íya [leaf
27r] ‹adåyaka√/1/
cikitsåsåranåmåya√ gra√tha√ paramadurlabha¨/
‹r∂gopåladåsena kriyate paƒŒita¨ priya√/ 2/ atha
nåŒ∂par∂k¶å/ våte vakråd [. . .]
Leaf 27r has: iti anuvåsanakriyå/ eva√ pa√cakarmåƒi
samåsåni/
Leaf 28r has: atha mμutrapar∂k¶å
Leaf 28v has: atha kålaj¤åna√/
Leaf 29r has: atha ruturutuprakopa/
Leaf 30r has: iti takradadhiguƒå¨/
Leaf 30v has: iti navan∂taguƒå/ [. . .] iti ghætavarga¨/ [. . .]
iti madhuguƒå¨/
Leaf 31r has: iti guŒukhaƒŒasarkaråguƒå¨/ [. . .] iti tilataila√
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[. . .] iti sår¶apataila√/
Leaf 31v has: iti eraƒŒataila√/
Leaf 32v has: iti pathyavarga¨/
Leaf 32v has: iti jalavarga¨ [. . .] iti k¶∂ravarga¨/
Leaf 33v has : iti tailavarga¨ [. . .] iti mudhuguƒå¨/ [. . . ]
atha recana√
Leaf 35v has : iti cikitsåsåre vaidyakau‹alya√ / atha
rasoparaísaí‹odhanamåraƒådhikåra¨/
Leaf 36 v ends: /1/ iti någamåraƒavaga¨/ sårkapayastålale-
pa‹u¶kapa¢as tribhi¨.
Shelved at d. 734 (1). Library foliation : 3ñ38

Yogoktil∂låvat∂/Sundaradeva.ñAD 1833
leaves 29ñ35, [36], 37, 38: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCopied

by Råmaprasåda (or copied from his MS). ñDate of copying:
Sunday in the kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Jye¶¢ha, ‹aka 1755.ñBibliography:
NCC 6.198b. ñDevanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(5d). Library foliation: 140ñ49.

Yogoktyupade‹åmæta/Sundaradeva
leaves 30ñ37: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñProbably the same as

the Yogoktil∂låvat∂. ñThe author was the son of Govindadeva.
ñBibliography: NCC 6.198b. Other medical works of
Sundaradeva are known, but not the present one. ñ
Devanågar∂ script.
Shelved at d.725(5c), Library foliation: 132ñ39.

Ayurvedic manuscripts in the Cambridge University Library

A‹våyurveda/Jayadatta. ñAD 1364
leaves 1ñ95, 1 leaf: palm leaf. ñIn Sanskrit. ñDate of

copying: Thursday 11  kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Mågha, [Nepåla] samvat
484. ñWith wooden end boards. ñWith 1 extra leaf having
6.5 verses of Bhujmoli script, plus jottings with a later date.
ñBhujmoli script. ñWith letter numerals.
Begins, leaf 1v: nama¨ sarvvaj¤åya/praƒamya ‹aΔkar√
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bhaktyå ‹aΔkara√ sarvadehina√ ‹ivåya jagatojata√ ‹ivaΔkåpi
vi‹e¶ata¨/ sμu[k¶å?] vavodha‹avdårtha√ ‹ucchavistaravar-
jita√/ lak¶aƒa√ våjidehastha√ sa√k¶epena yathåkramam/
cikitsårtha√ samåsena siddhau¶adhisamanvita√/
maniproktåni ‹åstråƒi  samyagålåkævåjinå¨/ ‹r∂madvijaya-
dattasya putraƒå kriyate dhunå/ ‹r∂matå jayadattena
‹abhånå√ hitam i[]tå/
Leaf 95r ends : tenåtra nåvihitåyakal [] åbhi‹aΔkayå/
rasåyanakalpådhyåya¨/ samåtå cedam a‹våyurveda‹åstra√ kæti
iya [√] mahå‹ånta‹ [r] ∂jayadattasya/ samvat 484 måghakæ¶ƒa
[tear] yo 11 dasyå√ ‹ravaƒanak¶atre bæhaspativåsare likhitam
ida√ pustaka√/
Shelved at Add 2832.

Carakasa√hitå/Caraka
leaves 1ñ35, 37ñ46: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñJaina style

Devanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] asyågre cikitsåsthånam asti tat pådau
rasåyana√ ta√tram asti/athåtoíbhayåmalak∂ya√ rasåyana-
påda√ vyåkhyåísyåíma¨ /iti ha småhur åtreyådayo
mahar¶aya¨./
Leaf 44r has: agnive‹akæte ta√tre carakapratisa√skæte
cikitsåsthåne caturtho dhyåya samåpta¨ 4// athåto
gulmacikitsita√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨
Ends, leaf 46v: yogån gulmanivarhaƒa√/tryμu¶aƒa√
triphalådhånya√/bi [text breaks off].
Shelved at Add 2534.

Nyåyacandrikåpa¤jikå/ Gayadåsa
leaves 2, 1 leaf, leaves 15ñ78: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñ

Commentary on the Su‹rutasa√hitå. ñBibliography:
Meulenbeld 1974. 398ñ99; NCC 5.312a, 10.317a.óPublished
description: ZDMG 58(1904); JRAS (1906). ñJaina Någar∂
script.
Begins, leaf 2r: bhautika√ kæta√ pråƒikåya√ tasyeda√
hetu svalak¶aƒa kåryova√tayåravyånam iti/ hetutvådibhir
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vi‹o¶air ga [tear]
Leaf 25r has: sau‹rute ‹alyatamtro nyåyaca√drikåyå√
‹ukra‹onita‹uddi√ ‹år∂ra√ dvit∂yo dhyåya¨ /2/
Leaf 33r has the end of adhyåya 3;
Leaf 45v has the end of garbhavyåkaraƒa√;
Leaf 56r has the end of pratyekamarmmavirde‹ådhyåya¨;
Leaf 59v has: iti nyåyaca√drikåyå√ pa¤jikåyå√ ‹år∂rasthåne
‹iravarƒavibhakti‹år∂ra√ dhyåya¨
Leaf 66r has: iti [. . .] ‹iråvyådhavidhi‹år∂ra√
Leaf 71 v has: iti [. . .] dhaman∂vyåkaraƒa√ nåma‹år∂ra√
dhyåya¨
Ends, leaf 78v: yad åha/atråpi n∂lavatprat∂kåra iti/kålåt∂te
[. . .]/tatråpi saly∂ bhavan [text breaks off].
Shelved at Add 2491.

RåjamårttåƒŒa
leaves 6ñ51: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñThis may be the work

of Bhojadeva also known as YogasårasaΔgraha. ñBibliography:
cf. CC 1.502a, 2.220b for a work of this name on medicine
by Bhojadeva (extracts insufficient for identification.). ñ
Covers verses 26ñ425. ñDevanågar∂: script.
Leaf 6r has:/26/ ‹ilåkusumasauv∂rani‹å‹yåmånvitai¨ samai¨/
Leaf 7r has:/35/iti ‹r∂råjamårtta√Œe ‹irorogacikitså
samåptå¨/
Leaf 12r has: iti netrarogacikitså
Leaf 16r has: iti mukharogacikitså
Leaf 17v has: iti dramukharogacikitså
Leaf 18v has: iti snanakaƒådivæddhyadhikåra¨ [. . . ]
Leaf 53r has:/398/iti rasåyanådhikåra¨
Leaf 55v has: /415/ iti gomahi¶∂ƒå√ adhikåra¨
Leaf 56v has:/425/tato marut ‹onitabhe¶ajåni sta√bhasya
corvo¨ ‹amana¨ prakara¨.
Shelved at Add 2480.

Rasaråja/Matiråma.ñAD 1745
1ñ17: paper. ñIn Hind∂ñCopied by Rμuparåma, s.o.

Some‹vara of the Motålå j¤åti. ñDate of copying: 11
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‹uklapak¶a of Pau¶a, sa√. 1802.ñComplete. ñDevanågar∂
script.
Leaf 1r has 3 lines in Hind∂:
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] hota nå
Ends, leaf 17r: iti ‹r∂: ci√tåmani carana kamala ca√car∂ka
matiråma viracito rasaråja¨ samåptim agamat/sa√vat
satrahasaibara¶μub∂te ikunås∂ti/pμuså√ ísita ekådas∂ poth∂ li¶∂
sur∂ti/sa√vat 1802 var¶e pau¶amåse site pak¶e motålå j¤åt∂ya
some‹varåtmajena rμuparåmeƒa likhito ya√ gra√tha¨/
Shelved at Add 2503.

[Rasa‹åstra text]
171 leaves: palm leaf. ñIn Sanskrit. ñThe text has the word

ëp∂¢hikå, frequently. Foliation very confused, and no chapter
or other colophons. ñNepalese script.
Begins, leaf 2r: ¶u må[. . .]ina‹anvavækte√na jaratií∂tagråsena
dive dive vatukam iti /
Ends, leaf [142]r: me¢¢å ‹æΔg∂mætapi [. . .] vahalapμu [. . .]
ena a[u] tohånå¨ p∂¢hikåstamtana uvat∂ti /.
Shelved at Add 1652

RasendracμuŒåmaƒi /Somadeva
leaves 1ñ3: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñCovers the divyau¶adhi-

lak¶aƒa adhyåya only (verses 1ñ69). ñDevanågar∂: script.
Begins, leaf 1r: [...] ma√thånamairavamahågamasa√-
pradi¶¢å
Ends, leaf 3v: iti ‹r∂ somadeva viracite rase√dra cμuŒåmaƒau
divyauí¶aídh∂: lak¶aƒådhyåya¨ samåpta¨ o√ tat sat hari¨.
Shelved at Or 99.

›ålihotra/Nakula. ñAD 1777
leaves 1ñ3, 5ñ37, 39: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly

property of Råmapratåpa.ñCopied by K¶emavijayagaƒi ñDate
of copying: Wednesday 8 ‹uklapak¶a of ›råvaƒa, sa√ 1833. ñ
Covers the complete 14 adhyåyas, plus an extra 18 lines. ñ
With one additional leaf, numbered 2, having 21 lines, called
A‹valak¶aƒapar∂k¶åñJaina style Devanågar∂ script. Begins, leaf
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1v: pa√ råmapratåpena samarpitam idam// kamaladala-
bikåsai¨ sarbadevådhideva¨ stribuvanajanacak¶ujyoti¶å√ tå¨
mok¶abhåjå√ ca mårgya√ti mara¨ harati durita√ vo¨
bhåskaro nekabhånu¨ 1 ‹rådæ¶¢vå samyak nakula¨ ‹åstra√
kætsna√ himålo tr∂√ brμute ‹åstra√ anamtam ca ‹åstra√ kætvå
samåsane¨. 2
Leaf 3r has: iti ‹r∂nakulabiraycate ‹ålihotre prathamo
dhyåya¨// 1//
Ends, leaf 39r: iti ‹r∂nakulakæte asμucikasthite a‹va‹ålå√ vidhi
samåpta¨ sa√vat 1833 var¶e ‹råvaƒasudi 8 a¶¢am∂ budhavåsare
li¶ita√ pa√/k¶imåvijayagaƒinå√//
Shelved at Add 2841.

›årΔgadharasa√hitå/›årΔgadhara. ñAD 1611
leaves 1ñ37, 40ñ94: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñFormerly

property of Vyåsamahådeva, s.o. Vyåsajanårdana.ñCopied by
Hariråma of the Pa¤cabhråtå family. ñDate of copying: 2
‹uklapak¶a of Vai‹åkha, sa√ 1668. ñLeaf 25 torn in half. ñ
Leaves 31, 62 are ‹uddhipattras. First khaƒŒa ends on leaf
19r (end of adhyåya 7).  ñJaina Någar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] ‹riya√ sadadyåd
Ends, leaf 94v: iti dåmodarasμuno ‹årΔgadharasya viracitåyå√
sa√hitåyå√ cikitså rasa cμurƒa gu¢ikå avaleha vasti nirμuhana
netra cikitså prasådana karmma vidhir adyåya¨/‹ubham
astu/sa√vat 1668 samaye vai‹å¶asudi 2 subhadine likhyapita√
‹r∂‹r∂ vyåsa janårddanåtmaja ‹r∂ vyåsamaha devena likhita√
kåyastha hariråma pa¤ca bhråtå ‹r∂ våstavyena/[. . . ].
Shelved at Add 2489.

Su‹rutasa√hitå/Su‹ruta
[With] NibandhasaΔgraha/Dalhaƒa
leaves 1ñ38, 41ñ347, [48], 49ñ163: large paper. ñIn

Sanskrit. ñBibliography: Meulenbeld 1974. 408ñ409. ñ
Nepalese script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] ‹år∂råna√tara√ cikitsåsthånam
årabhyate/athåto dvivraƒ∂yacikitsita√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨
Ends, leaf 163r: do¶aghnam iti yena do¶eƒa sukhegega
åracca/iti cikitsite niva√dhasa√grahe catvåri√‹o dhyåya/
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niva√dhanavahud-håv∂k¶abhi¶ak ‹r∂ Œallanåvidha¨
cikitsåsthåna√ samåpta√/ subham bhavatu/ gra√thasa√-
khyå 1272/ cikitsåsthånam akarot suvodha√ bharatåt-
maha¨/.
Shelved at Add 1410

Tri‹ati/›årΔgadhara. ñAD 1770
leaves 1ñ28: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñAlso called

Vaidyavallabha. ñCopied by Nånigadåsa(?), s.o.
Cek¶acandra(?). ñDate of copying: Tuesday 12 ‹uklapak¶a
of Å¶åŒha, sa√ 1827. ñBibliography: Meulenbeld 1974. 429;
NCC 8.269a; cf. IO 2713. Jaina Någar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] udayagiri‹irastho nidrayå sμuŒham etaj
Ends, leaf [28] v: [28]v: /332/ iti yatipativaravaiku√-
¢hå‹rama‹r∂caraƒa‹i¶yeƒa ‹årΔgadhareƒa viracitåyåyå√ tri‹at∂
samåpå/sa√vat 1827 var¶e å‹åŒa√åse ‹uklapak¶e
dvåda‹∂yåma√galabåsare bibabarajicchr∂ 108 ‹r∂ce [28v]
k¶aca√drajitkasya ‹i¶yena nånigadåsena [i]da√ gra√tha√
likhita√/.
Shelved at Add 2440.

Vaidyaj∂vana/Lolimbaråja
leaves 1ñ16: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñComplete. ñDevanågar∂

script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [. . .] prakætisubhagagåtra√
Ends, leaf 16r: /23/ iti divåkara suta loli√varåja viracite
vaidyaj∂vane pa¤camo vilåsa¨
Shelved at Add 1474.

VaidyavallabhasaΔgraha/VaΔgasena. ñAD 1276
leaves 1ñ11, 13ñ100, 5001ñ5009, 510ñ550, [551]: palm

leaf. ñIn Sanskrit. ñTitle from colophon. ñThe relationship
of this MS to the usual recensions of the CikitsåsårasaΔgraha
is not yet clear.ñFormerly property of Brahmasåra,
›ivabrahma-bhåva and  a Lak¶m∂bramabhåva. ñCopied by
Vikrama.,ñDate of copying: Thursday 7 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Å¶åŒha,
[Nepåla] samvat 397. ñCopied in ›atagala vihåra(?). ñ
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Published description: BM 1879, IO 2698, by Haas. ñLater
hand than Add 2832. This important early MS must be taken
into account in studying the formation of VaΔgasenaís work.
ñWith a detailed handwritten note on the MS, including
extracts, by E. Haas. ñNepalese script.
Begins, leaf 1v: nama¨ ‹ivåya/ natvå ‹iva√ prathamata¨
praƒipatya caƒŒ∂√ [. . . ] ‹r∂vaΔgasenabhi¶ajå khalu
yåsyavæddhavadyåya [. . . effaced]  ¶ajåtivæddhån/atra
prapavåm apahåya cikitsakånama kånta-vallabhatamålikhitå¨
prayogå¨ vasati yasya cikitsakavallabha¨ sakata [. . . effaced]
dha[r]mmårthakåmamok¶åƒåm årogya√ mμulam uttama√
årogasa [. . . effaced]
Leaf 100v ends: devadåru ca mustavåvitrakåvilvaye‹ikå/
ka[u]la√ ‹æΔgavera√ ca pippalya‹vatthanas tathå/sauv∂ram
a√jana√
Leaf 500lr begins: kikåk¶aka¨/  arkkak¶∂ra‹ata[u] åcavacåcavya-
halatrika√/
Leaf 550v ends: ya[¨] ka[‹]cid atra-bhi¶ajåvahuvedinas tån
prakramya ne¶a likhita¨ kila kin tu santa¨/ drahya [partly
torn]
Leaf [551]r starts: syate me matta ko pi samådharmmakålo
[. . .] aya√ niravadhi [...] so ya√ bhaven na yadi
gåbhirala√khalånå√ kvinnodyekena nasakottakam  ∂tk¶ita¨
syåt/kå¤jikåvåsaniyatå‹r∂gadådharas μunå/kæto ya√
vaΔgasenena saΔgraho vaidyavallabha¨/mahe‹vara-
padåmbhojapμujaprakhyåtamμurttate/k∂rttyå projvalitå¶isa
jagate gurave nama¨/tasyodde‹apaya¨pμura prakhyå
[k¶å?]litamanomala¨/alikhed vikramo sau sa≈graha√
vaidyavallabha√/ samåpto mahåvaidya‹r∂vaΔgasenavaidya-
vallabhanåmo ya√ saΔgraha¨/samvat 397 å¶åŒhakæ¶ƒa-
saptamyå√ væhaspatidine likhitam iti/ ‹atagalavihåravaidya-
vij¤avrahmasårodiviΔga takasya pustaka√ vij¤avrahmaså[tå?]
rokasya putra ‹ivavrahmabhåvo lak¶m∂brahmabhåvo
ubhayakasya pustaka√ ‹ubham astu/.
Shelved at Add 1707.
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Yoga‹ataka/Någårjuna. ñAD 1365
[With] Candrakalå/Dhruvapåla
leaves 1, 2, 4ñ8, 10ñ12, 14ñ17, 19ñ25, 1 leaf: palm leaf. ñ

In Sanskrit. ñDate of copying: Monday 11 ‹uklapak¶a of
Pau¶a, sa√. 486 (or Sunday ‹uklapa¶a of Bhadrapada, sa√.
404/ AD 1283). ñPublished edition(s) of work: Pondichéry
1979. ñBibliography: This is MS N2 of Filliozatís 1979 edition
(see pp.xxvñxxvii for extracts). ñPublished description:
Filliozatís 1979, xxv-xxvii. ñFilliozat misinterprets the
(virtually illegible) date of this MS (bhujaΔga = 8). For his
reproduction of Cordierís transcription see 1979 ed., xxvi.
ñWith a slip with notes by a modern scholar. ñNepalese script.
Leaf 1r has: sam 404 bhådrapadasudi 12 ra[. . . ]
Begins, leaf Iv: o√ nama¨ sarvva[. . .]/ k¶tsnasya tantrasya
gæh∂ta dhåmnå
Leaf 25v has verses 108, 109;
Leaf [26] badly effaced: see 1979 ed., xxvi.
Shelved at Or 150.

Yoga‹ataka/Någårjuna. ñAD 1608
leaves 1ñ16: paper. ñIn Sanskrit. ñAuthorís name not given

in this MS. ñDate of copying: 2 kæ¶ƒapak¶a of Mågha, sa√
1664. ñPublished edition(s) of work: Pondichéry 1979.ñ
Bibliography: see Pondichéry ed. ñComplete. ñJaina style
Devanågar∂ script.
Begins, leaf 1v: [...] kætsnasya tatnrasya gæh∂tadhåmnå
Ends, leaf 16r: nånå prakåråbhayan∂Œabhμuta√ kætsna√
bhavaty evam anuttaroga√/121/ iti ‹r∂yoga‹ataka√
sa√pμurƒa√/sa√vat 1664 var¶e måghamåse kæ‹ƒapak¶e
dvit∂yå√ li¶itam ida√ vihåriƒå [. . . in different hand:]
pustakam ida√ molil∂/sa√ 1704/madhya.
Shelved at Add 2538.
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Ayurvedic manuscripts in the British Library

[This appendix has been superceded by the catalogue of Jinadasa
Liyanaratne, published in Journal of the European Åyurvedic Society.]

Abhinavamådhava
On palm leaf.óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script. Shelved at Or. 6612(15).

Abhinavamådhava
On palm leaf.óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script. Shelved at Or. 6612(16).

Ari¶¢a‹ataka
On palm leaf.óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(27).

Ari¶¢a‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(102A).

A¶¢apar∂k¶åva
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(7).

Tuƒ¢a behet kara¬a vedapota
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese.óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(41).

Tuƒ¢a behet karaƒa vedapota
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(42).

Au¶adha gaƒavidhiya
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.
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Shelved at Or. 6612(57).

Au¶adhanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(56).

Behet nam
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óAlso called Behet patuna.

óSinhalese script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(33).

Bhai¶ajyakalpa
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(3).

Bhai¶ajya målåva
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(17).

Dravyaguƒa
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(45).

GeŒi veda pota
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(25).

Guƒaratnamålå ñAD 1767
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óGujaråt∂

script. Shelved at Or. 8152.

Hasti saΔgraha sannaya
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(8).
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Rasasa√hitå
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 5350.

Rasasa√hitå
On paper.óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(58).

Roga ari¶¢aya
On palam leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(59).

[VarasårasaΔgraha]
[With] Commentary

On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese
script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(73).

Såranighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(70).

Såranighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(71).

SårårthasaΔgraha/Buddhadåsa(?)
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(1).

SårasaΔk¶epa
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(106).
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Sarasvat∂nighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

and Tamil script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(18A).

Sarasvat∂nighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

and Tamil script. Shelved at Or. 6612(67).

Sarasvat∂nighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

and Tamil script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(68).

Sarasvat∂nighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

and Tamil script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(69).

SarvåΔga veda pota
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(9).

›åsvatanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(66).

›ata‹loka/Vopadeva
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(61).

›ata‹loka sannaya/Vopadeva
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(60).
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Siddhau¶adhanighaƒ¢u
On palmíleaf. óIn Sa skrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(18B).

Siddhau¶adhanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

and Tamil script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(63).

›r∂våsudevanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(109).

Tri√‹ad bhi¶ajåΔgaya
On palm leaf. óAnother work, the Au¶adha gaƒaya,

appended to the same manuscript. In Sinhalese. óSinhalese
script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(62).

Unmatta suva vana au¶adha[?]
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(81).

[Vaidyaka work]
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(24).

[Vaidyaka work]
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(14).

[Vaidyaka work on dietetics]
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óDate of
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copying: 18th century. óSinhalese script.
Shelved at Or. 1208.

VaidyålaΔkåra
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(26).

VaidyålaΔkåra
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(84).

Vaidyayantra
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6615(456A).

Vaidyayantra
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6615(456B).

Vanavåsanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Piåli and Skt. óSinhalese and Tamil

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(75).

Vanavåsanighaƒ¢u
On palm leaf. óIn Påli and Skt. - Sinhalese and Tamil

script. Shelved at Or. 6612(76).

Vi¶abhai¶aja
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese.óSinhalese

script. Shelved at Or. 6612(80).
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Yogacintåmaƒi/Har¶ak∂rti. óAD 1786
On paper. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. Sinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 8150.

Yogårƒava
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(96).

Yogårƒava
On palm leaf. óIn Sinhalese. óSinhalese script.

Shelved at Or. 6612(110).

Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(99).

Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(100).

Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(101).

Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(102B).

Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(22).
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Yoga‹ataka
On palm leaf. óIn Sanskrit and Sinhalese. óSinhalese

script.
Shelved at Or. 6612(23).

Sanskrit Medical Manuscripts in Harvard University
Library Dominik Wujastyk

October 1998

Kålaj¤åna / ›ambhu With Hind∂ ¢∂kå
Poleman no. 5321. Houghton Library shelf no. 1364.

FF 1ñ37. 10 × 21cm. 8 lines, 25 ak¶aras. Physically incomplete.
Bibliography: Meulenbeld, HIL; Wujastyk, HSPM 1.741ñ745;
Wujastyk, MeSS 56. Approximately 125 verses, whose
numbering is confused. One sequence runs from 1ñ83,
another then runs from 25ñ67. No division into samudde‹as.
E.1 r has in pencil: kålaj¤åna kha√.
Begins, f.1v: ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨//
kålaj¤ånakalåyukta√ ‹a√bhonåtha‹ca bhå¶ita√
yena ¶aƒmåsata pμurvva√ j¤åyate mætyμuroginå√//1//
¢∂kå//kåla kahi i√ maraƒa kalå kahi o√lakæƒa kahi o√//
‹a√bhμunåthaccabhå¶ita√ kahi i√// mahådeva pårvati ke
ågai√ kahi hai rogamarƒa kå samaya kahi ye√ na¶aƒamåsata
purvva√ ke hi i√ pahilå√ cha mahine ke agå urog∂ kå
maraƒa målum ka ra√//
‹loka kåla sæjati bhμutåni kåla√ saharate prajå//
kåla svapnek¶u jågartti kålo hi [f.2r] durita¨ krama¨//2//
Final verse, f. 37rñ37v: atha ‹loka uragavaraƒarμudråvåsavem-
dravåsave√dratipμurvvå// yamadahanavi‹åkhå påyavåreƒa
yuktvåtithi¶u navam∂ ¶a¶¢∂ [f.37v] dvåda‹∂bhi caturth∂ //
sahajamaraƒayogo / rogiƒå√ mætyukåla 67/
¢∂kå uraga kahi i√// a‹le¶å varuƒa kahi o√ ådrå// våsave
‹r∂ pμurvvå kahi o√ vi‹åkhå tripμurvvå kahi yai// . . . . 67//
[Text ends, 37v:] oha yogaji vårai åvai nivårai jåƒi o√//
arog∂mukara avamechårame√ ca√dramåvådyåti ca√dramå
kå yogapåvai //
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Rasacintåmaƒi / Anantadeva Sμuri
Poleman no. 5288. Houghton Library shelf no. 451.
Ff.10ñ11, 18ñ38, 40, 42ñ43, 50ñ51. 21.5 × I2.5 cm. 24

lines, 16 ak¶aras/line. Bottom edge of MS torn, with damage
to text. Physically incomplete.
Bibliography: Printed at Bombay in 1911, with a Hind∂ ¢∂kå
and at Poona in 1925 with a Marå¢h∂ commentary.
Title from section colophons
A work on alchemy in eleven stavakas, which is quoted by
°ToŒaramalla (fl. 1565/1589) in the Åyurvedasaukhya of his
°ToŒarånanda (see NCC 1.168b, 169b) and in the
Bhåvaprakå‹a (16th century; see Jolly 1977, p. 4 which may,
however, refer to Råmacandraís treatise of this name). Text
incomplete.
Begins, f.l0r: tætaya√ yåvat ‹vitraku¶¢ha√ vinå‹ayet//
vibhidyaka√nyakån∂lå√ nirvraƒasthμulapa¢¢akå√//
nirdo¶a√ tålaka√ tasyå madhye dattvåtha mudyate //
F10r has: iti rasaci√tåmaƒau ‹vitratålaíkeí‹cara¨. //. . .
iti kæ¶ƒasarpatailå‹vitre //
F. 11v has: iti rasacintåmaƒau vi‹ve‹varo nåma rasa¨//
F. 11v ends: deh∂ v∂k¶ya sukha√ mukha√ na virasa√ vij¤åya
sa√yak sudh∂//
chåg∂mμutravihåyana [breaks off]
E18r begins: nå√ vi‹e¶ata¨//
tilatailena tatsåka√ va¢ak∂nå√ ca bhak¶aƒa√//
F.18r has: iti a¶¢åda‹aku¶¢åni satyaprayoga eka¨//
F.24r has: iti sr∂bhi¶agana√tadevasμuriviracite rasacitamaƒau
‹vitre satyaprat∂kåra¨
F.38v has: iti ‹r∂siddhahemagu¢ikå//
F.38v ends: tåramudrå√ samån∂yamukhavåkhyena ‹o¶yate//
punar a√takena ta√ dattvå mukha [breaks off]
F.40r begins: guŒeƒa ca samanvita√//
‹o¶yec cåtape pi¶¢våó‹lak¶ƒa vicarpayet//
ekavi√‹adina√ yåvad bhåvanådi na su√darå¨//
F.40r has: iti rasacintåmaƒau haim∂karaƒaprayoga¨//
F.40v has: iti rasacintåmƒau hem∂karaƒaprayoga¨ //
iti tårakæ¶ƒ∂//
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F.40v ends: saråvasya pu¢e kætvtvå ma√dågnis tatra d∂yate
åra√ƒya√ ‹ålakaií¨í pa‹cat tåra å [1/3 line missing] yate ca
tat//
kanakena sama√ de [breaks off]
F.42r begins: dåruƒa√//
p∂ta√ chavi√ bhavet ki√cit tat tåmra√ n∂ya cottama√ //
F.42r has: atha h∂rakamåraƒa√//
F.43v ends: iti tåmravarƒahemakaraƒaprayogarasa¨//
¢amkaika√ kurute någa¢aΔkatåmravi‹uddhimat//
darada√ bhågå√ mædo mμu¶å tasyå tad astu d∂yate//
galite ma√dhå¶¢akå¶¢akena vå// [x]rsya√te d∂yate na√ ca
ma√daóvidh∂yate [tear] ka√ hema//
F.50r begins: pa¤cavela√ kar∂pu¢ai¨//
kar∂sa¤jåyate såk¶åd udayårkasama√ chavi¨//. . . .
iti rasacintåmaƒau tårap∂t∂karaƒaprayoga¨
F.51v has: iti rasacintåmaƒau pitt∂karaƒa√//
F.51v ends: iti jalajantraprayogasiddhi/
tolaka√ tritaya√ någa√ retaye [tear] gata√//
kålasa√bh∂ta√ tathå tolåtra [tear] //
dugdhikå veda ¢aΔka [tear] t //
bhåvyate ca tra [tear]
F. 51v has a marginal note in pencil: tru[¢itam]. 18ñ25ó18
750

A collection of medical recipies
Poleman no. 5333. Houghton Library shelf no. 253.
Ff.4ñ6. 14 × 30.5cm. 11 lines, 46 ak¶aras. Physically

incomplete.
Variant title: Called VaΔgakalpa by Poleman, after note on
cover. Outer cover has: [317 260]253 va√gakalpådi pa. 3ñ
11ñ38 ‹lo.50.
Begins, f. 4r: ‹r∂kæ¶ƒåya nama¨// atha vi¶aharaƒamantra¨/
/
o√ kålo vichakatriyålåsonån∂på√carμupåno pannårov∂¤chu
uttaraitau utårμu√ na hi tau garuŒamor aha√kåru√ væ‹cika
åvaigomorakhåyegotoŒavichμu utaretau håkahalolåkarai mer∂
bhakti guru k∂ ‹akti puro ma√tro i‹varovåcå //
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ma√ptreƒånena ma√traj¤o bhμutyakaragæhitayå/
mårjayan ma√tram uccårya saptakætvas trivåraka√ 21//
sadyo nirvi¶anåryå ëkuínnara√ væ‹cikada√‹ita√/
varhipichådinå våpi mårjayen nå‹ayed vi¶a¨// athåparo
væ¶cika [[ha]] vi¶aharaƒama√tra¨// o√ nalopanaŒaro//
mårjjayan mukhavåtena ma√treƒånena ma√travit
ti‹rorekhå prakuryyåt tu saralå bhuvi cåtmana¨ /
. . . athopavi¶åƒi//
F.5r has: iti k¶åradvaya√ dh∂mån nyuktakårye¶u yojayet//
iti k¶årakalpanå// ity åyurvedåt//
‹r∂kæ¶ƒåya nama¨// atha lak¶m∂vilåsarasa¨//
pala√ kæ¶ƒåbhracμurƒasya tadarddha√ rasaga√dhaka√
Ends, f.6v: ra√bhåpras μuna√ två√ger∂mayacha√
kadal∂phala√ navan∂ta√ tathå k¶åro ramabhya√gan∂nam
åcaret//
iti va√gakalpa//
[in smaller hand:] atha råjapracaƒŒarasa¨
pårada√ ga√adhaka√ caiva vi¶a√ tulya√ vimarddayet
yåmadvaya√ tata¨ khalve bhåvanå caikavi√‹ati
si√dhuvåraraseƒaiva marddayecca prayatnata¨
gu¤jåtur∂ya√ bhåga√ tu dåtavya√ taruƒajvare
taila√ ‹irasi dåtavyam udvego [¢e√]] jåyate yadi
takra√ ca dåpayet pa‹cåd udvegasya nivættaye
rasa råjapraca√Œo ya√ bhi¶agbhi¨ paripμujita¨//

A‹våyurveda/Gaƒa
Poleman no. 5292. Houghton Library shelf no. 1204.

1ñ56a, 56bñ80, 82ñ172. 11.5 × 26.5cm. 12 lines, 34 ak¶aras.
Physically incomplete. . E1r has a yellow size.
Bibliography: NCC 1.443a and corrections.
Gaƒa was the son of Durlabha. Variant title: Siddha-
yogasaΔgraha and SårasaΔgraha.
Covers complete text. A narrow leaf of paper between leaves
120 and 121 lists several types of tree: devadåra, vadha, kuda,
pipara, su¢ha, kåcaphala, nagarao¶o, k∂ricåtu, ku¢ak∂ chånå,
haŒedala, gajap∂ghara, javåso, go¶aru, ghamaso, bha¢aka¢aica,
banabhaƒ¢å, at∂saguja, gur∂va, kåka¢ås∂ krataji, h∂ga, si‹vava.
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F.1r has: 10) ‹ålihotravaidikasa√skæta [and in pencil, Latin
script:] 4500
Begins, f.1v: o√ nama bhagavate våsudevåya//
praƒipatya dhavalatanum atha timirahara√gopati√ hara‹a-
‹å√ka√/
a‹våyurvvedanidhi√ mahåmati√ ‹ålihotra√ ca//
ye ‹ålihotra [effaced] gamais tu mahar¶abhi¨ puråbhi-
gamyatå¨/
sve sve tura√ga‹åstre yogå¨ ‹å√tyai vikåråƒå//
F.3r has: a‹våyurvedagaƒakæte siddhayoge sa√grahe
a‹vapra‹a√sådhyåya¨
F.28r has: iti dullabhasμunμugaƒakæte siddhayogasaΔgrahe
a‹vå√galak¶aƒa√ sthåna√//
F.29v has: ityåyurvedagaƒakæte siddhayogasa√grahe
vyåptinirde‹o ídhyåya¨//
F.68v blank.
F.80v ends: ådåya dve ca vane sarvåƒy etåni nikvåthya¨
kvåthanånena yukta√ sårvve saila√ vipåycaen mårta
F.82r begins: graha iti khyåto mægarogas tu våjinå√//
F.12lr has: iti dullabhasμunugaƒakæte siddhayogasa√grahe
uttarasthåna samåpta√// samåpta‹ cåya√ munimatå-
nuvahayogasa√graha
F.172v ends: mantrai√vedodiviprasåd∂calanabhå¶ita√/ a‹va
yathasimasija‹cavavesamodrasya dvårevakreƒeti¶¢håm∂ti svasti
må√sa√ pådaye//
samåpta‹ cåya√ grantha iti ea‹våyurvedagaƒakæta iti nåma¨/

Vaidyavallabha/Hastiruci With T∂kå in Gujaråt∂
(Poleman)

Poleman no. 5334. Houghton Library shelf no. 2269.
Ff.1ñ18. 11.5 × 26.5cm. mμula: 6 lines, 37 ak¶aras; ¢∂kå: 9 lines,
40. Interlinear °T∂kå. Physically incomplete.
Complete in eight chapters. Outer wrapper has: [[338279]]
2269 vaidyaj∂vanasåbå. pa.18 ‹lo. 1000 [and in pencilled
Roman script:] vaidyavalabha.
Text begins, f.l v: //90// sarasati hædhi ëdi√í dhyåtvå natvå
‹r∂gurupatkaja√ sad hastirucinå vaiídyaívallabho ya√
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vidh∂yate 1
purvavaidyena vidhinå vidhåya roganirƒaya√ pa‹cåt såthya√
yathå j¤åtvå ta√ tobhai¶ajam årabhet 2
Commentary begins, f.1v: sarasatine namaskåra kar∂ne ‹r∂
gurune namaskåra kar∂ne vaidyasåsraprakå‹akarau
vaidyavalabha 1
pahilu vaidyai vidhe kar∂ne togano nirƒayakar∂ pache
sμudharogajåƒ∂na√ valato u¶adhakare 2
Text ends, f.18r: 24
sak¶audre tåvalehotha patreƒa bha¶ayet sadå
våtap∂todbhavå√ p∂Œå√ praƒasyati pravesanåt 25
iti vaidyavalabhe viracyate mahåvaidyakasåstara sa√pμurƒa 8
sa√vat 1845 var¶e phåguƒasμuda [in a smaller hand:] 6
vårabμudhe bha¢åraka ‹r∂ ‹r∂ ‹r∂ 108 ‹r∂ munendrasomasμuri
[[ta pa√]] ‹i¶ya su¶aråjaj∂ pa√. muj∂råjaj∂ celå
premaråjalap∂kæta√.// bharatamadhye gå√ma//
°T∂kå ends, f.18r: madhasa√ avaleh∂ atha våmå√ na¶å√
∂våyan∂p∂tan∂ sakten∂ jå√ 25
iti vaidyavalabhe viracyate måhåviadyakasåsra samåpta√ 8//
yådrasa√ pustake dævå√ tadrasa√ la¶∂ta√ mayå
yadi sμudham asμudha√ vå mama do¶o na d∂yate 1//
‹loka la¶yo che// ‹r∂/ /
F.l8v has marginal note: 18ñ5-20 1000

Aj∂rƒama¤jar∂ /Kå‹∂nåtha
Poleman no. 5295. Houghton Library shelf no. 530a.

Ff.1ñ3. 13 × 28.5cm. 5ñ6 lines, 28 ak¶aras. Physically
incomplete,.
Variant title: Amætama¤jar∂
This was formerly thought to be part of the same text as the
Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lokå which follows it (see MS 530b), and was
so catalogued by Poleman. Covers only 12 verses of the work.
Sanskrit interlinear gloss throughout. F.1r has: 28ñ5ñ28 350.
Begins, f.1v svasti ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨//
yo råvaƒa√ raƒamukhe bhuvanaikahåra√ hatvå cakåra
jagata¨ paramopakåra√//
ya√ vra√hmaƒau ìëbhidadhire paratoî í pi påra√.
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ta√ naumi [gloss: íha√ kå‹∂nåtha] maithalasutåhæda-
yaikahåra√.// 1//
nålikeraphale¶u taƒŒula jala√ k¶∂ra√ raså;a jota√
ja√v∂rottharaso ghæte samucita¨ sarppis tu mocåphale /
godhμume¶u ca karka¢∂ hitatamå√ må√så[f.2r] tyaye
kå√jika√
nåraΔge guŒabhak¶aƒa√ prakathita√ piƒŒåluke
kodrava√// 2//
Ends, f.3v: kaserμu ‹æΔgå¢amæƒålamædvikharjμurakhaƒŒåpi ca
någareƒa [breaks off in verse 12]

Rasama¤jar∂tantra / ›ålinåtha
Poleman no. 5313. Houghton Library shelf no. 244.

Ff.1ñ72 (two subsidiary foliation sequences, 33ñ57 = 1ñ25;
58ñ72 = 1ñ15, probably distinguishing the work of three
different scribes.). 14 × 30.5cm. 7 lines, 26 k¶aras. Ff. 24 &
25, 27 & 28 34 & 35, 36 & 37, 38 & 39 stuck together.
Physically incomplete.
Outer wrapper has: [crossed out: 296 [red ink:] 251] [red
ink:] 244. rasama¤jar∂tatra√a,ñ‹ålinåtha¨ pa. 12ñ10ñ27 ‹lo.
800
Begins, 1r: ‹r∂gaƒesåyanama¨ atha rasama¤jar∂ likhyate//
yad gaƒŒalagalamadavårivi√dupånålasåtinibhætå lalitå
limålå//
sadgu¤jitena vinaha√ti navedran∂la¨ ‹ahå√ sa vo gaƒapati
‹ivam åtanotu// 1//
F.32v ends: iti lohamåraƒa√ iti ‹r∂paƒŒitavaidya-
nåthasuta‹r∂‹ålinåthavirci√te [sic] rasama¤jar∂tantre
svarƒådidhåtu‹odhanamåraƒakathana√ nåma pa√camo
dhyåya¨ 5//
F.33r begins: k¶∂rådhver utthita√ deva√ p∂tavastra√
caturbhuja√
vande dhanvantari√ nitya√ nånågadani¶udana√ 1
This section ends, after 355 verses, on f. 55v: iti rase
dharmådharmanirƒaya¨ iti ‹r∂paƒŒitavaidyanåthatanaya‹r∂‹å
viracete rasama¤jar∂ta¤jar∂tantre rakathana√ nåma ¶a¶¢o
dhyåya¨ Ends,f.72r;
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iti ‹r∂paƒŒittavaidyanåthatanaya‹r∂‹ålinåthaviracite rasama-
√ijar∂ta√tre
kålajånådikathana nåma da‹amo dhyåya 10 iti samåpta
rasama¤jar∂ta√tra samåpta√  ‹uddha√ tuttha√må-
huliΔadraveƒa bhåvya√ vårån ekavi√‹akrameƒa eka√ cak¶u¨
pμurayed a¤janena caika√ hy aΔga√ jåyate vijaratva√ 1
yådæ‹a√ pustaka√ dæ¶¢vå tådæ‹å√ likhita√ mayå yadi
‹uddham a‹uddha√ vå mama do¶o na d∂yate 2
sora¢¨å¨//
kai√d∂sa√ka¢amåhi[f.72v:]cyåradånajonå banai√ ekadåna-
karisåhik∂ je bhe¶ajadånato 1
la¶karikar∂trasiddha lålaca√dapåsamadri kai√ gåvapuvå-
lyåmadhya samåpatå rasama¤jar∂ 2
mådhavasukalå pak¶ad∂tavåra tithi pa¤cam∂
sa√mata-jå√nipratak¶abåƒavyomabhμu¶aŒasasi 3

Madanavinodanighaƒ¢u/Madanapåla
Poleman no. 5300. Houghton Library shelf no. 504.

Ff.1ñ84, 2 leaves, 87ñ98, [9]9, then in a different hand,
[100]ñ101, and in a different hand again, 102ñ103. 12.5 ×
26.5cm. 9ñ12 lines, 28 ak¶aras. Ff.84ñ85, 89ñ[100] are torn
at top right hand side of recto. Ff. [100]ñ103 were evidently
copied after the rest of the manuscript; the repetition of
the torn end of f.99 at the beginning of f.[100] established
that the final leaves added to complete a damaged text. It is
strange that f.[100] is also torn in the same place as the
preceding leaves. Physically incomplete. Margins, section and
chapter colophons in red ink. Found with Paper wrapper
has: madanavinodanighaƒ¢u¨ madanpålañ103ñ5ñ32 sañ
1874 ‹lo 1850.
Bibliography: Meulenbeld, HIML.
Madanapåla (fl. 1375/1400) was a member of the great °Tåka
family which ruled Kå¶¢hå on the Yamunå, north of Delhi.
The family history is outlined at the end of the Madanavinoda-
nighaƒ¢u, and at the beginning of the Rasaratnad∂pa of
Råmaråja (a descendant of Madanapåla). Called
Madanavinodanighaƒ¢u in manuscript; marginal initials:
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nirghaƒ¢a. Variant titles: Madanapålanighaƒ¢u, Mada-
navinoda, Madanapålavinodanighaƒ¢u, Madananighaƒ¢u and
probably Madanaratnanighaƒ¢u. (AD sa√ 1874 (date of
correction)).
Covers all 13 vargas.
Begins, f.l v: ‹r∂hanva√taraya nama¨//
j∂va√ ‹rut∂nå√ sudhana√ mun∂nå√// b∂ja√ guƒånå√
mahad ådikånå√ ågnyeyam astra√ bhavapåtakånå√//
ki¤cin maha‹yåmalam å‹rayåmi// 1//
F84v ends (near the beginning of the 11th varga): vicårya
tadguƒån etå√s tadguƒån eva nir[ +++; text breaks off]
First unnumbered leaf begins: gurulaghuyμu¶as tapya√tu
sμupyako bhæ¶¢ai¨/ si√vijair nistu¶aiætai¨/ [breaks of]
End: nirmmathya/ pa¢e ‹arkarayånvita√/ savyo¶adåŒimåjåji¨
sadæko
[breaks off]
Second unnumbered leaf begins: ko rocana¨/svarya¨
pittånilaharo guru¨/d∂panas tarppaƒo valpa¨//[tear; then
a section colophon:] ha¨ saddakguƒå¨. Ends: [tear] lpo/
k¶atajihva√ haƒa¨ para¨ ghevaraguƒå¨/samitå sarppi¶å
bhæ¶¢å ‹ve[breaks off]
F.87r begins: ailålavaΔgakarppμuracμurƒådiparisa√skæta√/
k¶iptvånyasamitåla√ba/pu¢e¶u sughæte pacet
F.98v ends (near the beginning of the 13th varga) and [9]9r
starts: bhojanåna√tara√ nidrå/våtaghnå kaphapu¶¢ikæ/t
kaphamedovi¶å [f. [9]9r starts] rttånå√/råtrau jågaraƒa√
hita√
F. 99v ends: tarμuƒå√ pallavåday¨
varddha√te pi tathå nnæƒå√ ‹neha[text breaks off]
E [100]r begins: ‹nehåvagåhana√ våtësaímana√dhåtu-
pu¶¢pda√ måtråbhis tricatu¨pa¤ca¶a¢saptå¶¢åbhir åvrajet
77[torn]
F. 103r has: abde vrahmajagatjjege[√] tdugaƒite
‹r∂vikramår-kamårkaprabho nodyemåsivalak¶apak¶apak-
¶lalite¶adyå√ sudhåm‹et dine d∂nånå√ paritåpapåpadalno
graƒtha√ nighaƒ¢ukhalμu¨ ‹r∂da¨ ‹r∂madano vyadhatta
catura¨ sacchatracμuŒåmaƒi¨ 12
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anavadyåni yadyåni√dasadvådasavåpi vå
pare¶åm atice¶å√cit lihitom∂hakautukåt 13
yo råj¤å√ mu¶atilaka¨ kaddåramallas tena ‹r∂madananæpeƒa
nimnmite tra granthe bhμun madanavinodanåmni pμurƒo
vargo ylalita yadai prasastivarga¨ nåmomætarasa¨ pradåmram
asti [half a line whited out] 14
Colophon, f. l03r: samåpto ya√ madanavinoda nirgha√¢u¨//
‹r∂r astu// ‹r∂ poth∂ suddha k∂j∂ sa√vat 1874 kå miti mhåsudi
5 mangalavåranai// yo
[breaks off]
F.103v has: la√ 38 [and in pencil] 103ñ4ñ32 1850.

Kμu¢amudgara/Mådhava
Poleman no. 5303. Houghton Library shelf no. 46.

Ff.Iñ5, 7. 13.5 × 27cm. 12 lines, 32 ak¶aras. Physically
incomplete.
Editions: Printed at Bombay in 1884, with a commentary by
Kæ¶ƒa ›åstr∂ Bhå¢avaŒekar; at Colombo in 1889, with a
Si√halese translation by D. J. Rubern JayatuΔga; at Bombay
in 1900 with a paraphrase in Sanskrit and a Hind∂
commentary by Råmapratåpa‹arman; at Bombay in 1909/
10, with a Hind∂ commentary by Mural∂dhara‹armå; at
Muktyala in 1917, in Telugu script, with Telugu translation.
Bibliography: Meulenbeld, HIL. With (auto?)commentary.
Outer cover has: kμu¢amudgåra mådhava ñpa 7ñ12ñ35 ‹loka
175.
Begins, f.1r:// ‹r∂ gaƒe‹åya nama¨
kaphavåtau våtakaphau våta¨ pitta√ ca væddhi‹amau
tribhir ådyais tribhir a√tyais tribhir ådyaparais tad anyai‹ ca1
madhuram nilavaƒaka¢utiktaka¶åyå¨ . . .
F.5v ends (in commentary on v.15): tad ukta√
åtmå manaså yujyate mana i√driyam artheneti svasthasyaiva
rμupå F.7r begins (in commentary on v.17: sya påkvårtham
agne d∂panatvåt yuktå
Ends, f.7v: spa¶¢a√ bhi¶ajå mådhaveneda√ ki j¤ånenål-
padar‹inå
yatki√cid uktam aj¤ånåt tattk¶amadhva man∂¶ƒa¨ 21
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ki√ j¤ånena ni√dyaj¤ånena alpadar‹inå alpådhyayanena
etenåtmana¨ savinayatv amukta√
Colophon, f.7v: iti mådhavaviracita¨ kμu¢amudgara¨ cha//
‹r∂//
F.7v has, in the margin, in pencil: 7ñ12ñ35 175

Rogavini‹caya/Mådhava
Poleman no. 5304. Houghton Library shelf no. 221.

Ff.11ñ108. 14 × 32cm. 7 lines, 40 ak¶aras. New hand begins
on f. 20. Physically incomplete.

Variant title: Mådhavanidåna. Marginal glosses on ff.1ñ
16. Outer wrapper has [crossed out: 269-227] 221
mådhavanidåna√ p. 98.7.38 ‹loñ1600.
Begins, f.11r: hu‹o bhuktamåmameva vimu√oati 64
at∂såre nivætte pi ma√dågner ahitå‹ina¨
bhμuya¨ sa√dμu¶ito vahnir grahaƒ∂m abhidμu¶ayet 65
Ends, f.108v: biddhadvirvraƒaso tha‹ ca dvau vraƒau
bhagnanåŒikau bhaga√daropada√‹aiva ‹ μukado¶a-
dyumågaya¨//12//
yat sμutrasukæta√ ki¤cit kætvaika√ yini‹caya√ muca√-
juja√tava¨ stena nityam åta√kasa√tati//13//
Colophon (red ink): iti ‹r∂madhavanidånaviracite
samasta‹ar∂raroganidåna√ sa√pμurƒa√//‹r∂r astu//
F.108v has a modern note in purple crayon: 98ñ7ñ38 ‹lo
1600.

Rugvini‹caya/Mådhava
Poleman no. 5332. Houghton Library shelf no. 433.
Ff.1ñ61. 11 × 25.5 cm. 9 lines, 34 ak¶aras. Red ink used

for marginal rulings. Thin, almost transparent, smooth
paper. Hand (or pen) changes on f.5v, 45v, 59r. Physically
incomplete. Found with Extensive marginal glosses up to
f.42r.

Title from identified from opening verses. Outer wrapper
has: [[65]] 433.

roganidånamñpa 61‹lå 875. Note reference to Gayadåsa
in the gloss on f.42r. F.1r has the following verse:
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net rasyaha¨ stådga¨ sphuraƒam asakætsa√garebha√gam
åhu¨

netrasyordhva√ harati sakala√ månu¶a√ du¨khajåla√
netrasyå√te bhavati ca dhana√ nåstikå√te ca mætyu¨
våme caitat phalam avikala√ dak¶iƒe vai par∂tya√ 1
Text begins, f.1v: //9pa//‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨//
praƒamya jagadutpattishitisa√hårakåraƒa√
svargåpavargayor dvåra√ trailokya‹araƒa√ ‹iva√ 1
nånå mun∂nå√ vacanair idån∂√ samåsata¨ sabhi¶ajå√

niyogat
sopadravåri¶¢anidånaliΔgo nivadhyate gra√tha vini‹cayo-

íya√
Gloss at top edge of very fragile leaf, f.1v: atra pra‹abdena

gra√thakædbhaktyati‹aya√ khyåpayati 1
bhuvanatrayasya rak¶itåra√ 12 rogåƒå√ vini‹cayo yasmåt

sa //3
nanu sarvaj¤åj¤ånavi¶aye paramasμuk¶me nidånåditatv-

aj¤åne sarvaj¤apuru¶avåkye katha√ buddhimatå√ pravættir
iti åha¨// nånå mun∂nå√ kvanai¨ kætvå//

Gloss in left margin, f.1v: nånå mun∂nå√ kvanair yoga
rdvibhi¨ traikålikaj¤ånadar‹∂ puru¶åti‹ayo munir ucyate// 2
agre tanai¨ åcåryai¨ pμurva√ eva√ vidho gra√thasa√graho
na kæta¨ ity artha¨

Gloss finishes on f. 42r.  with commentary on verse 633 of
the mμula: å¢opa‹ calana√ iti gayadasah gujagujå‹abda¨. iti
kårttika¨ 3 atyugrarujaIp./iti tivravedana. - ådhmåma√
våtapμurƒa√.// 3 E58v has: iti a‹mar∂nidånam// . . . [leaf
ends:] ståne ca pittaIp. paridμu‹yavå

F.59r begins: pi
k¶∂ƒe¶u do¶e¶u ca kæ¶yadhåtμun sa√dμu¶yamehån kurute

nila‹ ca
Text ends, f.61v, after 42 verses: 41 masμurikåm åha//

masμurasa√sthånasamåvij¤eyå så masμurikå 42
alaj∂m åha// raktåsitåspho¢acilå dåruƒå tv alaj∂ bhave [t]
Marginal jotting, f.61v: 61ñ8ñ301304
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NåŒ∂j¤åna with Hind∂ ¢∂kå
Poleman no. 5324. Houghton Library shelf no. 1365.
Ff.1ñ10. 10.5 × 20.5 cm. Text: 4 lines, 21 ak¶aras;

commentary: 6 lines, 29 ak¶aras. Physically incomplete
Title from colophon of commentary.
Complete in 39 verses. Tripå¢ha text.
F.1r has, in encil, two floral flourishes and a note:

nåŒ∂lak¶aƒa mμu.
sa√ ¢∂. bhå 120
Text begins, f.1v: prathama nåŒipar∂k¶å mutrapar∂k¶å

dvitiyaka√//
tæt∂ya√ kålace¶¢a√ caturtha√ ce¶¢a‹ar∂raka√// 1//
rogåkrå√ta‹ar[f.2r]∂rasya sthånånya¶¢au par∂k¶ayet
nåŒ∂mutramala√jihvå‹abdaspar‹å‹ ca rupadrik// 2//
sapta‹atånå√ madhyåc caturåyikå vi√‹ati¨
tåsåm ekå par∂k¶åyå dak¶inakarena vinyastå// 3//

Commentary begins: o√ ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨ prathama nå¶∂
lak¶aƒa ka hate hai// prathama kaha ∂ nåŒ∂de¶aƒ∂¶v iti
yakaha√ ∂ dusar∂¨/mutrapar∂k¶å karaƒ∂// tr∂t∂ya kaha ∂
tr∂jokåla¤åna// sai√ kåla kå caturtha¨ ‹ar∂rakå la¶aƒa ∂¨//
1//

On f. 7r, verses 24 and 25 are omitted from the text, but
added in a small

marginal box.
Text ends, f.10v: yåti suk¶yå  ca vakrå ca tåm asådhyå√

virdμu vudhå
sirånå√ lak¶aså√ caiva vij¤ån∂yåd bhi¶agvadai¨// 39//
iti nåŒ∂na sa√pμurƒa√// samåptam//
Commentary ends: jis k∂ nåŒ∂ patal∂ cålai ¢e¢icålaiti samå

nåŒ∂ ko asådhya kahi jai nåŒ∂ kå j¤åna ye ha prakå‹eti de¶a
kai vaidya upacåraka rai// 39// iti nåŒ∂j¤a√. samåptam//

NåŒ∂ipar∂k¶å
Poleman no. 5325. Houghton Library shelf no. 612.
Ff.1ñ4, 4. 13 × 23.5 cm. 12 lines, 34 ak¶aras; absorbent,

tissue-like paper.
Physically incomplete
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Title from Colophon of f.4r.
by Dulla son of Jånijayåna√da.
There is a lacuna between leaves 4 and 4a, in that the

numbering of the verses returns to 37, but the verses 37 and
38 of f.4a do not correspond to those on f4rñ4v. Note too,
that there are two verses numbered 29, and the second falls
across the join between leaves 3r and 4r. The hand, paper,
margins and appearance of the leaves suggests that these
leavss are nevertheless all part of a single manuscript. Outer
wrapper has: [[242 242] 612 nåŒ∂par∂k¶å pa ‹lo. 40. Begins,
f.1r: ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨// nåŒ∂pår∂k¶åm åkhyåsyåma¨//

snåyur nåŒi naså hi√srå dhaman∂ dharaƒ∂dharå//
ta√ttuk∂ j∂vanaj¤ånåkhiråparyåyavåcakå√// 1//
tiryak kμurmmo dehinå√ nålide‹e våme vaktra√ tasya

puccha√ tu yåmye// μurddhve bhåge hastapådau ca våmau
tasyaivådha¨ sa√sthitau dak¶iƒau ca// 2//

F.2v has 3 blank lines, but no apparent lacuna. The scribe
seems to have avoided writin over a part of verso of the leaf
having show-through of writing from/the recto.

F.2v ends://21//kå¶¢akμu¢åd∂ cakråƒå√ vicitragatisa√gin∂
sannipatotbha [tear]
F.3r begins: dviguƒaghasrais tu tan maryådå smætå kramåt// 21//
F.3r ends: caturdhå ga√tuja¨ ‹åpåbhicåråve‹adhå tata¨//
pμurvayo bhμurivispho¢amohå
F.3v blank.
F.4r begins: våve‹aje tu rμu¢// 29//
tat tad bhμutasya kåmotthe h∂ dh∂ svapnahati jvare//
dåhåtisårauk¶veŒotthe yathå svaghåtaja√ vaddet// 30//
F.4v ends: våmi¨ kæcchra√ jvara¨ kåsasvåsasæråmoha-

‹otharμuk//
hikkåruci‹ ceti li√ga√ maraƒåyåtisåriƒa¨//45
ity atirsaråvaloka¨//
gateti sårair thåmena du¶¢o cegra
F.4ar begins: pitta√ ca kaphasa√yukta√ j¤åtavya√

vibudhair janai¨
stoka√ våtakapha√ na¶¢apitta√ vahati dåruƒa√//
pittaplåva√ti jån∂yåt bhe¶aja√ kårayet//37//
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atyugra√ vahate våhayu¨ kapha√ ca ka√Œasa√yuta√//
na¶¢a√ pitre tu nåŒyå susannipåte lidh∂yate// 38//
iti sårotidhåro gra√the nåŒ∂parik¶å samåptå//
jånijayåna√dåtmajena dullena likhitå nå—Œ∂// cha//
Jotting in purple crayon: ‹lo 40

Pathyåpathyådhikåra
Poleman no. 5326. Houghton Library shelf no. 812.
Ff.I, 4ñ22. 11.5 × 23.5 cm. 14 lines, 34 ak¶aras. Physically

incomplete.
Copied in Nåråyaƒånagara by Dhanaråja Matha, son of

Vidyåvinoda.
Outer cover has: [[201]] Jeypore [in red:] 812 Medicine

Complete [in Devanågar∂]
pathyåpathyavicåra¨ pa.22ñ16ñ32 ‹lo 700 sa√. 1748.
Begins, f.1v: e90// ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨// ‹r∂dhanva-

√taråya nama¨ // ‹riyåraja¨ satvatamå√sivi‹va√
vinirmmita√ yak¶apatisvaya√ ya¨ a‹e¶avæ√dåra-
kavæ√dava√dya√/påyådapåyån manujån gir∂‹a¨ 1

ålokya vaidya ta√traƒ∂/yatrådo¶anibadhyate /
vyådhitånå√ cikitsåsu pathyapathyavini‹caya¨ 2
bhi¶aksarve¶u roge¶u nirdi¶¢åni yathåyatha√.
nidånåpathyapathyåni tr∂ƒi yatråd vici√tayet 3
F1v ends in the middle of verse 14: 13
puråtanå¨ ¶a¶¢ika‹ålaya‹ ca våttakti saubhåjanakåravella√

caitrågamå¶åŒhaphala√ pa¢ola√ karko¢aka√ mμulakapotike
ca/

mudgai
F.4r begins: rmasμurai‹ caƒakai¨ kulatthai /
rma ku¶¢akair våtaharai‹ ca yμu¶a¨
på¢håmætåvåstukata√Œul∂ya/j∂va√ti ‹åkåni ca kåkamåc∂ 15
F.2v has chapter colophon: iti jvararogapathyåpathyå-

dhikåra¨ 1
Ends, f.22r: iti dμurvåditaila√// iti pathyåpathyådhikåra¨

samåpta¨ sa√vat 1758 var¶e ‹åke 1823 pravarttamåne
jye¶¢a‹uklapa√cam∂ ravisutadine likhita√//

mathena vidyåvinodatatputradhanaråjena likhita√
svavåcanårtha√ gra√thågra√tha‹loka 711 ‹r∂devagurvo¨
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prasådena sadåjayastu¨/‹r∂r astu¨// naråyaƒånagarama-
dhye li¶ita√/

F.22v has: 22ñ15ñ32 ‹lo 700

Sukhånandasμutrasthåna
Poleman no. 5317. Houghton Library shelf no. 567.
Ff.Iñ7. 12 × 25.5 cm. 15 lines, 35 ak¶aras. Physically

incomplete.
Bibliography: CC 3.129. Marginal heading throughout:

sukhåna√dasμutrasthåna¨
Marginal note, f.7v: 7ñ15ñ35 ‹lo. 200; outer wrapping has

[crossed out in red: 140] [in red:] 567 sμutrasthånañpa. 7ñ
15ñ35 ‹lo. 200 apμurƒa.

F.1r has a passage from Vågbha¢a in a different hand:
vågbha¢e saptamådhyåyasamåptau
snånånulepanahimånilakha√Œakhådya
‹∂tå√Œudugdharasapμu¶asturå¨ prasannå¨
seceta cånu‹ayana√ viratau ratasya
tasyaivam å‹u vapu¶a¨ punar eti dhåma// 1
‹rutacaritasamæddhe karmada¶e dayålau
bhi¶aji niranuva√dha√ deharak¶å√ nive‹ya /
bhavati vipulateja¨ svåsthyk∂rttiprabhåva¨
svaku‹alakulabhog∂ bhμumipåla‹ ciråyu¨//
tathå¶¢amådhyåyasamåptau /
prasæ¶¢e viƒmμutre hædi suvimale do¶e svapathage
vi‹uddhe codgåre k¶udapagamane yåre nusarati /
tathånnåd udrikte vi‹adakaraƒe dehe ca sulaghau
prayu√j∂tåhåra√ vidhiniyamita√ phålasamahita¨//
ekåda‹o dhyåya samåptau /
ya eva dehasya samåvivæddhyaita eva do¶å vi¶amåvadhåya/
yasmåd atas te hitacaryayaiva k¶ayåd vivædher api rak¶aƒ∂yå¨
Begins, f.1v: //90//‹r∂gurubhyo nama¨//
‹r∂matsukhåna√darasåyanena dhanva√tari¨ siddha-

sudh∂mayena
premaprasannaprasabhek¶aƒena sa√j∂vayaty årttajana√

k¶aƒena 1
åyu¨ prårabdhavåyuprasarad api vidhir nånyathå karttum
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∂‹o fad ye py eva√
tathå py ågamanigamapa¢ur dæ¶¢akarmåbhi¶ak cet dravya√

ced bhμurikalpa√
‹ucicaturacarobuddha åŒhyogad∂cet sa√cåro vedanåyå¨

katham aparicaya¨ ‹r∂sukhåna√daråjye 2
syustvag 7 dhåtμu 7 papadhåtvå 7 ‹aya 7 mala 7 kalikå 7

saptasaptåtha sapta‹aty
unmånå¨ sirå¨ 700 saptakasahita‹ata√ 107 marmasiddhå

2 44 manya¨ trir do¶å¨ ¶oŒa‹a 16 ca nava‹ata√. 900 snåyavo
splå√ tri‹atyå 300 digyukta√dhi dvi‹atyå

210 sara‹ata 500 palape‹ya¨ striyas tatva 25 yuktå¨ 13
Ends, f.6v: k¶audre gnyudyadguŒe våpputapurasitay-

o‹ccrƒƒapi√Œ∂gu¢∂ syåt ‹vetåbdhighråguŒo dvi¨purama-
dhusamam anyac ca dravya√ dvinighra√ leha¨

kvåthådipåkåt punar ucitarasobdhighra‹ubhråguŒodvi¨
k¶epyo bdhighro dravo nyoghapalamitamiti¨
snehasa√dhånalehe 69

sneho bdhighrå√bupakvo¶adhacaraƒarasa¨ snehakalkau
caturthågnyås tailåjye athåtra dravaciranihita√
vastusa√dhånamukta√ kvåthai¨ siddha¨ tv ari¶¢a√
himajalanihatair åsavå ka√guŒårdra√ k¶audrak¶epo da‹√‹o
da‹avidhakalanåkalpanådravyamåtre 70

iti ‹r∂ sukhåna√[da]sμutrasthånaka√ sa√ [tear]
F.7r begins: atha måna√
yastri√trå 30 t paramåƒbhis trasamukho reƒu¨ sa ba√‹∂ti

ca
paryåyair iha kathyate ravikarair jålå√tagair dæ‹ate
tai¨ ¶aŒbhis tu mar∂cikårasaguƒå tåbhi¨ smætå råjikå
tåbh∂ råmaguƒa¨ smæta¨ sarsa apo ë8í¶¢aghro yava¨

sar¶apåt 1
F.7v has: [marginal title:] sukhåna√dasμutrasthånapatra
. . . yat tam ådya√ gaƒasya 10 iti mågadhaparibhå¶å
. . . iti mama dhi¶aƒå tu smæta√ månakalpa√ 13 iti

såmånyaparibhå¶å //
åstikya√ pravibhajya bhojanam anubhåpa‹ ca tathya√ vaco

medhåbuddhidhætik¶amå‹ ca karuƒå j¤åna√ ca nirda√tatå
karmå ni√ditam asprha‹ ca vinayo dharma¨ sa daivådaråd
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ete satvaguƒånvitasya manaso g∂tåguƒåj¤ånibhi¨ 1
krodhas tåŒana‹∂latå ca bahula√ du¨kha√ sukho√c-

chådhikå
da√bha¨ kåmukatåpy al∂kavacana√ cådh∂ratåhå√kæti¨

ai‹varyådy abhimånatåti ayitåna√do dhika‹ cå¢ana√
prakhyåtåhirajo guƒena sahitasyaite guƒå‹ cetasa¨ 2
nåstikya√ vi¶aye cchitåti‹ayitålasya√ ca du¶¢å mati¨
pr∂tir ni√ditakarma‹armaƒi sadå nidrålutåharni‹a√

aj¤åna√ kila sarvato pi satata√ krodhånvitå muŒhadh∂¨
prakhyåtå hi tamoguƒena sahitasyaite guƒå‹ cetasa¨ 3
ëj¤åtavyå pi tamoguƒena sahitasyaitåni cihnåni vaií

Su‹rutasa√hitå /Su‹ruta
Poleman no. 5318. Houghton Library shelf no. 303.
Ff.1ñ72. 13 × 29 cm. 33 ak¶aras, 9 lines. F.43 torn almost

in half. Physically incomplete. . Ff.36r, 54r, 64r have deco-
rative borders.

Bibliography: Compared with the edition of Madhusμu-
dana Gupta, The Su‹ruta or System of Medicine Taught by
Dhanwantari and Composed by his Disciple Su‹ruta (Calcutta:
(pp.1-378) Education Press, 1835; (pp.1ñ562) Baptist
Mission Press, 1836), pp. 378, 562. [Widener Indl 3561. 9].
by Dharmadåsa.

Sections of the Sμutrasthåna and Nidånasthåna, but grossly
mixed up. Possibly copied from an exemplar whose leaves
were muddled, although no passages appear to start in mid
sentence. Perhaps a physicianís personal set of extracts.
Brown paper wrapper has: [[395 320]] 303 vai. su‹ruta¨
‹lo. 1200 pa. 72ñ9ñ30.

Begins, f.1 v: //90// ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨/o√ namo
vrahmaprajåpatya‹vibalibhir dhanva√tarisu‹rutavågbha-
¢aca√dra¢acarakådibhyo nama¨//1//

athå[[tå]]yurvvedotpatti√ nåmådhyåya√ [=1] vyåkhyåsyåma¨//
yathovåca bhagavån dhanva√tari¨ ‹u‹rutåya//
dhanva√tari√ dharmmabhætåm vari¶¢am amætodbhava√//
pådayor upasa√gæhya su‹ruta¨ paripæchati// 1// [this

verse not in edition]
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atha khalu bhagava√tam amaravaram æ¶igaƒa√
parivæí¢aím å‹ramastha√ kåsiråja√ divaudåsa√
dhanva√tarim aupadhenava√ vaitaraƒaurabhrapau¶kalå-
vatakarav∂ryagopurark¶itasu‹rutaprabhætaya¨ ucu¨//
F.5v has: sauƒyakarmå bhuvi pμujyato næpai¨

rasak¶aye ‹akrasalokatå√ brajet// [the last verse of adhy.1,
which is more or less intact, textually

Adh 2 is skipped.]
iti sau‹rute åyurveda‹åstre sμutrasthåne åyurvedotpatti√.

[= 1] nåmådhyåyo prathama// 1//
athåtoídhyayanasa√pradån∂yam adhyåya√ [=3]

vyåkhyåsyåma//
‹ålåkyata√tra√ kaumåra√ cikitså kåyak∂ ca yå/
bhμutavidyeti catvåri ta√tre nuttarasa√j¤ike /
båj∂karacikitså tu/rasåyanavidhis tathå/
vi¶ata√tra puna¨ kalpå¨ ‹alyaj¤åna√ sama√tata¨ /
ity a¶¢å√gam ida√ ta[n]tra√ ådi[f.6r]devena bhå¶ita√/

[i.e., from two thirds of the way through adh 3.
Text continuous up to ff.6rñ6v, which have:] yas tμubhaya¤o

matimå√n sa samårthorthasådhane//
karmmåhave ti staritu√ dvicakra¨ sya√dano yathå [then

skips rest of adh. 3, and start of adh. 4]// eka√ ‹åstram
adh∂yåno na vi(√)dyåt såstrani‹caya√ [sic]

tasmåd bahu‹ruta¨ ‹åstra√ vijån∂yåc cikitsaka¨/[i.e., end
of adhy. 4]

. . . sa vaidyoínyeti taskarå¨/
yathå khara¨ [6v]‹ ca√danabhåravåh∂ bhårasya vettå na

tu ca√danasya /
eva√ hi ‹åstråƒi bahμuny adh∂ta‹ cårthe¶u mμuŒhakharavad

vaha√ti// [near start of adhy 4]
iti ‹r∂sau‹rute åyurveda‹åstre sμutrasthåne adhyayanasa√-

pradån∂yanåmådhyåyo [=3] dvit∂ya¨// 2//
athåto íagnyopaharaƒ∂yam adhyåya√ [=5] vyåkhyåsyåma//
trividha√ karmma// pμurvakarmma pradhånakarmma/

pa‹cåtkarmmeti// [i.e., beginning of adhy 5]
F.7v has: tato gugulvagarusarjjarasabacågaurasar¶a-

pacμurƒair  lavaƒani√bapatravyåmi‹rair åjyayuktair dhμupair
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dhμupayet// [i.e., half way through adh. 5]
iti ‹r∂sau‹rute åyurveda‹åstre sμutrasthåne agnyopahara-

ƒ∂yanåmådhyåyo [=5] tæt∂ya¨//3// ‹r∂/ /
athåto vi‹i¶¢ånuprave‹an∂ya√ adhyåya√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨//
adhigatata√treƒopåsitata√trårthena dæ¶¢akarmåƒå

kætayogyena ‹åstrårtha√ nigaditå råjånuj¤åtena
n∂canakharomƒå ‹ucinå ‹uklavastraparivættena chatravatå . .
. [adhyåya 10]

F.25v=p.112, start of adh 30.
26r=Sμu.31
27r=Sμu.32
29r=Sμu.33
30v=Sμu.34, but goes straight into 46 (p. 200): ata μurdhva√

må√savargån upadek¶yama¨//
37r=Sμu.46, end of må√savarga (p. 206). Goes straight into

Nidåna:
37r=Ni.1
43r=Ni. 2
69v has end of Nidånasthåna: raktena pittodita eka eva√

kai‹cit pradi¶¢o mukhapåkasa√j¤a¨//
iti nidåna√ sthåna√ dvit∂ya√//
athåto vyådhisamudde‹∂yam adhyåya√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨/
dvividhå vyådhaya¨ ‹astrasådhyå¨ snehådikriyåsådhyå‹ ca/

[i.e., Sμu.24l]
72r has end of Sμu.24, then: athåto ¶¢avidha‹astrakam∂yam

adhyåya√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨ [=Sμu. 25]//cha// ‹r∂//
ëhitåhit∂ye [adhy. Sμu.20]í athå¶¢avåtaguƒån vak¶yåma¨//
pμurva¨ sa madhura¨ snigdho lavaƒa‹ caiva måruta¨//
ruí2íguí1ír vidåhajanano raktapittåbhivardhana¨/[i.e.,

the verses from the end of Sμu 20] . . .
Text ends f.72v. k¶∂ƒa¨ k¶ayavi¶årttånå√/ vi‹e¶eƒa tu

pμujita¨
[last verse of Sμu. 20]/
∂‹ånaja¢ukarμu¶o¶ƒa¨ åj¤eyå‹ caiva måruta¨/
amlo vidåh∂nair atyovåyavyåstik¶a ucyate// ‹r∂ . . . ‹r∂//
Colophon: bhagnapæ¶¢i ka¢i¨ gr∂vå/ekavittam

adhomukha√ /
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ka¶¢ena li¶ita√ ‹åstrara√ yatnena paripålayet//1//‹r∂//
‹r∂r astu

kalyåƒa√ bhavatu// li¶ita√ dharmadåsena// cira√//
[A red line sets apart the following text in a more informal

hand:] dhanva√tari samudra mahån∂ kalpotivårai svåmi
kårttikeya ha√sakair r μupi ho pμucchyo [[tivårai√
pratyttarad∂gho]]/ko íruk/var¶å ti¶¢ati/‹arat pivati/
hema√te ‹i‹are atti/[[na¶¢adhau]] mådhv∂ pivati/gr∂¶me
svapati/so aruk bhavati viha√gama¨//

F.72v has marginal pencilled note: sμutrasthåna 72ñ901 30
1200

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a
Poleman no. 5295. Houghton Library shelf no. 530 b.
Ff.4ñ28. 13 × 28.5 cm. 5ñ6 lines, 28 ak¶aras. Physically

incomplete. Found with Brown paper wrapper has:
‹ata‹lok∂ñtrimalla¨ pa. 28ñ5ñ28 ‹lo. 350.

The colophon of this manuscript correctly calls the work
the ›ata‹lok∂ by Trimalla Bha¢¢a, and Poleman has followed
this ascription. But leaves 1ñ3 of the manuscript are from a
different work, the Aj∂rƒama¤jar∂ by Kå‹inåtha. These two
works appear together in some other manuscripts, e.g.,
Poona BORI (Vaidyaka) 3. Covers from verse 10 to end of
work. Sanskrit interlinear gloss throughout.

Begins, f.4r: [kra]måd
ekådvitrilavonaka√ tu pavane pitte kaphe sajvare// 10//
iti jalavarga¨
Ends, f.28r: himådrer utpannå samupacitapa√cånanaraså

dadånå bhaktebhya¨ pratidivasam uccair amalatå√
ado¶å såna√da√ gadiviracitastotranivahå‹ivåm
enai rujya√ janayatu sadåna√dajanåni// 100//
iti ‹r∂trimallavaidyaråjå viracitå iya√ ‹ata‹lok∂ samåpta√//

‹r∂r astu¨ / ‹r∂

Dravyaguƒa‹ata‹lok∂/Trimalla Bha¢¢a
Poleman no. 5296.
Houghton Librar shelf no. 222 .
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Ff.1ñ4, 6ñ13. 10.5 × 24 cm. 12 lines, 29 ak¶aras. Physically
incomplete.

Bibliography: Printed at Bombay in 1896, with a Hind∂
¢∂kå by ›åligråma Vai‹ya; at Benares in 1869 (lithograph);
and at Bombay in 1894, with a Hindi translation by Kæ¶ƒlåna.

Trimalla Bha¢¢a was the son of Vallabha, son of SiΔgaƒa
(who was famous in Kå‹∂, of a TailiΔga family of Åpastambas
surnamed Åkhella, from KoŒapalli. He resided in
Tripuråntakanagara (N 1610 E 792. His brothers were Råma
and Gopa, and he had a son called ›aΔkara. Velankar (ABC
33.1, p.59) has given evidence to show that Trimalla lived
between 1383 and 1499. See also Meulenbeld 1974, p. 419
ff. Variant title: ›ata‹lok∂ Pathyåpathya (nighaƒ¢u) (mistakenly,
from these words in the second verse of its introduction).

Covers complete work.
F.1r has, in pencilled Latin script : iti trimallaka viracitå

guƒåguƒa‹ata‹lok∂
[and in ink:] Vaidyak
Begins, f.1v: ‹r∂gaƒe‹åya nama¨//
‹r∂ka√¢ha√ girijågaƒe‹asahita√ natvå ‹araƒya√ satå√
Ends, f.13rñv: himådrer utpannå samupacitapa√cånana-

raså
dadånåbhaktebhya¨ pratidivasam uccai¨ ramalatå√ //
ado¶å såna√da√ gadiviracitastotranivahå‹ivåm
enai rujya√ janayatu sadåna√dajanan∂ 101
iti trimallakaviracitå guƒåguƒa‹ata‹lok∂

Unidentified nidåna text
Poleman no. 5349. Houghton Library shelf no. 515.
38 leaves. 15ñ20 lines. Physically incomplete.

Unidentified sa√nipåta text
Poleman no. 5348. Houghton Library shelf no. 412.
leaves 1ñ14, 16ñ18. Physically incomplete.

Vaidyakako‹a
Poleman no. 5336. Houghton Library shelf no. 449.
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Ff.3ñ24, 26ñ30. 12 × 28.5 cm. 11 lines, 35 ak¶aras.
Pæ¶¢hamåtrå vowels. Physically incomplete.

F.3r begins: ktaka¨/
ari¶¢asarvatobhadra¨/subhadra¨ påribhadraka¨/
ku¶¢ahådevatågra‹caravisannibhasμuryaka¨//
ni√ba nama//
mahåni√ba¨ smæto drekå/kårmuko vi¶amu¶¢ika¨
ke‹amu¶¢ir niravako/ramyå ka¨ k¶∂ra eva ca//
bakå iti nama¨//
kiråtatiktakohaima¨/ka¢ukta¨ kiråtaka¨//
bhμuni√bo nåryatikta/kiråto råmasenaka¨/
naipåla¨ prathita‹ cånyo jåtibhedo jvaråtaka¨/
nåŒ∂ tiktordhvatikta‹ ca/nidråri¨ sannipåtahå//
cirayate nåma¨//
F.24v ends:// p∂tari nåma¨//
råjar∂tismætå råj¤∂/råjaputr∂ mahe‹var∂ /
vrahmå
F.26r begins: dhyaphalo gæhi/væk¶agulmalatån∂ca/

Vaidyasågara With Hind∂ ¢∂kå
Poleman no. 5335. Houghton Library shelf no. 1363.
FF. lñ140. 9 × 23.5 cm. 7 lines, 25 ak¶aras. Physically

incomplete.
F.1r has: atha neruroga// murailåkapa¶anå 25 gura 25

kμu¢igol∂kapava¶åvadina 14 nerμuaturo jvarapitå‹le¶ajvara-
j∂rƒe¶u vå√dhavå//

bhåmakåle ku¢u√va [×] d∂nakåle ripus tathå// ‹r∂¨ Text
begins

f.iv :‹r∂gaƒe‹åye nama¨
vaidyas‹ågara likhyate
namåmi dhannvantarim ådideva√ våtåtmaja√ gaurisuta√

mahe‹a√ //
siddhe‹var∂√ bhairavadevasarvva√ namåmy aha√

vaidyagathåmananta√//1//
a¶¢åda‹ajvara√ caiva sannyapåtas strayoda‹a¨
te sarvve te mayå kathya√ råjarogådika√ para√//2//
atha dμutalak¶ana‹ubhåí ‹ubhå//
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°T∂kå begins, f.3v://15// ¢∂kå// dåha chana ‹∂ta ho
hædaidu¶aigå¢hihå¢hidu¶aimåthadhumai kå na

måraktacμuvai//
Text ends, f.140r: //151//
anantapåra√ kritavaidyasåstra√ svapna√ gamed

a¶¢agara√thanμuna√//
dharmåpuri√kå‹ikamannakåroíta¢e sthita√ gra√tha

mayå prakåsya√//
‹ubha a‹ybhoksa√khya 55.
iti ‹r∂ na√tadaivaj¤agra√the sågare samåpta√ ‹ubha√

bhμuyåt
ma√galam astu//
tadasa√vatsara 1840 mårgamå√sapta¶¢apache tithau

pa√camyå√ bhæguvåsare ka li¶¢a√ mansåråma upådhyå
¶emanåthake suta åtmåpa¢hårtha√//

‹ubham astu//
1\12\139

12/
278

139
1668

F.140v has: atha kåso‹våsa¨ //goghætapåvabhani//
rμusapåtrapiya patinakaparasanikarava/ kaƒåpai 1 mi‹r∂ 6

pai 3// sahatapai 3 //
tåvap∂tanikevåssanamåcaŒhå dehaghætamelidenåjavaghæta

ho . . . tavachan∂le p∂parimadhye uparase Œårikai piyavavina

SårasaΔgraha/Yogaråja
Poleman no. 5339. Houghton Library shelf no. 1366.

46 leaves. 9ñ10 lines. Physically incomplete.
colophon.

REFERENCES

1. This is the title according to the author himself (verse 2).
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2. Called thus by the author at the end of his work (140). Other titles are
Å‹caryayoga(ratna)målå, Yogamålå, Kautukatantra, and Mahåkautuka
(Intr. to ed. b, 6). See NCC II, 211 Tåntrika Såhitya 55. A Yogaratnåval∂
with a vivæti by ›vetåmbara  (Check-list Nrs. 1010 and 1060) is evidently
the same work; P. Peterson (1887 : 313) reproduces part of the text of
a MS of Någåjunaís Yogaratnamålå that calls it Yogaratnåva∂ in the
colophon. The Aufrecht stated (in his catalogue of the Bodleian
MSS) that the Yogaratnamålå seems to be an epitome of a much larger
work, which tradition ascribes to Någårjuna (see. P. Peterson,
1887: 17)

3. The commentator Guƒåkara ascribes the work to Någårjuna in his
introductory verse. Editions : (a) Å‹cayayogamålåtantra by
Siddhanågårjuna, ed., with a Hind∂ commentary, by PaƒŒita
Baladevaprasådami‹ra, ‹r∂veΔka¢e‹vara Steam Press, Bombay 1914
[IO.San.B.1003(i)]. (b) Någårjunaís Yogaratnamålå with the
commentary of ›vetåmbara Bhik¶u Guƒåkara, edited by Prof.  Priyavrat
Sharma, Jaikrishnadas Ayurveda Series No. 11, Våråƒas∂ 1977. (c)
Någårjunaís Yogaratnamålå, by Dr. Pushpendra Kumar, Delhi 1980
(text, commentary, and English translation of the text). References
are to be.

4. This number varies somewhat in the MSS (Intr. to ed. b, 8; Tåntrika
Såhitya 55; two MSS are recorded as having 400, respectively 450
verses).

5. The work consists of fifty-seven short paragraphs.
6. Verse 139.
7. Verses 139 and 140.
8. Compare CC I, 410: Bhåskara, guru of Någårjuna; P. Peterson, 1887:

17ñ18.
9. Campare on this point SoŒhala.

10. Intr. to ed. b, 9ñ12. P.V. Sharmaís contention that it is not improbable
that this Bhåskara is the Siddha of that name, mentioned, together
with Någårjuna and others, in the Rasaratnasamuccaya (1.2), and who
is also regarded as the author of the Rasendrabhåskara, is no more
than a guess. See also: Bhåskara. See JAI 73ñ87; other medical works
ascribed to this author by R. Bha¢någar are a Lauha‹åstra and a
Någårjun∂kalpa. See Någårjuna.

11. JAI 72ñ87.
12. It is caled Laghuvætti (Cat. Bikaner Nr 1377; P. Peterson, 1887 : 313)

and Laghuvivæti (Cat. BHU Nrs. 140ñ41) JAI 44. A commentary in
Gujaråt∂ on Någårjunaís Yogaratnamålå, called Amætaratnåval∂, and
written by Guƒåkara, is recorded in the Check-list (Nr. 1055); see on
this commentary JAI 95ñ96.

13. See the first of the concluding verses.
14. See the last verse.
15. Intr. to ed. b, 16ñ17.
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16. NCC VI, 58.
17. NCC VI, 58, compare : Någanåtha.
18. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya (1947b) : 132ñ33 and 141 : two quotations, one

of which is identical with that found in Vijayarak¶itaís part of the
Madhuko‹a.

19. Ad Mådhavanidåna 5.31ñ32.
20. Ad Mådhavanidåna 5.31ñ32.
21. Mådhavanidåna 5. 31ñ32 = Ca. Ci. 14.21ñ22.
22. See Vijayarak¶ita and Ni‹calakara. P.V. Sharma disagrees with this

view (see his Intr. to ed. b, 14ñ15) beacause his dates of Vijayarak¶ita
and Ni‹calakara are much later than those adopted in the present
work.

23. Captain H. Bower, ìA Trip to Turkestan,í in The Georgraphical Journal
(Including the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society), vol. V (January
to June, 1895), pp. 240ñ257.

24. Russian Mussulman subjects, inhabitants of Ferghana.
25. Buddhis in Ladakhi.
26. M.L. West, Tesxtual Criticism and Editorial Technique (Stuttagart: Teubner,

1973), p. 64.
27. Klaus Ludwig Janert,  An Annotated Bibliography of the Catalogues of

Indian Manuscripts, Part 1 (Wiesbaden : Fraz Steiner, 1965). Not in
Janert and the handlists of Losty and Wujastyk (see notes 8 and 13),
and that by Gambier-Parry and Johnston, and that of V.Raghavan.

28. Mark Aurel Stein, Serindia: A Detailed Report of Explorations on Central
Asia . . . . (Oxford: Clarendon press, 1921). See also the scientific
reports of Steinís first and third journeys: Ancient Khotan; a Detailed
Report on Archaeological Explorations in Chiness Turkestan . . .  (Oxford:
Clarendon press, 1907 and) Innermost Asia: Detailed Report of Explorations
in Central Asia . . .(Oxford: Clarendon press, 1928)

29. Prof. D. Pingree informs me that there are also a few Sanksrit MSS in
the I.O. acquired after Keith by gift, and that there is a handwitten list
of these.

30. A.F. Rudolf Hoernle, A Report on the British Collection of Antiquities from
Central Asia, published as an extra number to the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal in 1901, section III, part II.

31. Ibid., Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature Found in Eastern Turke-
stan. . . (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1916

32. S.C. Sutton, A Guide to the India Office Library (London : H.M.S.O.,
1952).

33. H.N. Randle, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies  10-
(1940ñ42, 1066.

34. David Pingree, Jyoti¨‹åstra,  part I of A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit
and Other Indian Manuscripts of the Chandra Shum Shere Collection in the
Bodleian Library edited by Jonathan Katz (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1984).
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35. A useful survey of the libraryís catalogues is F.C.Francis, The  Catalogues
of the Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts (London : Trustees of the
British Museum, 1959), a revised and enlarged edition of the article
offprinted from The Journal of Decumentation  7.3 (1951). Several lists of
MS acquisitions are published in the British Museum Quarterly and the
British Library Journal.

36. J.P. Losty (compiler), A Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts in
the British Museum, vol. II ([London, 1971])

37. My thanks to Jinadasa Liyanaratne for several corrections to this list
(he also informs me that there are further  Sri Lankan medical
manuscripts in the British Library collection that do not appear in J.
Lostyís list); any remaining errors are mine alone. Otherónon medical-
items of importance in Mr. Lostyís list include several early illustrated
palm leaf manuscripts from Nepal, two 18th century plam leaf
manuscripts in Malayålam script of Bhåsaís Pratimånå¢aka and
Abhi¶ekanå¢aka, some Gilgit manuscripts, and the Stein fragment from
central Asia. The British Library acquires new Sanskrit manuscripts
regularly.

38. Government of India, Report osf the Sanskrit Commission 1956ñ57 (Delhi:
Manager of Publications, 1958), p. 216.

39. See Helen Turner, Hernry Wellcome: the Man, His Collection and His
Legacy (Lndon: Wellcome Trust and Heinemann, 1980).

40. Dominik Wujastyk, The South Asian Collections of the Wellcome Institute for
the History of Medicine (London : The Wellcome Institute, 1984, 1988).
See also Nigel Allan, The Oriental Collections of the Wellcome Institute for the
History of Medicine (London : The Wellome Institute, 1984.

41. Dominik Wujastyk, A Handlist of the Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts in
the Library of the Wellcome Institute for the Hirstory of Medicine : Volume 1
(London: The Wellcome Institute, 1985).

42. R.C. Dogra, A Handlist of the Manuscripts in North India Languages in the
Libirary (London : School of Oriental and African Studies, 1978).

43. F. Taylr, ìThe Oriental Manuscript Collections in the John Rylands
Library,î Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 54 (1971ñ72), 449ñ78.

44. J.D. Person, Oriental Manuscripts in Europe and North America: a Survey
(Zug: Inter Documentation Company, 1971), pp. 374ñ82, and the
addendum ìOriental manuscripts,î in South Asian Bibliography : a
Handbook and Guide, compiled by the South Asia Library Group
(Hassocks, Sussex : Harvester,  1979), pp. 3ñ5.

45. A copy of Raghavanís notes on these MSS is in the hands of Prof. D.
Pingree, at Brown University.

46. His correspondene relating to the period of his collecting activities is
in the Wellcome Instituteís archives.

47. Some selected works relating to codicology in this area: Stillman Drake,
ëEditing unpublished notes, such as Galileoís on Motion,í in Editing
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Texts in the Hostory of Science and Medicine edited by Trevor H. Levere
(New York and London, 1982); S. M. Katre, Introduction to Indian
Textual Criticism (Poona, 1954); V. Raghavan,  Manuscripts, Catalogues,
Editions, (Bangalore, [1963]); K. T. Pandurangi, The Wealth of Sanskrit
Manuscripts in India and Abroad (Bangalore, 1978); L.D. Reynolds and
N.G. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars : a Guide to the Tranmission of Greek and
Latin Literature (Oxford, 1978); M.L. West, Textual Critucism and Editorial
Technique (Stuttgart : Teubner, 1973). These works also contain
bibliographies for further reading. Also recommended is the study of
the tranmission of medieval Western vernacular poetry and other
medieval and Bzyantine literatures, which share problems with the
Indian case. However, as West sagely observes, after the basic principles
are known, textual criticism is learned by doing, not by reading about
it.
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Foreword

The National Mission for Manuscripts has tried to address
the issue of access to manuscripts heritage of India through
various plans and programmes over the past eight years.
Preservation and conservation of manuscripts are an integral
part of Missionís mandate, however, it has to be acknow-
ledged that mere preservation and conservation cannot be
of much use unless access to manuscripts is made convenient
and easy for scholars. Information on manuscripts is of prime
importance in this matter. Without information manuscripts
can neither be accessed nor used effectively and
productively. In an effort to make this possible the Mission
has been organizing seminars in different subject areas. Such
seminars provide a platform for scholars working in a given
discipline to interact, share information, discuss problems
encountered by them and then look towards a solution of
those problems.

In the year 2006 a seminar on medical manuscripts
entitled Saving Indiaís Medical Manuscripts was organized in
collaboration with Foundation for Revitalization of Local
Health Traditions (FRLHT), Bangalore. This seminar
brought together scholars from different parts of the country
working in this field and provided them an opportunity to
share their experiences. Five years have passed since this
seminar was held. This publication should have been
brought out long ago. However, unavoidable circumstances
got in the way and we could not publish the proceedings
earlier. I feel that a work of this sort need not be on
permanent hold because of some delay somewhere. The
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relevance of material published here is not time bound,
therefore, it can still be of use for researchers and scholars
alike.

This seminar looked at medical manuscripts from
different perspectives which are obvious from the title of
papers. The first paper by M.A. Alwar and M.A. Ananth deals
with deciphering medical manuscripts while the second
paper by K.C. Chunekar talks about arriving at a correct and
precise text for the proper identification of drugs. C.B. Patel
concentrates on Ayurveda as an alternative system of
treatment of modem ills and Usha M. Brahmachari gives
details of a text called Tåmbμulama¤jar∂. Karunesh Shukla
in his brief presentation gives details of forty manuscripts
preserved in the Nagarjun Buddhist Foundation at
Gorakhpur. Following these papers is the one by M.
Prabhakara Rao which puts up a case for a comprehensive
descriptive catalogue of medical manuscripts in India. S.D.
Kamatís paper looks at the survey and cataloguing of
Ayurvedic manuscripts in Gujarat State while Vidyanand
Singh presents, the case of digital documentation of
manuscripts in the Government Museum and Art Gallery,
Chandigarh. P.L. Shaji from Thiruvananthapuram talks
about hands on technique for preservation of manuscripts,
this paper is followed by M.N. Pushpaís paper which outlines
the indigenous practices in the preservation of manuscripts.

Hereafter, eight papers have been included that deal with
different repositories of medical manuscripts. A. Periyasamy
present information on Palani, an important centre of
medical manuscripts. S. Prema gives an overview of Siddha
literature from 200 BC to 2000 AD., while R. Jayalakshmi gives
information on Siddha medical manuscripts in Tamil. S.
Prema and R. Devanathan provide glimpses of epics from
Tamil medical manuscripts and P. Visalakshy presents the
Ayurveda tradition of Kerala. The paper by W. Premananda
Singh on medical books of Manipur is of special interest
because not much is known about this area. Lokesh
Chandraís paper gives us glimpses of the history of Indo-
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Tibetan medicine and Dominik Wujastykís paper provides
information on Ayurveda Manuscripts collection outside
India.

As can be seen from the above this seminar looked at
Indian medical manuscripts from several angles which was
befitting the background and affiliation of scholars. Darshan
Shankar was Director of FRLHT. G.G. Gangadharan, Jt.
Director, FRLHT was convener of this seminar. M.A. Alwar
and M.A. Ananth both were Research Fellows at FRLHT and
had jointly published K¶emakutμuhalamóa work on dietetics
and wellbeing. K.C. Chunekar was Professor of Dravyaguna
at Banaras Hindu University. He had the rare distinction of
being the Indian Government expert on botanical identi-
fication. C.B. Patel was Superintendent of Orissa State
Museum, Bhubaneshwar which is one of the very large and
important repositories of palm leaf manuscripts. Usha
Brahmachari was Research Officer at Gaekwad Oriental
Institute, M.S. University, Baroda. Karunesh Shukla, formerly
Professor of Sanskrit at Gorakhpur, is presently heading the
Nagarjuna Buddhist Foundation. M. Prabhakara Rao was
associated with the Oriental Research Institute), Tirupati as
curator- cum-librarian. S.D. Kamath, besides being a
renowned Ayurvedic doctor is also a researcher in this field
at Mumbai. Vidyanand Singh was Director, Government
Museum and Art Gallery, Chandigarh. P.L Shaji is associated
with the Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram,
Kerala,í which is one of the largest repositories of manuscripts
in the country. M.N. Pushpa was Curator, Botany Section,
Government Museum, Egmore, Chennai while A. Periyasamy
was Curator, Government Museum, Palani. S. Prema was
Professor and Head of Siddha manuscripts at Thanjavur. R.
Jayalakshmi was research associate in the Department of
Manuscriptology, Institute of Asian Studies, Chemmachery,
Chennai while R. Devanathan, MD in Ayurveda hailed from
SDM College Udupi. P. Visalakshy again belongs to the
hallowed institute at Thiruvananthapuram. W. Premananda
Singh besides being an advocate was deeply interested in
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the Ayurvedic system of medicine and had done research in
this field. Lokesh Chandra is a well-known name in the field
of Tibetan, Mongolian and Sino Japanese Buddhism. He is
a respected authority in the field of Buddhist studies.
Dominik Wujastyk had the privilege of working for the
Welcome Foundation in London for a long time from where
he joined the University of Vienna. He has worked on
Sanskrit language and literature, classical Indian studies and
history of science in pre-modem India. The reason I have
given details of the scholars over here instead of the general
practice of providing it at the end of the publication is that
some information provided here might be dated. The
reference to designation and affiliation to institutions is given
as it was in the year 2006. We have not been able to update
the list but it is important for the reader to know about the
contributors as it adds to the authenticity of the writings. I
am sure some scholars must have moved on in time.

Even though delayed, I feel this publication will be
worthwhile and useful to scholars working in the area of
medical manuscripts and we at NMM would gratefully
acknowledge any feedback from discerning readers.

DIPTI S. TRIPATHI

DIRECTOR

NATIONAL MISSION FOR MANUSCRIPTS

New Delhi
14th November, 2011



Introduction

The Indian medical heritage has been extremely productive.
India has one of the largest collections of medical manuscripts
of any civilization in the world. While there is no precise
enumeration of the number of manuscripts that we have,
estimates vary widely putting it in the region of 20000 to
100,000. Several of these manuscripts are now in Institutions
such as Oriental manuscripts libraries, Indological research
institutions, universities, mutts and archives and many are
still in private collections. Manuscripts are also available in
foreign libraries in U.K., France, Germany and USA.
Unfortunately there is no detailed and accurate data about
the number, extent and distribution of the medical
manuscripts of India.

The presently available published medical texts, which
are in contemporary use, represent less than two per cent
of the medical literature that is available in the form of
manuscripts.

Through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a
large number of manuscripts began to get accumulated in
public collections so also the catalogues with varying degrees
of completeness and reliability. The first attempt to compile
a master list of manuscripts in any area was the one made by
Theoder Aufrecht in the 1890s. After an exercise lasting
nearly thirty years, Aufrecht produced a master list of all
Sanskrit manuscripts in public collection, which he called
Catalogus Catalogrum. Subsequently during a twelve-year
period, two supplementary volumes were produced.



However, with a large number of new catalogues
accumulating, Aufrechtís work soon became outdated. In
1935, A.L. Woolner, Vice Chancellor of Punjab University,
mooted the idea of preparing a fresh edition of Catalogorum.
In 1937 the University of Madras decided to take the work
of producing a New Catalogus Catalogorum of all Sanskrit
manuscripts in public collections all over the world. Initially
when the work was undertaken a list of 394 catalogues were
collected. A master alphabetical author/title list was
compiled. Each entry gave the description of manuscripts
giving the name, specified the location of the manuscript
(in terms of the name of the collection and the serial
number) as well as the broad subject classification wherever
known. The entire corpus was divided into forty-eight broad
subject headings for this purpose. The first volume was
published in 1949 covering all manuscripts under the
alphabet ëAí During the period 1949ñ1991 thirteen volumes
of the New Catalogus Catalogorum have been published
covering the manuscripts under the letter ëAí to ëBAí. As
per the original estimate twenty volumes are required to
completely list this corpus.

The only attempt to catalogue Indian  medical literature
was by the Department of History of Medicine that was started
in Osmania University in 1958. The work commenced with
the identification of twenty-four catalogues of manuscripts
including two catalogues of collections from Nepal and one
from Germany. When only about one thousand entries had
been compiled, the department was suddenly closed down
in 1966. Later, the department was transferred to the Indian
Council of Medical Research in 1969 and then to the Central
Council for Research in Åyurveda and Siddha. In 1970, the
material was transferred to the Institute for History of
Medicine in Hyderabad.  The Institute published an
incomplete work in 1972,  which gives a list of 1082 entries
along with the titles. This was perhaps the first and only
attempt to compile a partial list of manuscripts in the area
of medicine.
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Similarly no reliable estimates are available on the corpus
of regional medical manuscripts in Indian languages. Some
time ago the Tamil University at Tanjore had compiled a list
of all Tamil manuscripts in public collections. Out of the
24,000 manuscripts listed, about 4,000 are in the area of
medicine.

Manuscripts in general and the medical manuscripts in
particular form a precious part of Indiaís cultural heritage.
The urgency for initiating a progarmme for conservation of
medical manuscripts is because there exists a real danger of
losing a large number of manuscripts due to negligence.

On the other hand, access to manuscripts will provide
theoreticians and practitioners of the Indian Systems of
Medicine valuable knowledge that can be put to
contemporary use.

The National Mission for Manuscripts was kind enough to
co-sponsor the seminar on ëSaving Indiaís Medical
Manuscriptsí and the same was held at the campus of
FRLHT. The seminar was a huge success and also an eye-
opener for the organizers as well as the participants regarding
the wealth and extent of medical manuscripts that existed
throughout India and abroad also. It was also a precursor for
FRLHT to take up a project on ìDocumenting Indiaís
Medical Manuscriptsî and prepare a Master Descriptive
Catalogue of these manuscripts, which would facilitate
researchers, students and scholars of Åyurveda to delve deep
into the ancient medical texts and retrieve the invaluable
knowledge housed in these texts and utilize them for the
betterment of humanity.

The seminar saw many scholarly and informative
presentations. Many outstanding scholars from different
parts of India gave invaluable suggestins to take this noble
task ahead.

It is a matter of great pleasure that the National Mission
for Manuscripts is bringing out the proceedings of this
seminar in a very attractive manner. I am sure readers of
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this book will appreciate the quality and quantity of
information housed in the articles. We look forward to
suggestion and active participation of all the readers and
scholars to take forward the noble task of preserving and
propagating the knowledge of Indian medical heritage that
our organization has taken up.

G.G. GANGADHARAN

Courtesy: Mr. Darshan Sahankar,
Director, FRLHT
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Key to Transliteration

VOWELS

v a vk å b i bZ  ∂ m u mQ μu
(but) (palm) (it) (beet) (put) (pool)
_ æ ,  e ,s ai vks o vkS au
(rhythm) (play) (air) (toe) (loud)

CONSONANTS
Guttural d ka [k* kha x ga ?k gha Ä Δa

(skate) (blockhead) (gate) (ghost) (sing)
Palatal p ca N  cha t ja > jha ×k ¤a

(chunk) (catchhim) (john) (hedgehog) (bunch)
Cerebral V ¢a B* ¢ha M@M+ Œa <*@<+ Œha .k* ƒa

(start) (anthill) (dart) (godhead) (under)
Dental r ta Fk tha n da /k dha u na

(path) (thunder) (that) (breathe) (numb)
Labial i pa iQ* pha c ba Hk bha e ma

(spin) (philosophy) (bin) (abhor) (much)
Semi-vowels ; ya j ra y la o va

(young) (drama) (luck) (vile)

Sibilants 'k ‹a "k ¶a l sa g ha
(shove) (bushel) (so) (hum)

Others {k k¶a =k tra K j¤a G* l _* ¿
(ksåtriya) (tri‹μula) (j¤ån∂) (play)
va  (ó) ≈ or √ amusμura (nasalisation of preceding vowel) like

  sa≈skæti/or so√skæti
v% visarga = ̈  (aspiration of preceding vowel like (pråta¨)

¿     Avagraha consonant #' consonant (like-imé vasthitå)

Anusvåra at the end of a line is presented by m (e~) and not ≈
*No exact English equivalents for these letters.




